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RELIGION AND THE STATE.

INTRODUCTORY STATEMENT,

HE question, What is the state, may be answered theoret-

ically or practically. The latter mode is preferred, be-

cause it brings us most directly in contact with certain other

questions intimately connected with it, and which are becoming
every day more urgent. Instead, therefore, of attempting to

give its abstract idea by any a priori reasoning, let us endeavor

to ascertain what it is as a fact—as a real power in the world.

Its most practical definition may thus be found in what it ac-

tually does
,
or claims to do, and which nothing can prevent it

from doing, whether any theory, true or false, would concede

or deny such action as belonging to its essential nature. Thus
regarded, our general subject may be treated under two main

heads : 1 st, The state as a human agency having unlimited

power, and the enormity of such a power when regarded as

irresponsible and irreligious
;

2d, Neutrality or indifference

of the state in respect to morals and religion a thing impos-

TART I.—THE STATE AN ABSOLUTE SOVEREIGNTY.

In thus defining it, it may be said, in the first place,, that

the State is a power claiming and exercising supreme jurisdic-

tions over a certain portion of the earth. Here it acknowledges

no superior unless it be God. It is the sovereign arbiter of life

and death. It fixes the civil status
;

it regulates the social

action
;

it determines, either directly or permissively, wholly or

partially, according to its sovereign pleasure, the rights, duties,

and relations of all human beings within its territorial sway.

Men may claim rights as belonging to them by nature, but the

sible,
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state assumes to say whether they shall exercise them. The

negro claimed personal liberty as “an inalienable right’’ given

by God, who “ created all men free and equal.’’ Our republican

state, for more than seventy years, denied this right, and, as a

necessary consequence, that doctrine of an equal creation which

formed the ground of its assertion. It would have continued

to do so in spite of the rhetoric of abolitionists, in spite of

fourth-of-July orations, with all their fine talk about “ the rights

of man,” if God. the unacknowledged source of rights, had not

manifestly interfered, making mad the political power that

then ruled us, and threatening “ to dash us in pieces like a

potter’s vessel,” unless we acknowledged and obeyed some
“ higher law.” As matter of fact the liberty of the individual

is wholly dependent upon the will of the state. This is true

universally. Whatever measure of freedom is enjoyed by the

inhabitants of one country, greater than that of another, is

simply a concession from the same absolute source. The state

assumes to determine the public good for which it exists, and

for this end, true or false, claims the highest prerogatives of

'sovereignty, whether directly exercised, or for any reason held

in abeyance. It is all there, either as an active or latent force.

The state takes charge of the person, and of the personal con-

duct. It defines crime
;

it makes its prohibitions and commands
the measure of the lawful and the right. Hence it raises or

lowers, makes consistent or inconsistent, the standard of public

morals, whether it disclaim any such intention or not. It

employs force to an unlimited degree. It punishes by the in-

fliction of pain to any amount it may deem necessary. It ban-

ishes
;

it imprisons
;

it puts to death. The state claims to be

the source of all rights of property. ' Whatever is held, whether

of land or chattels, is by its permission and under its regulation.

It grants, it confiscates, it determines tenure or conditions of

holding as it pleases. It prescribes how property shall be

obtained, transmitted, inherited, or devised. It determines

what shall be money. It is the sole creator and regulator of

that most important element of the social life we call the cur-

rency. It has an unlimited power of taxation. It demands
the sacrifice of the individual convenience for whatever it may
deem, whether truly or falsely, the public opinion. It makes
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war and peace with other nations. It suppresses rebellions, at

whatever cost, and with whatever degree of force it may regard

the occasion as demanding. Hence it sovereignly claims the

life of every man in the public defence, or whatever it may de-

clare such in any conflict, whether aggressive or defensive,

whether right or wrong, which it chooses to wage. Again, the

state determines ultimately all political rights, as they arc

called, all franchises, from that of voting up to the highest polit-

ical privilege or station. It prescribes the age at which, and

the conditions on which, all such franchises may be exercised
;

or it may disfranchise certain persons and certain classes

altogether. It may limit such political privileges to one sex, or

it may grant them to both, according to its sense of truth or

fitness. It may create ranks in society
;

it may build up an

aristocracy of birth, or it ma}^ favor the far worse aristocracy

of wealth or of social caste. As its most important power, and

the one most inseparable from its action for good or for evil, it

regulates all the social relations. It cannot let them alone. It

declares, and must declare, what shall constitute marriage, what

shall cause its dissolution—whether there shall be any restric-

tions upon it of any kind, or whether it shall be as the loosest

human appetites may demand. As a necessary consequence it

has entire control over the family. It can elevate or depress,

it can regulate' or destroy it as it pleases. It may favor a

beastly communism instead of the institution which God has

appointed as conservative, above all others, of our feeble human
nature.

Again, the state is the source of all lesser or lower corporate

existences within itself. They are what the state makes them
to be. Their powers, their objects, their continuance, their

modes of doing business are all fixed by this higher and ulti-

mate sovereignty. They are not among the greatest of the

state’s prerogatives, and we only allude to them here in passing

to show the futility of an argument, first used by Macaulay,

and since reiterated by many, as though it were unanswerable.

It is to the effect that banks, railroads, incorporations, insur-

ance companies, etc., present a perfect analogy to the state in

respect to moral and religious questions. A bank has no the^

ology, they say
;
a bank knows no god

;
therefore the state has
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none. We might demur to the first proposition here, but it is

the analogy which we would wholly deny. They are as unlike

as creature and creator, as a power specially limited to definite

objects by the state itself, and one wholly unlimited, or, rather,

wholly illimitable, except as acknowledging a divine power, a

divine right, and a divine law transcending its own. The bank
has something to call it to account. It derives its charter from

the state. The state receives its charter from God, so acknowl-

edged to be, or we have that most fearful idea, an agent, a

most mighty One, as we have truly set it forth, entering deeply

into all human relations and human interests, determining the

social character, affecting to a high degree the moral standard,

and yet wholly irresponsible to any power above. In this sum-

mary of the state’s powers there is no exaggeration. All these

sovereign attributes are not only inherent in its very idea as a

state, but have their times of practical exhibition. In short,

there may be predicated of every such ultimate political organ-

ism what has been said of the British Parliament as the repre-

sentative of the British nation : It is omnipotent

;

there is no

earthly power “ that can touch its hand, or say unto it, what

doest thou ?” •

All states alike sovereign, whatever may he their form.

But we are a constitutional state, it may be argued, and

therefore limited. Such an enumeration of sovereign powers

can only be predicated of an absolute or imperial despotism.

Surely it can have no application to a republican government

like our own, responsible to the people, amenable to public

sentiment, besides being restricted by its own fundamental law,

which is but an expression of that public sentiment. The fallacy

that lurks here is exposed in this very language. What is it but

saying, the nation is responsible to its own will
;
and that will

may be any thing it wills to be if there is not some acknowledged

check regarded as immutable. It is very easy to answer such

an argument, notwithstanding the confidence with which it may
be put forth. Historical facts have shown, they are now show-

ing, that the will of a multitude, the public sentiment of a mul-

titude, acting as a multitude, may be as cruel, as irrational, as

unjust, as irresponsible, as when that same corporate will is rep-

resented by an oligarchy, by a class, or by a single despot.
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Experience, too, has shown that all this may be with strictest

regard to form. Lynch law is sometimes very formal
;

it often

challenges to itself “ a respectable public sentiment and it

may be most seriously and pertinently asked : What but formal-

ized lynch law is any government, however outwardly regular, or

any political movement, however large the collective will which

it embraces, if it acknowledges nothing higher than itself?

Surely this is not to be determined by mere extent of territory.

A continent may be the theatre of such a display as well as a

county or a neighborhood.

The people and the state are not the same
;
a true state, a

true whole
,

is something more than the sum of its aggregate

parts
;
the state is something that stands ; the present people,

like the present particles of the individual body, or the present

impulses of the individual soul, is something that is ever passing

away
;
we cannot therefore, without an utter confusion of ideas,

an utter subversion of the very principle of order, make the

higher and the permanent responsible to the lower and the tran-

sient. There must be something which we can call the mind of

the state, the reason of the state, in distinction from the impul-

sive popular volitions, and it is hard to conceive of this as any
thing truly ruling, or not liable at any time to be drawn down
into the lower sphere, unless regarded as connected with some
higher reason acknowledged to be immutable and divine. This

may be called metaphysics
;
but we must beware how we

run against metaphysics, or it may bring us up in the end
with a sad experience of some resulting practical mischief.

But let the appeal, then, be to “ common-sense.” Even that

is sufficient to teach us that what we call a constitution is simply

an effort to get out of and above our present selves. This

effort, in its very nature, is ever pointing to something higher,

whilst it is itself an exercise of that inherent earthly sovereignty

of which we are speaking as belonging to every state, whatever
may be its form. The power to make a constitution for itself

such as it pleases, the power to limit its own action—what can

be a higher exercise of sovereignty than that. But the very

doing of such an act of self-limitation can only be upon the

ground that what is thus imposed may be modified in any way,

enlarged, restricted, or wholly thrown off as it pleases the
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mighty power, either quiescent or in action, or the mighty col-

lective will, rude or civilized, ignorant or intelligent, rational or

irrational, God-fearing or atheistical, that lies back of it. This

ultimate sovereign power is like a sword in its sheath. It may
be all drawn forth

;
and, as our own experience has shown that

there may be a time even under a very restricted constitution

when something like this is demanded
;
or a large portion of it,

as much or as little, comparatively, as it chooses, may be held

in reserve. Such an absolute sovereignty, as a reserved right

of every independent political community, belongs to the

United States of America as much as it does to Russia, or

Japan, or the most uncontrolled—that is, unconstitutional

—

despotism on earth. It exists irrespective of all outward

modes. It inheres in the republican, as well as the monarchical

or the imperial. Forms cannot ultimately restrict it in this re-

spect, for it makes its forms. It can be what it pleases to be,

either through certain formal proceedings which it calls consti-

tutional amendment, or through a steady tendency of judicial

and political constructions always moulded by popular tenden-

cies lying back of them, or, if these are thought too slow, or

some real or fancied exigency demands it, by falling back

directly upon the absolute sovereignty as something never lost,

and from which constitutions emanate, as being, even in their

very restrictions, an expression of ultimate unlimited power .

1

1 Even the right of revolution, as it is called, is grounded on this idea of the

nation’s sovereignty
;
and the necessity of yielding to it all individual privileges,

or individual claims of right, however they may seem vested, either by law or

prescription. Its character is determined by its success or failure. In the one

case it is a revolt, or rebellion, and punished as such
;
in the other case it is legiti-

mated by showing itself to be the act of the State, as a whole
,
righting itself by a

violent, informal proceeding, but maintaining the essential oneness, wholeness,

and identity of organic life. In these respects it differs essentially from secession,

which is the claim of a limb to sever itself from the body, not caring how much it

may hurt either the whole or a part. Nations have never been more intensely

national than in some of their revolutions. It differs also from another idea with

which it has been confounded, namely, that of a colonial severance. It is, indeed,

very difficult to define this right. One short test, however, may be laid down,

which will greatly help us in the matter. Revolution can only be a light when it

is clearly a duty. Severed from the higher idea of a divine sanction, claimed as a

right in itself, irrespective of any just reason for its exercise, nothing can be more

arbitrary, irrational, or impious. We have had the divine right of kings
;

it is

found to be “a plant which God had not planted,” and it is fast “ being rooted
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Such a poiver must be religious, or it cannot maintain its

essential wholeness.

By religious we mean that it must acknowledge some un-

earthly rule, some higher law, to which it holds itself respon-

sible, and from which alone it derives this dread sovereign

authority. It is either sheer force, or to such higher law must

it appeal in defence of its integrity, its right to exist as a

national whole. The doctrine of the social compact, or of the

individual consent, or of the declared agreement of the parts, or

any doctrine, in fact, that asserts no higher ground for govern-'

ment than human wills, can never give it. The right to be a

nation, and to maintain itself as a nation, against every claim of

severance, as made either by individuals or by masses, can only

come from the acknowledgment of a power which alone is higher

than the state. Discarding this, it discards the source of its

political vitality, and admits a dissolving principle against which

it is theoretically defenceless. The advocate of the godless

theory of government may be safely defied to produce a single

argument against secession, as a right, that will not be found

inconsistent with his own favorite dogmas of the state’s origin

and ground of authority. And yet the state must resist it.

False theory, however plausible and however popular it may be

up.” There has come in place of it the divine right of the people, vox populi vex

Dei, as it has been called. The one is as blasphemous as the other. Both are

equally opposed to the true doctrine, the state ordained of God, or the divine

right of the state as distinguished from that of kings, or of any present governors,

or of any present flowing masses claiming that government is founded solely on
their consent. All these seem to challenge God for their destruction. If human
boasting is, of all things, most offensive in His sight, then, indeed, is our nation

in a state of extreme peril. “No flesh shall glory in His presence.” As the

divine right of kings has been rooted up, so also may we believe that the trial of

its impious successor is fast approaching. Whether we are to be an encouraging

example or a warning beacon to the nations, is a question which history has yet to

decide. This, however, is certain, that none have more strenuously maintained

not only the right but the duty of deposing wicked rulers, even by violence if need
be, or of revolutionizing an unrighteous government than men like Knox and
Cromwell and our own Puritan fathers, who claim that to God and His Messiah
belong all the nations of the earth, and that all political authority should be
acknowledged as coming from them alone. There have been revolutions ground-

ed wholly on the earthly principle. The evil fruit that they have ever borne is,

however, sufficient evidence that governments thus founded are not of the divine

planting, and that, sooner or later, their extirpation is inevitable.
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at other times, can avail nothing when we have to face the dire

fact of an assault upon a nation’s life. It is shown at once that

it is not a mere aggregate of parts that can dissolve or fall to

pieces at the pleasure of the parts, without hurting any thing,

but an organic whole, an organic life, such as it has been made
by God himself, and that therefore a hurt in one part is a hurt

all over. Theorists may talk as they please of governments
deriving all their power from the consent of the governed,

whether asserted in regard to greater or lesser parts. There are

senses in which it is true, if we separate between what is some-
times called the government, and the state itself. It becomes
even a truism, too trifling to be argued, if it means simply that

any present people have the physical power to destroy a gov-

ernment, or the state itself, if you please, whenever they will to do
so. God sometimes uses them as instruments for this very pur-

pose. In that sense all governments, all states, may be said to

rest on the consent of the governed. But it is a question of

right
,
not of force,

that we are discussing, and facts show that

we do not believe in these theories when the time comes for

putting them to the test. They were abundantly taught before

our great struggle
;
they were even most inconsistently main-

tained by some who were foremost in actually opposing the

legitimate carrying out of their own doctrine of consent. But

at this time a higher voice was heard, a deeper feeling was

aroused, and all this casuistry was thrown to the winds. The
nation arose in the strength of its own sovereign will

;
it

resolved, in the exercise of its divinely chartered rights, to

maintain intact every inch of its domain, whether it were the

national capital, or the most distant outpost that skirts its vastly

extended territory. To this end it demanded the life of every

individual member, not because of his individual consent, but

because he was born under it, born under law, and by such

birth became incorporated into the one great national life,

ordained by God, and from his authority alone deriving its right

of sel-defence.

A godless sovereignty, or a godless state, whatever its form, a

leviathan monster.

We have set forth this doctrine of the state’s inherent omnip-

otent sovereignty at such a length, because of its intimate con-
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nection with our main theme. It is important to show what a

mighty power it is, as matter of fact, and what a monster i-t be-

comes when supposed to acknowledge no higher law than its

own will, no responsibility to any divine Ruler regarded as the

source of its authority, or as putting any check upon its

exercise. A godless state, whatever may be its outward form,

whatever may be its written or unwritten constitution, is

unmixed despotism. There is no security against any charac-

ter, however abnormal, it may assume, or any acts, however

evil, it may commit. The very thought is enough to make us

shudder. There is no need here of any abstract discussion of

the question whether the state is a person. For our present

purposes that may be laid aside as a pure logomachy, if any

choose to call it so. Let us keep our minds upon the matter of

fact. It is, at all events, a mighty human agent, acting, like

the individual, from passions, impulses, volitions, motives,

reasons, real or assumed. It has a will and an intelligence. It

may be enlightened or unenlightened, rational or irrational.

The power may be exercised directly by one man representing

a rude multitude who have put every thing into his hands, or

by a few representing the influence of wealth and culture, or by
vast numbers flattered by the idea of independence, yet, in

truth, the instruments of a small portion representing whatever

is most corrupt and unprincipled in the community. It may be

party, it may be the press, it may be the mob spirit of our great

cities. But whatever appearance it may asume, it is still a will

and an intelligence, which, whether good or bad, is certainly

resistless. If we take it in a higher sense, and say this will and
intelligence are not merely the popular impulses for the time

being, but the settled laws and institutions of the land, there

is, indeed, some relief in that idea, but only as long as we can

regard it as representative of a transcending authority carrying

us, ultimately, to the thought of something divine and immu-
table. In the highest sense does there hold true that dictum of

Aristotle, that “ law is the mind of the state,” its abstract

reason separated from the passions, appetites, and impulses of

the moment .

1 This abstract reason, in the state as in the indi-

1 Politica, Lib. iii. ch. 2, tiunrep vovS <2vev upe£eci$ 6 vo/xoS lari :
“ Law is

mind without passion.” In connection with this there is the remarkable say-
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vidual, first asserts its supremacy as the highest part of our

nature. Delivered from passions and animality, it would decide

right as a true voice of God within us. It is so in the worst of

men. Sitting as abstract legislators, the inhabitants of our state

prisons might be trusted to make a code, either for themselves,

or the community, which would be, in the main, just and right.

Hence the truth of the saying, that laws are in general better

than the people, in advance of the people
;
even in their de-

generacy they keep something of this position
;
they are ever a

little better than the popular sentiment toward which they are

sinking. There is, however, a constant tendency to draw them
down into the lower sphere, and nothing can check it but the

feeling, however originated and sustained, that human law, to

be true law, must be regarded as, somehow or at some point,

uniting with a higher code. As was so clearly seen by that

great thinker whom we love to quote, “ it must add to itself

(associate with itself) ?] Qrjpiov ?/ deov either the beastly or

the divine.” It maybe admitted that, even when most rev-

erenced and most fully acknowledged, this idea of the divine in

human government falls short of its due effect. The adversary

uses his most subtle argument when he says that a formal

religious acknowledgment would not necessarily make us a

Christian nation in the highest sense. But what may Ave be-

come without it, or something equivalent to it ! It is this neg-

ative aspect of the question that most strongly presents itself in

the fearful experiment we are now trying. To what still lower

depths of corruption and lawlessness might we not have de-

scended, had it not been for the influence upon the minds of

our legislators, politicians, editors, popular speakers—the silent,

almost unconscious influence, it may be—of the thought that

we were a Christian nation, and that our political movements,

and the shaping of our laws, must have some reference to that

grand fundamental fact. Discard it utterly
;

let it be rejected

in all its roots and branches
;

let a generation or generations be

ing : “He who thus acknowledges Law to be the ruler in distinction from the

individual despot, or the passions of the multitude, makes God the ruler, and the

laws, that is God, the ruler of the laws ; he who makes man alone the ruler

(man collectively or individually) adds also the beast”—that is, makes passion

and appetite, in the end, the sovereign power.
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brought under the power of the idea, regarded as settled, that

the state, as such, knows no god, no religion, no higher law
;

let

this taint, so negative in its form, so positive in its action, affect

all our thinking
;

let the maxim be constantly taught in our

schools, and reiterated by the press, until it has sunk down into

the common mind, and become a part of it
;

let such a training

have its due effect, and what security is there that law will con-

tinue to be vovs av8v opt^soo?, “ mind without passion,” reason

uncontrolled by appetite or brutal ferocity ? We boast of law

as something to be obeyed simply because we ourselves have

made it
;
we worship it as an idol the work of our own hands.

What is there to prevent that contempt which, in the end,

always mingles itself with such idolatry ? How are we to rever-

ence our own work, our own creature ? What shall keep it

from falling to the level of the worshippers, so that, instead of

being an exemplar of the pure abstract reason, the highest thing

in man, or that which assimilates him to the divine, it shall be-

come a representative of all that is basest and most earthly in

our human nature ? Reverence for law is only maintained by

some thought, however shadowy, that in its very essence there

must be something above ourselves— that however we may
shape its forms and applications, the ground and sanction of

government, of the magistracy, of jurisprudence, must be

sought in a sphere transcending the human. Banish that

thought wholly from the collective as well as from the individual

mind, and no substitute that we may call expediency, or polit-

ical economy, or “an enlightened self-interest,’’ will ever pre-

vent the speedy degeneracy which must take place, when the

power of mere tempting appetite, or of blinding impulse, or, in

a word, the ever-magnified interest of the present, comes in

conflict with some dimly seen future good.

It is, however, enough for us here simply to present this pic-

ture of an omnipotent earthly power, with no acknowledged

moral or religious restraints—an agent wholly irresponsible, and

disavowing all responsibility to any thing above itself. A power

of life and death, claiming unlimited and illimitable control over

millions of human beings now existing—over generations yet

unborn—determining in fact how they should be born, or under

what conditions, with or without their consent, they should
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commence their individual earthly existence—above all, an

educating pozver, educating by its laws and its political action,

educating directly and positively by assuming to prescribe what

shall be taught and what shall not be taught in the schools—

a

power that must, to a great extent, determine the social char-

acter and fix the moral standard of an age, or of ages yet to

come—such a power as this, and yet wholly irresponsible to any

other in the earth, or in the heavens above ! Are we not right

in calling it a monster ? It is the power that Hobbes so clearly

describes, except that he regarded it as all summed up in the

one sole monarch whom he calls the head of the state. The
name leviathan, however, which he gives to it, would be just as

applicable to an irresponsible multitude, as to any single agent

supposed to stand as its representative. Religion, too, strange

as it may be thought, is allowed a place in the scheme of this

atheistical philosopher. But it is religion only as a political

convenience, instead of the source and sanction of all political

power
;
and this makes the great and radical difference between

that bugbear of church and state, at which some are so much
frightened, and the idea for which we are here contending. Is

it, indeed, such an awful power ? Is it, indeed, such a levia-

than monster if regarded as irresponsible to any acknowledged

divine authority and law ? The picture, we think, is faithfully

given, and if so it dispenses with any further or labored argu-

ment. The irresistible inference from such a statement may be

confidently left to every serious reader.

PART II.—NEUTRALITY OF THE STATE IN MORALS AND
RELIGION, A TPIING IMPOSSIBLE.

The power which we have described has a mind and a will

as well as the individual. These may be rational or irrational
;

at all events, they are resistless. Can such a power be neutral ?

can it be in a state of indifference in regard to a human interest

so vital, so pervasive, so ineradicable, as that of religion ? To
every serious and intelligent mind, the question would seem to

answer itself from the very force of the terms in which it is

stated. There are, however, arguments drawn from both

reason and experience, which put beyond all controversy the

proof of such impossibility. Whatever difficulties, therefore,
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may be in the way of adjustment, we must prepare ourselves for

the one side or the other of this dire alternative.

For or against.

The state must be for or against religion, for or against

Christianity. That which may be called the mind or disposition

of the state, as exhibited in its legislation, its jurisprudence, its

general political action, and, above all, in its claim to be an

educating power, must have an attitude of friendship or hos-

tility. It cannot avoid contact with this vital, all-pervading in-

fluence
;
and that contact must be one of amity or repulsion.

But what religion ? The objector who starts this query doubt-

less thinks that it disposes of the whole matter. Under it he

raises all sorts of ad captandum difficulties, very easily suggested,

but only showing his incompetency to deal with the great sub-

ject in either its theological or its political bearings. His ques-

tion can be answered. The essential difference between the

relation of theology to the state, or a state theology, as it may
be called, and that which it bears to the individual creed, or

the individual salvation, can be clearly stated, and in a way
consistent with the largest civil and religious liberty. It is

from confounding these two relations that all the difficulty

arises. That, however, may be shown in another place. We
are concerned here with the general proposition : The state can-

not be neutral
,
and we would boldly lay it down under the sanc-

tion of the three greatest authorities, Revelation, Reason, and

Experience. Its truth could be shown by direct h priori argu-

ment, from the very nature of man and society
;
and on such

argument would we now insist, were it not that a rapidly de-

veloping experience is furnishing an easier method, and one

better adapted to the mass of readers, especially in its prepar-

atory aspect.

Irreligion will not allow neutrality.

There was a time when, with some degree of plausibility,

the general question of a national acknowledgment of religion

might have been regarded as purely theoretical. It is now be-

coming an eminently practical one. The decision will in some
way 'force itself. It is becoming manifest, as it always will

become manifest, whether in the experience of individuals or of

communities, that sound theory cannot long be neglected or
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contemned without the risk of most serious practical evil.

The impossibility of this asserted neutrality has been shown by
the action of the irreligious party, or the party of indifference

as they would style themselves, even when religionists were dis-

posed—as large numbers of them are still disposed—to let the

question entirely alone. It is becoming more and more mani-

fest that professed non-religion is irreligion—not a mere nega-

tion, as its name would seem to imply, but a most positive,

hostile, and implacable principle of action, stronger than polit-

ical party spirit, intolerant as that sometimes is—stronger even

than the most bigoted religious sectarianism. It is itself a sect

—the worst of all sects, the most fierce and aggressive. One
must be blind indeed, or most ignorant, who does not see the

evidence of this as furnished by the past century of European

history, especially that of France and Germany, and as lately

manifested in our own country. Unbelief, negative as it

assumes to be, will not live in harmony with belief, even of the

most liberal kind. It contends for supremacy
;

it demands that

its own side be taken in all cases of collision, even when such

collision is the result of its own positive and aggressive action.

Atheism is “ a troubled sea that cannot rest.” It is an unquiet

spirit that will not let Christianity alone, or cease from crying

out against it as did the ejected demons of old. It will not

suffer the state to be neutral. It now demands—and its large

success is encouraging it more and more to demand—that from

•our statute book, our common law, our judicial proceedings,

our rules of evidence, our forms of indictment, our statistical

records, our long settled legal maxims, our national observ-

ances, our educational methods, there shall be utterly cast out

every thing that seems to recognize any religious sentiment, fact,

or idea. The positive, aggressive character of irreligion
;

it is

the peculiar feature pf our age. Such indeed was always its

nature, but time is bringing out its open development in a way
which the most worldly stolidity will soon find itself incapable

of denying.

The changed aspect of the question.

Thirty years ago there might have been some apparent plea

for avoiding the direct agitation of the measure now proposed,

namely, the acknowledgment in the national constitution of
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God as the source of all law, the recognition of some transcend-

ing divine government, or, to adopt a more current phraseology

some “ higher law” regarded as beyond the reach of change or

popular amendment—something that should be to the Constitu-

tion what the Constitution is to the lower legislation of the land

supposed to be enacted in accordance with it. It might then

have been said—and the writer was once disposed to take that

ground—we have such acknowledgment impliedly
;
we have it

substantially, as something recognized, to a good degree, in leg-

islation and jurisprudence, though not as clearly expressed as

might be desired in our fundamental law. The state is already

Christian
;

our laws are Christian
;
our courts recognize the

fundamental ideas of Christian ethics
;
our greatest jurists, such

as Kent and Story, have decided that our Common Law Code

rests on Christianity
;
the Scriptures are taught in our schools

;

the nation in its public action pays respect to religious observ-

ances
;
every time an oath is administered there is an appeal to

the ever-living God, a recognition of a divine justice as a

necessary help to the human in securing a sacredness to testi-

mony that cannot be dispensed with, and yet cannot be derived

from any mere human sources. We have all this, it might

have been said
;
we have the substance

;
why then seek the

shadow, which, instead of strengthening,, might only cast sus-

picion on the reality ? Would not a mere verbal recognition

have the look of a vain patronizing formality less honoring to

God—if honoring him at all—than the silent diffusion of religion

and morality in our land ? This was certainly plausible
;
but

time has shown, or we might rather say, God has shown, in per-

mitting the natural development of irreligion as a positive

power, how false and inconclusive such reasoning is.

The Declaration of Independence.

At the time of which we speak it was the custom to refer to

this as a fundamental document lying back of the Constitution,

and all the more vital and sacred inasmuch as it might be re-

garded as the first pulsation of our national life. It was God-
ward. There was language in it which justifies the assertion.

The one who is said to have penned it, and who, perhaps, might

have given it another aspect if he had dared to do so, was
but the mouthpiece of a deeply felt national sentiment. This
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Declaration was made in our great national distress, in the very

throes of our political birth. It was our complaint of injustice,

and in making it we could not easily forget Him who is the sole

fountain of righteousness. Hence it is that though very defec-

tive, and greatly liable to misconstruction in some of its state-

ments
,

1

it manifests in others, and especially in its opening

clauses, a character that may be called truly earnest and re-

ligious. There are expressions in it which, according to any

1 There has been a great abuse of that part of this famous document which as-

serts that governments derive their power from the consent of the people. In

one sense this is a sheer fact truism which no one would think of disputing. Any
people, if such is their will, and their intelligence suffices, have the physical

power to overthrow any government whatever. In this sense the French Impe-

rialism, the Russian monarchy, the Turkish despotism, may be said to be govern-

ments resting on the consent of the governed, as well as ours. It would, how-

ever, be doing injustice to the framers of that instrument not to regard them as

meaning more than this. By government they meant the Administration. The
people could change this, and had a right to do so. It was also intended to as-

sert the independence of each separate nation, its right to be free from the con-

trol of any other, especially of one parted from it by distant and distinct geographi-

cal spaces. A colonial severance, as we have said, is quite a different thing from

what is called revolution, though often confounded with it. A colony is an em-

bryo nation, planted for that purpose in a separate and distant land. It con-

tains the seed of a nation in its wholeness
;
and its severance from the parent, at

the proper time, is as much a natural act as the birth of a child, or the establish-

ment of a new home when it becomes an adult. So were colonies regarded by

the ancient legislators, though far less distant than those of modern times
;
and

it continued to be the recognized idea until the mercenary interests of commerce

and revenue made a change. The Declaration of Independence assumed our

right of separate existence. But it was as a nation, as a whole. The first act

was one of organic coherence. In this sense the assertion that governors derive

their power from the consent, and even from the choice of the people, as a whole,

is incontrovertible. It is, moreover, simply saying that the nation, as such whole,

had a right to make any change in its form of government which it, the whole

nation, might please to make. The doctrine that differs from this, or rather

that is most directly opposed to it, is the asserted right of secession, which must be

as true for smaller parts as for greater. If we once begin in this way, there is

no denying it to any parts of parts, till we come down to the smallest districts, to

families, and even to individuals. This is total anarchy, disorganization, disinte-

gration, decomposition—in a word, political death. The idea is not to be enter-

tained for a moment that the great men who made that Declaration as the basis

of a great political community, ever intended to introduce into it such a deadly

element of destruction. It is, however, an inevitable result of the Godless theory

of government as a mere aggregation of parts without any true organic life, and

thus becomes simply a carrying out in the moral and political world of the theo-

ries of Darwin and Huxley in the physical.
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consistent carrying out of the godless theory of education,

would banish the reading of it from our common schools. It

makes mention of God, not as an unmeaning formula of invoca-

tion, but of God as “ Creator,” “ the Creator of all men,” “ the

Creator of all men free and equal.” Surely there was a deep

significance in this, especially as viewed in connection with cer-

tain speculations, now so rife, and which virtually deny any

creation at all, either of man or beasts. It is that brutal doc-

trine which destroys the only tenable ground of human equality,

or of any human brotherhood, as distinguished from the herd-

ing of the animal races, out of which the human races, so called,

have been unequally developed. The supernatural image, the

one divine humanity in all men, furnishes the great argument

for the unity of the species, and the equality of its members
before God. Nature alone teaches only the law of force.

Without a religious ground there is nothing to prevent one

class, calling themselves “the higher men,” from exercising

any dominion they may be able to enforce over those they style

“ the lower,” and on the same assumption of superiority that is

made in respect to all whom they may choose to regard as

brutes. “ The rights of man !” There is no term that a cer-

tain class of atheists are more fond of using, and yet, on their

creed, there can be nothing more utterly unmeaning. Our
religious declaration lays a sure foundation here. In clear dis-

tinction from the later Red Republicanism, whether French or

German, it bases “ the rights of man” on the higher divine-

origin of humanity. It makes the eternal God their fountain

and their author. To Him it appeals in the great struggle,

maintained to defend their sacredness and their inviolability.

It was God who had “ endowed men—all men—with certain

inalienable rights.” Here was solid ground. Had it been ex-

pressly acknowledged in our Constitution, slavery could never

have maintained itself for sixty years. The idea of a “ higher

law” would not have been scouted as fanatical by the slave-

holder even as it is now denounced by the atheist. But that

religious declaration has been superseded
;
so it is now said

;

or, if its pious “ generalities,” its mention of God as the source

of human rights, ever had any force, it has all been made obso-

lete by later proceedings. Besides, if there is any weight in a

17
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notable argument lately put forth, it has been expressly re-

pealed by a treaty since made with the Bashaw of Tunis.

It was admitted, however, that our present Constitution

maintained an expressive silence. It claimed, indeed, “ to

establish justice,” it assumed that men had certain rights
;
but

it acknowledged no source of right to give them sacredness, no
immutable morality, no divine law, natural or revealed, that

would make the “ justice” any thing more than a conventional

expediency which the floating public sentiment might at any
time “ establish,” or disestablish at its pleasure. Notwith-

standing such silence the Christian feeling was reluctant to

admit that we were thereby either politically or socially, either

formally or actually, an atheistical nation. Good men resorted

to apologies. They endeavored to find grounds that might war-

rant them in regarding such express acknowledgments as super-

fluous
;
though no one at that time thought of the foolish argu-

ment lately put forth even in some of our religious newspapers,

that it would be an attempt to make a belief in a God and

Christianity mere matters of legal enactment. The apologetic

reasoning to which we have referred was fallacious, as time has

shown, but it was sincere and plausible. As long as there were

still preserved those features before mentioned as characterizing

our general legislation and jurisprudence, the broad fact, it was

thought, might stand in the place of the mere formal assertion.

The logic of events.

Whatever seeming weight it may once have had, that apolo-

getic reasoning can now no longer be employed. The perilous

experiment of ignoring a divine Ruler has been tried, and its

failure is rapidly developing itself. God will allow no such

silence, much less any such profession of indifference. We can-

not escape here under the plea of collective action. The word

of Christ shall show itself true :
“ He that is not for me, is

against me
;
he that gathereth not with me, scattereth abroad.”

No reason can be given why this is not applicable to communi-

ties as well as to individuals—to every thing, in short, capable

of intelligent and moral action. It includes all human agencies

having an influence for good or evil. Our literature must be

for or against Christ. Our political economy must be grounded

on His laws, or it is directly and positively anti-Christian. A
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fortiori atque a fortissimo ,
must this be true of that greatest of

all earthly institutions we call the state—that mighty agent

claiming to exercise a sovereign power, a power of life and

death, a penal power, a right-defining and a right-creating

power, a relation-determining power
;
above all, an educating

power over successive generations embracing millions and mil-

lions of immortal human beings. If there is any truth that may

be said to be practically as well as theoretically self-evident,

then is it certain that what we call politics must be religious

or irreligious, Christian or anti-Christian. “ Every plant which

my Father in heaven hath not planted shall be rooted up.”

If we trust that we are of God’s planting, that trust should be

avowed. The position of indifference, even if it could be kept

from becoming hostility, must be the most odious, as it is the

most insulting to One who claims supreme homage from all

lower powers assuming to exercise His prerogative of ‘‘ estab-

lishing justice” upon the earth.

The state must declare itself.

Some stand must be taken somewhere. Some position must

be assumed, be it ever so general, and that position must be one

of friendship or of hostility. There are things, and some of

them justly deemed as of high social value, towards which the

state may maintain an attitude of indifference. But it cannot

be indifferent to Christianity. To put it on a par with atheism,

or any form of heathenism, is such a denial of its uncompromis-

ing claims as amounts to direct antagonism. Christianity is a

power in respect to which every other power—every social

power at least—must declare itself. We venture to incur the

charge of repetition here, because it is the central point in this

discussion : the state cannot be neutral. It must be religious

or irreligious. So it was held by the most eminent of the

ancient legislators before the birth of Christ. An irreligious

community, one that did not acknowledge the gods, or some-

thing divine as the ground of civil obligation, was a most unnat-

ural as well as irresponsible monster. The Old Testament
everywhere speaks the same language. Since the coming of the

Saviour the ground has been still farther narrowed. Every
modern state must be Christian or anti-Christian. Neutrality

is impossible. Let this be once seen—as it must be seen by
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every one who reads human nature in the light of the Scrip-

tures—and for all serious men the argument is at an end. It is

the point which our professedly religious advocates of state in-

difference never meet. Evangelical and orthodox, as they claim

to be, they seem to have far less comprehension of its import-

ance, or of the demands of Christianity as a social power, than

others who have been regarded as belonging to a more liberal,

or free-thinking school. They are fertile in stating all manner of

popular objections, some of them clothed in the language of the

old scoffing infidelity, and others of their own invention. They
abound in ad captandum questions accommodated to the most
unreasoning popular prejudices. What Christianity, they ask ?

Shall it be Mormon Christianity? Shall it be the President’s

Christianity? Shall it be the Christianity of Congress, or of the

Common Council of New York ? And then, what will the Jews
say, or what becomes of the equal rights, or of the veto power of

those among us who believe in no God ? This is very easy work
;

but the deeper question we have stated, the pivotal question, Is

such neutrality possible? this they never grapple with. They
evade it in every possible way, whilst the whole tendency of this

mere surface treatment is to blind men to its incalculable import-

ance. Settle this first, and it may be seen that there is some
rational, liberal, and yet Christian mode of dealing with these

minor difficulties, or that there is a theology, a Christianity that

may be predicated of the state, defining its relations to God and

Christ without interfering with any dogmas that may be

regarded as belonging to denominational creeds. Let it be

understood that the state must be religious or irreligious, theis-

tical or atheistical, Christian or anti-Christian, and it may be

found, practically, that the questions and objections so confi-

dently pressed as unanswerable, are far less formidable than

they appear to be when seen through the magnifying and dis-

torting medium of a flippant popular declamation. If there is

no avoiding this issue
;

if the tendency must be in the one

direction or the other—then, for all thinking men, for all

religious men, the main question is put at rest. All that re-

mains is the rational adjustment that can be devised for preserv-

ing the great truth in harmony with the largest measure of

individual religious liberty.
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Differences of opinion on other matters not regarded as a bar

to state action.

The common mode of reasoning on this subject presents a

strange anomaly. It must either adopt a rule in respect to re-

ligion which it applies to nothing else—making a distinction for

which no reason can be given—or it must base itself upon the

utterly untenable and impracticable position, that nothing is to

be favored, or disfavored, in the general action of' the state in

respect to which there is the least difference of opinion. How
then can the state educate at all, even though its education be

ever so secular, as it is called ? It is impossible to keep down
this question. The exclusion of religion from our schools, the

casting out of the Bible will go but a very little way toward

putting it at rest. It will rather have the effect of bringing it

up in still more rancorous and unmanageable forms. Carry out

the absurd principle, and the state can have no distinguishing

character whatever. There can be nothing predominant, no
such thing as a mind of the state, exhibited in its constitution,

legislation, and jurisprudence. What right has any man claim-

ing to think at all to confine these questions to the provinces

of religion and morality ? Surely it cannot be on the ground
that they have nothing to do with the social well-being. Men
differ on other questions of general interest, many of which, as

it could be shown, are inseparable from the higher matters thus
irrationally tabooed. They differ as to the very foundations of

government
;
they are not universally agreed in respect to the

origin, ground, and nature of human rights. Why not ask,

with just as much pertinency, What republicanism ? for here
too there are vast differences of opinion as well as on the gen-
eral and minor questions of religion. Politics must be taught
in our schools

;
so say all

;
our children must be early imbued

with American ideas
;
they must be made familiar with the

peculiar principles of our peculiar political system. But here
the questions come again, and they are just as pertinent as

the famous inquiry, What religion ? Why may it not be
asked by any one who chooses to exercise a veto power, What
doctrine of nationality shall our children learn, what theory of

state rights, what system of political economy, what ethics of

marriage and the domestic relations, what ideas of property.
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what notions in respect to that most important matter of the

public credit and responsibility ? What religion ? say they

who contend for education without religion. But may
it not be asked with equal justice, What education ? Are
there not also different opinions here, and shall any man, or

any set of men, however few their numbers and however worth-

less their opinions, have a veto power in respect to any course

of instruction that may not be in harmony with these crude

ideas, however it may be demanded by the predominant think-

ing of the community ? There is no end to such questions
;

and yet we must have some general social character—in other

words, some national mind in respect to all these matters.

Whatever differences of opinion may exist, still in respect to all

of them may it be said that the state must be for or against.

Neutrality is impossible. If this be so in regard to the lesser

responsibilities, how fearfully important does the alternative

become when stated in regard to that higher concern, which,

while transcending all mere earthly interests, is ever inseparable

from them.

Is neutrality possible ? It is the pivotal question, we say

again. Every thing turns upon it
;
and yet it is one which the

writers chiefly referred to, and who gain credit by appearing in

the character of religious men, will never look in the face.

They have never bestowed a paragraph upon it, although the

right solution of it is of such primal moment. The true answer

scatters to the winds all their popular appeals, all their ad

captandum sophistry about religious liberty and equal rights.

Universal toleration, the allowing every opinion, however much
it may be out of harmony with the predominant social mind, to

gain such weight and credence to itself as it may intrinsically

deserve, or that the talents of its advocates may secure—this is

religious liberty in its widest and most elastic definition. But

this, it seems, is not enough
;

it claims a right beyond this.

The state shall favor me, it says, or it shall favor nothing.

The negative character it may sometimes assume does not alter

the case in the least. It only makes it the more positive, the

more bitter and intolerant in its assertion. Stated in the

plainest and most undeniable terms, this vaunted religion’s

“ religious liberty” is nothing more nor less than an absolute
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claim of right on the part of any set of men, however few their

numbers, however low their intelligence, however false their

principles, however debased and sensual their lives, to veto any

thing and every thing which the moral heart of the nation de-

mands as conservative of its highest well-being. All shall come

to their level
;
nothing shall rise above it. We defy any man

to show why this is not applicable to education in all its depart-

ments, as well as to morality and religion. This veto power

may demand the expulsion of the classics, or of any system of

moral philosophy, so far as they are taught in any school pat-

ronized by the state, on the same ground that it clamors for the

exclusion of the Gospels, or of any literature that has ever been

deemed sacred. Its course is ever downward, and there is no

consistent stopping-place except at that lowest point which sets

itself up as the limiting measure for all. Blind indeed must he

be who fancies that religion alone will suffer in this process. It

foretokens the doom of every thing that is highest, and noblest

in human culture.

We have fairly stated this veto doctrine. It is a fearful

position for men to take, especially religious men, theological

men, who are supposed to know something by experience, as

well as study of the depths to which these questions descend in

the very roots of our humanity, so fearfully compounded of the

animal and the divine. If indifference here, or the assumption

of indifference, be, in truth, a most positive and even deadly

hostility
;

if this law of our being must show itself in the social

as well as the individual character, if the state must favor religion

or irreligion, if this conclusion is involved in one of the most

emphatic declarations of the Saviour, if it results inevitably from

the nature of man as a rational, moral, and immortal agent-then

where are they ? On which side of this unavoidable conflict are

they ultimately to be counted ? If they maintain that we are,

in some way, to be regarded as an exception to this law, or that

the woes denounced upon nations that refuse to acknowledge

God have no application to democratic or republican govern-

ments, on them lies the burden of proof. All history, as well

as all revelation, is certainly against them. Constitutions, writ-

ten or unwritten, cannot change the nature of man. Heaven
and earth may pass away, but the word of Christ shall stand :
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“ That which is not for me is against me
;
every human agent

that gathereth not with me scattereth abroad” — tends in-

evitably to evil and ruin. No assumed collective character can

modify or merge the awful responsibility.

Argument from experience.—New development of modern un-

belief.

This central question cannot much longer be evaded. The
argument is rapidly passing from the region of theory to that of

sharp experience. An atheistical party is rising in this coun-

try. Religious dogmas, it is said, are changing their character.

Whether that be so or not, it is certainly true that the assaults

of unbelief are assuming strange and monstrous forms. We
call it the atheistical party, because it goes very far beyond
any thing that has heretofore been called infidel ordeistical. It

has passed beyond questions of orthodoxy, once so called,

beyond difficulties in relation to the Bible and its inspiration
;

it assails the very being of a God in any sense that possesses the

least moral or religious value. It used to be a question we have

sometimes heard debated, whether there ever really was or

could be such a thing as an atheist. Lord Cherbury denied it

;

the old English infidels all denied it
;
even Voltaire held such a

belief to be a rational impossibility. But it is a question no

longer. There is an increasing number of men in England,

Germany, France, and America who fearlessly avow the name.

There is a still greater number, fast treading in their steps, who
evasively deify nature, but to the utter exclusion of prayer, of

providence, of worship—of every thing, in short, that associates

with itself the ideas of reverence and responsibility. It can no

longer be disguised that atheism, blank atheism, with all its

desolating horrors, is becoming the characteristic of modern

unbelief. It^s fast sweeping all the more timid forms of doubt

into its bottomless abyss of darkness. In one sense, we have

reason to rejoice in this law of ” development.” It clears up

debatable ground
;

it presents us with sharp and decisive

issues
;

it is fast dispelling the fog that hangs over this question

of neutrality
;

it is compelling men to take sides
;
whilst carry-

ing many along with it into perdition, it is driving back to seri-

ous religion other souls who see the middle grounds swept away,

and who cannot bear to take the awful leap. Hence we say,
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God be thanked for this ordination of moral causes, as sure as

any law of the physical worlds, that error must develop itself;

it cannot stand still
;

it must reveal its hideousness. The old

Christian belief once abandoned, it cannot stop short of athe-

ism
;
and to this all ungodliness is now fast hastening. Natural

theology, as it was once called, is left far behind. Nature, in-

stead of being a lower, subordinate to a higher sphere of being,

and finding its only meaning in such relation, is all that is.

Force and motion are the only realities
;
thought, idea, soul

—

so far as there are any phenomena corresponding to these bold

words—are only modifications of matter. All things high and

holy, all things that would inspire reverence, are gone. Human
dignity is gone

;
human rights

,
so called, are merged in the

universal sea of force. Every idea of absolute right disappears

with the ideas of God and spirit. All Christian denominations,

all shades of religious belief, all who would maintain that there

is any thing in man above the physical, are called upon to

unite against this soul-denying, God-denying monster—to hold

it for what it truly is, hostis Dei atqae humani generis, “ the

enemy of God and of the human race.’' It has changed its

position. It no longer asks for tolerance simply. It no longer

says, “ Let us alone
;
Jesus of Nazareth, what have we to do

with thee ?” It has become a perturbed and uneasy spirit, a

most fierce and aggressive spirit. It would seem that the Infinite

Wisdom has left it to itself—to the most full development of its

evil nature—in order to prove, beyond all question, a truth most
important for man to know : that non-religion is irreligion, and
that this, instead of being the placid negation it once claimed
to be, is a most positive and implacable power. In a word, it

has exchanged the bland philosophic indifference assumed as a

characteristic of former enemies of Christianity, for a bigoted
intolerance that will brook nothing which reminds them of God,
and judgment, and immortality, or any thing, in short, that

would prove man to have something essentially higher than the
beasts from whom they say he has been developed. Whatever
religionists may be disposed to do, these men will not suffer

the state to be neutral. They know, too, that it is impossible.

The untiring spirit of hostility with which they assail every
usage or observance once held sacred shows them to be fully
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aware that this pretence of state indifference is simply a favoring

of their side, and they are determined to make the most of it.

No real reciprocity
,
and therefore the alleged neutrality a de-

ception.

Dr. Bellows contents himself at last with the ejection of the

Bible from our common schools, though acknowledging how
much he was shocked at the first mention of the proposition.

We honor him for his candor. We have no doubt of his hearty

love for the Scriptures, and the pain he must have experienced

at the thought of this Book of the ages being thus ignominiously

cast out, whilst so much that is superficial, false, immoral, and

irreligious, is still retained, and is likely to be retained, notwith-

standing any objection on the part of those whose most cher-

ished opinions are offended by such a course. He yields to this

specious argument of neutrality, which has thus come in to

cloud the question, and place it on a false basis. We cannot,

however, help feeling that there was a better logic in that first

revulsive shock than in his subsequent reasoning. It was not

mere sentiment
;

it had a strong ground of truth lying deep in

the reason and in the conscience. The ejection in its first

aspect struck him as an aggressive act, and no sophistry can give

it any other character. It was impossible to remove that book

from the place it had so long held in education without fixing a

stigma upon it as something in some way dangerous to liberty

and the social good. Its effect must be to give an infidel bias

to the mind of every child who witnessed, but could not ex-

plain, the strange phenomenon. Why should extracts from

Shakespeare be found in all our reading-books, whilst the words

of Christ, and Paul, and Moses, were thus thrown out ? The

wound could not be healed by the plea of reciprocity. Experi-

ence is showing how utterly false this is. Irreligious books do

come in
;
they will come in more and more, whilst any objec-

tion the religionist may make will be at once set down to the

score of a narrow-minded bigotry insensible to the progress of

the age. We are not to seek far for the reason. Unbelief,

clouding itself in negations, has an immense advantage given to

it by this hollow assumption of neutrality. Religious instruc-

tion is in its very nature positive—positive, we mean, in form

as well as in essence. It is open and honest
;

it presents an
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unmistakable target to its enemies
;
but irreligion conceals

itself under every disguise. A system wholly subversive of the

idea and the feeling of moral retribution is all hidden under an

empty babble about physical law and obedience to nature.

The conscience is never touched by it, whilst the undermining

process goes steadily on. Neither the child nor his parent, per-

haps, can explain how it is, but the instructions and reading-

books of the school-room are bringing into the soul something

which is more and more felt to be at war with the positive

teachings of the Scriptures. And so the poison is perseveringly

given whilst the antidote is studiously excluded. Innumerable

are the ways in which this is done, and the names it assumes.

With a careful avoidance of certain terms there may be incul-

cated a system subversive of the first principles of gospel

morality. It makes wealth, or success in business, “ the chief

end of man it lays down its conventional laws of trade, all

having reference to this sole aim
;

it habitually excludes the

idea of another life, and of a higher responsibility
;
but this is

all fair
;

it is neither religion nor irreligion, it is said
;

it takes

to itself the name of scieiice, it is the history of civilization, it is

political economy, and surely that is a branch of neutral or

secular education. So Darwinism comes in, with its beastly

doctrine of human development—soul as well as body—from the

reptile, or even from the toadstool
;

it makes no direct attack

upon Christianity
;

it contemptuously ignores its existence
;

but that, too, is science, and certainly science belongs to secular

education. So Buckle and Lubbock may come in, with their

negative views of man, their false assumptions, and their silent

denial of all which is truly highest in humanity
;
but that is the

philosophy of history
;

it has nothing to do with any sectarian

or religious tenet, and no one but a bigot would object to it.

That quackish book, with its shallow animalism, Combe’s
“ Constitution of Man,” is everywhere in our schools and school

libraries
;

it has been repeatedly commended by some who
claim to be our highest educational authorities. We need not

dwell upon its character
;

it is enough for our argument that it

is utterly objectionable to many of our most thoughtful as well

as most religious men. But what does that avail ? To be sure,

all irreligious as well as religious teaching should be excluded
;

the plea of neutrality and reciprocity demands such consist-
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ency
;

but then Combe’s book falls under neither of these

heads. It professes to be a system of mental philosophy, and

who can deny that that belongs to secular education ? It is an

easy method of learning ourselves on the outside, of determining

character by cranial protuberances
;

it is not hostile to Chris-

tianity
;

it only dispenses with the painful study of the con-

science, and renders unnecessary the searching examinations to

which men are led by the reading of the Scriptures. We might

carry parallels to any extent. Whilst religion has a positive

front, atheism, or what is equivalent to it, comes in under

every false name, and every conceivable disguise. There is no

reciprocity ; there can be no such neutrality as is pretended,

and this exhibition of utter unfairness fully proves it. It was

some feeling of this, perhaps, that caused the shock in the mind
of Dr. Bellows. He should have trusted it as a surer guide

than any logic, which, assuming “ religious liberty” for its

premise, has, for its conclusion, an absolute veto on all that de-

serves the name, and that, too, as exercised by the smallest and

\vorst sect in the community.

Nothing less demanded than the jitter dcrclig ionicing of the

political and social life.

We use this strange term, dereligionizing, because nothing

else can so well express the ruthless and unrelenting spirit that

may dwell under negative forms of opinion. Why will not all

serious men, whatever may be their denominational differences,

look this dire alternative directly in the face ? The irreligious

enemy knows better. It is this evil sagacity to which we have

alluded that sees many things to which the religious conscious-

ness had not been before aroused, because it was resting serenely

in the tacit feeling of our being a Christian state. The irre-

ligious discernment, on the other hand, was quickened to dis-

cover the numerous points in which government unavoidably

comes in contact with the morals, religion, and religious observ-

ances of the people. All these they are determined to make
occasions of unrelenting hostility, under these specious names

of neutrality and equal rights. It is not the question of the

Sabbath merely, or of sacred days as essential to the very idea of

worship, even as worship is essential to the faintest conception

of religion. It is not the oath merely, as the conservative bond

of individual obligation, or as the one common religious act
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that connects the visible justice on earth with the invisible

Justice in the heavens. It is not the question merely of prayers

in Congress, or of chaplains in our armies and navies, or of re-

ligious teaching in hospitals and juvenile houses of refuge, or of

public days of prayer in seasons of national calamity, or of

thanksgiving for national deliverances. All these, indeed, are

now ruthlessly assailed, and if the arguments of certain Chris-

tian theologians are to prevail, must be wholly swept out of our

legislation, ignored in all proceedings called political, and de-

nied all recognition in our courts. And here, we may say, is

another thing which these writers will never look in the face.

They wholly avoid telling us whether they are prepared to ac-

cept these far-reaching yet inevitable consequences that must

result from the direct carrying out of their own reasoning.

Not only must all laws of the kind referred to be repealed, but

there must be made to cease all observance of any religious cus-

tom, or respect for any religious idea, by public bodies of any

kind, or by any subordinate institutions receiving their estab-

lishment from the state. As it knows no God, it can do no

act, make no proclamation, use no language, legislative or

judicial, that expresses or implies the recognition of any idea

connected with this prime and vital truth. The conclusion is

one that results directly from this logic of total indifference.

Only admit the premises and the reasoning is most obvious.

Legislatures, courts, conventions are simply servants of the

people—of all the people— and must respect the opinions,

reasonable or unreasonable, true or false, of the smallest fraction

that may claim to be heard. Each has equally the veto power.

For Congress, therefore, to adjourn over Sunday, for courts to

do the same, for corporations of any kind, created as they arc

supposed to be for the public service of all, to cease doing bus-

iness or giving accommodations on that day, out of regard to

any religious idea, would be a violation of irreligious rights. It

would be paying respect to a religious tenet, and that would be

church and state. Again, it is the people’s time they are using

for sectarian purposes. Time is money, and legislators and

judges, paid by taxes on the people, have no right thus to waste

it. It may be said that we might still have holidays, law-sanc-

tioned festivals, sangerfests, etc., on other grounds than the

religious. They might be demanded for rest and recreation
;
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but what gives the right to employ, even for this, a seventh

portion of time, and in so doing to give something of a super-

stitious sanction to a dogma which those who take nature alone

for their teacher wholly reject. No one can say that wc are

fighting shadows. The movement is steadily onward. The
demand has been made, and if the argument for state indiffer-

ence be worth any thing, there is no consistent stopping-place

short of this result. There might be some poor attempt to

keep the appearance of a Sabbath, divested of every religious

feature, but there could not be well conceived a greater moral

nuisance than that would be in a country like this, where there

is no aesthetic or historic reverence to come in as a poor substi-

tute for the religious sentiment. What a hell upon earth our

great cities would become, and in time our land become, with

one day in seven given up to idleness, to the theatres, to dis-

sipating shows, to unchecked intemperance, or to the driving

on of that flood of worldliness which, in spite of all religious

restraint, is even now threatening destruction to all that is

noblest and purest in our social life. And here, we cannot help

remarking, is to be found one of the surest tests of a genuine,

as distinguished from a spurious philanthropy. We may well

suspect the self-knowledge at least of any man who claims to be

an advocate of temperance, a friend of moral reform, an enemy
of gambling and prostitution, or even zealous for human rights

and the moral elevation of the race, and who is, at the same

time, for divesting the Sabbath of its religious idea, and turn-

ing it into a day of “harmless recreation,’’ as it is styled.

Hostility to this one reform is the Ithuriel’s spear, whose touch

reveals the emptiness of every other. Far better that the Sab-

bath were utterly swept away, utterly forgotten in the land,

or devoted to unintermitting labor, than that it should be re-

tained without that feeling of sacredness which alone imparts to

it its inestimable moral and social value.

The oath.

We have made prominent here the question of the Sabbath

as furnishing the best illustration of the extreme length to

which a certain kind of reasoning must drive us
;
but the same x

would be true in regard to every other religious feature which

time and history, not express enactment, have stamped upon

the social and political character. Nothing seems more deeply
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imbedded, we may say, in our organic and civil life than the

oath. There seems a necessity for it which, at times, is felt even

by the most irreligious. It arises out of a deep consciousness

that there are occasions when the aid of a divine presence, even

though it take a superstitious form, is imperatively demanded

as an aid to human confidence. This is especially felt in judi-

cial proceedings, when man sits in judgment on his fellow-man,

and the very relation makes it impossible to keep out all

thought of the Higher Judge above. Hence it is that in all

countries and in all ages the judiciary has been held to have

something of a sacred character. The judge has been looked

upon as a minister of religion
;
he has been inducted into his

office with religious rites, and in most languages there have been

terms and figures growing out of this widely acknowledged

parallel between the priestly robe and the judicial ermine. The
Scripture is in full harmony with this when it speaks of him as

“ the minister of God, bearing the sword ” of God. The idea

still lingers in the midst of all our secularization. “ The sacrea

bench,” we say
;
and it is something more than the mere habit

of rhetorical declamation that prompts and retains the language.

Woe unto the land when this idea and this feeling are wholly

gone. It is one of the saddest tokens of the degeneracy of the

times that there are judges to whom the application of the

language would strike us as revolting profanity. Might there

not be found some corrective of this, if the great name of God
appeared in our Constitution ? Even as a formula, it would not

be without its influence. The bare thought of a higher judge

and of a higher tribunal would have something of an elevating

and purifying influence. The idea wholly gone, there is every

reason to fear that our judicial proceedings would, in time,

become more corrupt than the legislative and the executive.

It would be but the carrying out of the well-settled principle

that when their sacredness is gone, or the salt had lost its savor,

the things that were esteemed highest and best are most likely

to become utterly demoralized and corrupt. The idea of the

oath, and the sacredness of the bench go together. The former

is truly a religious act—a true act of worship, we may rather

say. It has what may be called its utilities, or “ political ad-

vantages,” but there is felt to be something more in it than

this. So the irreligious party instinctively understand it, and
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hence their fierce demand for its abolition. Are our religious

men who have joined hands with them in respect to the schools

prepared for this ? There has been indeed an attempt on the

part of some of them to meet the enemy half way, by denying

its efficacy. The argument they would present is plausible, but

wholly superficial. The oath, they say, is a feeble check to the

bad man
;

it is useless for the good one. It might still be sus-

tained on the ground of being a solemn attestation that judicial

proceedings, beyond all others, are to be considered as trans-

acted in the divine presence
;
but we make a direct issue with

them on their utilitarian argument. How know they that it

has no awe for the bad ? What right have they to say that the

most reckless receive not some check from the thought of a

retribution higher than the human ? The religious man may
sometimes object to the form ,

but never on the ground that

his own veracity is sufficient without it, and that, therefore,

it is an affront to offer it to him. That most serious re-

ligionist, the Friend, dislikes the jurative style, but he takes it

as a solemn affirmation made in the divine presence, though the

name is not mentioned. And who shall say that even the most

deeply religious man does not need it
;
or that it does not im-

pose a guard and a gravity that he might not feel under other

circumstances, though far from any intention of falsehood?

Such a one takes the oath all the more reverently and submis-

sively because no one more strongly feels the need of a solem-

nizing influence which shall make him exceedingly careful, not

only of what he says, but how he says it—inspiring him with a

caution that weighs every word with an exactness' that the best

men fail to exercise in ordinary speech—guarding him against

the least thoughtless addition or diminution, the least admis-

sion of any coloring prejudice, and making him feel that as one

in the presence of God he is to “ tell the truth, the whole

truth, and nothing but the truth.” To him the oath is a

prayer :
“ Set a watch, O Lord, before my mouth, keep the

door of my lips.” There is nothing to increase, there is much
to diminish our confidence in the strict veracity of the man
who boastingly claims that his ordinary word is as good as his

oath, and that for him no additional carefulness is inspired

by the solemn form of adjuration which all ages have deemed

an essential part of judicial transactions. “The oath,” says
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the apostle, “ is for confirmation
;

it is an end of strife.” We
can go farther. It is the ultimate of human law, an acknowl-

edgment of its own deficiency, its last appeal to an invisible

retributive power acknowledged to be above it, and from

which its own jurisdiction is felt to depend. The framers of

our national charter had done their work. All that remained

was to set to it this solemn seal. Hence they add the fina

clause :
“ The Senators and Representatives before mentioned,

and the members of the several State legislatures, and all ex-

ecutive and judicial officers, both of the United States and of

the several States, shall be bound by oath to support this Con-

stitution.” Was this a solemn mockery? We are but little

concerned with the individual motives of the men who drew up

that document. They were the mouthpiece of the nation, and

we interpret it as expressing the national idea of the indispen-

sable connection of human government with the divine. It is an

acknowledgment of human weakness, of the absolute necessity

of taking refuge in something above ourselves. It is to be re-

garded as the solemn national utterance, the vox populi in its

highest and purest sense, saying : God help us—God save the

Constitution—we have done our best in the exercise of the right

permitted to us of giving form to the government under which

we are to live, but to Him alone is left its sanction, its confir-

mation, and its strength.

Society cannot dispense with this divine appeal of the oath
;

but it must go the way of all other religious recognitions if this

doctrine of neutrality is to be carried to its legitimate conse-

quences. It demarrds, not only an accommodation of the form

to the individual conscience, such as our law, and the legisla-

tion of all Christendom, very properly concedes, but an entire

abandonment of every kind of appeal to any power higher than

the human. The oath is a religious act, the ideas of God and

retribution are inseparable from its very essence
;

it is, at all

events, an acknowledgment of a religious tenet. And, therefore,

according to this reasoning, every repetition of it is an infringe-

ment of the rights of the atheist, and inconsistent with the idea

of a constitution that knows no God. “The honest Teuton,” it

is said, who believes in no Supreme Being, has a right to demand
that there should be nothing in the school that inculcates the

thought of reverence for any thing above us. On the same prin-

18
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ciple may he require that there should be nothing to suggest,

far less to countenance, the dreaded idea in any judicial proceed-

ing. Is ther$ not something that may be called positive and

aggressive in such a feeling ?

No neutrality in moral teaching.—An ethics that studiously

excludes the idea of a God is a denial of His existence .

The inseparability of morals and religion has been held by
the best thinkers as well as the most devout men of all ages.

To those who believe the Scriptures, it ought to be a settled

question, “ The fear of the Lord is the beginning of wisdom”
—of all moral wisdom—of all knowledge regulative of human
conduct. To reject this idea, therefore, or to assume that

morals may be taught as something separate from religion, and

with a positive exclusion of the latter, is not indifference merely,

it is downright hostility on the part of those in whose behalf

so absurd a claim is put forth. Better to make no pretence in

the matter
;

better banish morals, as it is called, from our

schools, in name as well as in reality, than to be guilty of the

impiety implied in the attempted dissociation. What can be

more decidedly irreligious than to instill into a child’s mind the

idea that there can be a true morality that has no relation to

any divine law, or to any divine being regarded as the fountain

of righteousness ? What is it, in fact, but the most express and

effective mode of denying His existence ? It is simply saying,

Here we are to be a law unto ourselves
;
here we are to follow

our unmeaning self-respect, or a conventional public sentiment

as'mutable as it is utterly undefinable
;

or, as others say, here

nature is to be our guide
;

in this, our greatest need, we are to

have no standard higher than man. This is the state’s teach-

ing, given to every young mind with all the weight of the

state’s authority. It is the first lesson in our way of life
;

it is

given to us as the “ beginning of wisdom” ;
it is a declaration

of its own sufficiency, and therefore a virtual denial of the need

of any thing else. Better, we say, exclude the whole subject

from the sphere of public instruction
;

but then what would

become of the cry, now so popular, which demands the teach-

ing of morals. Intellectual education alone will not do ;

” the

heart must be cultivated as well as the head.” It has become

quite common and popular to say this. It has a very pretty

sound, recommending it to vast numbers who seem to have very
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little idea of the momentous and comprehensive import of the

terms. They have never asked themselves, what do we mean

by a morality that has no sanctions, no reference to any state

of being beyond the present—a morality which as effectually

ignores all that is highest in man, and as truly confines itself to

an infinitesimal portion of his vast being, as would a system of

ethics, so called, designed for the regulation of children in the

nursery and the playground, while expressly shutting out every

thought of the fearful manhood that lies before them. Can we
conceive of any thing more surely calculated to dwarf the intellect

as well as the conscience? But morals

;

morals, to be sure
;

morals by all means. Such is the universal cry. We are all in

favor of morals. The governors of our states, the mayors of our

cities, committees of our legislatures—all recommend morals.

The merest demagogue, from the very platform on which he has

been stirring up the vile passions of a mob clamoring for the

destruction of all excise and Sabbath laws—even he will prate

to us about morals. He, too, is opposed to all dogmas, but he

is a great friend of morals
;
no man shall go beyond him, he

says, in the advocacy of an enlightened and rational morality

that has no cant about it. Saddest of all is it when a clergy-

man, a professed theologian, joins in this stale outcry about
“ dogmas,” and lends himself to the furtherance of this super-

ficial sophistry that would separate morals from religion, from

all that is gravest and most momentous in our fearful human
nature. The poor demagogue knows no better, but his strange

ally is supposed to have surveyed the matter from a higher

plane, to have studied man in the light of the Bible, and espe-

cially in the teachings of Him who has declared the absolute

impossibility of any such neutrality as is so flippantly and so

ignorantly urged.
“ But there is the family,” it is said

;

“ that is the place for

teaching religion and religious morals, or for showing their in-

separability, if the one cannot be taught without the other.

There, there is nothing to disturb or hinder the exercise of any
such right, or to impair its effectiveness.” It might be replied

to this, that the teaching religion in the family, or in the Sunday-
school, gives no reason why irreligion, or what is plainly equiv-

alent to it, should be taught by the State, even if the one were
no hindrance to the other. But nothing could be more utterly
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false than such a position. The irreligious ethics of the public

school is a hindrance to all serious family instruction
;

it directly

impairs its efficacy in the ratio of the superior power which ed-

ucation in numbers, and assuming to be in harmony with the

popular current, has over that which is single and secluded.

The child cannot help feeling the presence of two opposing in-

fluences. He is less prepared for the serious instructions of the

Scriptures than he would have been if his soul had not been

drugged with such books as
‘

‘ Combe’s Constitution of Man, ’

’ or

those negative platitudes which ignore all the higher responsi-

bilities, and by their very feebleness and unmeaningness deaden

the mind to the pungency of more serious truth. The Christian

parent must take his children away from the public school, if he

would escape this evil. If he is a poor man he must forego

their public instruction altogether, or be forced to submit them
to this atheistical influence, in accordance with that monstrous

provision of compulsory education which many advocates of

this godless system have earnestly proposed. The claim of the

infidel here is precisely similar to that of the Romanist. Its

negative form does not, in the least, change its real character.

His dogma is unbelief—no God, no religion, no morality, but

that of nature, if any man can define what that means. He de-

mands that the state should give its funds for the furtherance of

an education that has this inevitable tendency. The motive, too,

is the same. The aim of the Jesuit is not the education of poor

children in any sense, moral or scientific
;
else how can we ex-

plain the fact that their zeal for schools was never displayed in

Portugal, Spain, Italy, Mexico, or in any other country where the

Papal power had undisturbed control of the whole matter. The
different position they have assumed in lands where Protestant-

ism is an opposing force, as in England, Ireland, and the United

States, explains at once their tactics. Their great design is to

drive the schools of the nation into an atheistical attitude, to ren-

der them thoroughly godless, and thus to break down all public

education by furnishing an argument against it which will be in-

controvertible to all serious minds. Such is the declaration, even

now. Your schools are godless, they say
;
and things are getting

into such a state that the charges cannot be denied. It is true,

though nothing can be more diabolical than the uttering of such

a taunt by men who, in conjunction with their atheistical allies.
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have done all they could to make the fact just what they so im-

pudently proclaim it to be. The strangest thing of all is, that

some of our Protestant clergymen, who are famous for making

speeches at public meetings held in denunciation of Romish ag-

gression, cannot see how their unmeaning declamations against

“ dogmas,” and their advocacy of instruction without religion, or

any religious morality, is playing directly into the hands of the

Jesuit, and furnishing him with the very argument he regards as

most effective. The Catholic World and the Freeman s Journal

need only to be quiet
;
some of our clergymen and religious

newspapers are most effectually doing their work for them.

But there is the family they say, the Sunday-school, the

pulpit. It is asked, sometimes, with an ill-disguised sneer, if

these cannot keep our children ‘‘ orthodox,” how are we to ex-

pect the public schools to do it ? And then it is intimated, much
to the delight of a certain portion of their audiences, that if

our Christianity cannot hold its own here, it must be because it

has become too
‘

‘ dogmatic,
’

’ too little in harmony with the pro-

gressive spirit of the age. But why should the family instruc-

tion, in any event, be subjected to such a hostile counteract-

ing power ? What neutrality is there in it, we ask again, for this,

at present, is the question to which our argument is wholy di-

rected. Why should not the religionist have his veto as well as

the infidel ? There is no neutrality, there can be no neutrality
;

this important fact cannot be too often repeated or too emphat-

ically held up to the public attention. When such supposed

indifference is shown to be the phantom which it truly is, we may
be better prepared for some rational adjustment of the difficult

question, some plan of common education, in which due weight

shall be given to what is truly predominant in the moral and re-

ligious, as well as in the aesthetic and political mind of the

nation. It is first to be seen what a monstrosity this veto

power truly is, which thus falsely takes to itself the name of “ re-

ligious liberty,” and turns the shield of the Constitution into a

weapon of offence against every thing which such national mind,

in its fair development, has heretofore deemed most conserva-

tive of the social life.

It is in this domain of moral instruction that the false as-

sumption of indifference meets its most searching test. “ What
religion?” asks the apostle of indifferentism. “What moral-
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ity ?” we may fairly retort upon him. Are we all agreed in

respect to the morality of nature ? Men differ, it is alleged, in

their interpretations of the Bible
;
but are we all harmonious

in respect to the system of morals it is proposed to substitute ?

Do we interpret nature alike ? Not in regard to questions of

scientific discovery, we mean, but nature’s moral designs, if

we may thus personify it as a designing though godless power
—what nature means in regard to human duty and human
destiny, or whether she gives any answer to inquiries possess-

ing for us such an awful interest. The morals of the Bible

quite plainly teach that conflict with nature, conflict with self

and appetite, conflict with opposing forces within and without

us, is a part of that great probation which arises out of man’s

dual constitution as an animal, and yet a superanimal and su-

pernatural being. It was the view, too, entertained by the

wisest of the old heathen sages. All that was great in man
was connected with such a destiny and such a conflict. Vivere

secundum naturam
,
to live according to his nature was the law

of the animal
;
he could not rise above it

;
he fulfilled it per-

fectly. Such, says a certain school is the destiny of man.

Obedience to nature is the end of his being. They have turned

ethics into physics. There is no such thing as duty proper-

ly. The mysterious- ought, that so filled with awe the mind
of Kant, has no place in such a system

;
for this dread term

connects itself immediately with some divine law regarded as

higher than nature—some law imperative, immutable, eternal.

This, we admit, is very imperfectly stated
;
but it is sufficient

for our present argument, which is simply designed to show that

there can be no neutrality here. There are various systems of

morals, and they differ immensely. If a moral education, as is

so commonly and so easily said, is “ necessary to make a man
a good citizen”—if

“
they are the foundation of our liberties,”

as our orators have so often proclaimed—then the question,

what morality, becomes as important and as pressing as that

other question which has been so confidently proposed as unan-

swerable. One eminent authority would have ” a morality that

has no dogmas.” There we fail to follow him. The matter

thus stated not only transcends what we call common-sense,

but passes wholly beyond the sphere of the intelligible.

Tayler Lewis.



THE GENESIS AND MIGRATIONS OF PLANTS.

HE origination of the successive floras which have occu-

pied the northern hemisphere in geological times, not,

as one might at first sight suppose, in the sunny climes of the

south, but under the arctic skies, is a fact long known or sus-

pected. It is proved by the occurrence of fossil plants in

Greenland, in Spitzbergen, and in Grinnell Land, under circum-

stances which show that these were their primal homes. The
fact bristles with physical difficulties, yet is fertile of the most

interesting theoretical deductions, to reach which we may well

be content to wade through some intricate questions. Though
not at all a new fact, its full significance seems only recently to

have dawned on the minds of geologists, and within the last

year it has produced a number of memoirs and addresses to

earned societies, besides many less formal notices.
1

The earliest suggestion on the subject known to the writer

is that of Professor Asa Gray, in 1867, with reference to the prob-

able northern source of the related floras of North America
and Eastern Asia. With the aid of the new facts disclosed by
Heer and Lesquereux, Gray returned to the subject in 1872, and

more fully developed this conclusion with reference to the Ter-

tiary floras,
3 and he has recently still further discussed these ques-

tions in an able lecture on “ Forest Geography and Archaeol-

Saporta, " Ancienne Vegetation Polaire Hooker, Presidental Address to

Royal Society, 1878 ;
Thistleton Dyer, “ Lecture on Plant Distribution Mr.

Starkie Gardner, Letters in Nature
, 1878, etc. The basis of most of these

brochures is to be found in Beer’s Flora Fossilis Arctica.
2 Address to American Association.
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ogy.
” 1 In this he puts the case so well and tersely that we

may quote the following sentences as a text for what follows :

“ I can only say, at large, that the same species (of Tertiary fossil plants)

have been found all round the world
;
that the richest and most extensive finds

are in Greenland
;
that they comprise most of the sorts which I have spoken

of, as American trees which once lived in Europe—Magnolias, Sassafras,

Hickories, Gum-trees, our identical Southern Cypress (for all we can see of

difference), and especially Sequoias, not only the two which obviously answer

to the two Big-trees now peculiar to California, but several others
;
that they

equally comprise trees now peculiar to Japan and China, three kinds of Ging-

ko-trees, for instance, one of them not evidently distinguishable from the

Japan species which alone survives; that we have evidence, not merely of

Pines and Maples, Poplars, Birches, Lindens, and whatever else characterize

the temperate-zone forests of our era, but also of particular species of these,

so like those of our own time and country, that we may fairly reckon them as

the ancestors of several of ours. Long genealogies . always deal more or less

in conjecture ; but we appear to be within the limits of scientific inference

when we announce that our existing temperate trees came from the north, and

within the bounds of nigh probability when we claim not a few of them as the

originals of present species. Remains of the same plants have been found

fossil in our temperate region, as well as in Europe.”

Between i860 and 1870 the writer was engaged in working

out all that could be learned of the Devonian plants of Eastern

America, the oldest known flora of any richness, and which

consists almost exclusively of gigantic, and to us grotesque,

representatives of the club mosses, ferns, and mares’-tails, with

some trees allied to the cycads and pines. In this pursuit

nearly all the more important localities were visited, and access

was had to the large collections of Professor Hall and Professor

Newberry in New York and Ohio, and to those made in the

remarkable plant-bearing beds of New Brunswick by Messrs.

Matthew and Hartt. In the progress of these researches, which

developed an unexpectedly rich assemblage of species, the

northern origin of this old flora seemed to be established by its

earlier culmination in the north-east, in connection with the

growth of the American land to the southward, which took

place after the great Upper Silurian subsidence, by elevations

beginning in the north while those portions of the continent to

the south-west still remained under the sea.

American Journal of Science, xvi., 1878.
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When, in 1870, the labors of those ten years were brought

before the Royal Society of London, in the Bakerian Lecture of

that year, and in a memoir illustrating no less than one hundred

and twenty-five species of plants older than the great Carbonif-

erous system, these deductions were stated in connection with

the conclusions of Hall, Logan, and Dana, as to the distribu-

tions of sediment along the north-east side of the American

continent, and the anticipation was hazarded that the oldest

Palaeozoic floras would be discovered to the north of Newfound-

land. Mention was also made of the apparent earlier and more

copious birth of the Devonian flora in America than in Europe,

a fact which is itself connected with the greater northward ex-

tension of this continent.

Unfortunately the memoir containing these results was not

published by the Royal Society, and its publication was secured

in a less perfect form only in the reports of the Geological

Survey of Canada. The part of the memoir relating to Cana-

dian fossil plants, with a portion of the theoretical deductions,

was published in a report issued in 1 87 1

.

1 In this report the

following language was used :

“ In Eastern America, from the Carboniferous period onward, the centre of

plant distribution has been the Appalachian chain. From this the plants and

sediments extended westward in times of elevation, and to this they receded

in times of depression. But this centre was non-existent before the Devonian

period, and the centre for this must have been to the north-east whence the

great mass of older Appalachian sediment was derived. In the Carboniferous

period there was also an eastward distribution from the Appalachians, and

links of connection in the Atlantic bed between the floras of Europe and

America. In the Devonian such connection can have been only far to the

north-east. It is therefore in Newfoundland, Labrador, and Greenland that

we are to look for the oldest American flora, and in like manner on the bor-

der of the old Scandinavian nucleus for that of Europe.

Again, it must have been the wide extension of the sea of the Corniferous

limestone that gave the last blow to the remaining flora of the Lower Devo-

nian : and the re-elevation in the middle of that epoch brought in the Ap-

palachian ridges as a new centre, and established a connection with Europe

which introduced the Upper Devonian and Carboniferous floras. Lastly,

1 “ Fossil Plants of the Devonian and Upper Silurian Formations of Canada,”

Pp. 92, twenty plates. Montreal, 1871.
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from the comparative richness of the later Erian1 flora in Eastern America,

especially in the St. John beds, it might be a fair inference that the north-

eastern end of the Appalachian ridge was the original birth-place or centre of

creation of what we may call the later Palaeozoic flora, or of a large part of

that flora.”

When my paper was written I had not seen the account pub-

lished by the able Swiss palaeobotanist Heer, of the remarkable

Devonian flora of Bear Island, near Spitzbergen.
2 From want

of acquaintance with the older floras of America and Western
Europe, Heer fell into the unfortunate error of regarding the

Bear Island plants as Lower Carboniferous, a mistake which his

great authority has tended to perpetuate, and which has even

led to the still graver error of some European geologists, who do
not hesitate to regard as Carboniferous the fossil plants of the

American deposits from the Hamilton to the Chemung groups

inclusive, though these belong to formations underlying the

oldest Carboniferous, and characterized by animal remains of

unquestioned Devonian age. In 1872 I addressed a note to the

Geological Society of London on the subject of the so-called

“ Ursa stage” of Heer showing that though it contained some
forms not known at so early a date in temperate Europe, it was

clearly Devonian when tested by North American standards
;

but that in this high latitude, in which, for reasons stated in the

report above referred to, I believed the Devonian plants to

have originated, there might be an intermixture of the two

floras. But such a mixed group should in that latitude be

referred to a lower horizon than if found in temperate regions.

In the discussion of these papers, both Sir C. Lyell and Dr.

Carruthers argued that the Bear Island flora is truly Devonian.

Between 1870 and 1873 my attention was turned to the two

subfloras intermediate between those of the Devonian and the

coal-formation, the floras of the Lower Carboniferous (Sub-

carboniferous of some American geologists) and the Millstone

1 The term Erian is used as synonymous with Devonian, and probably should

be preferred to it, as pointing to the best development of this formation known,

which is on the shores of Lake Erie.

2 Trans. Swedish Academy, 1871, Journal London Geological Society, vol.

xxviii.
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Grit, and in a report upon these
1

similar deductions were ex-

pressed. It was stated that in Newfoundland the coal-beds

seem to belong to the Millstone Grit series, and as we proceed

southward they belong to progressively newer portions of the

Carboniferous system. The same fact is observed in the coal-

beds of Scotland, as compared with those of England, and it

indicates that the Coal-formation flora, like that of the Devo-

nian, spread itself from the north, and this accords with the

somewhat extensive occurrence of Carboniferous rocks and

fossils in the Pariy Islands and elsewhere in the arctic regions.

Passing over the comparatively poor flora of the earlier

Mesozoic, consisting largely of cycads, pines, and ferns, and as

yet little known in the arctic, though represented, according

to Heer, by the supposed Jurassic flora of Cape Boheman, we
find, especially at Kome and Atane in Greenland, an interesting

occurrence of those earliest precursors of the truly modern
forms of plants which appear in the Cretaceous, the period of

the English chalk and of the New Jersey greensands. There

are two plant-groups of this age in Greenland, one, that of

Kome, consists almost entirely of ferns, cycads, and pines, and

is of decidedly Mesozoic aspect. This is called Lower Creta-

ceous. The other, that of Atane, holds remains of many mod-
ern temperate genera, as Populus, Myrica

,
Ficus

,
Sassafras, and

Magnolia. This is regarded as Upper Cretaceous. Resting

upon these Upper Cretaceous beds, without the intervention of

any other formation
,

2
are beds rich in plants of much more

modern appearance, and referred by Heer to the Miocene
period, a reference warranted by comparison with the Tertian

plants of Europe, but, as we shall see, not with those of

America. Still farther north this so-called Miocene assemblage

of plants appears in Spitzbergen and Grinnell Land
;
but there,

owing to the predominance of trees allied to the spruces, it has

a decidedly more boreal character than in Greenland, as might
be anticipated from its nearer approach to the pole .

3

1
Fossil Plants of Lower Carboniferous and Millstone Grit Formations of

Canada. Pp. 47, 10 plates. Montreal, 1873.
2 Nordenskiold, Expedition to Greenland, Geological Magazine, 1872.
3 Yet even here the Bald Cypress ( Taxodium distichum), or a tree nearly allied

to it, is found, though this species is now limited to the Southern States. Fielden

and DeRance, Journal of Geological Society, 1878.
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If now we turn to the Cretaceous and Tertiary floras of

Western America, as described by Lesquereux, Newberry, and

others, we find in the lowest Cretaceous rocks there known—those

of the Dakota group—which may be in the lower part of the

Middle Cretaceous, a series of plants 1

essentially similar to

those of the so-called Upper Cretaceous of Greenland. They
occur in beds indicating land and fresh-water conditions as prev-

alent at the time over great areas of the interior of America.

But overlying this plant-bearing formation we have an oceanic

limestone (the Niobrara), corresponding in many respects to the

European chalk, and extending far north into the British terri-

tory
,

2
indicating that the land of the Lower Cretaceous was

replaced by a vast Mediterranean Sea, filled with warm water

from the equatorial currents, and not invaded by cold waters

trom the north. This is succeeded by thick Upper Cretaceous

deposits of clay and sandstone, with marine remains, though

very sparsely distributed
;
and these show that further subsi-

dence or denudation in the north had opened a way for the

arctic currents, killing out the warm -water animals of the

Niobrara group, and filling up the Mediterranean of that period.

Of the flora of these Upper Cretaceous periods, which must

have been very long, we know nothing in the interior regions
;

but on the coast of British Columbia we have the remarkable

Cretaceous coal-field of Vancouver’s Island, which holds the

remains of plants of modern genera, and indeed of almost as

modern aspect as those of the so-called Miocene of Greenland.

They indicate, however, a warmer climate as then prevalent on

the Pacific coast, and in this respect correspond with a peculiar

transition flora, intermediate between the Cretaceous and Eocene

or earliest Tertiary of the interior regions, and which is de-

scribed by Lesquereux as the Lower Lignitic.

Immediately above these Upper Cretaceous beds, we have

the great Lignite Tertiary of the west—the Laramie group of

recent American reports—abounding in fossil plants, at one time

regarded as Miocene, but now known to be Lower Eocene,
*

1 Lesquereux, Report on Cretaceous Flora.

2 G. M. Dawson, Report on Forty-ninth Parallel.
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though extending upward toward the Miocene age.

1

These

beds, with their characteristic plants, have been traced into the

British territory north of the forty-ninth parallel, and it has been

shown that their fossils are identical with those of the McKenzie

River Valley, described by Heer as Miocene, and probably also

with those of Alaska, referred to the same age.” Now this truly

Eocene flora of the temperate and northern parts of America

has so many species in common with that called Miocene in

Greenland, that its identity can scarcely be doubted. These

facts have let to scepticism as to the Miocene age of the upper

plant-bearing beds of Greenland, and more especially Mr. J.

Starkie Gardner has ably argued, from comparison with the

Eocene flora of England and other considerations, that they are

really of that earlier date.
3

In looking at this question, we may fairly assume that no

conceivable conditions of climate could permit the vegetation of

the neighborhood of Disco in Greenland to be identical with

that of Colorado and Missouri, at a time when little difference of

level existed in the two regions. Either the southern flora

migrated north in consequence of a greater amelioration of

climate, or the northern flora moved southward as the climate

became colder. The same argument, as Gardner has ably

shown, applies to the similarity of the Tertiary plants of tem-

perate Europe to those of Greenland. If Greenland required a

temperature of about 50°, as Heer calculates, to. maintain its

“ Miocene” flora, the temperature of England must have been

at least 70°, and that of the south-western States still warmer.

We cannot certainly affirm any thing respecting the migra-

tions of these floras, but there are some probabilities which

deserve attention. The ferns and cycads of the so-called Lower
Cretaceous of Greenland are nothing but a continuation of the

previous Jurassic flora. Now this was established at an equally

early date in the Queen Charlotte Islands,
4 and still earlier in

1 Lesquereux’s Tertiary Flora
;
White on the Laramie Group

;
Stevenson, Geo-

logical Relations of Lignitic Groups, Am. Phil. Soc., June, 1875.
3 G. M. Dawson, Report on the Geology of the forty ninth Parallel, where

full details on these points may be found.
3 Nature

,
Dec. 12th, 1878.

4 Reports Geological Survey of Canada.
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Virginia .

1 The presumption is, therefore, that it came from the

south. It has indeed the facies of a southern hemisphere and

insular flora, and probably spread itself northward as far as

Greenland at a time when our northern continents were groups

of islands, and when the . ocean currents were carrying warm
water far toward the arctic regions. The flora which succeeds

this in the sections at Atane has no special affinities with the

southern hemisphere, and is of a more temperate and continental

character. It is not necessarily Upper Cretaceous, since it is

similar to that of the Dakota group farther south, and this is at

least Middle Cretaceous. This flora must have originated either

somewhere in temperate America or within the arctic circle,

and it must have replaced the older one by virtue of increasing

coolness and continental character of climate. It must there-

fore have been connected with that elevation of the land which

took place at the beginning of the Cretaceous. During this

elevation it spread over all Western America at one time or

another, and as the land again subsided under the sea of the

Niobrara chalk, it assumed an aspect more suited to a warm
climate, but still held its place on such islands as remained

above water along the Pacific coast, and it continued to exist

on these islands till the colder seas of the Upper Cretaceous had

again given place to the warm plains and landlocked brackish

seas or fresh-water lakes of the Laramie period (Eocene).

Thus the true Upper Cretaceous marks a cold period intervening

between the so-called Upper Cretaceous (really Middle Creta-

ceous) and the so-called Miocene (really Lower Eocene) floras

of Greenland.

This latter established itself in Greenland, and probably all

around the arctic circle, in the warm period of the earliest

Eocene, and as the climate of the northern hemisphere became

gradually reduced from that time till the end of the Pliocene,

it marched on over both continents to the southward, chased

behind by the modern arctic flora, and eventually by the frost

and snow of the glacial age. This history may admit of cor-

1 Fontaine has well described the Mesozoic flora of Virginia, American Jour-

nal of Science, January, 1879.
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rection in details
;
but so far as present knowledge extends it is

in the main not far from the truth.

Perhaps the first great question which it raises is that as to

the causes of the alternations of warm and cold climates in the

north, apparently demanded by the vicissitudes of the vegetable

kingdom. Here we may set aside the idea that in former times

plants were suited to endure greater cold than at present. It

is true that some of the fossil Greenland plants are of unknown
genera, and many are new species to us

;
but we are on the

whole safe in affirming that they must have required conditions

similar to those necessary to their modern representatives,

except within such limits as we now find to hold in similar cases

among existing plants. Still we know that at the present time

many species found in the equable climate of England will not

live in Canada, though species to all appearance similar in struc-

ture are native here. There is also some reason to suppose

that species when new may have greater hardiness and adapta-

bility than when in old age, and verging toward extinction.

In any case these facts can account for but a small part of the

phenomena, which require to be explained by physical changes

affecting the earth as a whole, or at least the northern hemi-

sphere. Many theoretical views have been suggested on this

subject, and perhaps the most practical way of disposing of

these will be first to set aside a number which are either pre-

cluded by the known facts, incapable of producing the effects,

or altogether uncertain as to their possible occurrence.

1. In this class we may place the theory that the poles of the

earth have changed their position. Independently of astro-

nomical objections, there is good geological evidence that the

poles of the earth must have been nearly in their present places

from the dawn of life until now. From the Laurentian upward,

those organic limestones which mark the areas where warm and

shallow equatorial water was spreading over submerged con-

tinents, are so disposed as to prove the permanence of the

poles. In like manner all the great foldings of the crust of the

earth have followed lines which are parts of great circles tan-

gent to the existing polar circles. So, also, from the Cam-
brian age the great drift of sediment from the north has fol-

*
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lowed the line of the existing arctic currents from the north-

east to the south-west, throwing itself, for example, along the

line of the Appalachian uplifts in Eastern America, and against

the ridge of the Cordilleras in the west.

2. Some of the above considerations, along with astronom-

ical evidence, prevent us from assuming any considerable change

in the obliquity of the axis of the earth during geological time.

3. That the earth and the sun have diminished in heat dur-

ing geological time seems probable
;
but physical and geological

facts alike render it certain that this influence could have pro-

duced no appreciable effect even in the times of the earliest

floras, and certainly not in the case of Tertiary vegetation.

4. It has been supposed that the earth may have at different

times traversed more or less heated zones of space, giving alter-

nations of warm and cold temperature. No such differences in

space are, however, known, nor does there seem any good

ground for imagining their existence.

5. The heat of the sun is known to be variable, and the

eleven years’ period of sun-spots has recently attracted much
attention as producing appreciable effects on the seasons.

There may possibly be longer cycles of solar energy
;
or the sun

may be liable, like some variable stars, to paroxysms of in-

creased energy. Such changes are possible, and may fairly be

taken into the account, provided that we fail to find known
causes sufficient to account for the phenomena.

Of well-known causes there seem to be but three. These are :

First, that urged by Lyell—viz., the varying distribution of

land and water along with that of marine currents
;
Secondly,

the varying eccentricity of the earth’s orbit, along with the pre-

cession of the equinoxes, and the effects of this on oceanic cir-

culation, as illustrated by Croll
;

Thirdly, the different con-

ditions of the earth’s atmosphere with reference to radiation, as

argued by Tyndall and Hunt. As these causes are all founded

on known facts, and not exclusive of each other, we may con-

sider them together. I shall take the Lyellian theory first,

regarding it as the most important, and the best supported by

geological facts.

* We know that the present distribution of land and water
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greatly influences climate, more especially by affecting that of

the ocean currents and of the winds, and by the different action

of land as compared with water in the reception and radiation

of heat. The present distribution of land gives a large predom-

inance to the arctic and sub-arctic regions, as compared with

the equatorial and with the antarctic
;
and we might readily

imagine other distributions that would give very different

results. But this is not an imaginary case. We know that,

while the forms and positions of the great continents have been

fixed from a very early date, they have experienced many great

submergences and re-elevations, and that these have occurred

in somewhat regular sequence, as evidenced by the cyclical

alternations of organic limestones and earthy sediments in suc-

cessive geological formations.

An example bearing on our present subject may serve to

illustrate this. In the latter part of the Upper Silurian period

(the Lower Helderberg age), vast areas of the American conti-

nent 1 were covered with an ocean in which were deposited

organic limestones whose fossils show that this great interior sea

was pervaded by equatorial waters bringing food and warmth,

while the incipient ranges of the Appalachians on the east, and

the Cordilleras on the west, and the Laurentian axis on the north,

fenced off from it the colder arctic waters. How different

must the climate of America and of the region north of it have

been in these circumstances from that which prevails at present,

or from that which prevailed in certain other periods, when it

was open to the incursions of the arctic ice-laden currents,

bearing loads of fine sediment .

5
It was in these circumstances,

and in the similar circumstances in which the great Corniferous

limestone of the Devonian was deposited—a limestone showing

in its rich coral fauna even warmer waters than those of the

Lower Helderberg—that the Devonian flora took its origin in

See a memoir and map by Professor Hall, Reports Regents New York, 1874-5.
2

It seems certain that the fauna; of the old limestones, like the Trenton, Nia-

gara, Lower Helderberg, and Corniferous, belong to warm and sheltered sea areas,

and that those rich in graptolites and trilobites inclosed in muddy sediments,

belong to the colder arctic waters. Such arctic faunte are those of the Quebec

group and of the Utica shale, and to some extent that of the Hamilton group.

*9
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the north and advanced southward over new lands in process of

emergence from the sea. The somewhat similar condition

evidenced by the Lower Carboniferous limestone preceded the

advent of the great and rich flora of the Coal-formation.

Lyell’s theory on this subject has, I think, in some recent

publications, been somewhat misapprehended. It is true that

he stated hypothetically two contrasted conditions of distribu-

tion, in one of which all the land was equatorial, in another all

polar
;
but he did not suppose that these conditions had

actually occurred
;
and even in his earlier editions, before the

recent discoveries and discussions as to ocean currents, he was

always careful to attach due value to these in connection with

subsidences and elevations .

1 In his later editions he introduced

more full references to current action, and also stated Croll’s

theory, but still maintained the validity of his original conclu-

sions.

The sufficiency of this Lyellian theory to account for the

facts, in so far as plants are concerned, may, I think, be inferred

from the course of the isothermal lines at present. The south

end of Greenland is on the latitude of Christiania in Norway on

the one hand, and of Fort Liard in the Peace River region on

the other
;
and while Greenland is clad in ice and snow, wheat

and other grains, and the ordinary trees of temperate climates,

grow at the latter places .

2
It is evident, therefore, that only

exceptionally unfavorable circumstances prevent the Greenland

area from still possessing a temperate flora, and these unfavor-

able circumstances possibly tell even on the localities with which

we have compared it. Further, the mouth of the McKenzie

River is in the same latitude with Disco, near which are some of

the most celebrated localities of fossil Cretaceous and Tertiary

plants. Yet the mouth of the McKenzie River enjoys a much
more favorable climate, and has a much more abundant flora

than Disco. If North Greenland were submerged, and low land

reaching to the south terminated at Disco, and if from any

cause either the cold currents of Baffin’s Bay were arrested, or

1 See “ Principles of Geology,” edition of 1840, chapter vii.
"

See Macoun’s Report, Geological Survey of Canada, and Richardson’s Boat
Voyage.
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additional warm water thrown into the North Atlantic by the

Gulf Stream, there is nothing to prevent a mean temperature of

45
0 Fahrenheit from prevailing at Disco

;
and the estimate

ordinarily formed of the requirements of its extinct floras is

50
0

,

1 which is probably above rather than below the actual tem-

perature required.

Since, then, geological facts assure us of mutations of the

continents much greater than those apparently required to

account for the changes of climate implied in the existence of

the ancient arctic floras, it does not seem absolutely necessary

to invoke any others.
2

If, however, there are other true causes

which might either aid or counteract those above referred to, it

may be well to consider them.

Mr. Croll has, in his valuable work “ Climate and Time,”

and in various memoirs, brought forward an ingenious astro-

nomical theory to account for changes of climate. This the-

ory, as stated by himself in a recent paper,
3
is that when the

eccentricity of the earth’s orbit is at a high value, and the

northern winter solstice is in perihelion, agencies are brought

into operation which make the south-east trade winds stronger

than the north-east, and compel them to blow over upon the

northern hemisphere as far as the Tropic of Cancer. The result

is that all the great equatorial currents of the ocean are impelled

into the northern hemisphere, which thus, in consequence of the

immense accumulation of warm water, has its temperature raised,

so that ice and snow must to a great extent disappear from the

arctic regions. In the prevalence of the converse conditions

the arctic zone becomes clad in ice, and the southern has its

temperature raised.

At the same time, according to Croll’s calculations, the

accumulation of ice on either pole would tend, by shifting the

earth’s centre of gravity, to raise the level of the ocean and

1 Heer. See also papers by Professor Haughton and by Gardner in Nature for

1S78.
2 Sir William Thomson, Transactions Geological Society of Glasgow, Feb-

ruary 22d, 1878.
3 Cataclysmic Theories of Geological Climate, Geological Magazine, May,

1878.
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submerge the land on the colder hemisphere. Thus a sub-

mergence of land would coincide with a cold condition, and

emergence with increasing warmth. Facts already referred to,

however, show that this has not always been the case, but that

in many cases submergence was accompanied with the influx

of warm equatorial waters and a raised temperature, this ap-

parently depending on the question of local distribution of

land and water
;
and this in its turn being regulated not always

by mere shifting of the centre of gravity, but by foldings occa-

sioned by contraction, by equatorial subsidences resulting from

the retardation of the earth’s rotation, and by the excess of

material abstracted by ice and frost from the arctic regions, and

drifted southward along the lines of arctic currents. This drift-

ing must in all geological times have greatly exceeded, as it

certainly does at present, the denudation caused by atmospheric

action at the equator, and must have tended to increase the dis-

position to equatorial collapse occasioned
t
by retardation of

rotation.
1

While such considerations as those above referred to tend to

reduce the practical importance of Mr. Croll’s theory, on the

other hand they tend to remove one of the greatest objections

against it—namely, that founded on the necessity of supposing

that glacial periods recur with astronomical regularity in geolog-

ical time. They cannot do so if dependent on other causes in-

herent in the earth itself, and producing important movements

of its crust.

The third great cause of warmer climates in the past is the

larger proportion of carbon dioxide, or carbonic acid gas, in the

atmosphere in early geological times, as proved by the immense

amount of carbon now sealed up in limestone and coal, and

which must at one time have been in the air. It has been

shown that a very small additional quantity of this substance

would so obstruct radiation of heat from the earth as to act

almost like a glass roof. If, however, the quantity of carbonic

1 Croll in “ Climate and Time,” and in a note read before the British Associa-

tion in 1876 takes an opposite view
;
but this is clearly contrary to the facts of sedi-

mentation, which show a steady movement of debris toward the south and south-

west.
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acid, great at first, was slowly and regularly removed, even if,

as suggested by Hunt, small additional supplies were gradually

added from space, this cause could have affected only the very

oldest floras. But it is known that some comets and meteorites

contain carbonaceous matter, and this allows us to suppose that

accessions of carbon may have been communicated at irregular

intervals. If so, there may have been cycles of greater and less

abundance of this substance, and an atmosphere rich in carbon

dioxide might at one and the same time afford warmth and

abundance of food to plants.

It thus appears that the causes of ancient vicissitudes of

climate are somewhat complex, and when two or more of them

happened to coincide, very extreme changes might result, hav-

ing most important bearings on the distribution of plants.

This may help us to deal with the peculiarities of the great

glacial age, which may have been rendered exceptionally severe

by the combination of several of the causes of refrigeration.

We must not suppose, however, that the views of those ex-

treme glacialists, who suppose continental ice-caps reaching

half way to the equator, are borne out by facts. In truth, the

ice accumulating round the pole must have been surrounded by

water, and there must have been tree-clad islands in the midst

of the icy seas even in the time of greatest refrigeration. This

is proved by the fact that in the Leda clay of Eastern Canada,

which belongs to the time of greatest submergence, and whose

fossil shells show sea-water almost at the freezing-point, there

are leaves of poplars and other plants which must have been

drifted from neighboring shores. Similar remains occur in clays

of similar origin in the basin of the great lakes and m the West.

These have been called “ interglacial,” but there is no evidence

to prove that they are not truly glacial. Thus while we need

not suppose that plants existed within the arctic circle in the

glacial age, we have evidence that those of the cold temperate

and sub-arctic zones continued to exist pretty far north. At
the same time the warm temperate flora would be driven

to the south, except where sustained in insular spots warmed by
the equatorial currents. It would return northward on the re-

elevation of the land and the return of warmth.
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If, however, our modern flora is thus one that has returned

from the south, this would account for its poverty in species as

compared with those of the early Tertiary. Groups of plants

descending from the north have been rich and varied. Return-

ing from the south they are like the shattered remains of a

beaten army. This at* least has been the case with such retreat-

ing floras as those of the Lower Carboniferous, the Permian,

and the Jurassic, and possibly that of the Lower Eocene of

Europe.

The question of the supply of light to an arctic flora is

much less difficult than some have imagined. The long sum-

mer day is in this respect a good substitute for a longer season

of growth, while a copious covering of winter snow not only

protects evergreen plants from those sudden alternations of

temperature which are more destructive than intense frost, and

prevents the frost from penetrating to their roots, but by the

ammonia which it absorbs preserves their greenness. Accord-

ing to Dr. Brown, the Danish ladies of Disco long ago solved

this problem .

1 He 'informs us that they cultivate in their

houses most of our garden flowers, as roses, fuchsias, and

geraniums, showing that it is merely warmth, and not light

that is required to enable a subtropical flora to thrive in

Greenland. Even in Canada, which has a flora richer in some

respects than that of temperate Europe, growth is effectually

arrested by cold for nearly six months, and though there is

ample sunlight there is no vegetation. It is indeed not impos-

sible that in the plans of the Creator the continuous summer
sun of the arctic regions may have been made the means for

the introduction, or at least for the rapid growth and multipli-

cation of new and more varied types of plants.

Much of course remains to be known of the history of the old

floras, whose fortunes I have endeavored to sketch, and which

seem to have been driven like shuttlecocks from north to south,

and from south to north, especially on the American continent,

whose meridional extension seems to have given a field specially

suited for such operations.

1 Flopula Discoana, Botanical Society of Edinburgh, 1S68.
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This great stretch of the western continent from north to

south is also connected with the interesting fact that, when new
floras are entering from the arctic regions, they appear earlier

in America than in Europe
;
and that in times when old floras

are retreating from the south, old genera and species linger

longer in America. Thus, in the Devonian and Cretaceous new

forms of those periods appear in America long before they are

recognized in Europe, and in the modern epoch forms that

would be regarded in Europe as Miocene still exist. Much
confusion in reasoning as to the geological ages of the fossil floras

has arisen from want of attention to this circumstance.

What we have learned respecting this wonderful history

has served strangely to change some of our preconceived

ideas. We must now be prepared to admit that God can plant

an Eden even in Spitzbergen, that there are possibilities in this

old earth of ours which its present condition does not reveal

to us
;
that the present state of the world is by no means the

best possible in relation to climate and vegetation
;
that there

have been and might be again conditions which could convert

the ice-clad arctic regions into blooming paradises, and which

at the same time would moderate the fervent heat of the trop-

ics. We are accustomed to say that nothing is impossible with

God
;
but how little have we known of the gigantic possibilities

which lie hidden under some of the most common of his nat-

ural laws.

Yet these facts have been made the occasion of speculations

as to the spontaneous development of plants without any direct

creative intervention. It would, from this point of view, be a

nice question to calculate how many evolutions of climate

would suffice to evolve the first land plant
;
what are the chances

that such plant would be so dealt with by physical changes as

to be preserved and nursed into a meagre flora like that of the

Upper Silurian or the Jurassic
;
how many transportations to

Greenland would suffice to promote such meagre flora into the

rich and abundant forests of the Upper Cretaceous, and to

people the earth with the exuberant vegetation of the early

Tertiary. Such problems we may never be able to solve.

Probably they admit of no solution, unless we invoke the action
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of an Almighty mind, operating through long ages, and cor-

relating with boundless power and wisdom all the energies inhe-

rent in inorganic and organic nature. Even then we shall per-

haps be able to comprehend only the means by which, after

specific types have been created, they may, by the culture of

their Maker, be “sported ” into new varieties or subspecies, and
thus fitted to exist under different conditions or to occupy
higher places in the economy of nature.

Before venturing on such extreme speculations as some now
current on questions of this kind, we would require to know the

successive extinct floras as perfectly as those of the modern
world, and to be able to ascertain to what extent each species

can change either spontaneously or under the influence of

struggle for existence or expansion under favorable conditions,

and under arctic semi-annual days and nights, or the shorter

days of the tropics. Such knowledge, if ever acquired, it may
take ages of investigation to accumulate. In any case the sub-

ject of this paper indicates one hopeful line of study with the

object of arriving at some comprehension of the laws of

creation.

J. W. Dawson.
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HE characteristic skepticism of to-day, whether it be that

of the untaught people or of the learned scholar, is marked

by its completeness and despair. It does not suggest any substi-

tute for the religion which it disbelieves, and which in its active

moods it labors to destroy. It rejects not certain doctrines only,

but the whole body of the Christian faith. This fact, it seems to

me, must be constantly present in the mind of any one who at-

tempts to write an essay upon such a subject as I have chosen,

and must furnish the key-note for all his treatment of it. He
must be sure that the difficulty of which he has to write is very

deep and very broad
;
that what he has to do is not merely to

suggest the way in which one or two weak points in the Chris-

tian argument may be fortified, but to show in what stronger

and more convincing attitude Christianity itself must set itself

before the eyes of men. At the same time, in the fact which I

have mentioned really lies the hope of the Christian teacher.

The skepticism with which he has to deal goes so deep that it

has a perpetual tendency to defeat itself. Offering men no sub-

stitute for the religion which it would destroy, it leaves man’s

religious nature unprovided for and hungry, and therefore gives

to Christianity the perpetual advantage of human nature, if it

.can only be large enough to see its chance.

The first of all things, then, that we ought to say, is this :

that there are no skilful tricks, no special methods of shaping

arguments or stating truths, of trapping skeptics in their own
toils, or of puzzling back again with orthodox speciousness the

minds that have been already puzzled away with the specious-

ness of science—there are no such methods which can be taught

and learned. The only way in which any man must hope to

deal with skepticism must be by the strong and intelligent build-

ing up of faith, and the sooner that any minister can be con-
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vinced that to meet unbelief is not a special department of his

pulpit work, to be undertaken with distinct preparation and

with special effort, apart from his general work of preaching the

Gospel, the better for him and for his work and for his people.

As we approach our subject, I think these questions must

suggest themselves : 1, What are the characteristics of the

popular skepticism ? 2, What do these characteristics require

in the- man who has to deal with it ? and, 3, How can the right

man do his work for faith ? The resistance, the workman, and

the method—the enemy, the soldier, and the plan of fight. Let

me take these three in this order, at the same time not trying

to be too orderly.

1. And, first, with regard to the resistance or the enemy, I

have already intimated this, that popular skepticism is a very

multifarious and wholesale thing. It is something utterly

different from what it used to be. Once he who lived out in

the thick of human life found that the Christianity of the Bible

was much disputed. One man or one set of men did not be-

lieve that this doctrine which the Church held was taught in the

sacred pages. Another man or set of men did not believe that

such or such a doctrine could be held, because it was inconsis-

tent with human reason or abhorrent to human feeling. An-
other man or set of men doubted all authority of the Christian

revelation. On each of these questions a distinct battle could

be joined. On one side or the other arguments could be mar-

shalled. Each man could be called upon to say what he

doubted and why he doubted it. The disproved scruple meant

a liberated and re-established faith. Of course, I do not mean
to say that that state of things has passed away. It never can

pass away. Always there will be men whose doubts are defi-

nite and well defined. But any man who has seen much of un- *

belief as it exists among our people now, knows that in general

it does not consist of any such precise and assignable difficul-

ties. It is not the difficulty of this or that doctrine that makes

men skeptics to-day. It is rather the play of all life upon the

fundamental grounds and general structure of faith. It is the

meeting in the commonest minds of great perpetual tides of

thought and instinct which neutralize each other, such as the

tides of fate and providence, the tides of pessimism and optim-

ism, the tides of self-sacrifice and selfishness.
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Let this not seem too large or lofty an explanation of the

commonplace phenomena of doubt, which are thick around us

in our congregations, and thicker still outside our congregations

in the world. The reason why my hearer, who sits moodily or

scornfully or sadly before me in his pew, and does not cordially

believe a word of what I preach to him, the reason why he dis-

believes is not that he has found the evidence for inspiration or

for Christ’s divinity or for the atonement unsatisfactory. It is

that the aspect of the world, which is Fate, has been too strong

for the fundamental religion of the world, which is Providence.

And the temptation of the world, which is self-indulgence, has

seemed to make impossible the precept of religion, which is self-

surrender
;
and the tendency of experience, which is hopeless-

ness, has made the tendency of the Gospel, which is hope, to

seem unreal and unbelievable. No man can do anything with

the skepticism of this time who thinks that it consists in the

disbelief of certain doctrines which need to be reproved, who
does not see that its heart and essence is in the conflict of life

with faith, in which the victory can be secured to faith only by

clothing and filling her with new and more personal vitality.

The whole representation of the world as a battle-field, in which

religion stands up on one side and irreligion on the other, two

distinct armies ready for a fight, each loyal to its captain, fails

when we attempt its application to the condition of things to-

day. The world is like a ship at sea. Belief and unbelief are

both within her, as strength and weakness are together in every

bit of wood or iron that makes up the strongest vessel. It is a

contest with herself, a contest of the strength of each soul

with its own feebleness. Every doubt of special doctrine is

but the creaking or cracking of some straining plank.

I will not dwell on this, although it would be interesting to

analyze and illustrate it at length. But its mere statement is

enough to lead us on to what it is the main business of my essay

to assert, that popular skepticism being what it is, the main

method of meeting it must be not an argument but a man
;
that

the minister, in other words, who deals with unbelief most suc-

cessfully to-day will be not he who is most skilful in proving

truths or disproving errors, but he who is most powerful in

strengthening faith in people’s lives by the way in which the

power of faith is uttered through his own character.
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Surely this follows from the description of our present un-

belief which we have given. If unbelief comes not by the pro-

cesses of logic, but by the power of life, then it is through

change of life that the relief from unbelief must come, and

change of life comes by the power of truth, not abstract, but in

and through character. I do not depreciate the other forms of

truth. I do not dishonor truth presented in careful statement

and sustained by skilful argument. I do not say, I surely do

not think that it is by any mere cheap personal magnetism that

men are to be charmed out of doubting into believing. Noth-

ing but the eternal truth of God can ever meet the ever-shifting

yet ever identical error and unbelief of man. But when I am
asked, “ What is the method in which the minister may best

deal with unbelief?” I cannot hesitate for a moment to answer

that the method which includes all other methods must be in

his own manhood, in his character, in his being such a man,

and so apprehending truth himself, that truth through him can

come to other men. Every other conception of the work of the

ministry is hopeless, except that which never loses sight for a

moment of the fact that it is God’s ministry; that these arc

God’s souls
;
that He is convincing sin, encouraging and help-

ing goodness, and “ dealing with popular skepticism that we
preachers have to do those things only as the axe has to cut

down the tree or the brush has to paint the picture, only by be-

ing as true a servant as possible to the woodman or the artist.

This opens the way to more special suggestions about what

kind of man he will be who will most effectively deal with popu-

lar skepticism from the pulpit, which is the statement of our

subject that perhaps would have been wisest.

And, first of all, as the most needed, and, I am tempted to

say, as the most rare of the qualities that such a man must

have, I cannot hesitate to speak of candor. The skepticism

which I have been trying to describe evidently must be a very

pervading thing. It evidently cannot be shut up in any guard-

ed class or classes. Life plays upon faith everywhere. Ideas

change and develop in all sorts and conditions of men. And
the occupants of pulpits, the preachers, have their doubts and

disbeliefs as well as others. The first step, I believe, towards

a clear relationship between the preacher and the people ought

to be a perfectly frank understanding of this fact. There
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ought to be not the least concealment or disguise about it.

Men ought never to have the slightest reason to suppose that

the preacher is asking them to believe what he does not believe

himself, or warning them that it is dangerous to doubt what to

his own mind seems very questionable. But how is it now ?

A large acquaintance with clerical life has led me to think that

almost any company of clergymen gathering together and talk-

ing freely to each other, will express opinions which would

.greatly surprise and at the same time greatly relieve the con-

gregations who ordinarily listen to those ministers. Now just

see what that means. It means that in these days when faith

is hard we are deliberately making it harder, and are making

ourselves liable to the Master’s terrible rebuke of the Scribes

and Pharisees of old :
“ They bind heavy burdens, and grievous

to be borne, and lay them on men’s shoulders, but they them-

selves will not move them with one of their fingers.” Is not

this true ? How many men in the ministry to-day believe in

the doctrine of verbal inspiration which our fathers held, and

how many of us have frankly told the people that we do not be-

lieve it, and so lifted off their Bible’s page the heavy cloud of

difficulties and inconsistencies which that doctrine laid there ?

How many of us hold that the everlasting punishment of the

wicked is a clear and certain truth of revelation ? But how
many of us who do not hold that have ever said a word to tell

men that we thought they might be Christians and yet keep a

hope for the souls of all God’s children ? Remember I am not

speaking now of whether these ideas are true or not. I am
speaking of whether we think that they are true, and of what

our duty is with reference to our belief. Not much more than

a year ago I heard one of our most venerable preachers deliber-

ately tell a congregation that no man was a Christian who did

not believe that this world was made in six literal days. He
had a perfect right to say so if he thought so, as no doubt he

did. But for those of us whom any such test of Christianity

would totally exclude from any claim to Christian character, to

let such statements pass without most clear and earnest disa-

vowals is certainly a grievous wrong to faith, and makes the

skepticism against which it tries to guard.

There must be no lines of orthodoxy inside the lines of

truth. Men find that you are playing with them, and will not
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believe you even when you come in earnest. I know what

may be said in answer. I know the old talk about holding the

outworks as long as we can, and then retreating to the citadel,

and perhaps there has hardly been a more mischievous meta-

phor than this. It is the mere illusion of a metaphor. The
minister who tries to make people believe that which he ques-

tions, in order to keep them from questioning that which he be-

lieves, knows very little about the certain workings of the hu-

man heart and has no real faith in truth itself.

I think that a great many teachers and parents now are just

in this condition. They remember that they started with a

great deal more belief than they have now. They have lost

much, and still have much to live by. They think that their

children, too, must start believing so much that they can afford

to lose a great deal and still have something left, and so they

teach these children what they have themselves long ceased to

believe. It is a most dangerous experiment.

I cannot help pausing here one moment to express the hope

that our theological seminaries are dealing fairly with our com-

ing ministers in this respect
;
that they are teaching.them from

the first that their business is to find out what is true and de-

clare it to the world in its completeness, and are not sending

them out hampered and haunted with the idea that they are to

proclaim nothing which is not safe. The lack of frankness in

his seminary teachers has cost many a poor minister years of

uselessness, and at last a dreadful and unnatural struggle into

the light and freedom which ought to have been his at first,

won bountifully in these nurseries of clerical life.

And closely tied up with this need of candor is the other

need of escape from partisanship and from the reproach of par-

tisanship. One of the reasons why the great mass of intelligent

belief which our ministers present is not even more powerful than

it is against the unbelief around us, lies, of course, in the idea that

all these ministers are committed to believing
;
that, no matter

what they once were, now they are no longer seekers for truth,

but advocates for some accepted and defined opinions. That is

in part inevitable. Every man loses as well as gains something

of convincing power when he declares himself openly a believer

in any truth. But so far as this reproach of partisanship finds

any warrant in the way in which a preacher defends his faith, in
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the questionable arguments which he uses for what he thinks

unquestionable truth, in the way in which he makes his minis-

try seem rather a scramble for adherents than a Christlike love

for souls, or in the way in which an unnatural unanimity among
clergymen seems to denote a professional mind that would leave

no place for the individual conscience and judgment to do their

work, wherever partisanship thus proclaims itself it palsies in-

stantly and completely the power of the preacher’s faith to ut-

ter any real message or do any real good to unbelief.

And here we meet another question, which must come to

every minister in days like these. I may have seemed in what

I have been saying to fall in with a prevalent demand which

asks that when it is so hard for men to believe they should be

asked to believe just as little as possible
;
that all the most ex-

acting articles of faith should be cast away, and only those

which any weakest faith can master should be left for faith to

struggle writh while faith is so weak. I hold no such foolish,

base idea as that. I do not believe in tearing off and throwing

away half the ship when the storm is coming up. Then is the

time for the ship to gather in, indeed, all her loose canvas, to

make herself as snug and tight as possible, to carry nothing be-

sides herself, but to be sure that she has all herself and is com-

plete. And so it is with faith in doubting days. There is no

greater mistake, I think, than to suppose that in such days men
want to have Christian truth made slight and easy to them.

The fact of Christian history has been that in times of stagger-

ing faith men need the whole truth, not modified or tamed to

suit their weakened power of apprehension. It would be no

strange issue of such times as we are living in if out of them
should come a great demand for difficult doctrine, a time of

superstition, a fever to succeed thfe chill
;

for the spirit that

cries “ Credo quia impossibile,” the heroic spirit of faith, is too

deep in our human nature for any one century to have eradi-

cated it. That we may guard against such reaction into su-

perstition, as well as meet the present infidelity, what we need

is not more easiness but more simplicity in the doctrine which

we preach, and in our way of preaching it. In other words, it

is not a smaller amount of doctrine, but it is a larger unity of

doctrine. It is a more profound entrance into the heart of

doctrine, in which its unity and simplicity reside, a more true
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grasp and enforcement of its spiritual meaning. What I mean
can be made most clear by an instance in illustration. And
there is none better for our purpose than that which is continu-

ally thrusting itself upon us now in the discussion of the dura-

tion of future punishment. I think the condition of that ques-

tion is one of the strangest of the phenomena of thought that

ever has been seen. These two features in it impress us : First,

it is being gravely and earnestly asserted that the principal

question, at any rate a vital question, concerning the religion

which teaches man that as the son of God it is his privilege

and duty to love and obey his Father, is, what will become of

him if he refuses to obey and love
;
and, secondly, a multitude

of men are found discussing whether punishment is to be tem-

porary or eternal, who do not in their hearts believe that there

is going to be any punishment at all. And this state of things

must have come from the loss or obscuration of the central

truth, about which the whole problem of man’s destiny must

take its shape, which is the malignant and persistent character

of human sin. Not as a question of what a few texts mean, not

as a curious search after arbitrary enactments, but as a deep

study into the inevitable necessities of spiritual life, with a pro-

found conviction that whatever comes to any man in the other

life will come because it must come, because nothing else could

come to such a man as he is, so ought the truth of future pun-

ishment to be investigated and enforced. And if one asked me
how I thought the popular skepticism upon this subject ought

to be dealt with, I would say unhesitatingly, by ceasing to

preach about it and argue about it altogether, and, through the

power of the personal Christ brought to the lives of men,

awakening such a dread of sin and such a desire of holiness as

should make those great powers awful and beautiful in them-

selves, and not merely in their consequences, whether those

consequences may be long or short. For after all the preach-

ing of rewards and punishments through all these centuries,

the truth remains that no man in any century ever yet healthily

and helpfully desired heaven who did not first desire holiness,

and no man ever yet healthily and helpfully feared hell who
did not first fear sin.

Perhaps there is no point in all the question of dealing with

skepticism more critical than this. Men must be made to feel
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that the Christian religion is not a mass of separate questions

having little connection with one another, on all of which a

man must have made up his mind before he can be counted a

believer. The spiritual unity of the faith must be brought out

and its simplicity asserted in the prominence given to the per-

sonal life and work of Jesus Christ and loyalty to Him as the

test of all discipleship. There are excrescences upon the faith

which puzzle and bewilder men and make them think themselves

unbelievers when their hearts are really faithful. Such excres-

cences must be cast away, not by violent excision from with-

out, but by the natural and healthy action of the system on

which they have been fastened, which as it grows stronger will

shed them, because they do not really belong to it. There are

doctrinal statements which have done vast good which yet were

but the temporary aspects of truth as it struggled to its com-

plctest exhibition. They are doing vast good to-day, men are

living by them still, but it is as men are seeing still the light

of stars that were extinguished in the heavens years ago. Such

partial, temporary statements men are still living by
;
but the

time must come when they will disappear, and then it will be

of all importance, when the star goes out, whether the men
who have been looking at it and walking by it have known all

along of the sun by whose light it shone, and which will shine

on after this accidental and temporary point of its exhibition

has disappeared forever.

And here appears another point. The whole notion of the

simplicity of Christianity and its comprehension in a few first

large truths affects the way in which we have to meet the spe-

cial errors and heresies of men. Just exactly as I will not care

nearly as much that a man should hold what I believe to be the

truth about future punishment, as I will that he should be

deeply convinced of the enormity and persistency of sin
;
so I

will not care nearly so much to disprove and displace a man’s,

single mistake upon some point of doctrine as I will to clear

his heart of the prejudice and darkness of which that special

mistake was only one indication. Men are always having their

heresies disproved and trying to give them up, and then finding

in a way that terrifies them that these heresies are not mere-

opinions which they can cast away, but parts of themselves

which they must carry as long as they are what they are, until

20
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they are spiritually born again. Men’s attempts to escape from

opinions which have been specifically disproved, but to whose

essential principles they are still attached, remind me of a story

of canine intelligence which I read not long ago, in which the

dog, who was held by a chain which was fastened to a collar

round his neck, and to the other end of which a log was tied,

attempted to rid himself of the annoyance by burying the log in

the ground. He dug a hole and put the log into it, replaced

the earth and stamped it down, and then, satisfied with his

work, attempted to move away, but only found himself fas-

tened worse than ever. Before, he was only tied to the log,

now he was tied to the place where the log was buried.

Nor can we forget here the deep and essential connection

between religion and morality. The day is past when they

could be set in unnatural hostility. Like soul and body they

belong together, and when we seek the universal and eternal

principles in which lies the simplicity of Christianity, when we
try to unsnarl the essential from the non-essential, there can be

nothing like a clear perception that every truth is necessary to

man which is necessary to righteousness, and that no truth is

necessary to man which is not necessary to righteousness. In-

deed, I think that it is in the exhibition of their moral conse-

quences and connections far more than in the discovery of their

abstract truth or falsehood, or their proof or disproof from the

Bible, that doctrines to-day must be established or refuted in the

eyes of men. If atheism is dislodged out of the minds of men
of this and the next generation, it will be because they come to

see that man rejecting God becomes inhuman. If fatalism falls,

it will be because it evidently saps responsibility
;
and, on a

smaller field, if ritualism and the confessional are rejected, it

will be not on doctrinal but on moral grounds, because men find

out that its spirit is hostile to personal purity and truthfulness.

I have already indicated, in a word, what must be the power

of that simplicity and unity by which the Gospel can become

effective. It is the person of Christ. If there has been one

change which above all others has altered our modern Christi-

anity from what the Christian religion was in apostolic times, I

think beyond all doubt it must be this, the substitution of a

belief in doctrines for loyalty to a person as the essence and the

test of Christian life. And if there be a revival which is need-
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ed to make Christianity strong against the enemies which beset

her, and clear in the sight of the multitudes who are bewildered

about her, it certainly must be the recoronation of her personal

idea, the reassertion of the fact that Christ is Christianity, and

that not to hold that this or that concerning Him is true, but

to follow Him with love and with that degree of knowledge of

Him which has been given us is to be a Christian. Allow me
to dwell on this for a few moments, for I feel its importance

very deeply, and I wish to say one or two things about it.

There are, then, two distinct ideas of Christianity. One of them

magnifies doctrine, and its great sin is heresy. The other of

them magnifies obedience, and its great sin is disobedience.

The first enthrones a creed. The second enthrones a person.

Of the second sort, not of the first, is the Christianity of the

New Testament
;
of the first sort, not of the second, has been

a very large part of the Christianity of Christendom. I am
sure that every thoughtful man must see that the question is

not one of exclusion but of precedence. A doctrinal religion

must be personal if the doctrine has relation, however remotely,

to a personal history
;
and a personal religion must be doctrinal,

since love and obedience can live and act intelligently only in

the light of knowledge concerning him who is loved and obeyed.

But still the difference remains between the presentation of re-

ligion as a scheme of truth to be believed and the presentation

of religion as a person to be believed in, and it is the latter that

in these days I think is the secret of the best method of deal-

ing in the pulpit with popular skepticism.

For personality is the only simplicity which holds in itself

completeness. I well remember the first sermon that I ever

achieved. The text was from 2 Cor. u : 3, “The simplicity

that is in Christ,’’ and a cruel classmate’s criticism of it was
that, “ There was very little simplicity in the sermon, and no
Christ.’’ I am afraid that he was right, and I am sure that the

sermon never was preached again. Its lack of simplicity and

lack of Christ no doubt belonged together. It was probably

an attempt to define doctrine instead of to show a man, a God,
a Saviour. For think a moment if it is not true that personali-

ty is the only power in which mystery can become real and
vital and practical. You describe thought, love, hope, fear,

life itself, and men are all bewildered. You set a living, loving,

thinking, hoping, fearing man before them, and without the
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loss of one particle of the mystery which your abstractions tried

to describe, the emotion, the condition, the being is instantly

real and realized. A child learns life in the interpretation of

fatherhood. Now if at the bottom the secret of skepticism is

the unreality of religion to the skeptical soul
;

if it is not mys-

tery but the inability to seize and realize mystery that makes
the trouble

;
if we believe in a Christ so completely powerful

that once perfectly present with a human soul He must master

it and it must yield to Him
;

if the reason why men doubt Him
is that they do not, cannot, will not see Him, then I think it

must be certain that what they need is a completer, liver pre-

sentation of His personality, so that He shall stand before them

and claim what always was His claim, “ Believe in Me”-—not
“ Believe this or that about me,” but “ Believe in Me.” That

always is the faith of the gospels. They had no creed but Christ.

Christ was their creed. And it is the glory of the earliest church

that it had for its people no demanded creed of abstract doctrine

whatsoever. In the venerable wisdom of the apostolic symbol

it believed in Father, Son, and Spirit, the one eternal God.

Let me remind you also how in the personal conception of

Christianity, continually, carefully preserved, lies the hope and

even the chance of the minister’s growth and advance without

the dislodgement either of his own or of his hearers’ faith. Many
ministers to-day are kept from the larger thought and knowledge

about religious things to which their spirits and the times are urg.

ingthem, because they fear that any change of views will ruin the

power of their ministry by making them seem inconsistent with

themselves. How can they say to the people, “ This does not

seem to me now as it seemed a year ago,” and yet hope to see

the people’s faith which was grounded on that teaching of a

year ago continue ? But this is a difficulty which belongs en-

tirely to the dogmatic conception of Christianity. The per-

sonal conception is not troubled with it. I may freely say,

‘‘ The friend whom I bid you to know a year ago, see, he is

different, he is greater, wider, wiser, deeper than I thought,”

and you may be all the more ready to see Him now because

of the partial knowledge of Him to which it was my privilege

to help you then. A personal relation offers the highest pic-

ture of the combination of stability with progress, but an intel-

lectual conception is always sacrificing stability to progress or

else progress to stability.
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Again, in the prominence of the personal conception lies the

only reality of Christian union, and if the division of Christians

is a chief cause of skepticism any thing that helps Christians into

unity must minister to faith. I do not see the slightest prom-

ise in any dimmest distance of what is called the organic unity

of Christendom on the basis of episcopacy or upon any other

basis. I do not see the slightest chance of the entire harmoniz-

ing of Christian doctrine throughout the Christian world, that

dream which men have dreamed ever since Christ ascended into

heaven, that sight which no man’s eye has seen in any age. But

I do see signs that, keeping their different thoughts concerning

Him and His teachings, men, loyal to Christ, owning His love,

trusting His love, may be united in the only union which is

really valuable wherever His blessed name is known. In that

union and in that alone can I find myself truly one alike with

Peter and with Paul, alike with Origen and Athanasius and Au-

gustine, alike with Luther and with Zwingle and with Calvin

and with St. Francis and with Bishop Andrews and with Dr.

Channing, alike with the prelate who ordains me and with the

Methodist or Baptist brother who is trying to bring men to the

same Christ in the same street where I am working. And no

union which will not include all these ought to wholly satisfy

us, because no other will wholly satisfy the last great prayer of

Jesus.

My one great comprehensive answer then to the question,

What is the best method of dealing in the pulpit with popular

skepticism ? is really this : make known and real to men by
every means you can command the personal Christ, not doctrine

about Him, but Him
;

strike at the tyranny of the physical

life by the power of His spiritual presence. Let faith mean,

make faith mean trusting Him and trying to obey Him. Call

any man a Christian who is following Him. Denounce no er-

ror as fatal which does not separate a soul from Him. Offer

Him to the world as He offered and is forever offering Himself.

I know that this .is perfectly unsatisfactory. “ Why, this is

just what I would do,” you say, “ if there were not a skeptic in

the land.” Of course it is, and it may be that it is about time to

say what I ought perhaps to have said when I began my essay,

that I do not believe in, at least I do not know any way in

which popular skepticism as such and by itself is to be dealt with

in the pulpit. That confession, I know, leaves but very little
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value in my essay. But I do think that the preacher who is

conscious of skepticism and counts it his duty to meet it and
deal with it directly in his preaching is sure to preach very dif-

ferently and to reach very different results from Christ and His
apostles and all the great preachers of all time. Therefore I

have dared to dwell wholly on positive methods. He who is

building up health is thereby conquering disease. He who is

preaching truth is thereby confuting error. He who is making
men obedient to Christ is thereby rescuing them from their slav-

ery to themselves, from their self-will and self-trust, which is

the root and fruit of all the skepticism which is really harmful.

I think the men who confute skepticism are always the positive,

not the negative men, not the men who disprove error but the

men who make faith.

And yet I would not be completely unsatisfactory if I can

help it. And so before I close I would venture to state as

briefly and clearly as I can ten things, which, as it seems to me,

a preacher in his pulpit now may do to make the time in which

we live less skeptical, and so to help forward the ages of faith

which are sure some day to come, and are sure when they come
to be ages of better faith than any which the ages past can show.

I. It is needful that our clergymen should be far more
familiar than they are now with the character of the skepticism

by which they are surrounded. The popular skepticism is one

in source and really one in character with the skepticism of the

schools and of the scholars. The minister ought to be acquaint-

ed with the newest developments of thought, not in their de-

tails, not so that he can completely discuss them from the pul-

pit, for that is impossible, and the attempt to do it only hurts

the Christian cause and makes the Christian minister often ridi-

culous. But he ought to be so familiar with what men are

thinking and believing that he can know the currents of present

thought, see where they cross and oppose, where they may be

made to harmonize with the thought of Christ. This familiari-

ty is something which must be constantly kept up in the active

ministry. But its foundations ought to be laid in the theologi-

cal school. And here more than anywhere else one fears, I

think, for the faithfulness with which our theological schools are

doing their whole duty by their students and the times. I can-

not doubt, as I look back, that many of our noblest and most

faithful teachers have failed to realize how much their boys need-
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ed to be furnished with an understanding of the precise nature

of the unbelief of the nineteenth century, and of the character

of thought in which that unbelief w'ould show itself among the

people to whom those boys when they were ministers would

have to preach. They might have saved many of their scholars

more than one anxious hour and more than one embarrassing

surprise.

2. The second necessity is that every preacher should clear

up his own faith
;
that each man should decide just what he be-

lieves himself. Let us not be allowing men to think from what

we say that we demand of them a faith which we have not our-

selves. Let us trust truth. There is nothing so terrible as the

glimpses that we get occasionally into a minister’s unbelief, and

sometimes the confusion which exists below seems to be great

just in proportion to the hard positiveness of dogmatism which

men see upon the surface. The most pitiable and powerless of

all preachers is he who tries to preach doctrine which his own
soul does not really believe and use.

3. And, thirdly, the minister in days like these ought to

make it his duty as well as his right to claim and express the

fullest fellowship of faith with all believers whatever Chris-

tian name they bear. There is need of the solidity of faith

being made manifest. Let not religion come to seem to men
the affair of a party. Let us insist that when the host is against

us we will have nothing to do with the miserable business of

making hits and flinging captious criticisms at one another.

I think that hardly any man does more for popular skepticism

than he who while the world is trembling on the brink of athe-

ism spends his life in championing the shibboleths of his de-

nomination.

4. We ought never to seem to have despaired of truth,

and to have left the region of thought, and to have retreated

into organization and drill as safe refuges. This is just

what ecclesiasticism and ritualism seem to the world to have
done, and the world is largely right. This of all others is the

time to keep Baptism and the Lord’s Supper reasonable and
spiritual and grandly simple, and to guard them from all sus-

picion of magic and mechanics.

5. Never forget to tell the young people frankly that they
are to expect more light and larger developments of the truth

which you give them. Oh ! the souls that have been made sleep-
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tics by the mere clamoring of new truth to add itself to that

which they have been taught to think finished and* final !

6. These are no times for trimming. He is weak to-day

who does not preach the highest spirituality to the materialist,

and the highest morality to the profligate. The unbelievers of

to-day despise compromise and love to hear the fullest truth

7. We need to remember how irreligion has invaded religion,

and to imitate its methods. It has got hold of the passions

and enthusiasms of men, and there has been its strength. We
must claim those passions and enthusiasms for religion. No
cold faith or preaching will reclaim the world.

8. The life of Jesus must be the centre of all believing and

all preaching. Not abstract but personal is the saving power.
“ Behold the Lamb of God,” “ Behold the Man,” those are the

summons to which men will always listen.

9. The church must put off her look of selfishness. She

must first deeply feel and then frankly say that she exists only

as the picture of what the world ought to be. Not as the ark

where a choice few may take refuge from the flood, but as the

promise and potency of the new heavens and the new earth she

must offer herself to men.

10. And, tenth, above almost everything, to-day you and I

must keep our means worthy of our ends. Long enough have

preachers asked men to believe in a pure and lofty truth which

was administered in impure and sordid methods. Down to the

least argument we use, down to the least bit of church machin-

ery that clicks in some Dorcas society or guild-room, let the

truth and dignity of God be felt.

These are the ten. I dare not say that the preacher who
tries to do all these things will change all the skepticism around

him into faith, but I am sure that he will live a very brave,

healthy, happy, useful life while he is busy in his struggle.

For behind him he will always feel the power of the great

God and dear Lord for whom he worked, and he will know that,

whether by him or not, that God and Lord must certainly some

day assert His truth.

And before him, however dark the great mass of unbelief

may still remain, he will see single souls catching the truth and

shining with a goodness and joy which must become new cen-

tres of faith.

Phillips Brooks.



SENTIMENTAL AND PRACTICAL POLITICS..

N OT very long* back, when the Irish question of Home Rule

was not especially present to my mind or to the mind of

the public, I chanced to see in a leading article in the Times the

remark that Home Rule was something which was now by all prac-

tical politicians looked upon as*
-

altogether unworthy of serious

notice. I forget the exact words
;
but they were something to

that effect. The word “ practical ” certainly held a prominent

place in the judgment with which at that date the Timesset aside

the hopes of the Home Rulers. Just now, in England, Home
Rule is even more discredited than usual

;
and I personally had

then no special reason for thinking or caring about it. But from

the moment that I read that article in the Times, Home Rule

has been a good deal in my mind. The Timcshas denounced the

question as unpractical. There cannot be a surer sign that, if

it be unpractical at this moment, it will become practical before

very long .

1 The kind of questions which the Times, and the

whole class of persons represented by the leading articles in the

Times, think that they can set aside by calling “ unpractical,”

are exactly the questions which are coming on and making their

way. They are at that stage when the so-called “practical”

people cannot help feeling their existence, but when they try to

get rid of the fact of their existence by denying it or sneering at

it. Questions in this stage are commonly those whose impor-

tance has been long before found out by “ sentimental” people
;

1 The reader of this article may have noticed that there is some talk, in the

English papers, of making the Duke of Connaught Lord-Lieutenant of Ireland.

This is an acknowledgment of the importance of the Home Rule cry. The
appointment may be intended to pacify the spirit which raised the question of Home
Rule. It probably will not satisfy that spirit, and may very likely inflame it.
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only the sentimental people have been well laughed at for think-

ing that they are of importance. A great question commonly
goes through several stages. In its earliest stage the practical

mind, the mind represented by the Times, takes no notice of it

at all. In the next stage of the question, even the practical

mind cannot help noticing it, but it pronounces it to be un-

worthy of notice. In another stage the question hitherto sneered

at as unpractical has its practical character acknowledged.

Something must now be done
;
the root of the matter indeed

must not be touched
;
that could not be done without tracing

the question to its origin
;
and to trace anything to its origin

would be not practical but -sentimental. But when the question

has become practical, the practical mind finds some stop-gap,

some half-measure, some salving over of the wound, which will

keep the question quiet till it begins to be stirred again. Such

a stop-gap is called a practical measure. If its character as a

stop-gap is written on it in very clear letters indeed, it is an-

nounced as a “ final settlement,” which it is unpractical to med-
dle with or to speak against. When the final settlement has un-

settled itself, the same process is gone through again
;
the same

formulae are uttered
;
the same efforts of practical wisdom arc

again made. Through the whole business in all its stages one

side only is carefully observed. The man who looks neither

backward nor forward, but who devises some shift for the

moment which has to be undone the next moment, is always to

be praised as a practical statesman. The man who looks both

backward and forward, the man who traces effects back to their

causes and looks to see the working of causes in their effects,

the man who took in the facts of the case from the beginning,

and from the beginning saw what must be the end, such a man
as this is always to be thrust out of sight as a sentimental

dreamer. And if he should have proposed at the beginning

some course to which the practical man has to come round at

the end, then the sentimental and unpractical character of his

theories must be allowed to be more distinctly proved than

ever.

Now in much of this there is nothing to be wondered at.

It is really not wonderful that every great and successful move-

ment for good or for evil should be pooh-poohed and laughed

at in the beginning. To be able to see the importance of such
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a movement from the beginning needs a kind of eccentricity
;

it needs a way of looking at things different from the way in

which they are looked at by the mass of mankind. Above all,

it needs a way of looking at things different from that in which

they are looked at by the mass of those who think themselves

specially called upon to be practical. Those who carry on the

routine of government or administration or practical business

of any kind are apt to dislike everything that is new. It is

natural that they should. A novelty is sure to cause both

thought and trouble
;

it is sure to derange a state of things

which may have been running on very quietly in very easy

grooves. Add to this that though some new things are also

true, all new things are not, that the man of practical routine

often comes across proposals and theories which really have

nothing in them, which are unpractical in the fullest sense.

He has therefore a natural suspicion of all new proposals and

theories. He is at once tempted to cast aside without examina-

tion everything which is contrary to established routine, and he

thereby goes far to lose any power with which he may have set

out of distinguishing novelties which are to the purpose from

novelties which are not. Add to this again that every profes-

sion, every department, has its technical formulae, which for-

mulae become part of the very life and being of the man of

routine. A formula which at first really had a meaning be-

comes imbedded in the mind till it is applied to cases in which

it has no meaning. A formula, too, is an admirable cloak for

ignorance
;

it is an easy answer to awkward questions and ob-

jections. It is all this without at all necessarily supposing

conscious dishonesty in those who make use of the formula.

To the mass of those who use it the formula does truly become
a real and living thing. How formulae get rooted in men’s

minds is shown by the difficulty which most men have in ex-

plaining their own technicalities, in translating their formulae

into other words. Ask a man of routine in any line—ask him

either in genuine ignorance or in a Socratic spirit—the meaning
of any technical formula in his own line. As a rule he cannot

answer
;
the formula gives him as near an approach to an idea

as he wants, and he has never thought of putting it into other

words. A crowd of fallacies follow, through which the practical

man, as he deems himself, does not see, but through which the
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sentimental man, the theorist, the dreamer, does see, and is

mocked at for seeing through them.

It is really from causes of this kind, far more than from con-

scious corruption or wilful selfishness, that professions, depart-

ments, governments, can hardly ever be brought to reform

themselves. It is not that reformers from within are always tack-

ing
;
on the contrary, they commonly arise from time to time.

But they are not listened to
;
the mass of the profession or

other body cleaves to routine, and the reform has to come from

without, sometimes from above, sometimes from below. This

is often to be regretted
;

for a real reformer from within,

while sweeping away what is really mischievous, will often keep

things which really have an use and a meaning, but whose use

and meaning a reformer from outside is not likely to understand.

There are, indeed, peculiar cases, under peculiar circumstances,

in which reform from within goes on at a pace faster, not to

say wilder, than reform from without. But this is only under

some special circumstances
;
the rule is the other way. The

man of routine and formulae really comes to believe in his rou-

tine and his formulae. Doubtless they save him much trouble

and much thought
;

but he does not consciously cleave to

them as saving trouble and thought. They have become really

sacred in his eyes. They are to him the real perfection of prac-

tical wisdom
;
anything that goes against them, by speech or by

act, is sentimental folly.

Such is the case of the mere man of routine in whatever

profession or department. He may rise above the temptations

of his position
;
but the temptation of his position is to look at

the routine to which he is accustomed as the one practical

course, and to despise everything which goes beyond the letter

of his routine as sentimental. In fact, in the case of the man

of routine, the temptation is so strong that he does not deserve

very severe blame for yielding to it. But, after all, it is hardly

those who are engaged in really practical work of any kind who

are the fiercest asserters of the practical and despisers of the

sentimental. The great scorners are a certain class of writers

and talkers, who suggest the paradox raised by Euripides about

life and death :

ti'S oldev ei to Cfjv filv Iot'i KarOavelv,

to KarOavtiv 6i 0)v

;
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There is a class who speak and write bigly and glibly about

practical wisdom and sentimental folly, but whose speech and

writing always suggest the thought that they are themselves

the sentimental people, and that those against whom they write

are the practical people. Their great principle is to shut their

eyes to facts—that, is to all facts of any size, past or present.

They know the last piece of political gossip, they can repeat

the last fashionable political cry
;
for to do so is the part of a

practical man who moves in “ society.” But to look to the real

facts of the matter in hand, to look even to the facts of the pres-

ent moment which lie a little beyond the depth of the Special

Correspondent—much more, to look to the causes of present facts

in the facts of any past generation—all this is the sign of one

who is sentimental, who is an enthusiast, a pedant, perhaps even

—heaviest charge of all—historically-minded. Yet, perhaps,

there is a heavier charge still
;
the guilty man may be “ irre-

sponsible.” This is one of those long words which sound as if

they meant something. But what does it mean ? If any one

speaks against a government which one of these writers support,

he is called “ irresponsible and to say that he is “ irrespon-

sible” is held to be answer enough to all his facts and all his

arguments. It is, indeed, possible that “irresponsible” may
have, in this use of it, the hidden meaning of “ unanswerable,”

which its etymology would perhaps allow of. For, in any of the

more ordinary uses of the word, it is odd, in a free country

where it is held that every one may speak his mind, to stop all

criticism on the action of the Government by saying that the

critic is irresponsible. Moreover he who forbids criticism of the

Government of to-day on pain of irresponsibility, forgets how
short a time has passed since he was himself, in a no less irre-

sponsible fashion, blaming the acts of the Government of yes-

terday. No doubt with some minds it tells to call a man irre-

sponsible, as it tells with some minds to call him an isosceles

triangle. It tells, no doubt, with those who see something

fine in speaking of an orator as “ inebriated with the exuberance

of his own verbosity,” but who would perhaps see the confusion

of metaphor if any one said, in English, that he was “ drunk

with the flow of his own words.”

The fact is that, when we come to examine the writers who
declaim most against sentimentalism, we shall find that, if sen-
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timentalfem means something apart from and opposed to the

real facts of the case, the declaimers are themselves the most
sentimental of mankind. The appeal to reason and experience

is met each evening by a wild scream, and once a week by the

heavy piling together of dull blunders oddly mixed up with

duller truths. But the evening scream and the weekly blunder

pass alike for vigorous assertions of the practical against the

sentimental frame of mind. In truth sarcasm and blunders alike

are among the most unpractical of human writings. The view

is always theoretical
;
the facts of the case are always put out

of sight
;

the arguments would sometimes be convincing in

some other world than a world of human beings
;
they go for

nothing in a world whose inhabitants possess that particular form

of human nature which actually belongs to our own species.

The plain truth is that, in order to be practical, in order to

do real work in the world, a man must be what is called senti-

mental. That is to say, he must recognize the facts of man’s

composite nature. He must understand that men’s feelings,

their hopes, their memories, their loves, their hatreds, in a word,

their sentiments, go for a great deal in human affairs, and that

a policy which puts them out of sight is not a practical policy.

He must further understand that man is, after all, a moral

being, and that right and wrong are things which, to put it on

no higher ground, cannot safely be left out of sight. Let us

look at the position of the real statesman
;
that is, not merely

the man who holds high office, but the man who holds high

office worthily. No man is really worthy of the name of states-

man who does not see a great deal further than the self-styled

practical man secs. It might not be too much to say that, in

order to be a great statesman, he must see as far as the senti-

mental man. It is true that, judging of his acts, we must not

forget his practical difficulties. In theory a wise and benevolent

despot, who is himself the sole legislator, can reform all that

needs to be reformed with the mere breath of his mouth. In

practice it is found that he can do nothing of the kind
;

lie is

at least as much hampered by routine and by passive opposition

of all kinds as the legislator of a constitutional State. Solon, a

temporary despot by the will of his fellow-citizens, did not, by

his own confession, give his fellow-citizens those laws which were
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ideally the best, but the nearest approach to such laws which

they were able to bear. The legislator of a constitutional State

has a yet more obvious difficulty. It may be wholly useless

for him -to propose measures which are ideally the best. His

practical business is to propose the best measures which he has

any chance of carrying through one or more given assemblies.

We have lately seen in England that there are some measures

so bad that the worst possible Parliament will not pass them.

And it is no less certain that there are some measures so good

that the best possible Parliament will not pass them. That a

measure is only an instalment of what is needed may be a theo-

retical fault
;

it may be a practical merit. It may not only be

a proof of the practical wisdom of its author, who, by trying to

do everything, might have failed to do anything
;

it may be

really better in itself that reform should be won bit by bit.

Where reform is in the strictest sense won, it commonly is so.

But it is only the most unpractical of politicians, only the dullest

worshippers of words and formulas, who •will think that things

can be settled by giving full reform to one district, half reform

to a second, and no reform to a third, when all three districts

have done and suffered alike. Those who expect this kind of

thing to work, are of a truth no practical statesmen, but merely

sentimental believers in the force of their own signature.

The statesman, then, must be in the highest sense a practical

man, though he must be practical in a very different sense from

the mere practical man of routine. This last is practical only

in the sense of being unpractical, in the sense of thinking that

nothing can ever be done except what he is in the habit of

doing. The statesman must be practical in the higher sense of

seeing what can be done and what cannot. And it is not too

much to say that, in order to be practical in this sense, he must

be sentimental. At all events, he must be what is called in

contempt sentimental. That is to say, he must understand the

whole of man’s nature, and not merely some parts of it, or no

parts at all. He will not, for instance, be deterred from a

measure of reform by being told that the evil which he is trying

to redress is merely a sentimental grievance. For the real

statesman will know enough both of human nature and of the

facts of past history to understand that, as a matter of fact, the
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human heart is most deeply stirred, and the chief events in the

history of mankind have been caused, by emotions of the kind

which are sneered at as sentimental. Sentimental grievances,

that is, grievances which do not touch a man’s back* or his

pocket, but which do touch some point of national, religious,

or personal honor, which is dearer to him than his back or his

pocket, have caused more wars and revolutions than grievances

which do touch men’s backs and pockets. It may be a weak

side in human nature that is should be so
;
but it is so. If the

world had been arranged by Alfonso the Wise, it might have

been otherwise
;
but we must take the actual world as we find

it. In the world as we find it, the man who wishes to act to

any practical purpose, must at every step show himself to be

sentimental, or at all events he must at eVery step show that he

recognizes the fact that other people are sentimental. Perhaps

he wishes that they were otherwise
;
perhaps he pities them,

perhaps he despises them. But, if he be a practical statesman,

he will not shut his eyes to the fact that he cannot keep man-

kind from walking in the way which he pities and despises, and

he will shape his own course accordingly.

The practical man, in short, he, that is, who boasts of being

practical, has simply one notion, that of settling every matter

as soon as may be with the smallest expenditure of time and

trouble. Any momentary makeshift which will put off the real

settlement of any question is hailed as a feat of statesmanship.

Such a makeshift avoids what in diplomatic jargon are called

“ difficulties” and “ complications.” That is to say, the diffi-

culties and complications are staved off for to-day, in order that

they may come back to-morrow in a shape which will be ten

times more difficult, ten times more complicated. Still, it is a

feat of practical statesmanship to stave them off for to-day.

Perhaps, after all, the questions may not come back to-morrow
;

perhaps if they do, somebody else may have the duty of an-

swering them. It is wonderful to see what a bugbear the word
“ difficulty” is in the mouth of a practical statesman. A cer-

tain course is proposed
;

it is allowed that the end is a good

one
;

it is perhaps not denied that the means are suited to bring

about the end. “ But there are difficulties.” Of course there

are
;
human life is made of difficulties

;
if there were no difficul-
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ties about the course in question, the thing would have been

done long ago. The object of statesmanship is to meet difficul-

ties and to overcome them
;

yet the simple statement that

“ there are difficulties” is often taken for a sufficient and states-

manlike answer to any question or proposal. The old adage that

“ a stitch in time saves nine” seems specially applicable to states-

manship
;
but the practical statesman never thinks of acting

upon it. The practical mind is so appalled by the difficulty of

making the one stitch that it has no thought left for the much
greater difficulties which will surely come when the nine stitches

have to be made all at once. And so, out of sheer fear of diffi-

culties, a people drifts into war or revolution. When the revo-

lution comes, then it is found out that the course which has been

followed has been eminently unpractical. But it is the course

which, till the revolution actually comes, has been always praised

as practical, while those who have seen what has been really

coming have been laughed at as dreamers. It has almost be-

come a proverb that great wars have commonly broken out at

the very moment when professional diplomatists have declared

that there has been the surest prospect of prolonged peace. So

it is with internal revolutions. Sentimental and irresponsible

dreamers have seen long before what was coming
;
but, as they

were only sentimental and irresponsible dreamers, it did not

matter what they saw. The practical men, the actual rulers, do

not see, and the revolution comes on them when they least ex-

pected it.

Now, why is it that the sentimental dreamer sees further

ahead than the practical man ? The sentimental man is able to

look forward because he looks backward. He can make a fair

guess at the future, because he looks back to the past, and has

learned to see what kind of effects are wont to follow from cer-

tain causes. His guides, in short, are reason and experience

—

experience which is a very different thing from routine. Be-

cause he goes to reason and experience, he is of course charged

with the sin of historical-mindedness, a sin quite equal to his

original sin of sentimentalism. His sentimentalism leads him to

look at man’s nature as a whole, and not wholly to forget that

part of man’s nature consists of feelings and another part of

conscience. And his historical-mindedness leads him further

21
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to study that compound nature in action
;

it leads him to see

what has been, and thence to draw inferences as to what is

likely to be. He is no prophet nor prophet’s son
;
but under

the teachings of reason and experience he learns how men
commonly have acted under certain circumstances, and he infers

that, under the same circumstances, they are likely to act in

the same way again. And these studies at once lead him to

look through names and phrases and formulae to the realities of

things, while at the same time they teach him to see how great

an effect names, phrases, and formulae often have had on the

feelings and actions of man. And by so doing, by trying to

attach definite meanings to words and trying to use words so as

to convey those definite meanings, he brings on himself, be-

side the charges of sentimentalism and historical-mindedness,

the further charge of pedantry. From a practical point of view,

it is clearly wiser to avoid the study of human nature in itself,

to pay no heed to the practical working of human nature in

past events, to give no thought to the use or meaning of words

or their relations to things. It is practically far wiser to take

up the last fashionable cry and to stick to it. So to do saves a

great deal of thought and trouble
;

it brings with it a reputation

for practical wisdom, and it avoids all danger of the ugly charges

of sentimentalism, historical-mindedness, and pedantry.

The usual treatment of the appeal to history is curious, and

yet it is only natural. Every man likes a precedent or an an-

alogy, when it tells for his own side. Be it a real precedent,

which by the law of experience proves something
;
be it a mere

incidental likeness in name, place, or circumstance, which proves

nothing whatever
;

still it is acceptable if it can turn a period or

raise a laugh on that side on whose behalf we wish to turn the

period or to raise the laugh. But if it tells the other way, the case

is altered. Let it be the most instructive of all possible prece-

dents, the most practical illustration of the working of cause

and effect, if its instruction looks the wrong way, then the ap-

peal to it is despised as “ antiquarian rubbish.” The truth is

that mankind has an instinctive love of analogies, but that

some analogies prove something, while others prove nothing.

When any part of the earth’s surface which has hitherto been

little known is suddenly brought into notice, all the -world
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rushes to find out all that it can about the past history of the

newly found land.* And great is the general joy if some analogy

can be found between its present and its past history. The
newspapers are at such times overwhelmed with letters, full

sometimes of grotesque blunders, sometimes of obvious truths,

but letters which generally contrive to leave out whatever is

specially striking and characteristic in the history of the land or

city which has become the object of such sudden interest. Five

and twenty years back, at the time of the Crimean war, a rush

of this kind was made on the Tauric Chersonesos, the land

of Crim. How new was the very name of that land was shown

by the common way of speaking of “ the Crimea,” though

there was no more reason for speaking of “ the Crimea” than

for speaking of
44
the France” or

44
the Russia.” Somebody

saw 44
la Crim^e’’ in French, and he translated it over-literally.

Then everybody had something to say, many people had their

books to write, about the land of Crim and its history. Much
was written about Mithridates

;
much about Catharine the

Second
;
something about the Genoese dominion. Of the really

striking and wonderful things in the history of the peninsula,

the long-abiding life of the commonwealth of Cherson, not a

word was said. Perhaps it was not convenient just then to

dwell too much on memories of Greek freedom. Neither

was it convenient to point the obvious parallel between the

Russian conquest of Crim and the Castilian conquest of Gra-

nada. And yet that parallel is one which has two sides to it,

one of which sides might have been used with effect by any in-

genious partisan of Islam. Last year, again, a rush of the

same kind was made on Cyprus, and many curious details, true

and false, were brought to light. A charming precedent was

found by not a few writers in the fact that it was hot the first

time that Cyprus had been occupied by a ruler of England.

They did not go on to the most curious part of the analogy,

that the two rulers of England who have seized on Cyprus in

the twelfth century and in the nineteenth, though both of

1
It is a literal fact that, during the former Afghan war, an ingenious man

wrote to an Engl sh newspaper to say that he had found Afghanistan spoken of in

the Old Testament. The passage so curiously misunderstood will be found at

1 Kings 9 : 13.
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them were born on the soil of England, were neither of them
Englishmen in any other sense. The display of learning and

rhetoric was great
;

one daring Correspondent described the

capital of Cyprus in the days when “ Lusignans strode its

streets.” One stood speechless for a while, wondering what
might be the Correspondent’s notion of a “ Lusignan;” wonder-

ing, too, whether there was any period in the history of London
when he would speak of “ Brunswicks striding its streets.” The
early history of Cyprus was made spoil of as well as the later

;

but no one thought of the most striking page in Cypriot history,

of the days when Evagoras, the champion of Hellas, held his

own against the barbarian, and constrained the despot who
claimed him as a subject to treat with him as a king with a

king. It was, perhaps, not convenient to revive the memory of

Greek freedom either on Cypriot or on Crimean soil
;
perhaps

it was not convenient either to point the obvious parallel be-

tween Evagoras of Salamis and Nicolas of Montenegro.

Now, it is perfectly natural for people who have never before

thought of Crim or of Cyprus to try to find out all that they

can about those lands when they see their names in every news-

paper. *It is not only natural, but praiseworthy. But here we
may make an instructive distinction. There is nothing in any

of these Cypriot analogies which proves anything, except the

obvious truth, which needs no analogy to prove it, that a Greek

island should be a possession of Greece and not a possession of

England. That Bragedino, when the Turk had promised him

his life, was flayed alive by the Turk, only proves what we
knew before, that the Turk is equally a Turk in the sixteenth

century and in the nineteenth. There was no special need to

go to Cyprus to learn how an ” Oriental people” treats its pris-

oners
;
that lesson has been taught equally well in Euboia in an

earlier day and before Plevna in a later. But the specially Cy-

priot memories, Evagoras, Rochid, the striding Lusignans, or

any other, are all worth knowing, like any other facts in the

world's history
;
they may all fairly enough be used for any pur-

poses of rhetorical or poetical allusion. But not one of them

proves anything for any immediate practical purpose
;
not one

of them gives us any hint as to what is best to be done at this

particular crisis of European history. As proving nothing for
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any practical purposes, they may be left to the practical people
;

the sentimental dreamer, when he looks back to the past, looks

back to it with the view of learning something which may tell him

what to do at any present crisis. And such an one may learn a

very important lesson just now by a process which may as well

begin in Cyprus as anywhere else. Let him cast his eye over

the map of that region of Eastern Europe and Western Asia of

which Cyprus is the south-eastern outpost. Let him see how
that map stands at three different and distant seras. Let him

see what was the disposition of the races of men in South-eastern

Europe and Western Asia in the days of the old Greek common-
wealths. Let him see what extent of territory had been brought

within the Greek world by genuine Hellenic colonization, before

the conquests of the Macedonian kings had carried a more su-

perficial Hellenism over a much wider range of Asiatic domin-

ion. Let him look again at. the end of the twelfth Christian

century, a little before the first seizure of Cyprus by a ruler of

England, when the Eastern Roman Empire had lost its more
distant possessions, and when it was, more nearly than at any
other time, coextensive with the later or artificial Greek nation.

Let him look again at the map of our own day, and mark the ex-

tent of territory where the mass of the population, under what-

ever rule, belongs to the same Greek nation. It is wonderful to

see how nearly the same extent of territory is occupied by Hel-

lenic or Hellenized inhabitants at all the three dates. This

point may have been gained and that lost between any two of

the dates
;
but the general character of the picture is the same

at all three. At all three dates the Greek world is a world of

coasts and islands and peninsulas
;
at all three dates there is a

Greek fringe on the coast of every sea from Dyrrhechion to Cy-
prus, but at none of the three dates does the Greek territory

go far inland
;
nowhere does it stretch from sea to sea, except

in the specially peninsular and insular land of old Hellas itself,

and in what may almost pass for a part of old Hellas, the three

fingers of Chalkidike. And throughout this region the Greek
is the permanent element. The coasts have been continuously
Greek

;
the inland parts have always remained other than

Greek, but their possessors have almost everywhere changed.

The earlier inhabitants have given way to comparatively modern
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invaders, in Europe to the Slave 1 and in Asia to the Turk.

Here is no mere pretty analogy, no accidental likeness of names
or incidents, but an abiding fact in the history of the world.

When, through all conquests and revolutions, a certain state of

things goes on from the beginning of history to our own day, it

does look very much as if it was a state of things which had

nature and destiny in its favor. But to make any inferences

from this abiding state of things as to the fitting extent of an

independent Greek state in our own times, would be manifestly

unworthy of any one but a sentimental dreamer. Nothing

short of historical-mindedness could care what was the extent

of colonization in old Hellenic times
;
nothing short of the yet

lower guilt of pedantry could care to know what might be at

any time the extent of the “ effete” “ Lower Empire.” To
draw any lights for our present course from the unbroken wit-

ness of five and twenty centuries would be manifestly senti-

mental and unstatesmanlike. Such dreams as these lie out of

the range of practical politics. It is far more practical, far more

statesmanlike, to make some little “rectification of the frontier’ ’

—

that is, to draw some new haphazard line between slavery and

freedom, which may have the practical and statesmanlike result

of pleasing nobody and displeasing everybody, which may raise

up a new crop of difficulties and complications which practical

and statesmanlike men may shirk in a practical and statesman-

like fashion, or which they may, in a fashion no less practical

and statesmanlike, again settle by a new final settlement, a

final settlement which, like the former, is warranted to abide

till yet another crop of difficulties and complications has arisen.

Thus the trade will never find itself out of work. Practical and

statesmanlike men will always have their heads busy in devising

1
It is of course not to be forgotten that the other primitive nations that

share South-eastern Europe with the Greeks are there still in the shape of the Al-

banians and Roumans. But the great mass of the Roumans have migrated north of

the Danube, leaving only scattered remnants in their elder lands. Of the Albani-

ans no small part have thrown in their lot with the Greeks, and the rest are con-

fined to a comparatively small part of the peninsula. Speaking in a broad way, it is

quite correct to say that the Slaves form the mass of the inhabitants of the inland

parts of Southern Europe, just as the Turks—the elder Turkish settlers rather

than the Ottomans—form the mass of the inhabitants—where there are any—of

the inland parts of Asia Minor.
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final settlements, always warranted to last till the next time

things become unsettled.

Our illustrations have brought us into the thick of the great

European events of the last four years. And certainly no

course of events better illustrates the distinctions which we have

been trying to draw. Never have fiercer rebukes been hurled

at the sentimental and irresponsible classes, the dreamers, the

enthusiasts, the pedants, and, blackest of all in guilt, the phil-

anthropists. Never have the merits of practical statesmanship,

as opposed to. the thoughts and doings of all these despised

classes, been more loudly trumpeted forth. Yet somehow the

sentimental people have contrived to see further into the matter,

and to know better beforehand what was going to happen, than

the practical people. Measures which the sentimental people

were sneered at for recommending in the beginning have been

adopted by the practical people at the end. Measures which

the practical people solemnly declared to lie without the range

of practical politics have been found to lie within that range.

The things which the practical men strove to bring about have

not happened
;
the things which they declared to be impossible

have happened. To fall back on our quotation from Euripides,

death has become life and life death. The sentimental people,

with their sentimental way of looking at the whole facts of the

case, may be thought to have been more practical than the

practical men, with their practical way of shutting their eyes to

the facts. Sentimental dreamers have contrived to see things,

irresponsible advisers have contrived to recommend things,

which have not only come to pass, but which the practical men
who sneered at them as impossible have done with their own
hands.

Let us run lightly through the history of the war in South-

eastern Europe which began in ,1875, and see how at every stage

the sentimental and irresponsible people saw further than those

who sneered at them as sentimental and irresponsible. But

fully to understand the case, we must go back nearly twenty

years to the Peace of Paris, which ended the Crimean War in

1856. It was then that the self-styled practical, in truth the

purely sentimental, way of conducting the affairs of nations and

continents won its full establishment in European politics.
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Nothing surely could be more purely sentimental, more utterly

unpractical, than believing in the Turk and expecting his ref-

ormation. The lessons which reason and experience had been

teaching for twelve hundred years were all trodden underfoot

in a gush of impulsive affection for the abiding enemy of the

religion and civilization of Europe. The powers which signed

the Treaty of Paris decreed that the Turk should be admitted

into the community of European nations
;
they declared the

great value which they saw in a paper of promises of reform

which the Turk put forth
;
they disclaimed all right to meddle

between the Turk and those whom they called his subjects. A
good time was at last coming

;
whatever the Turk had been in

the past, for the future he was going to be everything that

could be wished
;
the wolf was not only going to put on sheep’s

clothing, he was going altogether to forswear the eating of

mutton and to lie down with the lamb as a friendly and equal

companion. There is no doubt that many people, even many
practical statesmen, actually believed all this. They really

thought that the Turk would mend
;
they thought that he was

both able and willing to give just and equal government to all

his subjects without distinction of race or religion. It was

argued, by surely the most astonishing trait of reasoning that

ever man put forth, that Turkish reforms would be thorough and

stable above all reforms, because they came not from below but

from above, because they had not been struggled for and won by

the people, but were the free grant of the sovereign .

1

It is a

^his astounding doctrine was put forth in 1854 by Sir George Larpert. He
is speaking of one of the papers of lying promises put forth by the Turk.

“ This great idea did not remain a mere written law—a movement of good in-

tentions unrealized—a barren expulsion of what was required : it was carried

into practice with as much uncompromising determination as it had been con-

ceived with rectitude, penetration and patriotism. It was now the law of the

land, virtually applied, and universally respected. The substance speaks for it-

self, and needs no comment. It may not, however, be generally known by

those who are little acquainted with the state of Turkey, that it was not an in-

crease of privilege granted by a sovereign to his subjects in compliance with their

assertion of right, more or less seditiously expressed, as is generally the case when

power yields to numbers
;
but it was originated by the Government and in a

manner it was forced upon the people, who were endowed with the best preroga-

tives of enlightened Government, as it were in spite of themselves. Not being a

concession extorted, there was no danger of its realization being evaded, as has
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literal truth that men, seemingly in their senses, did so argue.

I presume that it would be an insult to any English-speaking

readers or hearers on either side of the ocean to stop to prove

that the author of such an argument had read the whole history

of Europe and America backwards. But it was just then the

fashionable thing, the practical thing, the statesmanlike thing,

to read all European history backwards and all Asiatic history

too. When the Turk was making his fair promises, a voice here

and there ventured to argue that reason and experience alike

showed that those promises never could be carried into effect .

1

If the Turk wished to reform, he could not—that is, he could

reform only by ceasing to be a Turk. The experience of twelve

hundred years showed that no Mahometan power ever had given

real equality to its subjects of any other religion. Some Ma-
hometan rulers had treated their Christian or other non-Ma-
hometan subjects better, and some worse

;
but none had ever

given them real religious equality, as religious equality is under-

stood in Western Europe. They had not given it, because they

could not give it
;
because to give anything of the kind was

so often been the case in other countries ; and the change having been seriously

undertaken, was conscientiously effected.”

About the same time another writer (“ The Dead Sea, a New Route to India,”

by Captain William Allen, R.N., F.R.S., F.R.C.S., etc., etc., London, 1855, i.,

372) saw in a dim way that something was sometimes done by nations acting for

themselves.

” Even so near the capital as the village of Therapia on the Bosphorus, they

succeeded by their turbulence and effrontery in getting rid of the almost nominal

government of the Turks, and were allowed to elect their own Mudir, or gov-

ernor, who is responsible for the collection of the small amount of taxes imposed
upon them.

“ They have been quiet and prosperous ever since ; and it is a pity they did not

accomplish their reasonable objects by more justifiable means.”

In free Europe and America we may not be so ready as Captain Allen to

condemn forms of “ turbulence and effrontery” which would seem to have had
something in common with the doings of Caius Licinius, John Hampden, and
George Washington.

1
I would venture here to refer to what I myself wrote about the same time.

See “ History and Conquests of the Saracens,” p. 200. And if there should be

anywhere west of the Atlantic a copy of “ Tracts for the Present Crisis,” pub-

lished during the Crimean War by Sir A. H. Elton, there will be found in the second

part of the series some “ Communications ” of mine, which, with a few changes of

date and names, I might write over again now.
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contrary to the first principles of the Mahometan law. The
great principle on which all Mahometan society is b^sed is the

‘

subjection of the infidel to the true believer. A Mahometan
ruler is in no way bound to persecution or oppression of the

grosser kind
;
but he is bound to keep his non-Mahometan sub-

jects in a state which in free Europe and America would be

called a state of political and social degradation. Let him es-

tablish the best administration which the Mahometan law allows,

and his administration will still be of a kind which everywhere

in free Europe and America would be looked on as justifying

revolt. The evil is inherent in the system, and cannot be re-

moved without destroying the system. It is an easy fallacy to

bring particular crimes of Christian rulers as parallels to partic-

ular crimes of Mahometan rulers. The difference is that the

evil is in the one case merely incidental
;

it therefore can be

reformed and has been reformed. In the other case the evil is

inherent
;

it therefore never has been reformed and never can

be reformed.

Here is the voice of experience, the long warning of twelve

hundred years
;
the voice which shows that through those long

ages things always have taken a certain course, and the further

voice which shows why they have always taken that course.

But it was only a few despised preachers in the wilderness,

sentimental, impulsive, irresponsible, all the rest of it, who ap-

pealed to reason and experience. The practical men, the

statesmen, the men who speak and write with authority, were

carried away with the vision of the coming golden age. And
after three and twenty years more of experience things are much
the same. The Turk never has reformed

;
but he has been al-

ways going to reform
;
he is going to reform still. And practi-

cal statesmen, to judge by their formal acts, still believe in him
;

their partisans applaud them for believing in him. The witness

of reason and experience has now many more followers than it

had in 1856 ;
but it is mocked at just as vigorously as it was

mocked at in 1856. The more strongly the sentimental man
presses the plain argument for the facts of the case, the more

shrilly does the practical man yell at the argument as a “ shriek”

or a “scream.” Certainly the names of things seem to have

turned about
;

the sentimental man’s argument has a very
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practical sound, and the wrath of the practical man has a cer-

tain savor about it which one might be tempted to call senti-

mental and impulsive.

Now, in this case not only would the shriek of sentiment

and impulse—such are the practical reasons for reasoning all but

mathematically cogent—have been of a good deal of use
;
some

further good might have been done by a little pedantry. We
have seen that pedantry, as a matter of reproach, means that a

man has thought accurately, and has striven so to shape his

language as accurately to express his thoughts. The man who
has not taken the trouble to go through either of these pro-

cesses, and who feels a little ashamed of not having gone

through them, relieves himself by calling the man who has gone

through them a pedant. In this particular matter of the affairs

of South-eastern Europe endless mischief has been done by the

loose use of words. Here is a political and social state wholly

different from that of Western Europe, and which the received

political and social nomenclature of Western Europe does not

describe. If the words which are used to describe political re-

lations in Western Europe are used to describe political relations

in South-eastern Europe, the result is simple confusion and

misunderstanding. It has been shown over and over again that

if we apply the words “government,” “sovereign,” “sub-
ject,” “country,” ‘foreign,” a crowd of others, to the state

of things in South-eastern Europe, it should at least be ex-

plained at starting that the words are used in wholly different

senses from those,which they bear in Western Europe. Yet
even this would be dangerous. It may perhaps be lawful in

a scientific treatise to use the word “ black” throughout in the

sense of “white,” if only a note be put at the beginning to

say that “ black” is used throughout in the sense of “ white.”

And some strong philosophical grounds might be pleaded to

justify such an use of the word “ black.” Yet it might be dan-

gerous to run such a risk in a treatise designed for the “ general

reader.” The general reader is the creature of habit, and not-

withstanding the note at the beginning he might go away with

the impression that the things which the treatise spoke of as
“ black” were black in the sense in which he daily uses that

word. So, if people will speak of “ the Turkish Government”
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and the like as they speak of the English or French Govern-

ment, even though some kind of protest may be added, it is

pretty certain that their hearers or readers will go away with the

impression that the “ Turkish Government” is. an institution,

with perhaps some differences of detail, but still an institution

of essentially the same kind as the English or French Govern-

ment. He will never take in that they are institutions of di-

rectly opposite kinds. He will never take in that, while the

.English and French Governments exist for the purpose of pro-

tecting life, property, and personal honor throughout the lands

which are called England and France, the so-called Turkish

Government exists for the purpose of making life, property,

and personal honor unsafe throughout the land which is called

“ Turkey.” The mere use of the word “ Turkey” as the name
of that land leads to endless confusions. As long as it is used

people will never get rid of the notion that ‘‘ Turkey” and “ the

Turks” mean the same thing, just as “ England” and ‘‘ the

English” mean the same thing. It has been shown over and

over again that if by “ Turkey” is meant the land so marked
on the map and the people of that land, the “ interests of

Turkey” mean something exactly opposite to the “ interests of

the Turk.” Yet we hear of “ supporting Turkey,” of “giv-

ing Turkey another chance ;” phrases which mean support-

ing the Turk against Turkey, hindering Turkey from having

chance by giving another chance to the Turk. We hear it

pleaded on behalf of the Turk that “ the resources of Turkey”
are great. So they doubtless are, and, when the Turk is got rid

of, they may be made available. All these phrases are used,

sometimes by cunning people in their cunning, sometimes by

simple people in their simplicity, but in either case they lead

to error. An Irishman may perhaps understand that a cry of

“ Turkey for the Turks” would mean something very different

from a cry of “ Ireland for the Irish.” But it is certain that

not a few Englishmen would fail to see the difference. And
nothing is more common than to see the phrase “ Turkish Chris-

tians”—meaning, not Christians of Turkish descent or speech

—a class which actually exists—but Greeks, Slaves, Roumans,

or Albanians under the yoke of the Turk. Perhaps no one in

the last century could have spoken of the native Irish as “ Eng-
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lish Roman Catholics.” Yet so to have called them would not

have been a bit more absurd than it is to apply the name of

” Turkish Christians” to the Christian nations of enslaved Greece

and enslaved Bulgaria .

1

All these confusions might be got rid of by a little pedantry

—

that is, by a slight effort of thought as to the meaning of words

before the words are uttered. But this way of applying phrases,

formulae, ways of thinking, to which we are used in the West,

to a state of things to which they have no kind of reference has

done the greatest practical mischief. It has led to an utterly

unreal way of looking at the whole matter. The facts are not

looked in the face
;
conventionalities are put instead of facts.

The experience of six hundred years shows that the Ottoman
Turk is an irreclaimable barbarian, whose original barbarism has

been made irreclaimable by the adoption of the half truth, the

half civilization of Islam. The experience of the last fifty

years shows that when he puts on a varnish of Western manners,

it only makes his inherent barbarism more dangerous. The
whitewashed Turk who talks French is as foul and as bloody

as the natural Turk who does not talk French. But he is a

great deal more false and a great deal more cunning. He is

therefore a great deal more dangerous. The only practical way
of treating him is to treat him as the barbarian that he is, to hold

the sword to his throat, and to tell him that, now that he is no
longer the terror of Europe, he must humbly obey the voice of

Europe. But this practical way of doing things is recommended
only by a few sentimental and pedantic people who look at the

facts. Practical statesmen and diplomatists, who do not look

1 Not long ago there appeared in the Contemporary Review an article than

which nothing could be better inspirit and object, headed “ Woman in Turkey.”
It was almost wholly about Turkish women. It scarcely dwelled at all on the

characteristic distinction of " Woman in Turkey” from woman in W'estern Eu-

rope. In the one case she is, in the other case she is not, liable to be carried

off to satisfy the lust of a foreign oppressor.

So in a very good article in Macmillan's Magazine for February, 1879, “ Notes
on Turkish Reform,” I read :

“ Insist upon Turkish soil being delivered from foreign domination, if need

be, even against the will of the Porte
; and this done, leave Sultan and Pashas to

the tender mercies of the Turkish people.”

What is “ Turkish soil ”? What is “ foreign domination”? Does “ the Turk-
ish people” mean the Turks themselves or the nations in bondage to the Turks?
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at facts but at formulae, think in another way, a sentimental

way, an impulsive way. They are still running over with a

gush of affection towards the dear brother whom they have ad-

mitted into the European concert. Those who have had ex-

perience of dealing with Turks know that, if you bully the

Turk, if you insult him in every way, if you call him all the

worst names in his own language, you will gain your point
;

if

you are once civil to him, if you once yield to him in the

slightest thing, the game is lost—he has the whip-hand of you.

Europeans make no great ceremony in treating the savage of

Ashantee, who at least makes no false promises and oppresses

no Christian nations. Not having these two last qualifications,

he is not admitted into the European concert. The savage of

Constantinople is treated in another way. Having those two

qualifications, he is admitted into that concert. He is called

Imperial Majesty
;
his tools arp called Excellency and Highness.

Western diplomatists either believe what he says, or, what is

the same thing, they act as if they believed it. He is treated

throughout as if his position was the same as that of king or

other ruler of an European kingdom or commonwealth, who, as

the chief of a nation, has a right to speak in the name of that

nation. “ Turkey” is his “ country the inhabitants of

“Turkey” are his “subjects;” he is their “sovereign;” his

rule is their “ Government.” The plain fact that the position

of the Turk in no way answers to the position of any Western

ruler, the fact that he is, as regards the nations of South-eastern

Europe, not the head of a nation, but the head of a robber

horde encamped on the lands of other nations, is left out of

sight. The conventional fictions of diplomacy require that the

facts should be left out of sight. The whole thing is false and

unreal. All through 1876 Europe was preaching to the Turk in

the sentimental belief that he would listen to preaching. There

was an Andrassy Note, a Berlin Memorandum, a despatch or

two from the English Foreign Office. Excellent sermons all

of them, if mere sermons could have been of any good. Much
good advice was given to the Turk

;
only, unluckily, in order to

carry out that good advice he must have ceased to be a Turk.

At last, at the end of the year, when it was seen that nothing

came of all the sermons, a whole body of European diplomatists
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went to Constantinople, either for no purpose whatever or else

to sit in judgment on the Turk. The fictions of diplomacy

forbade them to sit in judgment on him
;
instead of calling

him to their bar, they admitted two Turks to their counsels,

and made one of them their President. The court which was

to judge the doers of the Bulgarian massacres was presided over

by one of the chief authors of them. Men afar who looked at

the facts knew that after this nothing could come of the Con-

ference. But the diplomatists, whose trade deals not with facts

but with fictions, went boldly on. They debated every point
;

they yielded every point. For diplomatic fictions forbade that

any point should be debated on its true grounds. There was

no practical way of dealing with one who, being in fact an irre-

claimable savage, had acquired a conventional right to be

treated as a civilized ruler. Whatever he had done was in the

course of his ordinary dealings with those whom he called his

subjects, those whom Europe had admitted to be his subjects,

and between whom and him Europe had pledged itself not to

meddle. He could not be told the plain truth, because Europe,

at the Treaty of Paris, had pledged itself to a falsehood. Dip-

lomatically, the position of the Turk was good, and the position

of the European powers was bad. So the Turk snapped his

fingers in the face of the European powers, and the European
powers took the insult very quietly.

Or, again, take the case of the Congress of Berlin in 1878.

A personage there appeared as the representative of the Turk
who, according to the fictions of diplomacy, was a subject com-
missioned by his sovereign to represent that sovereign and to

support the rights of the country and people over which that

sovereign ruled. Strip off the diplomatic fiction and look the

facts in the face, and the Excellency in question was a traitor

who had sold himself for the gold of a foreign invader to do
the work of that foreign invader against his own country and
his own people. A Greek in the service of the Turk came to

Berlin to do all he could to hinder any of his fellow-Greeks from

being set free from the yoke of the Turk. A lower state of

moral degradation cannot be conceived
;
the Turk himself is

comparatively respectable. But the position is diplomatically

correct
;
the hireling paid to do the work of the foreign enemy
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of his people is as good an Excellency as any of them. The
fictions of diplomacy look on him as a subject doing the work

of his sovereign, whom the same fiction conceives to act in the

interest of all his subjects. When Karatheodores stood up at

Berlin to say that he claimed in the name of his master to rep-

resent all the inhabitants of the land called “ Turkey,” when he

said that there was a “ solidarity of interest,” or some such hid-

eous jargon
,

1 among them, no other Excellency contradicted

him
;
no other Excellency could. Everyone knew that he rep-

resented, not the nations dwelling in the land called “ Turkey,”

but the foreign invaders of that land, who hold the nations who
dwell in it in bondage. Every one knew that he was arguing,

not for the interests of those nations but against them, that his

object was to hinder hopes which are dearest to the hearts of

those nations. But diplomatically no such answer could be

made
;
for diplomacy looks at facts but as fictions, and the man

who in fact appeared as the enemy of his own people had by a

diplomatic fiction a claim to be looked on as their representative.

Now, all this is in one sense almost ludicrously unreal
;
in

another sense it is terribly real. We may ask, from one point of

view, ask with perfect truth, for deeds instead of words. But

from another point of view the words are deeds. The fictions

of diplomacy are in one sense very ugly facts. In any direct

sense for good, the despatches and gatherings of the diplomatists

are eminently unpractical
;
in any indirect sense for evil, they

are indeed grievously practical. For every one of these diplo-

matic fictions goes some way to help the cause of the Turk and

to hinder the cause of his victims. To the gang of Pashas at

Constantinople they are the very breath of their nostrils.

” Therefore fall the people unto them, and thereout suck they no

small advantage.” s They cause the support of Europe to be

given to that infamous fabric of oppression which it is the first

1 The lovers of “ prestige” are all commonly lovers of “solidarity.” Whence
is the word, and what does it mean ? There is no such Latin adjective as “ soli-

daris.” One might guess that, if there were, it would come from “ solidas,” and

that “ solidaritas” might mean the state of having a shilling in one’s pocket. If

an honest shilling is meant, the word would be singularly inapplicable to the

Turk.
*' Psalm 73 : io.
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duty of Europe to get rid of. As long as the conventional fic-

tions are used towards him, the Turk knows that he is not really

threatened
;
he knows that as little as possible will be done

against him, that as little as possible will be done for his victims.

And the effect on men’s minds in confusing their notions of fact,

even in confusing their notions of morality, is not a little griev-

ous. It is quite possible that some of the diplomatists them-

selves may really be blinded, that they may really believe in the

fiction which they bring themselves to utter. For, in the judg-

ment of charity, we must not forget that the members of the

diplomatic trade labor under many disadvantages. Many of

them are caught young
;
they are fed on falsehoods and con-

ventionalities
;
they serve an apprenticeship in the art of blind-

ness, the art of shutting the eyes to facts. It is therefore quite

possible that, when a diplomatic assembly calmly hands over a

Christian people “ to the political and military authority of the

Sultan,” some of the members of that assembly may really not

know what they are doing, and may fancy that, to put it in the

shortest form, they are doing nothing more than was done when
territory was transferred from Italy to France or from France to

Germany. They may really not see that, while Italy, France,

and Germany, whatever be their comparative merits in other

ways, may all alike be trusted to discharge the common duties

of civilized governments, to hand men over to
“
the political and

military authority of the Sultan” means to deprive them of the

protection of civilized government, to thrust them all helpless

into the jaws of a wild beast. Some of the diplomatists, when
they were calmly discussing the ” rectification” of the Greek

frontier, may really have fancied that the question was whether

this or that line on the map made a better boundary, ” stra-

tegic,” “ scientific,” or any other. They may really not have

known that the question really was whether a greater or a

smaller part of the now enslaved portion of the Greek nation

should be allowed to escape from the barbarian yoke and join the

fellowship of their free brethren. The matter was always put as a

question whether free Greece was to “ get” this or that piece of

territory, not whether the people of this or that piece of terri-

tory were to
“
get” the wish of their hearts, deliverance from

the oppressor. For a diplomatic education teaches men to
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know all about courts and powers and boundaries
;

it teaches

men to put out of sight the wishes, the feelings, the interests

of nations. It is possible that, when an English statesman ad-

vised the nations of the Turk, if they had grievances, to lay

them before “ their own Government,” and not to listen to
“ foreign intruders,” he may not have been aware that he was
writing nonsense. He may really not have understood that the
grievance of all grievances, the cause of all other grievances,

was that these people had no government of their own to ap-.

peal to
;
that what he called “ their own government” was no

government at all, but an organized system of brigandage at

the hands of strangers. He may not have understood that

those whom he called “ foreign intruders” were in their eyes

simply their own countrymen and brethren, parted from them
by an arbitrary line. Perhaps the height of unreality is reached

in some papers by Lord Stratford de Redcliffe in the Nineteeiith

Century. Lord Stratford once discharged an useful function in

the world. He was bear-leader to the Grand Turk. Granting

that there was to be a Grand Turk, Lord Stratford did real good
in holding the chain of the wild beast and sometimes putting

the muzzle on his mouth. Since Lord Stratford gave up his

place as keeper, chain and muzzle have been cast aside. It

would be amusing, if it were not sad, to see Lord Stratford

gravely discussing the probability of the wild beast putting on

chain and muzzle of his own free will. The exhibition is far

more singular than that of a man who fully believes or pretends

that he fully believes. Lord Stratford only half believes
;
some-

times he hardly believes at all. Still, he looks on the possi-

bility of the Turk reforming himself as something quite worthy

of serious discussion. Lord Stratford says, in one place :

“ The principle of religious freedom, in point of creed and worship, is

already recognized by authority. It ought to be carried out not only in word

but also in practice to everything, with the exception, perhaps, of public pro-

cessions, and other ostentatious demonstrations, which had better be re-

dressed as having more of an invidious than of a devotional character.”

There is something unutterably grotesque in the notion of

discussing the propriety of religious processions in a land where

the life, the property, the family honor of every Christian is

still, notwithstanding a thousand and one paper proclamations.
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at the mercy of his Mussulman neighbor. And Lord Stratford

still does not see that whatever “ authority recognizes,” so it

must be in practice, as long as authority is placed in the hands

of a religious body which is bound by its faith to use all of

other religious faith as its bondmen. Let us have one public

procession, one ostentatious - demonstration, and we will then

discuss Lord Stratford’s point of detail. When another Chris-

tian emperor has been crowned in St. Sophia, then his people

may debate in a free Parliament whether public religious pro-

cessions have about them more of an invidious or of a devo-

tional character.

So again :

“ The new signification given officially to the word * Honan,’ as descriptive

of a Turkish subject, without reference to creed or race, carries with it a pledge

of equal treatment under the law to all alike. Uniformity of sentiment as to

the country’s welfare was, no doubt, the object of that innovation. It is,

nevertheless, difficult to conceive of its complete success when the manners

of more than one principal race are so widely separated from those of the

dominant population.”

yery difficult indeed to conceive as long as there is a domi-

nant population, and a population with whom it is a point of

religious duty to remain dominant. But Lord Stratford, a former

Excellency, is bound to be kind to the motives of a present

Excellency. It is difficult to conceive that Midhat’s innova-

tion can be successful
;
but his innovation—perhaps his mas-

sacres also—must, as the work of an Excellency, have been

meant for the welfare of the country. Those who care nothing

for Excellencies, and who look facts in the face, will easily see

that the innovation had two motives. To require all the en-

slaved nations from Croatia to Palestine to take the time of

their Ottoman oppressors, might serve to throw dust in the eyes

of Europe, and might make diplomatists and other people who
feed on formulae believe that there is an Ottoman nation, as

there is a French or a German nation. The innovation might

also give Midhat and his fellows the pleasure of offering a fresh

insult to the nations which they hold in bondage by bidding

Greeks, Slaves, Roumans, sharers in the faith and the history

of Christendom, sharers in the memories, sharers in the hopes

of civilized Europe, to cast aside the outward badge of their
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national being, and to disguise them all under the name of the

horde of invading savages who are still encamped in their land.

Such is the way in which practical statesmen, practical dip-

lomatists, practical, responsible, unsentimental men of all kinds

steadily shut their eyes to the facts of the case, while the irre-

sponsible people, the sentimental people, the pedants, and the

like, keep their eyes open. And besides these great and wise

personages, there is a more simple sort who are also led astray

by the great practical rule of looking only to names and not to

things, it is quite certain that there are many well-meaning

people who are neither statesmen nor diplomatists nor clever

writers in newspapers, who are quite as much led astray by
names as if they belonged to any of those exalted classes. There

are not a few, nor is it at all wonderful that there are not a few,

who do in good faith mistake conventional fiction for facts.

There are doubtless those who take up the cause of the Turk
out of mere party spirit there are those who seem to take it up

out of sheer love of evil for its own sake. But there are others

who take it up because they are blind to the facts of the case,

because they are led away by the conventional misuse of words.

A little wholesome pedantry might have saved them. They
hear all the conventional phrases. They hear of “ Turkey,”

and they think that “ Turkey” is the land of the Turks, instead

of the land of other nations which the Turks hold in bondage.

They hear of Turks ‘‘defending their country,” and they do

not understand that when the Turk speaks of his “ country,”

it must be taken in the sense in which a fox-hunter speaks of

his “country,” meaning the district which supplies him with

victims. They hear of the “ Turkish Government,” and they

fancy that, being called a Government, it must be an institution

for the protection of life and property, instead of an institution

which hinders life and property from being protected. They
hear of persons called “ Turkish Christians,” and they think

that they are at most some kind of Nonconformists, who may
possibly have grievances, but whose grievances might be re-

dressed by the repeal of a Test and Corporation Act, or at the

outside by an Act of Disestablishment. They do not take it

that these “ Turkish Christians” are not Turkish in any sense,

but are the people of the land whom the foreign horde of Turks
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holds in bondage in their own land, simply because of their ad-

herence to the Christian faith. They hear of
‘

‘ Turkish reform,

and they believe that real reform is meant
;
they do not under-

stand that, as long as the Turk is in power, the evil which is at

the root of all evils cannot be reformed. They hear of the

“rights of the Sultan,” and they do not understand that a

power which is rooted and grounded in wrong can have no rights.

They hear exhortations to “generosity,” “mercy,” “moder-

ation,” and the like towards the Turk when he is conquered,

and they do not take in that mercy to the Turk means cruelty

to his victims, that generosity and moderation towards the Turk

means the opposite to generosity and moderation towards those

who are left between his jaws. They are told, as a deep piece

of policy, that Russia is dangerous and that “ Turkey” must be

strengthened as a barrier against her. And they think that the

only way to strengthen “ Turkey” is to strengthen the power

of the Turks. They do not see that to strengthen the power

of the Turks means to continue the bondage of the nations of

“ Turkey,” and so to teach them to love Russia and to hate

England. They do not see that the way to strengthen
“ Turkey” and to check Russia was to set free the people of

“ Turkey,” and to make them friends of England. All this of

course on the assumption that there is an opposition of interest

between England and Russia
;
for it is well to show how utterly

unreal and unpractical the received policy is, even on that as-

sumption. And, except where there is a genuine sentimental

love for the Turk, all these confusions and mistakes might have

been got rid of by mere pedantry, by simply using words which

would have expressed the facts instead of using words which

express the opposite to the facts. The use of the single word
“Turkey” has hidden from thousands and thousands the real

state of the case with regard to the enslaved nations of what

was once Roumania.

A very slight view of the course of events during the last

four years will show how, through the whole story, the view

which has been sneered at as sentimental has been really prac-

tical, and the view which boasted itself to be practical has

proved itself to be purely sentimental. The sentimental view

is the practical view because it takes into consideration those*
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sides of human nature which the practical view puts out of

sight. As a matter of fact, men have hearts as well as heads
;

they are guided by feeling at least as much as by abstract rea-

soning. The sentimental view takes notice of these facts
;
the

practical view shuts its eyes to them. Or sometimes it allows

that men are guided by feeling, but it seems to think that the

fact that they are so guided can be got rid of by simply saying

that they are fools for their pains. To take no higher ground,

living in this world of ours and not in King Alfonso’s world, it

is not safe to underrate the force of folly. The great events of

the last four years have been very largely the practical setting

forth of two doctrines, neither of which is very old, and one of

which is very new. These are the doctrines of nationality and

the wider doctrine of race .

1 These doctrines have in our

times had an influence on men’s minds which they have never

had before, and the fact that they have had such an influence is

one of the greatest and most characteristic facts of our time.

Whether the doctrines are wise or foolish, whether their influ-

ence is an influence for good or for evil, the fact of their influ-

ence is there all the same. It cannot be got rid of either by
shutting our eyes to it or by sneering at it. But the statesmen and

the diplomatists steadily shut their eyes to the fact
;
the clever

writers in the newspapers thought that they could get rid of it,

sometimes by shutting their eyes to it, sometimes by sneering

at it. Some of them, to be sure, took refuge in a curious geo-

graphical compromise that the fact was to be acknowledged

and even approved of west of the Hadriatic, but that it was to

be either ignored or sneered at east of that sea. Freedom and

national unity were good things for Italians
;
but they were not

to be allowed to Greeks or Bulgarians. But the fact lived and

worked all the same, and it lived and worked without any regard

to the scientific frontier which was chalked out for it. And,

through the whole matter, sentimental people who did not shut

their eyes to the fact saw further ahead than practical people

who did. Sentimental people, philanthropists, pedants—that is

to say, men who had marked and understood the tendencies of

1 For the sense in which I wish the doctrine of race to be taken, I will refer to

an article headed “ Race and Language,” in the Contemporary Review, March,

1877.
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the age in which they lived, men who knew how deeply the

doctrine of nationality and race had sunk into the hearts of the

Slavonic nations, knew that the movement which began in Her-

zegovina in 1875 was not a movement which could be trifled

with. They hoped and believed—they still hope and believe—

•

that it was the beginning of the end
;
they knew for certain

that it was the beginning of something greater than any earlier

revolt against the Turk could be. For they saw that besides

all the old grounds for revolt there was now another, the deep-

rooted resolve of the Slavonic people, filled with a spirit which

had never before been felt in the same degree, to throw off the

alien yoke and to assert their national being. Practical states-

men, on the other hand, after the manner of practical states-

men, were meanwhile wishing to have the awkward “ local dis-

turbance” suppressed out of hand. Practical statesmen would

have deemed it sentimental to take into account the new forces

which were acting on the world
;
they would have deemed it

pedantic to remember that every great movement for freedom

since the world began had been despised as a local disturbance

by those who were too practical to understand its real impor-

tance. The local disturbance was not suppressed, and the prac-

tical man began to wonder. The war went on, and at length it

wrung an exclamation of surprise from the wise man of the

Saturday Review.
“ The insurrection has been unexpectedly pro-

longed. ” To the sneerer at philanthropists and sentimentalists

the prolongation of the revolt doubtless was unexpected
;
to

the philanthropists and sentimentalists themselves there was

nothing unexpected about it. Time went on
;
practical states-

men devoted themselves to preaching to the Turk while they

refused to coerce him. Sentimental men saw that it was lost

labor to waste the wisest charms on the ears of the deaf adder,

but they said that something might be done by bruising his

head. But the sentimental men had their practical proposals

also, proposals which the practical statesmen first jeered at, and

then carried out as their own. Sentimental men, at the very

beginning, urged the annexation of Bosnia by Austria.
1

1
1 did this myself in the Fortnightly Review, December 1875, “ The True

Eastern Question.”
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They urged it at a time when it should have fallen in with the

general course of events, when it could have been done with far

less difficulty than it cost when it was done. Practical men
pooh-poohed the scheme then, and did it at last, when its ac-

complishment had become far more difficult, and when it was

almost too late to be of use. Still, the thing is done
;
the de-

spised proposal of the sentimentalists is there in practical work.

So, while the war was still local, sentimental men proposed that

Bulgaria and other lands should become principalities tributary

to the Turk. Such a change, they argued, would be a great ad-

vance in the direction of freedom, the greatest advance that

could be looked for without the extension of the war over a

greater area. Practical men loudly declared that the idea of a

tributary principality “ lay beyond the range of practical poli-

tics.” They declared no less loudly that the extension of the

area of the war was a thing of which there was no danger. But

the area of the war was extended, and the range of practical

politics was extended with it. Again the thing is done
;
the

despised proposal of the sentimentalists is in practical working
;

the only question is whether its practical working will not go

on farther still in a sentimental direction. At this moment the

practical wisdom of six great European powers has bound them
to do work which runs counter to every tendency of the time,

to every feeling of the nations concerned. It is an old story.

When sentimentalists both hoped for and foretold the union

of Italy, practical statesmen decreed that Italy should remain

disunited. But the sentimentalists had the better of it, and

Italy is united in the teeth of the practical statesmen. So
when sentimentalists, a smaller body doubtless than those who
sought the union of Italy, but so many as cast their eyes at all

in that part of the world, both hoped for and foretold the union

of Roumania, practical statesmen decreed that Roumania
should remain disunited. Again the sentimentalists had the

better of it, and Roumania is united in the teeth of the practical

statesmen. And now for a third time the practical statesmen,

in their practical wisdom, are, in defiance of every sentimental

warning, striving to turn back the great currents of human des-

tiny. The solemn utterances of Berlin have bidden the waves

to come thus far and no farther
;
and the waves have refused
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to hearken. Now that the Bulgarian people and the Greek

people, like the people of Italy and Roumania, are longing for

freedom and union, the wisdom of united Europe has decreed

that Greece and Bulgaria shall remain disunited and partially

enslaved. Bulgaria, striving to be one, is to be parted into

three—free, half-free, enslaved. Greece, striving to be one, is

mocked with a “rectification of frontier,’’ and told to be
“ moderate’’ in her yearnings to restore her enslaved members
to the rights of human beings. And schemes like these, whether

prompted by sentimental love of the Turk or by sentimental

hatred of the Christian, are trumpeted forth as wise and practical.

Schemes which involve their own destruction, schemes which

seem especially designed to promote the greatest amount of

discontent, of revolt, of revolution, of diplomatic “ difficulties”

and “ complications,” are announced as a final settlement,”

as “ the last word of Europe on the Eastern Question.” In

the chief advocate of Bulgarian bondage, we may allow for the

sentimental influence of race, which in men of European and

Christian birth is so looked down on, for the "gentile vitium,

Christiatii nominis odium." 1 But what is to be said of the

other European statesmen who have set their names to such a

settlement as this ? Let the practical men tell us
;
a sentimen-

tal philanthropist is reminded of proverbs about giving a man
rope enough to hang himself

;
the more fiercely the “ final set-

tlement” is insisted on, the sooner may come the inevitable

day of its settlement.

That civilized Europeans should support the rule of barba-

rian Asiatics over other civilized Europeans—that Christian men
should support the rule of Mahometan oppressors over other

Christian men—that a party which boasts itself of its zeal for

religion and the Church should rejoice in hindering the most

glorious house ever raised for Christian worship from again be-

coming a house of Christian worship—all these are strange and

sad moral paradoxes to the sentimental man who still believes

in morality and who is not ashamed sometimes to confess

1
1 quote the words of Hugo Falcandus (Muratori, viii., 303), describing the Sar-

acen eunuchs who were the authority at the Sicilian court in the twelfth century.

They are not without their parallels in modern Europe.
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to a feeling of sadness. But almost stranger still is the in-

tellectual paradox that men can' be found who deem them-

selves the embodiment of practical wisdom, and who yet look

upon the decrees of Berlin as a final settlement. The senti-

mental pedant may be allowed to warn them that, if the powers

of united Europe choose to exterminate or to enslave the Greek

and Bulgarian nations, they have the physical power to do so
;

but that by no means short of this can they compel those na-

tions to accept a state of things which sins against every mem-
ory of the past, every interest of the present, every hope

for the future.

In a word, Expericntia docet—Experience teaches all men
sooner or later. But some men are quicker, some are slower,

in listening to her. The sentimental man, the philanthropist,

the pedant, the irresponsible chatterer, listens to the first whis-

pers of her teaching, and directs his course according to her

voice. He shares the common fate of those who are wise before

the time. The practical statesman and diplomatist, who keeps

himself free from sentimental and philanthropic delusions, re-

fuses to hearken till the lesson is dinned into his ears by the

crash of all his own plans, the practical confutation of all his

arguments. He then, at the last moment, is glad to listen to

the voice whose warnings he had so long scorned, and to carry

out, when they have lost half their virtue, the schemes which

he had sneered at as lying beyond the range of practical politics.

Edward A. Freeman.
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I
N 1821 two young men arrived in Paris from the remotest

confines of their province. They were sons of that Pro-

vence, land of the ardent sun, which, beginning with Mira-

beau, has given so many eminent men to France. They had

but just finished their law studies, and one of them had been

crowned by the Academy of Aix for a eulogy of Vauvenargues.

They were both for all this no whit the less poor and obscure.

They were united by the closest friendship, lodging in two ad-

joining garrets in the remoteness of a miserable quarter. Imme-
diately they betook themselves to a great literary labor. Strange

coincidence, they had chosen the same subject—than which

none more dramatic, more thrilling, none which more strongly

moves the passions, for it was their purpose to retrace the his-

tory of the French Revolution, object at once of enthusiasm

and of hate, firebrand of the fiercest discords at an epoch when
the old and the new France waged bloody war upon each

other. The two young men were bearers of two names destined

to become most signally illustrious. They were Thiers and Mig-

net. The former, born in 1797, was twenty-four years of age.

Nothing more touching and beautiful than the bond of affection

1 There has not yet appeared a complete history of the great French states-

man. M. Jules Simon has just published a spirited and quite remarkable

account of his presidency under the following title :
“ Le gouvernement de M.

Thiers.” For the rest, the history of the principal founder of the French Re-

public is interwoven with the parliamentary history of France. For the last

part of his public career we shall have recourse largely to our personal recol-

lections. Mention should be made lastly of the “Conversations with M. Thiers,

M. Guizot, etc., by the late N. W. Senior, London.”
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which united them. It remained ever as close as in the earliest

days. “ Mignet, c’est mon ami,” said M. Thiers, one day in

my presence. In all the great moments of Thiers’s so agitated

life, above all in the hours of trial and of peril, one was sure to

see Mignet at his side supporting him with his manly and yet

tender sympathy. Neither one nor the other foresaw, in 1821,

the high fortune that awaited them. Mignet knew not that he

was to be among the masters of history one of those most

heard and most respected by the great serious writers, and that

aside from the political life to which, without claiming any

recompense, he brought his disinterested devotion, he would

exercise in the world of letters a sort of magistracy that was un-

approached. Still less was Thiers aware that he should govern

his country in one of those formidable crises in which the safety

of a nation may depend upon a man

I. .

Thiers belonged to the small bourgeoisie of Marseilles, al-

though through his mother he was related to the illustrious

poet, Andr6 Chenier, who was dragged to the scaffolds of the

Terror of 1794, for having defended true liberty against crime

and anarchy. Thiers was indeed a worthy representative of

those middle classes who had played so grand a role in 1789,

and who were well decided not to suffer themselves to be rav-

ished of the liberties their fathers had conquered for them. He
belonged soul and body to the cause of the Revolution, and it

was in order the better to defend it that he had begun to write

its history. Whilst Mignet, with a nerve and soberness that

remind of Tacitus, wras drawing a picture of it in bold connected

outline, Thiers devoted to it a rich and full narration, more re-

markable for clearness than for brilliancy, setting men and

events rather in the light than in relief, but possessing already that

dominant quality of life,
which study does not give, and which

to a great literary work is what warm and living blood is to the

human body. Finance, administration, plans of campaign, par-

liamentary discussion, all grew vivid beneath his pen. And so

each of the ten volumes of that rapid, but complete history,

obtained at once a circulation enormous for the time, and the
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young author who had, on first appearance, sheltered his ob-

scurity under the name of a known publicist, soon presented

himself singly to the public, a step which at once gave him cel-

ebrity and a competence. This was also because his book was

thoroughly animated by the passions of that liberal public which

was exasperated at the policy of the clerical Right, then in

power, and whose sole tendency was to destroy the most incon-

testible results of the French Revolution, by commencing to

defame and to distort it. We cannot surely demand of the

historian, when he is engaged upon a superlative struggle and

touches upon a past so recent and so contested, the cool and

serious impartiality of a judge. Nevertheless, if the young au-

thor has more than one idol to which he sets up altars in his

Pantheon, he knows well how to choose them, and he glorifies

only the men of 1789 or the great generals who defended the

soil against invasion. He brands the bloody demagogy, al-

though he is reproached for awaiting the hour of chastisement

and defeat before turning severe. He has been accused of fa-

talism
;

too harsh a judgment. He is already what he has

always been, the practical man rather than the man of theories.

He takes account of circumstances rather than of principles, yet

without ever disavowing his liberal convictions
;
or rather he

adapts the application of principles to the circumstances. It is

herein that he differs from all the great doctrinnaries of the

Restoration, who, like Royer-Collard and the Duke de Broglie,

always laid down theories in advance, and were only satisfied

with their treatment of the practical when they had set it forth

in maxims.

Thiers did not content himself with the composition of this

great work. He had launched into the daily press with all his

sparkling animation and marvellous facility in composition.

Here he occupied at once one of the highest ranks, not only by
his readiness with the pen, but still more by his facility in know-
ing how to assimilate facts, how to put himself au courant of

all the questions of art, finance, diplomacy, administration. He
found also the best source of inspiration in the sincere passion

which animated him for the liberal cause. Passion is a good

Muse, especially when it is nurtured in the bracing atmosphere
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of public opinion, when it answers to the general spirit of arr

epoch, and when it beats against blind and obstinate resistance.

From 1823 to 1830, excepting the short interval of the Martig-

nac ministry, the government of France belonged to the party

of the Emigrants, which wished simply to erase the great date

of 1789 from contemporary history. Sustained by an intolerant

clericalism whose services it repaid by the most dangerous

favors, the government of that time was tending to re-establish

the fatal union between the throne and altar. Charles X. was
the veritable king of the Emigration

;
according to the saying

of Royer-Collard in 1830, he had always remained the Count
d’Artois of the old court of Versailles, a court at once blunder-

ing and fanatical, capable of risking all for its pretended divine

right, and incapable of serving its temerity with skilful measures.

For it, to usurp the absolute power in spite of its vows, was

only to effect the restitution of what belonged to it
;
and it waited

on heaven for the success of endeavors which another would

have held to be criminal, like the mystic who crosses his hands

and waits the effects of his prayers. It only needed to have for

minister an ecstatic, such as the Prince de Polignac, to conduct

the old French monarchy to its ruin, especially as it had op-

posed to it all that France counted of eminent men at one of

those rare seasons of wonderful intellectual prolificness, such

as a nation only seldom knows. No one dealt surer blows to

this other revolution than Thiers, who had just founded in the

National a journal entirely his own, in which he carried on the

most brilliant polemical campaign whose memory has been pre-

served. Those who knew him then have described him as exer-

cising an unparalleled fascination. This little man of the mo-

bile mask, with glances more vivid than the lightning, man of the

exhaustless and never-halting speech, produced the effect of

one of those creatures of air and flame to which Voltaire has

been compared. He was not, for all that, a comedian seeking

to amuse his world. He was the soldier of a great cause, and

the sincerest patriotism was his ruling inspiration.
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II.

Thiers played a preponderating role in the Revolution of

1830 ;
for, having joined in the famous protest of the journalists

against the ordinances of the 17th July, 1830, suspending or

rather violating the charter, it was he that was the messenger

of the liberal party to the Duke d’Orleans, to invite him to

take the place of the divine-right king, and to inaugurate a

royalty of which it was said at the time that it was for

France the best of republics. Henceforward his role speedily

enlarged. He was without delay elected to the Chamber of

Deputies, and after a prompt debut into power as Secretary of

State for Finance, he was by turns Minister of Commerce, of

the Interior, and of Foreign Affairs. During the first period of

the dynasty of July he showed himself on the side of the gov-

ernment, and even of resistance to the enemies of the new
regime, whether they came from the Right in La Vendee with

the unfortunate Duchess de Berry—-who had wished to play the

role of a new Mary Stuart in circumstances of health which ren-

dered it very difficult—or whether they emerged from the lurk-

ing-places of secret societies and demagogic conspiracies.

Thiers defended with rigor the law of the land. He has been

harshly and quite wrongly reproached for it, under the form of

accusations of having pushed repression to the point of mas-

sacre. These massacres reduce themselves in fact to having

borne down the barricades ofi insurgents at the point of the bay-

onet. Man of fact, rather of theory, as we have said, he subor-

dinated his liberal views to the necessities of the struggle

against disorder. He accepted or even inaugurated severe

legislation against the press and the unauthorized associations,

on the heel of Fieschi’s attempt upon King Louis Philippe.

When he took the direction of Foreign Affairs he endeavored to

give to France less wild a role than that with which the conserva-

tive party of that day were satisfied. At the time of his first

ministry he urged to a direct intervention in Spain in favor of

constitutional royalty. In 1840 he did not flinch before the

prospect of a general war, in order to destroy the concert of the

Quadruple Alliance, to the benefit of the Viceroy of Egypt,
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whom he wished to make the support of the French power in

the Orient. We know that this rashness cost him his portfolio,

which he had to hand over to his great rival, Guizot, who per-

sonified with unapproached dclat the policy of conservatism and

peace at any price, a policy which went to the extreme of refus-

ing the least reforms, especially that of the electoral law,

which made the government of the country the monopolist of

an oligarchy of proprietors, beset on all sides by the rising flood

of democracy.

M. Thiers was, during all this period the recognized leader

of the Opposition, calling without ceasing for a policy more
vigorous abroad, more liberal at home. In reality he alone was
truly conservative, for it was impossible for the government of

Louis Philippe to escape the double assault of liberal aspirations

within, fortified by the material well-being which the country

enjoyed, and of the emancipating movement which was carry-

ing away the neighboring countries, beginning with Italy.

“ La France s’ennuie,” said M. de Lamartine in a famous dis-

course. It was a great peril for the regime of July, 1830, to be

penned up, isolated in a narrow official region and locked in,

while the public mind was in a state of ebullition without. It

might have been spoken of as a tree whose roots were no longer

irrigated, and which was withering where it stood. So at the

first shock it was seen to fall in the dust, and the king of the

Revolution took the same road of exile as the king of the Legi-

timacy. M. Thiers had worn himself out on the tribune in

premonishing a blinded power. It has been said with reason

that King Louis Philippe and M. Guizot were one and both

incapable of believing in a truth that was distasteful to them.

Their illusions were prolonged to the very end. I have heard

M. Thiers relate how he was sought for on the night of the 23d

and 24th of February which preceded the catastrophe. Over-

tures were made to him as the only pilot able to save the ship.

When he arrived at the Tuileries, the riot which was so soon to

triumph, was muttering close at hand. The politicians who
were to introduce him to Louis Philippe received him with this

supplication, “ Above all things spare the king!” “Spare
him,” replied he, in a tone of the liveliest impatience, “that
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has been only too much done.” The whole truth must be

squarely told. It was too late. M. Thiers was not at all unjust

towards King Louis Philippe. He used to speak of him fre-

quently, and recognized his intelligence, his philanthropy,

worthy a son of the eighteenth century, but also his obstinacy

and lawyerly artifice. In accordance with his famous formula,

he reproached him for having always wished to govern when he

should have been content to reign
;

for having substituted to

the utmost possible extent personal government for a fairly

parliamentary regime. Odillon Barrot, one of the leaders of the

Left, tardily chosen minister along with M. Thiers on the morn-

ing of the 24th of February, used pleasantly to relate that whilst

endeavoring to harangue on the boulevard a chef de barricade ,

the latter said to him, “ Imbecile, don’t you see that the king

is making sport of us and you?” “It was probably true,”

added Odillon Barrot. M. Thiers would not have been so se-

vere. Nevertheless he thought that Louis Philippe himself had

dug the pit into which his throne was pitched. It was not that

M. Thiers was at this time very exacting in the point of view

of liberalism. He had contented himself with an extension of

the electoral right very far removed from universal suffrage, and

with a slightly extended liberty of the press. He had remained

one of the most convinced adherents of the system of central-

ization which the Revolution had bequeathed to the Empire, and

had pushed it to the furthest consequences. “ Europe envies

you it,” he used to say; to which the liberals of the school of

Tocqueville responded,
“

If she envies you it, why does she

leave it to you unimitated?”

His admiration for Napoleon I. is known. To him he dedi-

cated that great historic monument of his, in which shine

forth with increased and intensified lustre all the eminent qual-

ities of his earliest work—clearness, life, fine arrangement, lucid

exposition of the feats of war, of financial operations. We can-

not conceal the fact that this book, by glorifying the Napoleonic

legend, facilitated the advent of the Second Empire, to which

M. Thiers was to show himself so hostile. The grandeur of the

most astounding genius of modern times had intoxicated him.

In his conversation he did not cease reverting to it. Yet at

23
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times he knew how to judge him severely. It is related that one

day, on one of his journeys, weary of the unbridled enthusiasm

for Napoleon I. exhibited by a young interlocutor, who thought

in that way to flatter him, Thiers interrupted him to say, “ Then
you are not aware that he was a great scoundrel.” It was a

sally that he would not have maintained, but which proved that

beneath all he had taken the moral measure of his hero. He
judged him with severity in his final volumes. He certainly

came to see the disasters brought upon France by that immense
genius, unrestrained and conscienceless.

M. Thiers had, by this time, taken rank among the first or-

ators of the French tribune. He had not attained that position

on the first day. He was wont pleasantly to relate that at the

time of pronouncing one of his first speeches he was very deeply

agitated. ‘‘Why, you are agitated,” said to him Royer-Col-

lard, who was,par excellence, the man of disdain
;

“ but just look

at those heads there,” and he pointed him to his auditory. It

is none the less true that parliamentary struggles commence by

frightening the most courageous. M. Thiers essayed at first

the grand oratorical manner, the sustained Ciceronian style.

He quickly perceived that he would fail in this, and formed a

manner of his own, simple, familiar, full of animation, natural,

copious, in which he was master from the first. We shall see

that later he attained greatness without effort, being raised up

in some sort by the very situation of the country. He never

sought greatness. Greatness in a manner sought for him. He
could not be compared to any of his rivals in the Chamber of

Deputies. He had none of the correct severity, the concen-

trated vigor, the high-soaring statement of Guizot, who con-

cealed an oftentimes shabby and timid policy under splendid

forms. Berryer, who at his first appearance had caused Royer-

Collard to say of him, “ That is not one of your men of talent,

that man is a power,” made the most striking contrast to Thiers

by his magnificent oratorical stature, the golden quality of his

voice, his ampleness of gesture, the passion and brilliance of his

language. The eloquence of Lamartine recalled those beauti-

ful fairies of the fable whose mouth let fall pearls and whose

thoughts were none the less precious and profound
;
for he had
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in politics some of the presentiments of a prophet. Thiers had

all the outward disadvantages
;
his size was below the medium,

his gesticulation cramped and frequent, his voice muffled.

Imagination never illumined his language, and yet no one

wrought more powerfully on a Chamber. He in some way
flooded it by an exposition that left nothing indecisive or

obscure, which compelled comprehension of the driest details

of finance or administration. All this clearness ended by kin-

dling into a glow. One perceived beneath the wealth of language

a closely-woven texture of reasonings and facts. There was run-

ning through it that undefined somewhat of life and animation

which is called the French esprit. A piquant shaft, an anecdote

well told, aroused the interest. And then, the life pulsed

through his speeches as through his books. The audience did

not fortify themselves against this orator who was on their own
level

;
they were charmed, delighted, carried away, and often-

times convinced.

III.

The Republic of 1848 surpassed all the previsions of M. Thiers.

He was monarchist by conviction
;
constitutional royalty was, in

his eyes, the regime best suited to a great country. Universal

suffrage appeared to him a torrent of inundation. It must be

agreed that the sudden advent of universal suffrage might well

have had the effect of a leap in the dark to the men of 1830. It

was not with the Republic of 1848 as it was with that of 1870.

The former had not been preceded by horrible disasters, by the

mutilation of France. The duty of rallying about it had not

the imperious character which it has won more lately for all

those who have placed their country above their political prefer-

ences. We believe, nevertheless, that if Thiers had effected

then the evolution which he accomplished later, the shame
and the disaster of the Second Empire might have been avoided.

In the National Assembly of 1848, as- also in the Legislative

Assembly, he was one of the leaders of the reactionary Right.

He contributed to the election of Louis Napoleon as President

of the Republic, without seeing in him the future usurper. He
imagined himself able to dominate him by mental superiority.
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He was not aware that that phlegmatic believer in his star was

ready to have him cast into prison or doomed to exile in order

to gain possession of France, and that a speech of the most

skilful parliamentarian would weigh with him no more than his

own oath to arrest him on the threshold of usurpation. This

was the greatest political error of Thiers’s life. Associated for

the moment with the men of the Right, for the purpose of grant-

ing to the Catholic Church dangerous privileges in which he

discerned only means of social preservation, he contributed to

consigning the public instruction in good part to the clergy. I

recall having found myself at that time in the diplomatic gallery

of the Legislative Assembly, at the side of Abbe Dupanloup,

later the celebrated Bishop of Orleans, who had helped to pre-

pare those baleful laws. “ For that man this is a great day,”

said he to me, just as Thiers was mounting the tribune to de-

fend them. He did not then suspect that he would be one of

Thiers’s most energetic adversaries. Thiers was also at that time

one of the promoters of the fundamental modification of the

laws of elections which was almost equivalent to the suppression

of universal suffrage. The Prince Napoleon, who was already

meditating his coup d'dtat
,
approved this measure strongly. He

laughed in his sleeve—he who laughed but little—as he thought

how easily he would have the upper hand of an Assembly that

discredited itself with the people. He reserved it to himself to

restore to them universal suffrage as a gift of his joyous acces-

sion. When also, on the eve of the crime of the 28th of Decem-

ber, Thiers, foreseeing too late what was preparing, begged the

Assembly to forget his decisions in order to rescue parliamentary

liberty, his agitated, impassioned accents found no echo from the

Left, and some days later the agent of police coming to seize

him in his bed, in order to hurry him to the frontier, taught him

what it costs to give one’s confidence to men who are supersti-

tious of their fortune and regard themselves as the servitors of

destiny in violating the laws to their own profit.

IV.

During the first years of the Empire, M. Thiers remained in

retirement and completed his “ History of the Consulate and
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Empire.” From 1852 to 1862 a leaden pall seemed to hang

over France. With a fettered press, a tribune almost speech-

less, or at least without an echo, since the reproduction in full

of the legislative debates was interdicted, public opinion had no

longer any organ. The Empire strove to lull it asleep by giving

satisfaction to the material interests and seeking to develop the

wealth of the nation, but not without having recourse to the

artificial means by which adventurous speculators profit, those

condottieri of the Bourse, the grand thieves, who are not incar-

cerated solely because they filch their millions, for if they oper-

ated in small values they would not escape judicial prosecution.

The Crimean War and the war in Italy cast some eclat over

the new regime, without, however, succeeding in arresting those

baleful consequences which could not fail to issue from its

principles, for the government—personal, capricious, and as

variable as the will and even the health of a man—was subject

to the weaknesses of the sovereign. Napoleon III. was indeed

the most dangerous autocrat that could rule a country. Suscep-

tible of a certain generosity, he was totally ignorant of the dis-

tinction between good and evil
;

it could not be said that he

was immoral, he was without the range of morals. Sworn en-

emy of liberal institutions, he had kept from his youthful Car-

bonarism a certain revolutionary or socialistic bent, which im-

pelled him to flatter the democratic instinct and to support him-

self upon the masses against the cultivated classes
;

in this,

however, he did but follow the tradition of Caesarism. In his

foreign policy he looked only to theatrical effect
;
he wished to

astonish the world and to continue the Napoleonic legend, but

without displaying in its service the genius of the head of his

race. He put his heart into nothing but the Italian cause
;
to

that he subordinated every thing except his wild dreams of

greatness, which tended now to the establishment of a grand

Catholic Empire in Mexico, now to the restoration of Poland at

a Congress, while forgetting to support Denmark, which would
have been worth to him the English alliance, and have been the

sure means of defending himself against the ambitions of Prus-

sia. He was the man predestined to be the dupe of a player so

skilful as Herr von Bismarck. The latter, after having deluded
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him with vain promises, drove him into such a corner after Sa-

dowa that Bismarck was able to have war declared upon Prussia,

while he on his own part wished it, and yet while giving the

appearance of being the offended party.

As far back as i860 it was possible to foresee that it was a

terrible thing for France to bear Caesar and his fortunes, and

that the ship of state might well founder or go to pieces under

such a burden. Public opinion reawakened under the goad of

anxiety. M. Thiers, named Deputy from Paris at the elec-

tions of 1863, became the leader of the Opposition. Every one

of his speeches was like the formidable stroke of a battering-ram

against the citadel of Napoleonic despotism. He victoriously

battered in breaches its domestic policy by his great speech on

the Necessary Liberties. He cast a pitiless light on the dis-

order and extravagance of its finances, and rose to an almost

prophetic height in pointing out the abyss into which its foreign

policy was leading the country. The eloquence of M. Thiers,

without losing any thing of its familiar clearness and sincerity,

took on something more magisterial, more ample. The effect

upon public opinion, produced by him at this time, was most

eminent. It is true he was supported by orators such as Jules

Favre, Jules Simon, and Berryer. In vain did the Empire

straighten itself up like a colossus armed with all the material

resources of the country
;

it visibly grew weak before this hand-

ful of men who had only their right upon their side. The
words of Thiers were only an unseen fleeting breath upon his

lips, and this breath made the giant totter. Never was it seen

more fully how much moral force avails in human affairs.

On one point, however, Thiers had separated from his col-

leagues of the Opposition. He supported with all his might the

cause of the temporal power of the papacy. At first, no doubt,

because he knew that the old-time conspirator of the papal

States, become Emperor, was hostile to it, and again because

the papal sovereignty was bound up for him with the concorda-

tary system between Church and State, which he had extolled

in his “ History of the Consulate and Empire.” Here we have

one of the weak points of his political apprehension. Himself

a believer in the spiritual, and very far removed from irreverent
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sentiments towards religion, he nevertheless considered it pri-

marily in a social point of view, as an instrument, provided it be

under the control of the civil power, if not of government at

least of pacification and of promoting public morality. The
Concordat concluded by Napoleon I. with Pius VII. seemed to

him one of the grandest works of the First Consul, and yet no

one knew better than he that that pretended pacification had

ended in conflicts most fiery and most perilous for both powers.

M. Thiers never saw in their relations any thing but the political

interests involved, properly so called. One day, in the Presi-

dential Palace at Versailles he said to me in regard to Henry
IV., forgetting a little to whom he was speaking : “Is there

any thing more admirable than to see that great king giving re-

ligious peace to France by proclaiming the Edict of Nantes

whilst himself turning Catholic ? And the best of it is,’’ added

he, “ that he turned Catholic while still remaining Protestant.’’

As we see, Thiers expressed his judgment of religion, or rather

of the religious establishment in the centre of modern Europe,

much as Cicero might have done in his Tusculans. The convic-

tions of the individual were cancelled for him by the interests

of country. The eloquence and zeal which he displayed in sup-

port of the cause of the temporal power were keenly appreciated

by Pope Pius IX. M. Thiers used to relate of him a decidedly

good story which goes to show that the great Infallible knew
how, on occasion, to express an opinion, and that beneath the

surface he was an acute Italian diplomate. “ What gratitude

do we not owe to M. Thiers ?” said he one day to a French vis-

itor, after one of the illustrious orator’s finest speeches in sup-

port of the papal cause. “ We have only one thing more to

wish for him, that he might himself believe in the Catholic doc-

trines.” “ Eh !” resumed the Holy Father, after a silence,

“ but if he held the faith he would render me fewer services per-

haps.”

Thiers, in fact, was lacking in the Catholic faith, and he some
times found his Roman client decidedly embarrassing. At the

time of the affair of little Mortara, the young Jew who was
robbed from his parents to be forcibly baptized in a Roman con-

vent, he said to a vehement prelate who defended that crime in
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the name of God, “ How speak to me of God in such a scan-

dal ? If, to be a Christian, it is necessary to convert souls by
force, then God is not one

;
for he has not yet at this late day

suppressed the Queen of England, who, according to you, is the

head of the most dangerous heresy.” It is true that M. Thiers

would not have flung from the tribune this sharp criticism of

one of the maddest acts of contemporary papacy. He expressed

himself with such freedom only in his salon. It is there that one

must have heard him in order to know all the wealth, all the

versatility, all the fruitfulness, of his mind. There he treated

of all subjects, from the fine arts, of which he was a passionate

admirer, surrounded as he was by reproductions of the rarest

chefs-d'oeuvre of painting and of sculpture, to the most compli-

cated points of domestic and foreign politics, which he tinged

and illumined by the vivid flashes of his wit. In happy sallies,

in refined mots, in piquant anecdotes, he was inexhaustible. He
revived his memories in his chimney-corner, and all the contem-

porary figures appeared there in their turn. He never paused,

his bonhomie was charming and full of benevolence. Every

evening his salon was open to all the eminent men of his country

and his time. It was a great European rendezvous. The
most eminent members of the diplomatic corps held it an honor

to resort there frequently. At mi-dnight, when the circle had

drawn closer, the indefatigable old man still dazzled his intimate

friends by his conversation. This salon of the Place St. Georges

was a veritable political power under the Empire.

All know the supreme effort which M. Thiers put forth to

spare himself the last fault he had to commit, the war against

Prussia, which was a crime against France. Those who were

present at the famous session of the 15th of July, 1870, will

never forget the spectacle of that great citizen exhausting him-

self against a furious Assembly in order to save his country from

a mad act whose disastrous consequences he foresaw. Railed

at by the Bonapartist pack, who attempted to stifle his voice

because they passionately desired war, which was for them the

only hope of drowning the reviving liberty in blood, he struggled

to the end. One of his friends found him at the close of the

session bathed in tears. He had obeyed the purest sentiment
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of patriotism. He knew, moreover, more than he could tell.

Two days later I heard him declare in his intimate circle that

he knew to a certainty the insufficiency of the military prepara-

tions of France. When the first disasters supervened with the

swiftness of the thunder-clap, the very Empress saw herself

obliged to have recourse to him to save the nation in distress.

But the time was past. He tried, however, after Sedan, to turn

out the government of National Defence by a parliamentary

vote which would have taken away its revolutionary character.

Two days after the movement of the 4th of September, I heard

him complain bitterly of the tergiversations of that compromis-

ing party of which M. Buffet is the personification, and which,

in the years following, by its intrigues and indecisions, was to

work so much harm to France. Directly after the accession of

the new power which had swept away the Empire, M. Thiers

accepted, without hesitation, the painful mission of seeking an

alliance for his unhappy country. Nothing was more heart-

saddening, but nothing more honorable to his patriotism, than

his fruitless quest over Europe.

V.

We shall be brief upon the last part of the career of the

great citizen, for all the world retains the present memory of it.

We shall confine ourselves especially to what is less generally

known. It was then that greatness came to be added to the

brilliant qualities by which the political life and oratory of M.
Thiers had been hitherto peculiarly distinguished. Borne to

the National Assembly by twenty-three departments, he was
designated by France herself to take the power in hand in those
days of supreme peril. It was as nothing that the National As-
sembly was profoundly divided on questions of government, it

was dominated by the necessity of the public safety. The situ-

ation was terrible. One third of the country was exposed to the
horrors of a most cruel invasion, an army of three hundred
thousand men were prisoners in Germany, another army was dis-

persed in Switzerland, the army of National Defence, which had
saved the honor of the country by its resistance, was disorgan-
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ized. It was necessary to treat of peace with the knife at the

throat, whilst within, especially in the great city whose five

months of siege courageously supported had infatuated the

laboring population, the spirit of faction was muttering most

ominously. The name of M. Thiers imposed itself upon Par-

liament. His first task was to conclude peace with an all-power-

ful enemy that knew to what a plight unhappy France had been

reduced. One should have heard M. Thiers relate the agony of

those formidable hours, when he strove to dispute with Ger-

many some strip of frontier, and among others that town of

Belfort without which there was left only an open country, in-

capable of defending itself against most redoubtable aggres-

sions. It was all a drama. Herr von Bismarck appeared at

first inexorable
;
in order better to defend himself against the

patriotic energy of M. Thiers, he caused the Prussian staff, with

Herr von Moltke, its illustrious chief, and finally the king him-

self, to interpose. There was a moment in which M. Thiers de-

clared he was going to withdraw, and that he preferred the

most desperate conflict to a treaty which left the sword of Ger-

many in the side of France. He succeeded, at last, in saving

Belfort, and signed with sobs that mutilation of his country

which he had done every thing to avoid by his resistance to the

most insane of wars.

Strangely enough, the two combatants in this so unequal

diplomatic contest judged each other favorably. M. Thiers ap-

preciated in Herr von Bismarck, if we so may speak, the polit-

ical artist. He admired his genius, he enjoyed the brusque

familiarity of his language, which knew no better tactics than

freedom pushed to the point of cynicism. Herr von Bismarck

had too much spirit not to enjoy the most remarkable converser

of his time. It is related that in one of the first interviews at

Versailles, at the time of the pourparlers for an armistice in Oc-

tober, 1870, he said all at once to M. Thiers, “ Let us return

to civilization.” He desired to take away with him one of the

unrestrained conversations of former times. The represent-

ative of vanquished France had no mind to divert his terrible

interlocutor. The latter, seeing M. Thiers exhausted with

fatigue, urged him to repose upon his own couch, and himself
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covered him with a mantle. He was, for all that, none the

more yielding in the hard realities, and France had none the

less to cede Alsace and Lorraine, and to consent to a ran-

som of four milliards. The treaty once concluded, it was

necessary to have it accepted by the Assembly, and then

executed. In Jules Simon’s book may be read all that re-

lates to the great financial operations by which Thiers suc-

ceeded in redeeming and delivering the territory of France

without bringing on any monetary and financial crisis. Of this

he was prouder than of all else. It was a subject on which he

was never exhausted. He has, himself, moreover, written an

account of this great feat, which is his highest glory. It will

be published undoubtedly in the near future.

Scarcely was peace signed when it was necessary to retake

Paris over the most formidable insurrection of modern times.

The war against the Commune was conducted with as much pru-

dence as vigor, and if, in the face of impious incendiary flames

kindled by brigands, when the blood of the hostages was still

reeking, and when from more than one house of the faubourgs

musket-shots were aimed upon the soldiery—if then, in the first

moments of victory, the rebound was terrible, the government

was wholly irresponsible for those acts of too summary justice.

They made it a point of honor to pass no condemnation in

mass, and M. Thiers was always for measures of humanity.

The political question commenced from that time to

weigh upon the heart of the National Assembly in all its

gravity. The majority of that Assembly was royalist. It

had hoped to find an instrument in the chief of the executive

power, at one time so severe against the Republic. His old-

time Orleanist friends, who had recognized him as their leader

in the struggle against the Empire, doubted not of his sup-

port. He began by declaring his belief that it was his duty,

as it was the duty of all, to adjourn the question of the form

of government. “ Is there any one here,” said he, in his

memorable speech of the 17th of February, 1871, “ who would

dare to enter into learned discussion of articles of constitu-

tion whilst our prisoners are expiring miserably in distant

countries, or whilst our starving population are compelled to
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give up to foreign soldiers the last morsel of bread that is

left them ? Ah ! without doubt when we shall have lifted

from the ground where he lies the noble smitten one whose

name is France, when we shall have healed his wounds, revived

his strength, we shall restore him to himself, and then re-estab-

lished, with the freedom of his mind recovered, he shall sec

how he wishes to live. Then, having wrought our reconstruc-

tion under the Republic, we shall be able, from experience, to

pronounce upon our destinies.” M. Thiers was already decided

for himself, and the promptitude with which he recognized that

he ought to sacrifice his old political preferences and cast in his

lot freely with the Republic was not one of the least meritorious

acts of his patriotism. He gave for this adhesion, which he

recommended to all good citizens, a most peremptory motive.
“ There is only one throne to be provided for,” said he, ” and

there are three who wish to sit upon it, which is decidedly im-

possible.” This lively sally was irrefutable, and we have here

precisely the reason which forced an Assembly anti-Repub
lican in its majority to found the Republic. It was not

enough to be for the monarchy in theory
;

it was necessary to

choose between Legitimacy, Orleanism, and Bonapartism, and

from that point forward the situation was only that of a house

divided against itself. It recovered harmony only to undermine

the power of M. Thiers. It could not do more than that, so

long as the territory was not yet liberated, but it did not cease

to raise obstacles to him and to oppose his work of reparation,

thus imposing on him the most violent parliamentary conflicts

at a time when he was bearing the burden of liberation and

of the reconstruction of the country. No one has better de-

scribed what M. Thiers’s life was at this, conjuncture than M.

Jules Simon. He says :
“ M. Thiers mingled in every thing.

All the despatches passed under his eye. He endeavored to

know, minute by minute, the state of France and of Europe.

He was seen every day at the foremost outposts during the

struggle against the Commune. His soul was absorbed by the

triple conflict with the Commune, the German Cabinet, and the

Assembly. Thanks to his force of will and to the extreme

clearness of his mind, he was equal to it all. He was not only
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master of his mind but of his humor, an ever-varying surface

v/ith an undercurrent serious and constant. He could not have

proved equal to this crushing toil without that native gayety

which returned without effort, restoring to him peace and ani-

mation. He was a man truly rare
;
as great and as attractive in

intimacy as upon the stage.” 1

We admit that M. Thiers was several times mistaken in his

views of internal policy; that he showed himself too recalcitrant

to the large reforms which were necessary to the reconstruction

of a country so reduced. In the question of the imposts he was

too faithful to the system of protection, and in that of the re-

organization of the army he did not know how to raise it above

its former type. But what do his errors count for, when com-

pared to the immense services he rendered ? It was not, more-

over, because of these that he was overthrown on the 24th of

May, for most of his adversaries shared them with him. What
they could not pardon in him was his ever most hearty accept-

ance of the Republic, on which he had thrown great dclat in his

presidential message of November, 1872. On that day his fall

was determined. It was delayed only until the liberation of

the territory should have been accomplished, and on the mor-

row of the day in which the Assembly voted that he had de-

served well of his country, the coalition was inaugurated which

ended in the famous and scandalous 24th of May. His over,

throw was one of the most culpable acts of ingratitude of which

history has preserved the recollection, but one which gave to

the Republican party, as its consequence, the cohesion and the

prudence to which it owed its success three years afterwards.

Never rose Thiers so high in lofty eloquence as in the proud

speech which preceded the vote. Two days later some friends,

among them the writer of these pages, came to bear him the ex-

pression of their admiration and sympathy, and were received

in that Presidential Palace of Versailles where already was felt

the solitude of abandonment, and whence the liberator of the

land, the saviour of his country, was, as it were, driven out by
the impatient haste of the bloody enemies of the Republic, they

who were to find their first punishment in their powerlessness.

1 “ Le Gouvernement de M. Thiers,”, vol. ii., p. 241.
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Thiers was even greater in retirement than in power. He re-

mained the cherished and respected chief of the great Republican

party. From him, in grave moments, the decisive word was
awaited. He pronounced it even from beyond the tomb, through

his electoral manifesto against the criminal coalition of the 16th

of May, published after his death. He worked to the very last

hour
;
he fell in the furrow, or rather at his post of combat, giv-

ing his last breath to his so much loved fatherland. The full ex-

tent of the nation’s gratitude was shown at those obsequies of

the great citizen where were seen around his coffin a million men
with weeping eyes, holding back their indignation under un-

worthy provocations, in order to honor his memory by a last

act of patriotic self-restraint.

We are almost dismayed when we consider the indefatigable

activity of Thiers during his long life, and all that it produced.

No one knew how better to regulate the employment of his time

than he. Every day he was up at five o’clock in the morning.

When he was in power he took advantage of the time when he

was sure of not being interrupted, to prepare, as the case might

be, his speeches, or the most important affairs of foreign or

domestic policy. He gave audience at the most improbable

hours. Returned to private life, he gave himself sacredly to

his labors of authorship, without quitting them till midday.

After his ddjcuncr he went out, visited the Chamber, and then

regularly took a siesta from six o’clock till eight. After having

gathered at his dinner-table a few congenial friends, he received

during the whole evening up to midnight, always standing,

always animated, sparkling with wit, without stiffness, without

conceit, his welcome was full of good grace and good humor, and

he knew how to make it affectionate for all his friends. He
never forgot a mark of friendship or devotion for his person or

his cause. He had no rancour against his enemies
;
he was con-

tent with some witty, some more or less piquant, thrust at

them
;
but he knew how to forget the gravest wrongs. At the

time of the nomination of seventy-five permanent senators to

the National Assembly, there was an understanding between

the Left and the extreme Right, a party which detested the Or-

leanists still more than the Republicans. One of the members
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of that party had signalized himself by his abusive speeches

against Thiers. “ Never will Thiers vote for me,” said he to

one of his friends. Thiers allowed him to be informed that he

might count upon receiving his vote. “ On the next day, at the

session,” related the former President of the Republic, ” I saw

the same senator coming towards me with a smile that was like

a kiss. ‘ Well, yes,’ said I to him, ‘ I will vote for you
;
you

see, indeed, that I am capable of anything.’ ” This delicate sar-

casm sufficed for his revenge.

One could not too much admire the energy displayed by this

old man of so frail appearance. His features had nothing re-

markable in themselves, but his mobile, intellectual physiog-

nomy took on an irresistible charm in conversation. There was

also the Thiers of great occasions, of the days of blood and

grief, the saviour of the country in distress. This was the

Thiers whom the beautiful portrait by Bonnat has rendered

with rare power. This was he whom last year the Chamber of

Deputies, with the purest enthusiasm, named with acclamation,

when it interrupted M. de Fourtou, the worthy minister of the

government of intriguers and conspirators which had grasped the

power on the 16th of May, 1877. He had had the impudence

to pay homage for the liberation of the territory to the monarch-

ical majority of the National Assembly, when more than three

hundred deputies rose like a single man, and pointing out the

illustrious old man, exclaimed : Le violh, le liberateur de la

France
,
le viola ! It was impossible to be present at this scene

without being suffused with tears. Thiers himself was moved
to weep. Such an hour is recompense indeed for injuries.

One of his last preoccupations was the great philosophical

work which he was preparing. He has often conversed with

me upon it. He wished to combat with all his might the

school of materialistic transformism which eliminates God from

nature and from history. It was in order to be able to refute

this, which appeared to him the most mischievous of errors that

he gave himself up to the most extensive studies in the natural

sciences, surrounding himself with their most eminent repre-

sentatives. He did not rise above Deism
;

full of respect for

the religion of Christ, he had not passed the limit which sepa-
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rates Theism from Supernaturalism. But his faith in God was

full and complete, and in preparing himself to defend him he

showed what importance he ascribed to him. There is certainly

a real grandeur in this exalted and final preoccupation of the

illustrious statesman. The God in whom he believed has, with-

out doubt, lifted from before his eyes the veil which prevented

his recognizing the highest wisdom in the glorious foolishness

of the love of Christ crucified. The memory of Thiers rests

dear and sacred to all who had the happiness of being admitted

within the circle of his intimacy. His name is inscribed in the

first rank upon the Book of Gold of his native France, which he

so passionately loved, so courageously admonished, so faith-

fully served, and so gloriously saved.

Edmond de Pressens^.



FINAL CAUSE, M. JANET, AND PROFESSOR NEW-
COMB.

I
HAVE before me two works on Final Cause. The one

is an address at the annual meeting of a scientific asso-

ciation, by a gentleman who is eminent as an astronomer, but

who has gone out of his way to take up a topic with which he

is not specially acquainted, and who has uttered words of which

he does not see the meaning, nor the consequences, nor the use

which will be made of them. The other is an elaborate treatise

by one who has devoted his life to the study of high philo-

sophic themes, and has now given us a defence of Final Cause,

which few will dare to attack and no man will be able to over-

throw, so thoroughly does he expound the truth and answer all

the objections which have been brought against it.

In former years it was customary for the presidents of scien-

tific associations to open the meetings with an account of the

discoveries that had been made in the immediately previous

years
;
and very often at the close there was a reverential

acknowledgment of the wisdom and goodness of God as mani-

fested in His works. I remember the brief but earnest testi-

monies which were given to divine truth by such men as Sir

David Brewster, Sir John Herschel, and Faraday. But all this

is now changed. Tyndall departed from the custom at the

opening of the British Association in Belfast, where he dis-

coursed de omnibus rebus et quibusdem aliis, and ended with de-

claring that he believed that every thing could be explained by

1 “ The Course of Nature.” An Address delivered before the American Asso-

ciation for the Advancement of Science, August 22d, 1878.

“Final Causes.” By Paul Janet. Translated from the French by William

Affleck, B.D. With Preface by Robert Flint, D.D., LL.D.

24
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the potency of matter. We are in danger, unless public opinion

speaks out against it, of American scientists following the

tempting example set them in Great Britain. Professor New-
comb, in opening the American Association in August last, de-

clines attempting to take up the subject of the advance in sci-

entific research during the year, and gives as his reason that

owing to “ the immensity of the field of research it has become
impossible for any to follow its progress in all its branches.”

But was it incumbent on the president to take *up all the

branches ? Why should he not have confined himself to his

own department, and given us a summary of the great discover-

ies which have been made of late years in astronomy ? No
man could have done this more effectively, and no topic could

have been more interesting than the glimpses which we have

recently had of the chemistry of the stars. But instead he has

entered on a subject with which he is not specially acquainted,

has written upon it ignorantly and illogically, and uttered state-

ments which will be turned to ends which the professor will not

approve. •

It is time to lay an arrest on this tendency of scientific men
to rush into topics not lying in their own rich domains. Pro-

fessor Huxley, as President of one of the sections at the last

meeting of the British Association, declared that he would stop

any speaker who appealed to Scripture for or against scientific

hypotheses. But should there not be a counter rule that any

member of a scientific society, leaving the rails set for him, in

order to attack real or even supposed religious truth, should also

be arrested ? One of the peculiarities of these assaults on cher-

ished religious convictions is, that they are not made in Sec-

tional meetings where they could be met by members, but by

presidents from the chair, which courtesy does not allow any

one to attack in return. The consequence is, that the discus-

sions have to be carried beyond the walls of the schools of sci-

ence, where those who listened to the attacks may never hear

the defence. What right had Professor Newcomb to take ad-

vantage of his position, where no one had a right to reply to

him, to offend the religious convictions of many, and to try to

convince young men that design is not evidenced by the phys-

ical universe ? Most men do believe that the works of God in-
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dicate, and as Paul declares, in consonance with the almost uni-

versal beliefs of humanity, that “ the invisible things of God are

clearly seen, being understood by the things that are made,

even His eternal power and Godhead.” If the professor has

any thing to say against this, he has abundant means at hand

in the public press and in other societies. There are indica-

tions of a rising feeling against scientific men teaching by
authority their yet unverified hypotheses in promiscuous assem-

blies, and in schools and colleges, as if they were established

truth. Virchow has led the way in this protest
;
and Tyndall

has been obliged to acknowledge his position to be substantially

sound. Dr. Dawson, of Montreal, has uttered a like sound in

the University of Harvard, and recorded it in this Review. I

believe that the American public are prepared to let scientific

men know that, while they will be listened to reverentially when
they confine themselves to experimental investigations, they

will be met vigorously when they travel beyond their proper

territory, and turn their societies to other purposes than those

which they profess to serve.

It is a notable circumstance that a number of the eminent

scientists of the present day have not been trained at colleges

or universities. They have betaken themselves to their favorite

pursuits from their love to them, and made valuable discoveries

because they have approached them by a new road. But they

have not enjoyed the advantage of comprehensive instruction

in philosophy and in the science of the human mind, such as is

required in our higher universities. The consequence is that

they are specialists, imagining all the while that they are univer-

salists, and are filled with all knowledge. I do like to see Tyn-
dall and Huxley careering in their respective sciences

;
but

when they pass beyond their magic circle, they are weak and
erring as other men. I have had occasion to rebuke religious

men when they make bold assertions in science, say in regard

to the doctrine of development, of which they are profoundly
ignorant. But it is equally needful, at the time to which we
have now come, to restrain scientific men when they would
make assertions and denials in regard to deep philosophical and
religious themes which they have not studied, and which can as
little be mastered without study—they will acknowledge—as
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their own favorite sciences, which require long training and

thought.

The key-note of his discourse, Professor Newcomb tells us,

is the proposition “that science concerns itself only with phe-

nomena and the relations which connect them, and does not take

account of any questions which do not in some way admit of

being brought to the test of observation. The only universe it

knows is that made known by the telescope, the microscope, and
other appliances of observation. ” He tells us expressly that sci-

ence “ refers only to things which admit of being perceived by
the senses, or at least of being conceivable as thus perceptible

and he adds that “ there is no scientific knowledge beyond this

visible frame.’’ Surely this is a narrow view of science. It

seems to exclude a department with which the professor is well

acquainted
;

that is, mathematics. No doubt mathematical

truths admit, in a sense, of being brought to the test of obser-

vation
;
but they are true prior to observation, and it may be

long before they can be verified by this test. Some of the late

discoveries in the higher mathematics, such as quaternions and

quantics, have not been so tested. He speaks everywhere of

the forces of nature being mechanical, whereas he must know
that chemical affinities have not been shown to be mechanical,

and there is no evidence that vital action such as assimilation

and absorption are of this character. As a more serious oversight,

he takes no notice of mental action, such as perception, mem-
ory, imagination, reason, emotion, conscience, will. He will

no doubt reply that he was not required, in addressing an asso-

ciation which deals with physics, to mention these
;
and in this

he is so far right. He acknowledges that physics do not con-

stitute the whole of the universe. But then he asserts that sci-

ence refers only to things which admit of being perceived by

the senses, and that there is no scientific knowledge beyond

this visible frame. In this way he shuts out from the domain

of science mental action, which I hold admits of scientific treat-

ment quite as much as material action, though it is not visible,

and is not made known by the telescope, the microscope, or

any like appliances. I do believe that the professor honestly

meant to keep physics within its proper bounds, and if he had

said that physics as physics had to do with nothing but me-
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chanical cause, he might have done good service both to science

and religion. But without intending it (for I admit the good-

ness of his intention), he leaves the impression that there is no

science except that which deals with mechanical forces, and that

these give no evidence of an end or purpose in nature, or of

the existence of God.

He once and again refers to a higher sphere than that which

he has swept with his telescope. His language is reverential,

and there is every reason to believe that it is sincere and ear-

nest. But he does not give us any indication as. to what that

sphere is, as to where it is, or how we may reach it. Doubtless

he has in some way reached a belief that there is such a

region
;
but he has kicked down the ladder by which many

have risen to it, and he has not provided us with any other.

Meanwhile, and without any special application whatever to

Prof. Newcomb, we must protest against the conspiracy which

certain men have intentionally or unintentionally entered into,

to deprive us of one stronghold of religion after another, telling

us all the while that they do not mean to deprive us of religion

itself,—thus following the policy of the Saxons when they drove

out the ancient Britons, always on the pretext of aiding them.

I suppose that these men conceive that we should be grateful

to them for their generous admissions as to religion. But some
of us are shrewd enough to see that they are treating us very

much as the Epicureans did their gods, whom they placed in a

high serene region, where they had nothing to do and took no

interest whatever in the welfare of man. Tyndall tells us that

religion cannot be rooted out of the hearts of men
;
but he

does not show us what kind of religion can remain when he

has derived all things from matter and bound them in an iron

chain of necessity. Huxley deprives us of immortality, but

leaves to any one who wishes to engage in it a worship chiefly

of
11
the silent sort,” while he does not and cannot tell to

whom it is to be paid, or who there is to hear it. Herbert

Spencer allows a wide enough sphere to religion
;

it is the un-

known, darker than any heathen grove. Professor Newcomb
has undoubtedly somewhere a temple where he pays sincere

worship
;
but this is not in the works of God, in which he dis-

covers nothing but clanking mechanism. We cannot allow
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ourselves to be thus bowed out of one apartment after another of

our goodly temple. We do insist that God works in His works.

We do love to behold Him in the beautiful forms of plants and

animals. We can confidently commit ourselves to His provi-

dence, which is so admirably adapted to our state and charac-

ter. We refuse to yield to that wretched sophistry which

would convince us that God has so excluded Himself from His

works that He cannot hear the cry of distress or answer the

prayer for light.

Professor Newcomb claims that he can account for the

course of nature by Mechanical Causes, and argues that there-

fore it is not necessary or scientific to call in Final Cause.

Now we may admit to him that efficient causes are found every-

where in nature, and that all events are brought about by
them. I choose the phrase efficient causes, because I am not sure

that all the forces of nature are mechanical
;
there seem also

to be chemical and vital forces, and these have not yet been

resolved into mechanism. Admitting the universal action of

forces or efficient causes, I am not thereby precluded from dis-

covering final causes. It can be shown that the enlightened

defenders of final causes never believed them to be inconsistent

with efficient causes. To establish this point and to clear up

the prevalent confusion of thought, I propose to give a brief

historical account of the views that have been entertained, and

the discussions that have taken place in regard to the various

kinds of causes.

From the very beginning of inquiry, men referred to causes
;

but Aristotle was the first to distinguish between the different

sorts of causes. This he did in his Physics, ii. 3, and recapitu-

lated in his Metaphysics, i. 3, with a farther reference in Post

Anal., ii. II. In these passages he uses the word (cause) in a

wider, and it may be allowed in a looser, sense than we now do.

The grand object of the First Philosophy is to discover causes.

By cause he meant all that is necessary to account for or explain

a thing, all that is necessary in order to its being as it is, and

therefore to our comprehending it and explaining it. In later

times the word cause is commonly restricted to efficient cause,

to productive cause, or as Hume analysed it, invariable antece-

dent. Aristotle included this, but also included other things
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necessary, as he thought, to make a thing what it is. He had

four kinds of causes. He had first a matter and a subject
(
tt/v

v\t]v xai to vnoxEifiEvov). He had secondly a cause, whence the

beginning of motion
(
odsv i) apxw xivrjGEGoi). Thirdly, he

had a cause which was the substance—that in which a thing con-

sisted (tj)v ovffiav xai to ti pv Eivai). Fourthly, he had that on

account of which a thing is (to ov eysxa). More briefly, he had a

vXrj, an apxp xivt/gegos, an iiSoS, and a teXos, which we translate

a material, an efficient, a formal, and a final cause. He sought

in every object for each of these. He did not regard the one

as inconsistent with the other. He often found several of

them in one and the same object (De Anim., ii. 8). In regard

to the material cause, he represents the Ionians as seeking for it

and finding it in water, air, or fire. As to the efficient cause

he regarded it as that which produces motion or change. The
formal cause corresponded to the Idea of Plato, only he repre-

sents it as being not above things, but in things. He does not

use final cause to prove the divine existence
;
he supposes the

thing to have in itself (as immanent) an end after which it is

striving—a view very much the same as that taken by Hegel.

He blames Plato for neglecting the efficient and the final, and

confining his attention to the material and the formal.

These distinctions were not drawn by the thinkers who pre-

ceded Aristotle. Socrates, without giving final cause a sepa-

rate place, used the argument from final cause—the argument

from intention or design, as seen for instance in the eyelids to

protect the eyes. Plato argued more from the models or pat-

terns in nature. Epicurus simply ignored final causes. The
Stoics identified efficient and final, representing every thing as

done in conformity with the decree (fatum) of God
;
and so

ordered that one thing is a prognostic of another thing. Cicero

(De Nat. Deor. 115) and Augustine (Civ. Dei xi. 4, 21) appeal,

like Plato, to the order of the universe. The schoolmen did

not use Aristotle’s division of causes so frequently as they

did his logical distinctions, but occasionally they proceeded

upon it.

Coming to modern times, Bacon adopted Aristotle's four-

fold division of causes. He gives material and formal causes

to Physics, and formal and final to Metaphysics, which he
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regards as occupying a higher sphere than physics. It is often

said, by men who have never read Bacon’s works and take his

opinions at second-hand, that Bacon sets aside final cause.

This is an entire mistake. He would exclude it from physics,

but it is only to give it a higher place in metaphysics. He
compares it to the vestal virgins, not productive indeed, but

dedicated to God. He erred, I think, in excluding final cause

altogether from physics, where it may be used, if properly

restricted, in the study of organisms, where the means are ends

and the ends means. While he was living, Harvey discovered

the circulation of the blood by the principle of teleology, argu-

ing that the valves which he saw opening in one direction

and not in the opposite must be intended to let a fluid pass

through—thus discovering the grand doctrine of the circulation

of the blood. But Bacon was right in insisting so strongly that

the discovery of final cause should not keep men from seeking

the efficient cause. Bacon attached great importance to the

discovery of forms, which he represented as the supreme end of

all science. The form of a thing is that which makes it what it

is,—thus, anticipating our latest science, he regards motion as

the form of heat. Without fully seeing it, he came very near

to Plato
;
the aim of all science, according to both, being to

discover ideas, forms, or patterns
;
only, according to Plato, the

ideas are to be discovered by calling forth the inward idea,

while according to Bacon they are to be found by a careful

induction of facts. Bacon showed profound wisdom in making

the discovery of forms the supreme end of all science
;
and in

placing the forms of nature at the very top of the pyramid and

next unto God.

Descartes perceived God in every mechanical action, and

could not believe that God was to be seen in one act more than

in another; and insists that we ought to beware lest, “ in our

presumption, we imagine that the ends which God proposed to

Himself in the creation of the world are understood by us”

(Princip. Philos., iii. 2). There is a misapprehension here of the

kind of ends supposed to be discovered by final cause, and it is

curious that his error is pointed out by Gassendi, an adherent of

the Epicurean philosophy. “You say,” he replies to Descartes,
“ that it does not seem to you that you could investigate and
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undertake to discover without rashness the ends of God. But

although that may be true if you mean to speak of ends that God
has willed to be hidden, still it cannot be the case with those

which He has, as it were, exposed to the view of the world, and

which are discovered without much labor.” The celebrated

natural philosopher Robert Boyle also answered Descartes.

Referring to a gnomonic instrument, “ It would no doubt be

great presumption on the part of a peasant, ignorant alike of

mathematical science and the intentions of the a/tist, to believe

himself capable of discovering all the ends in view of which this

machine so curiously wrought has been constructed
;
but when

he remarks that it is furnished with an index with lines and

horary numbers—in short, with all that constitutes a sun-dial,

and sees successively the shadow of the index mark in succes-

sion the hour of the day, there would on his part be as little

presumption as error in concluding that this instrument, what-

ever may be its other uses, is certainly a dial made to show the

hours.” Leibnitz, with his usual comprehensiveness of mind,

would unite final and physical causes. ‘‘It is good,” he says,
‘‘ to conciliate those who hope to explain mechanically the

formation of the first texture of an animal, and of the entire

mechanism of the parts with those who give an account of the

same structure by final causes. Both are good, and the authors

who follow these different ways ought not to abuse each other.” 1

From this survey we gather that some of the profoundest

thinkers that have appeared in our world have seen more than

mechanical cause in the course of nature, and that they have

discovered no inconsistency between efficient and final cause.

We are now to illustrate these two points.

There is a foundation in nature for Aristotle’s fourfold divi-

sion of explanatory causes, though we may have to amend it

somewhat to suit it to modern science.

Material Cause.—Here we inquire into the nature of the

substances, be they inanimate body, or living body or mind.

It is the end pursued in chemistry, and in all the sciences de-

pendent on it, and so far also in psychology. No doubt the in-

quiries into the matter, and the forces in matter, may be mixed

1 The quotations from Gassendi, Boyle, and Leibnitz may be found in M.
Janet’s work, pp. 184, 185, 119.
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up with each other
;
but they may be distinguished, and it is

often desirable to separate them.

Efficient Cause .— It appears to me that since the discovery of

the doctrine of the conservation of energy, or of the persistence

of force, as Spencer calls it, the whole subject of causation (ob-

jective) needs to be carefully reviewed by some one combining
scientific knowledge with philosophic comprehension. Mr. J. S.

Mill seems to me to have clearly shown that all causation is dual

or plural, as implying two or more agents acting on each other.

We say that a certain plant was 'killed by frost : but when we
spread out the full phenomenon we find that the true cause was
not the mere frost or cold, but the state of the plant and the

state of the temperature combined, for it is only when these

unite that the plant is killed
;
with a stronger plant, or with

less cold, there might have been no such result. I have carried

out this doctrine a step farther, and shown that there is a dual-

ity or plurality not only in the cause, but in the effect, which

consists of a change both in the plant and in the temperature.

A picture falls from a wall, and breaks a table below
;
the

cause, the productive cause, the invariable antecedent, consists

both of the picture and table
;
but the effect also consists both

of the picture and table in a new state, the picture having lost

momentum and the table being broken. Taking this view of

physical causation, we see that the course of nature consists of

agents affecting each other, changing other things, and being

themselves changed. Nature is not, as Newcomb seems to view

it, a chain going on in one line : it is a network going out in all

possible lines, stretching out from every given point to the cir-

cumference of the cosmos. The forces acting are quite as

ready to produce disorder as order, to produce evil as good.

We see the need of an ordering power to produce order and

beneficence, and so we have— *

Formal Cause—the idea of Plato, the i'iSos of Aristotle, the

law of modern science, and the type of naturalists. We have

here mechanical causes, but co-ordinated so as to produce

orderly results, as we see in what are called the laws of nature.

The properties of bodies, such as attraction, chemical affinity,

etc., may be simple
;
but they require conditions, that is, co-

operating agents, in order to their working. But the general
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laws of nature are always complex
;
that is, imply the action of

two or more agents operating and co-operating. We see this

in the law of the succession of day and night, of the revolution

of the seasons, spring, summer, autumn, and winter
;

in the

motion of the planets in their orbits. What a number and

variety of agents conspiring in the reproduction of plants and

animals
;
in the seed, the blade, the fruit, the decay of the

vegetable
;
in the germ, the growth, the death of the animal

!

What a complexity in order to the production of the mathe-

matically exact forms and harmonious colors of the shell, the

stalk and the flower, the bones of plants and animals ! What
a combination to produce those types according to which we
classify the animate kingdoms, and which make every living

thing to grow after its kind l What a complex complexity in

that assortment of forces which produce development and

heredity—processes of which we now talk so glibly and

familiarly, but of the elements of which we know so little !

All these may be called the ideas or forms of nature.

Final Cause.—Here there is a concurrence of mechanical or

efficient causes to produce an evident result. It is not an ante-

cedent followed by an effect
;

it is the consequent or issue of

a number of conspiring antecedents. From the number of

agents combining to effect an end we argue that there are in-

tention and purposes. I suppose a hundred agents so far inde-

pendent must combine before I can see. I infer that there

must have been a designed arrangement in order to their com-
ing together to produce the obvious end.

We discover these four causes in the works of man. That

statue of Hercules had a material cause in the marble in the

quarry
;
an efficient cause in the chisel of the sculptor

;
a

formal cause in the shape given it
;
and a final cause in its be-

ing set up in a temple. We can discover the same four causes in

nature. In shells we have the matter, be it carbonate of lime, or

whatever else
;
the chemical forces operating

;
the mathemati-

cal form taken—possibly a spiral
;
and an end the protection of

the animal. In the plant, say the apple-tree, we have the

chemical elements
;
we have the vital forces, whatever they be

;

we have the shape taken by the tree and by its flower
;
and a

final cause in the fruit provided for the sustenance of living
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creatures. In the cereals there is matter in the composition of

the plants, an efficient (not necessarily a mechanical) cause in

the vital forces, a formal cause in the form taken, and a final

cause in the food provided for the nourishment of man and liv-

ing creatures. Take the two colors, blue-purple and orange-

yellow, found in the flower of the forget-me-not : they must
have a composition produced in some way by the dividing of

the beam
;
they are found in all the plants of the species

;
and

they are suited to the eye, which delights to look on comple-

mentary colors—that is, the colors that make up the beam.

I believe that these four principles can be discovered in all

animated objects. In dead matter it may be more difficult to

detect all of them in every individual object. Yet in the higher

forms we can discover several of them. Thus in crystals, the

crystalline forms, which all bodily substances are capable of as-

suming, we have the matter, the forces, and also the forms
;
but

it might be difficult to discover a special final cause. Plato, in

seeking to find his idea everywhere, was asked whether he

could find it in the dust or sand of the ground, and acknowl-

edged that he was in difficulties. Modern science could help

him here, and show him by the microscope beautiful forms in

the rudest matter. It might be impossible in such cases to de-

tect a final cause
;
but just as we argue that there is efficient

cause everywhere, though we may not be able to discover it in

every occurrence (Professor Newcomb will acknowledge this),

we may, on a like principle, infer that as we discover a purpose

in so many parts of nature so there is purpose everywhere, if

only we can discover it
;
and thus reach the conclusion of

Socrates, Plato, and Leibnitz, that nature consists of physical

causes working for ends.

I am sure that the course of nature cannot be compre-

hended or explained except by taking into account more than

efficient cause, except indeed by all of the principles we have

been considering. The chemist will insist on knowing what is

the elemental composition of the crystal, the rose, or the crus-

tacean. The naturalist will seek for the type that he may be

able to arrange it. The merchant will wish to know its eco-

nomical use that he may buy or sell it.

We know not what is the number of elements in the mate-
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rial universe. The ancient Greeks supposed them to be four :

air, water, fire, and earth. Modern chemistry has found sixty-

four, which it cannot analyze into any thing simpler. It is said

that Professor Lockyer thinks he has evidence that some of

these can be resolved into others. It is certain that there is in

nature a certain number of elements, be it four or sixty-four,

with their properties. We may conclude that these are adapt-

ed to each other. Were they not, they would not act upon

each other, molecule on molecule, atom on atom, mass on mass,

as they evidently do. The orderly results point to an insti-

tuted order. Being so adapted, if these elements were cast into

a capacious vessel, they would produce regular results such as

we see in a kaleidoscope, where we have a number of beads

thrown into a constructed receptacle, and reflected by glass,

and producing regular figures. Here we have in the figures a

material cause in the instrument, with its wood and glass and

beads
;
an efficient cause in the movements of the beads

;
and a

formal cause in the regular shapes and dispositions. It can

scarcely be said that in the figures themselves there is a final

cause, for no end is served by them, except indeed to give

pleasure to the beholder. But there is certainly a formal cause.

And I would have it noticed that this form is a result of arrange-

ments made, and of mutual adaptations, arguing a purpose and

design. So it is with the laws, as they are called, and types

of nature. They are the result of a vast number of agents or effi-

cient causes combining and co-operating. We thus see that the

very order of nature is a manifestation and evidence, as Plato,

Cicero, and Augustine argued, of plan and purpose, and there-

fore of intelligence.

But Final Cause furnishes another and a more special argu-

ment. It may be noticed of the figures of the kaleidoscope

that they never show final cause, properly so called. They
never show amidst their great variety such utility as a lichen, a

polype, a finger or a toe, much less a hand or an ear. Mathe-

maticians tell us how many millions of chances there are

against a handful of molecules ever producing an ear, and how
many millions of millions against their producing on the same
frame an eye, a nose, a tongue, skin, and muscle, and nerve,

and brain. How many milliards of milliards of chances against
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the formation of all the senses and organs of all the creatures

on the face of the earth. The meeting of these efficient causes

in the frame of man and animal makes it as certain as mathe-
matics can make it of their being an end contemplated and de-

signed.

The force of this argument is not to be avoided by saying

that what we represent as final causes are merely conditions of

existence. True they are conditions of existence
;
but the proofs

of design lie in the conditions of existence all meeting in

the hundreds or thousands of coincidences all coming together to

form the rose, or the deer. The strings of a harp are the con-

ditions of its existence, and we argue that the harp has been
made for a purpose, because the strings are all there and yield

music.

Professor Newcomb evidently labors under several very er-

roneous impressions in regard to final cause. “ From the very

earliest at which men began to think two modes of explaining

the operations of nature have presented themselves to his at-

tention. These modes are sometimes designated as the teleo-

logical and mechanical. He thinks that final cause is meant to

give the same sort of explanation of a phenomenon as efficient

cause. But all enlightened defenders of final cause have assert-

ed that the two principles or causes do not accomplish the

• same ends. Final causes or ends were never meant to account

for the production of an event
;
this is done by efficient cause.

On the other hand, an efficient cause does not show how efficient

causes or forces should combine to produce an obviously intended

beneficent result—the good, as Aristotle calls the final cause.

The fact that the ear was meant to hear did not make the ear,

though there are passages in Lamarck which seem to indicate

that the wish of the fish to fly actually gave it wings. We
bring in efficient cause to explain one thing, namely, produc-

tion
;
and final cause to explain another thing, a combination to

produce a useful end. Again, he argues that we are entitled to

call in final cause only when physical cause fails, thereby falling

into the error of Kant and Laplace, both far-sighted but one-

eyed men. But surely he sees both efficient and final cause in the

telescope by which he scans the heavens so profitably : efficient

cause in the formation of it by Clark, and final cause in the use
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to which he is able to turn it. Now will it do to say that he

uses the instrument because it is there
;

it is there because he

or some other was meant to employ it. It is conceivable that

there should be a like union of the two principles in the eye

and in the works of nature generally.

He is evidently under a farther impression that the two are

inconsistent. He thus makes them rivals, and supposes that

the one strives with and overcomes the other. But final cause,

so far from being inconsistent with efficient cause, implies a

combination of physical causes, which are blind in themselves,

but which are led by a prearranging power to combine to ac-

complish an end. He insinuates that as mechanical cause

comes to be seen everywhere that final cause will have to hide

itself. But viewed by a mind capable of seeing two truths

alongside of each other, the belief in and the evidence of ends

in nature are not vanishing, as the professor expects. We have

as clear and certain proof that the eye was meant to see and

the ear to hear as the first man had, and can now discover more

fully the wonderful machinery by which the ends are effected.

The professor’s argument against final cause is the most

glaring example of the fallacy of irrelevant conclusion or of

ignoratio elenchi
,
which I have seen for many a day. He

would disprove the existence of final cause, and he merely

attempts to prove the universal presence of mechanical cause.

With proper explanations we may admit all he claims as to

mechanism and not feel thereby that teleology is weakened.

Let us look at the principles at work when our astronomer gazes

at a binary star with his telescope. Rays go out from the star,

proceed in vibrations, first through millions of miles of ether,

then through thousands of miles of air
;
then into the telescope,

where they are turned in a variety of ways
;
then into the eye,

into the cornea, which is transparent
;
into convergent media,

which unite the luminous rays, the three refracting media—
the aqueous humor, crystalline lens, and vitreous humor—till

they fall on the retina, where, according to the theory of Young,
carried out by Helmholtz, there are twelve thousand or even

twenty thousand cones, sensitive to various kinds of light, and

they form there the image of two stars with perhaps com-
plementary colors. The process is not ended till an action
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goes up through the optic nerve into the brain, and not

till then does the astronomer see his star. The want or the

failure of any one of these processes, thousands in number,

would prevent vision or make it imperfect. 1 In this long and
complicated process there has been mechanical cause through-

out. Professor Newcomb will not deny that there is final

cause, in the part of it which goes on in the telescope
;
but if

there be an end manifested in the passage of the rays through

the one instrument, the telescope, there is like, but far stronger

evidence of a purpose in the other instrument, the eye.

In all such discussions a distinction of some kind is drawn
as to the actual operations of the forces or laws of nature.

Paley in his “ Natural Theology” indicates a distinction be-

tween the laws of nature and their construction, and speaks of

an adjustment being necessary, and of “ the laws being fixed
”

and “ the construction being adapted to them ” (Nat. Theol.,

iii.). Dr. Chalmers drew elaborately and illustrated at great

length the distinction between the Laws of Matter and the Col-

locations or Dispositions of Matter. “ We can imagine all the

present and existing laws of matter to be in full operation, and

yet, just for the want of a right local disposition of parts, the

universe might be that wild undigested medley of things in

which no one trace or character of a designing architect was at

all discernible” (Nat. Theol., ii. 1). Mr. Mill has adopted this

distinction, and sees that “collocations as well as laws are

necessary to the operation of nature” (Log., iii. 12, 16). I

have taken up the subject at this point and endeavored to give

the distinction greater precision. I have shown that it is be-

tween, not the laws of matter and collocations, but between the

properties of matter and adjustments necessary to their opera-

tion. I have shown that the laws of matter are not simple, but

1 M. Janet has shown that Helmholtz has answered his own objection derived

from the imperfections in the eye. The great German physicist says :
“ The ap-

propriateness of the eye to its end exists in the most perfect manner, and is re-

vealed even in the limits given to its defects. A reasonable man will not take a

razor to cleave blocks ; in like manner every useful refinement in the optical use of

the eye would have rendered that organ more delicate and slower in its applica-

tion.” This is sufficient to defend final cause. But a full explanation may have

to take into account the existence—the great mystery of our world—of disease

and pain.
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complex, and imply adjustments
;
this is the case with the sea-

sons, the typical forms of plants and animals
;

all imply a num-

ber of agents or properties combined to produce a uniform

result. Such laws are not mechanical forces, but the results of

mechanical forces adjusted (Meth. Div. Gov., ii. i) and imply-

ing a purpose. Professor Newcomb seems to feel a difficulty

in understanding how there should be any thing else than

mechanism necessary to explain the course of nature. And
yet he has been obliged to draw this very distinction without

seeing its meaning: “ In this work we have to be concerned

with two things—the general laws of nature, as they are famil-

iarly called, and the facts or circumstances which determine the

operation of these laws.
”

The professor imagines that final cause implies “ interfer-

ence” and “ miracles,” and says :
“ We are not to call in a super-

natural cause to account for a result which could have been

produced by the action of the known laws of nature.” But ac-

cording to the view of the great body of the supporters of final

cause, and according to the view now presented, we do not

need to call in a “ supernatural cause,” for all may be per-

formed by the known laws of nature. Nor do we need an in-

terference to bring about the special designs of God, say to

send blessings, when God so intends it, to reward the good
;
or

judgments when He means to arrest the evil, or to give an an-

swer to prayer for things agreeable to His will. There is no

interference with the machine in a factory when it lets off its

cotton, or its linen thread, or its paper
;

it was planned and

adjusted for this very purpose. The reaper is all mechanical,

and it has no conscious design
;
but it throws off and binds its

sheaves for an evident purpose. So in the far grander machin-

ery of nature it is arranged that good is encouraged and evil

so far restrained and punished. True, the mechanical force?

work blindly : they know not and do not care for the conse-

quences
;
but these were all foreseen by One who appointed

them and arranged them for the accomplishment of grand pur-

poses, and small ones—as we reckon them
;
for the progress of

the world in knowledge and civilization, to adorn that lily, to feed

that raven, to secure that the sparrow cannot fall to the ground,

and protect, in answer to prayer, the widow and the fatherless.

2 5
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I could show, if the time allowed or the subject required,

that there is a wonderful correspondence between the scientific

doctrine of the uniformity of nature and the Scripture doctrine

of foreordination. They are the same truths
;

the one seen

from below and from the earth, the other seen from above and

from heaven. Both imply that every thing is fixed
;
but both

also imply that every thing is arranged to accomplish special,

and these beneficent, ends. Nature is uniform, and as we per-

ceive it to be so, we proceed to use that very uniformity.

Every thing is ordained, and believing that prayer is one of the

ordained means, we use prayer to secure our ends—these ends

being agreeable to His will. Because nature is uniform, we do

not, therefore, on account of speculative difficulties, refuse to

toil for our food. Just as little does the Christian, because of

infidel objections, refuse to pray for blessings such as God is

ready to give
;
and he finds that the blessing has been ordained

and comes at the proper time, and in answer to the prayer

which has also been ordained, and this to secure its end.

I feel that I ought to refer here to a statement of Dr.

Draper in the January number of this Review. I am not sure

what is the drift of that article. He pictures in dark colors the

low state of faith in this age, and seems—and we are bound to

give him credit for sincerity—to deplore it. I am not sure that

religious belief in America is at so low an ebb as he imagines.

He seems to account for the prevailing infidelity by alleging

that it is a revulsion against the superstition of bygone ages. I

do not see that superstition in past time or in certain conti-

nental countries can justify scepticism in our day or country.

He seems to regard this defect of faith as an evil. But what is

he doing to remove it ? He sees that the politician cannot

effectually contend with it. Who then is to contend with it ?

He does not tell us what is the true faith which is to oppose

superstition on the one hand and infidelity on the other. His

historical sketches are one-sided, as giving only the unbelieving

side. To be impartial, he should narrate the atrocities of infi-

dels, as seen for instance in the first French revolution, which

drove so many back to superstition. His theories are not phi-

losophical. What can be more weak and ridiculous than his

theory of the origin of the belief in one God at the opening of
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the Christian era? “The acknowledgment of one emperor

was followed by an acknowledgment of one God !’’ He tells us

that in the present day “ there is a risk that with the fraudu-

lent, much that is true may be swept away.” I fear that the

tendency of his own writings is to sweep away much that is

true. He speaks of there still “ lingering in some of our noble

old rituals forms of supplication for dry weather and rain—use-

less but not unpleasing reminiscences of the past.” I fear

there will be still less of faith than there is at this moment if

men, women, and children are kept from expressing their de-

sires in prayer, as they will certainly be, if they are made by our

savans to believe that God does not hear, and that He cannot

answer -prayer.

Professor Newcomb quotes, without naming me, my de-

fence of Providence in’my work on “The Method of the Divine

Government,” and objects to my statement that a rock may fall

at a prearranged moment and kill a person beneath it. “ He
says the moment is fixed entirely by antecedent circumstances,

such as the solubility of the rock and the amount of water

which percolates over it. At that very moment the rock be-

gins to fall.” Now I agree with all this. But he himself has

admitted that there are “facts or circumstances which deter-

mine the operation of these laws.” The question arises who
arranged these “ facts or circumstances,” which are needed, how-

ever far we go back beyond the nature of the rock and the wa-

ter, and which imply an arrangement from the beginning. He
acknowledges that if we had sufficient capacity we could from

a knowledge of the causes (including always their adaptations)

predict all that would follow. But if this be so, may we not

conceive of a Being who not only foresees but has arranged all

that follows ? That Being might so arrange them that special

ends are accomplished, and these such that they are obvious to

every thinking mind.

Nor are we, in discovering these ends, going into the region

of speculation, to which the professor allots every thing but

mechanical cause. He talks of science, meaning mechanical,

concerning itself “with phenomena and the relations which

connect them.” I am sure that the same intelligence which

can discover the connections and relations in mechanical cause
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is all that is needed to discover the combination of causes

which constitutes final cause. As M. Janet puts it, “The
error of the scientists is in believing that they have eliminated
final causes from nature, when they have shown how certain ef-

fects result from certain given causes.
” “We must not say ‘ that

the bird has wings in order to fly
;
but that it flies because

it has wings.’ But wherein, I ask you, are these two propo-
sitions contradictory? In assuming that a bird has wings in

order to fly, must not its flight result from the structure of these

wings ? Consequently, because the flight is a result, is it right

to conclude that it is not at the same time an end. Would it

then be necessary, in order to recognize final causes, that you
should see in nature effects without a cause or effects dispro-

portioned to these causes.’’

We are in danger at this present time of a whole swarm of

young naturalists, following one or two leaders, attacking final

cause without knowing what it means .

1 We are happy, in

these circumstances, to have a work by a French philosopher

which rests the doctrine on the proper footing, and corrects the

misapprehensions of objectors. It is not necessary to give an

epitome of M. Janet’s “ Final Causes.’’ Those interested in the

subject will go directly to the work now so accessible. Any
one perplexed may here have his thoughts cleared up. Those

who would oppose final cause must attempt to answer it, and

as they do so they may find every objection to the doctrine

effectively disposed of. He shows first as a matter of fact, and

this independent of any theological bearing, that there is

finality or teleology in nature. He founds “ the existence of

the final cause on this principle, that when a complex combina-

tion of heterogeneous phenomena is found to agree with the

possibility of a future act which was not contained beforehand

in any of these phenomena in particular, this agreement can only

1 Thus in the December number of the American Naturalist, after stating a

theory of Haeckel called “ Perigenesis of the Plastitude,” a young naturalist

complacently tells us that “ this relegates teleological doctrines to the category of

extinct ideas.” Without being a prophet, I venture to predict that final cause

may outlive some of the theories of Haeckel. The author of the paper says “ the

vibrations of the plastitudes are adaptive in their character—that is, they are the

resultant of outward circumstances.” I discover in these adaptations some traces

of teleology.
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be comprehended by the human mind by a kind of pre-exist-

ence in an ideal form of the future act itself, which transforms

from a result into an end—that is to say, into a final cause.” He
shows, secondly, that this teleology implies an intelligent cause.

He is particularly successful in showing that development,

so far from superseding final cause, implies it throughout.

Hugh Miller had said, in criticising the “ Vestiges of Creation,”

that development does not affect the argument for the Divine

existence. Professor Asa Gray discovers an order and design in

development. But M. Janet has discussed the subject more

fully. No one will maintain that development is a simple me-

chanical law. It is the law of a most complicated correlation

of forces, most of which are as yet unknown. When these are

detected, by some Newton of physiology yet to appear, it will

be seen that development, always kept within its proper sphere,

more perhaps than any other process of nature involves a com-

plexity of adjustments all tending towards a point, the pre-

servation, and I believe the gradual elevation, of plants and ani-

mals.

Professor Newcomb’s discourse is on the Course of Nature.

But there is vastly more in that organized course than he and

other scientists are noticing. I have endeavored to spread out

that rich web, of which the forces which he has looked at are

the mere threads. I have proceeded on the fourfold explanation

of nature by Aristotle, only modifying it somewhat to adapt it

to modern science. All that I insist on is that nature cannot be

understood, except by such principles as those I have been un-

folding. I discover not only force which hurries on like a rail-

way train, but rails to restrain it and intelligence guiding it. I

find not only mechanism, but machines constructed for ends.

The mechanical doctrine, if carried out exclusively, would strip

nature of all that endears it to us—of all its sunshine, of all its

beauty and beneficence, and leave nothing to call forth our ad-

miration, our gratitude, our love. A skeleton is an interesting

object to an anatomist, but I love to see it clothed with form

and color and expression. I am interested in the restless ac-

tivity of nature, capable of working such effects for evil or for

good
;
but I do not feel assurance, and my soul is not elevated

to adoration till I see the powers harmoniously joining to pro-
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duce regular laws, and types after their kind, and intelligible

species, and special ends of support and benignity. Pythagoras

uttered a profound truth, and had doubtless glimpses of its

meaning, when he said that if men’s perceptions were suffi-

ciently acute they would hear the music of the spheres, being,

I may add, the voice of One boldly represented by an old pro-

phet as “ joying over His works with singing.”

James McCosh.
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BREVITY may be the soul of wit, but it is death and de-

struction to art-criticism, which always requires leisure

and space for the development of its theories, its descriptions,

#
and its arguments. There are so many reserves to be made,

so many explanations to be attempted, before any thing can be

said with simple justice about the labors of artists, that the

critic must have a fair opportunity for expressing himself delib-

erately, or else it would be much better for all parties concerned

that he should quietly hold his peace. I have, therefore, de-

termined to limit myself, in this review, to a consideration of

Continental painting only, and even for this I shall require two

articles. English and American art I speak of at the same

time in another periodical, the International Review
,
which has

the advantage of being easily accessible to the reader of these

pages, who may thus complete with me his survey of the pic-

torial world, if so much talk about pictures does not weary

him.

The exhibition of pictures at the Champ dc Mars was of

such vast extent that the most industrious student could do
little more than make a selection, and of the selected pictures

only a few would remain permanently in his memory. In round

numbers, France alone sent a thousand pictures and drawings,

Great Britain nearly five hundred, and other countries in pro-

portion
;
so that in oil-paintings alone the exhibition contained

close upon three thousand numbers, a large proportion of these

being works of considerable size and importance, not to be
understood or remembered without some expenditure of time.

A critic who does his work seriously may perhaps select from
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such a gathering about one picture in twenty (the mere selec-

tion being in itself a great labor), and even then he will find it

not a light task to learn by heart and carry away with him the

details of a hundred and fifty compositions. When it comes

to writing about them, the difficulty is to retain the reader’s

attention, for, when the picture itself would charm and delight,

a printed paragraph about it may produce quite an opposite

effect.

The world’s productive power in the fine arts is already

enormous, and it increases every year. Thousands and thou-

sands of persons in England, France, and Germany live by the

artistic professions
;
whilst in countries where art is younger, or

where new schools are rising up on ground formerly occupied

by older ones, as in Spain and Italy, the number of more or

less successful painters may already be counted by hundreds.

All these men are incessantly occupied in increasing the al-

ready prodigious art-stock of the civilized world, and where it

is to end no human being can foretell. Commercial depression

may reduce production by driving the less successful artists into

other occupations, or by deterring young men from becoming

painters or sculptors
;
but art is in itself so attractive a pursuit

that those who are naturally gifted for it will work under the

most discouraging conditions.

The painter of whom I shall speak first has never from the

beginning of his career had to struggle against discouragement

of any kind. From his earliest manhood Meissonier has been a

successful artist, and during the last ten years his pieces have

equalled those of the most celebrated old masters. I do not

mean what the old masters got when they were alive—for that

was often very meagre pay indeed—but what their works fetch

in modern auction-rooms. The rapid fame of Meissonier is

due both to his own ability and to the publicity which a first-

rate modern artist gains through exhibitions and the press.

The latest news of him circulated by the newspapers is that his

picture “ Cuirassiers—1807” has been sold for 300,000 francs.

Such an excessive price for what is merely a concatenation of

laborious studies is not a proof of any enlightened enthusiasm

for art. The picture, though skilful, observant, and conscien-

tious, is not a great work of art
;

it is simply a piece of very re-
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markable industry. There is character in the soldiers, and you

feel as if you were on the field, and could look at them one by

one : but the work gives no eesthetic pleasure
;

it is not a poem
;

it is a page of the most matter-of-fact history, like a chapter of

Thiers. Considered as historical painting, it has a certain value
;

such a work might reasonably be purchased by the nation, if

the price were moderate, and placed in a public gallery
;
but

it can add little to the charms of a private collection. I should

greatly prefer, if allowed to choose, such a picture as “ The
Philosopher,” in which Meissonier was really animated by an

artistic motive. The picture only contains a single figure—

a

philosopher sitting behind a table, perusing ,a sheet with an air

of the most perfect abstraction. He has large folios before him
(the learned men of old had a predilection for stately folios), and

there are others on a chair by his side. We see at the first

glance that the motive of the picture was a genuine artistic

motive. Every accessory is painted with delight in its pic-

turesque quality, and with supreme skill. The philosopher’s

study is a rich and interesting interior. The light from the

window is so arranged, with closed shutters and open ones, as

to fall most effectively, slanting down and catching the pictur-

esque objects in a manner which would have gratified Rem-
brandt. Meissonier is not what we call a colorist

;
but in this

picture, and in that entitled “ Dictating one’s Memoirs,” there

is remarkable craft and skill in the use of fine reds, in such

details, for example, as the red edges of a book, and he has

heightened the carnations to make them hold their own with these

surroundings. This painter’s son, M. Charles Meissonier, who
dutifully imitates his father in every thing, occasionally pro-

duces a red picture which is intended to be in the paternal man-
ner. For example, “ The Druggist of the Convent,” a picture

representing a monk in a laboratory, is an imitation of Meis-

sonier’s red pictures such as the two just mentioned. It is

lighted with a slanting light from a window, exactly like “ The
Philosopher,” and the wall is entirely red with its consequent
strong reflections. The philosopher has books on a chair, and
so has the doctor. Meissonier senior paints the beach at

Antibes (Alpes Maritimes), so Meissonier junior paints “ Morn-
ing on the Shore in the Neighborhood of Antibes,” a very con-
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scientious study, which would, if it could, resemble the paternal

work. Evidently Meissonier junior endeavors dutifully to obey

the injunction :

“ Follow thy father, good son,

And do as thy father has done.”

With regard to the pictures of Antibes, the elder Meisso-

nier’s work is curious as a French attempt in the direction of

the landscape-painting of fact as opposed to that of feeling,

which the French artists have generally practised. It is a sort

of photography in painting, really much truer than photog-

raphy, all things considered. The view of the city and port is

most careful in every detail of projection and cast shadows.

The sea is also wonderfully true, with its play of blue and green,

and its thoroughly studied ripples, and the sky is bright and

pure in quality with its grayish blue space, and its filmy white

clouds. There are three figures : Meissonier himself on a gray

horse, his son on a bay, and a man on foot. All the details of

sky, buildings, trees, road, sand, rippling water, and distant

mountains are painted with as much care as the figures, and

the result was highly interesting as an attempt to tell the real

truth in art by a painter of the highest manual skill
;
but it was

more interesting than satisfactory. Only the keenest critics

have any relish for veracity pushed to that degree
;
uncritical

visitors, when they come across such work, miss the mental

impression which landscape-painting usually conveys. The view

near Antibes by Meissonier junior is of precisely similar mate-

rials, except that he has some figures of women drying linen, and

there is a general inferiority of workmanship, especially in the

distant hills. I should be sorry to leave the impression that

M. Charles Meissonier is a bad painter. He is not that, by
any means

;
his “ Druggist” is a piece of good work, which

might take rank with that of our English painter Marks, and

his studies on the Mediterranean shore are as good as those of

our matter-of-fact landscape-painters. He is an honest work-

man, whose misfortune it is to be continually suggesting com-

parisons with another workman of too transcendent skill. His

father exhibited no less than sixteen pictures, including the por-

trait of a lady, and a picture of ” A Venetian Painter” with his

wife or mistress—the only two instances known to me of women
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painted by Meissonier. The lady in the first of these pictures

has more charm than might have been expected. The well-

known picture, “ The Sergeant’s Portrait,” representing a group

of soldiers in barracks, one of whom is attempting to draw the

portrait of the sergeant whilst others are looking on, is an excel-

lent study of character, but one marvels at the patience which

could paint literally every brick in the background. When
Millais did as much for a brick wall many years ago the French

critics spoke of it as an English aberration, but when Meis-

sonier descends to these details it is, I suppose, our duty to

admire.

It is not quite certain that these great exhibitions are alto-

gether an advantage for painters already celebrated. Meisso-

nier came out of this one with an increase of official recom-

penses, but the general impression about him was not deep-

ened. He could not possibly climb higher on his own ladder,

and the danger of a fresh appeal to public admiration is that of

producing weariness. Meissonier, too, already takes rank

with the old Dutch masters, and need not descend from his

pedestal to enter into the common arena. Rosa Bonheur, on

her part, did not send a single picture
;
Holman Hunt also ab-

stained entirely.

Gerome, another painter whose reputation has nothing

to gain and much to lose, exhibited several pictures, by
far the most interesting and dramatic being ” L’ Eminence

Grise.” In any complete history of France, such as that of

Henri Martin, for instance, you will find an account of this re-

markable man, who though a simple Capuchin friar, in religion

“ Father Joseph,” was at one time just as really and truly the

Prime Minister of France as Richelieu was really the sovereign.

He was Richelieu’s second self, and he had the art of subordi-

nating his own personality so completely to that of his master

as to remain from first to last nothing ‘but ” A Friar of Orders
Gray.” In Gerome’s picture this Eminence Grise, the gray

shadow of the Red Eminence, is quietly descending the grand

staircase of Richelieu’s palace, reading his breviary, and affect-

ing not to perceive the numerous courtiers who salute him with

abject deference. It really is not possible to imagine how the

subject could have been more skilfully treated. The dramatic

conception of the scene is simply complete. The pi-re Joseph
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is perfect in his self-effacement, and entirely succeeds in playing

his chosen part of absolute modesty and unconsciousness of

power. The courtiers, sure that they are all and each observed

by those eyes which seem to be riveted on the pages of the

breviary, hope that their low obeisances, though unacknowl-
edged, will not be made in vain. The execution is so perfect

that we become spectators, less of a picture than of the actual

scene, for the painter has employed his skill to make us forget

his skill. I do not know a more thorough piece of quiet tech-

nical performance
;
every thing is well done, from the faces and

costumes down to the elaborate stair-rail and the stairs them-

selves, with the gleam of light that slants across them. A pic-

ture by Gerome which attracted great attention as a curiosity

was “ The Lion.” It represented the king of beasts reposing

in his den and looking out from its obscurity to the light. His

eyes glare with a brilliant green such as the reader may have

observed in the eyes of a cat when the animal is in rather a dark

place
;
but I suspect that Gerome’s green is too blue, though

he probably observed it in the eyes of the lion itself. It is won-

derful how easily people are put out of their reckoning by
seeing something painted which has not been painted before.

All who looked at this picture when, on different occasions, I

happened to be near it, were quite taken aback by the lion’s

green eyes, and criticised them as impossible, never in any in-

stance perceiving that the artist had not intended to represent

the eye of the lion as it is seen in full light, but that he had

purposely given its green reflection, which in all the felines is

brighter than any emerald. From the technical point of view,

the experiment is highly interesting. I never saw any green,

in painting, so phosphorescent. The gleam of those eyes is not

simply light, but fire. One great reason for this is the vast

space of darkness with which these little lamps are surrounded,

and it exemplifies the old rule that the light will appear the

brightest which is surrounded by the greatest quantity of shade.

The animal is thoroughly studied and drawn with that entire

independence of other people’s notions about form which has

always characterized the artist .

1 Another study of an animal

1 Gerome is never afraid of comparative flatness and straightness in drawing

animals, when another artist would generally put bulging muscles. The hind leg
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of equal merit is that of the dead horse in L'Arabe et son Cheval.

The scene is in the arid desert, not a flat desert, for there are

steep red sandy hills and a line of cliffs with sand flowing over

them like cascades. The strongly defined shadows of these con-

vey the idea of the intensest possible sunshine. The horse is

down on his flank, and his Arab master is examining him with

a faint hope that life may not be quite extinct. The animal is

painted with the greatest possible knowledge and the most ac-

complished manual skill, though the shine of the coat may be a

little overdone, like the coats of race-horses in sporting pictures.

The picture would be a simple study, were it not that the awe
of the desert scene elevates it to a higher sphere. The sur-

rounding desolation impresses us with a vague terror, and makes
us wonder what will become of the rider who is left unaided in

such a fearful region. The color is better than Gerome’s color-

ing usually is, being sufficiently harmonious in warm hues.

Another picture of his, “ Women in the Harem Bath,” is what

Mr. Whistler might call an “ arrangement in blue and brown”
—blue faiences ,

blue dress of woman leaning on pillar, blue re-

flections in water, with brown in the background, and rather too

much of it in the flesh. The nude figure ought to be reserved

for painters who have the gift of color. I speak of color with-

out pretension to authority, for nobody can prove that color is

good or bad, but it is impossible to leave it altogether out

of the question in considering the qualities of pictures. Being

dissatisfied with the flesh-color of several very celebrated paint-

ers, I went about seeking for something to please me better,

and at last found a
“
Galatea” by P. Parrot, a nude figure

which seemed to be well colored, but the same artist had a large

” Judgment of Paris,” which seemed so much inferior to the
“ Galatea” that I could not at first believe the two to be from

the same hand. The explanation was in the accessories by
which the figures were surrounded. They were probably painted

with exactly the same palette, but the “ Galatea” had the ad-

vantage of a dark crimson background and a black frame
,

1

of this lion is a case in point. It is really much more powerful than the ordinary

notion about a lion’s limbs, but it is not so thick or rounded.
1 Black frames are not often advantageous to a picture, but the black of the

frame was very helpful in this instance.
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whereas the goddesses in “The Judgment of Paris” were in

the open air, “under the greenwood tree,” with a dark-blue

sky above, and their flesh-color did not contend successfully

against these surroundings. However this may be, I came to

the conclusion that if a painter draws well, handles his brush
cleverly (this is most important), and has some knowledge of

light and shade, with a knack of choosing interesting subjects,

he may color as badly as he pleases, and still attain celebrity.

Nay more, it might be argued that the absence of the color

faculty is a positive advantage to a painter in some respects, for

the born colorists often offend by the strength of their color-

ing (which results from the intensity of their own sensations),

when those who have no passion for color avoid giving offence,

and shelter themselves in that dull mud which satisfies the

French public so completely .

1

M. Jean Paul Laurens would
probably have been a less successful painter if he had been a

colorist. I never saw any flesh-color of his which had the

qualities of carnation
;
but he paints away most productively

without troubling himself about such a small matter, and has

won a splendid position by his intellectual conception of his

subjects. He sent no less than fourteen pictures to the Paris

Exhibition, most of them important, and all serious, even when
not positively lugubrious. Jean Paul Laurens has a passion for

introducing a dead body into his compositions, which does not

by any means tend to increase their gayety. The origin of this

tendency was a terrible impression received in boyhood when
his master, an Italian painter, compelled him to hold up a taper

to light a dead woman in an inn, whilst he studied the effect

of the cast shadows by which the horror of the corpse was

infinitely increased. At length the lad imagined that it moved,

and let the taper fall .

3 There is a corpse in the picture of

1 So far as I have been able to discover, it does not appear that any picture is

ever refused either at the English Academy or the French Salon, for badness of

color in itself, if the work has other qualities
;
whereas I believe many of the pic-

tures are refused for bad drawing and unworkmanlike composition. A very com-

mon cause of refusal is insufficient manual dexterity.
a This story has been told recently with great literary effect in an interesting

biography of J. P. Laurens by Ferdinand Fabre, entitled “ Le Roman d’un

Peintre.” It is quoted in “ L’Art,” vol. xvi., p. 25.
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“ Pope Formosus and Stephen VII. another in “ The Inter-

dict,” another in “ Francis Borgia before the coffin of Isabella

of Portugal,” another in “ The Austrian Staff before the Body
of Marceau ;” whilst the two last subjects on the painter’s list

are “The Funeral of William the Conqueror” and “The
Death of the Duke of Enghien.” A pleasant lot of subjects,

are they not ? Besides these the painter exhibited a portrait

of himself, which only increased, by the extreme seriousness of

jts aspect, the impression left by his pictures. Frenchmen
talk about “ Part serieux :” the art of J. P. Laurens is “ de

Part serieux” with a vengeance ! I wonder if his cadaverous

face ever brightened into a smile
;

I wonder if he ever, for an

hour together, got quite rid of the presence of death ! But

though his ideas run habitually on corpses and coffins, he does

not paint so as to inspire either horror or disgust. A feeling of

respectful awe is what he both experiences and inspires. We
have that feeling before the body of the brave and noble-

hearted Marceau
;
we have it before the dead queen as we see

her in her opened coffin. The painter looks upon death calmly,

and leads us into its presence with a becoming gravity, quietly

reminding all of us that “ to this complexion we must come at

last.”

It is a cheerful change to pass from these pictures to the

pleasant comedy of M. Vibert. One word, again, about color

in this place. M. Vibert colors brightly enough, and so far

delivers himself from French mud
;
yet it is not a desirable kind

of brightness. Here, again, let me disclaim all intention of

speaking with dogmatic authority. For any thing that I can

prove to the contrary, M. Vibert may be as fine a colorist as

Correggio. I can but tell the reader how the matter seems to

me. It seems, then, as if M. Vibert’s taste for bright colors

—

for such things, I mean, as a pair of yellow-satin breeches

—

were unlucky with regard to the artistic quality of his pictures,

though it may add to their liveliness and popularity. Bright

colors are not by any means objectionble in themselves, but

they ought to form part of a harmony, like the blare of a trum-

pet in a piece of concerted music
;
and it seems to me that in

M. Vibert’s pictures the colors are dangerously independent.
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His comic wit is delightful. Take, for example, the picture
of “The Serenade/’ where a young gentleman is singing of

love, and his servant, hidden from the lady, but very visible to
us, is sitting with the guitar-case on his knee and observing the
amorous youth with the most absolute non-sympathy, and a
quiet wonder how young gentlemen can be so silly. There is

character in every figure by Vibert. He has interpreted Lafon-
taine’s fable, “La Cigale et la Fourmi,” by means of a poor,

thin, and thinly-clad young singer shivering in the snowy
weather with his guitar dangling at his back, and a portly monk
bringing Christmas fare home to the monastery. The monk,
representing the ant, says to the cicada :

“ Vous chantiez, j’en suis fort aise.

Eh bien ! dansez maintenant.”

The expression on the face of the fat, comfortable person of

disdain for the poor, uncomfortable being who has wasted his

time in an idle trade, is excellent
;
but when we reflect a little

the monk seems badly chosen, from the literary point of view.

He does well in the picture
;
but fat monks have not generally

been considered so much ants living by their own industry, as

drones living on the industry and simplicity of others. The
fable itself will not bear searching criticism. The agreeable arts

are not always unproductive, nor does industry always make
people ultimately comfortable. Public singers often retire with

a competency, and the best working bees of Lancashire and

Yorkshire have often but little honey in times of commercial

depression.

The system of governmental recompenses for painters has

many inconveniences, the chief of which is the slur which is

cast upon a good artist of long standing by a third-class medal.

There is Vetter, for instance, who got a third-class medal in

1867, as the catalogue informs us (when already past fifty)
;

and I may mention with much regret that M. Flameng, the

great etcher, has been insulted with a third-class medal this

very year. I need hardly observe that to offer a third-class

medal to a man is equivalent to telling him that he is a third-
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class artist. A very young man may accept such a dubious

honor as a step to better things, but an artist of mature age

and accomplished skill is not likely to be thankful for it. Such

a compliment is a positive injury to so accomplished a painter

as Vetter. His picture of “ Mazarin,” which belongs to the

nation, is a beautifully painted interior, as highly finished as

a Gerome, with better coloring, and the pathetic interest of

the subject touches all humanity. The cardinal is seated in

his splendid room, “ exhausted by fever,” and attended by his

secretary and domestics. He is too unwell to go into his pic-

ture-gallery, but the love of art is still ardent within him, and

he has his pictures brought to him one by one that he may see

them again, regretfully, and probably for the last time. We
need not be lovers of art to sympathize with Mazarin in his

regret at leaving the things which had been dear to him in this

life, for however firmly a man may believe in an existence be-

yond the grave, and however confidently he may count upon

its superiority to human life on earth, there is always some

thing in the earthly life which cannot be quitted without sad-

ness. Mazarin may have thought that the fine arts were a

flower of the earthly life and not of the heavenly
;
that here

were just some of those purely human things which are possi-

ble only in an imperfect state of existence, and which constitute

one of its strongest charms. It is like the farewell visit of

David Cox to the room where, his water-colors were hanging,

when he felt that the hand of death was on him, and said, “ Dear

pictures, I shall never see you more !” It is like Scott in his

last days when they wheeled him about the rooms at Abbots-

ford, and he looked at his armor and the bindings of his books,

and said, ” Give me one turn more !” The perfect care be-

stowed upon the workmanship in minor matters has not pre-

vented the painter from succeeding with his main pa-thetic pur-

pose, but to my feeling this exquisite painting of interiors is

somewhat of an interference when the mental conception ot

the picture is, as in this instance, of an elevated character. The
exquisite finish of a polished floor, a chimney-piece, a gilded

balustrade, and hangings of needlework and scarlet, becomes

obtrusive when we are considering so grave a matter as the sad

26
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close of a human existence.
1

I thought “The Flight into

Egypt,” by the same artist, a more perfect picture in this sense,

that its unity was more complete and the artistic conception

more concentrated. The subject is so hackneyed, that we
wonder how a painter dare venture upon it

;
but M. Vetter

gave it a new interest. The travellers are already in the desert,

under a quiet evening sky, greenish towards the zenith, yel-

lower at the horizon. The only natural things in the sky are

the thin crescent moon and two or three reddish clouds, but

there is a great pale angel, who protects the wanderers as they

slowly cross the brown expanse of plain. Far on the horizon

are faint blue and purple hills, and these are all the surround-

ings of the simple homely group with the ass, travelling as the

poor travel, with little speed and few comforts, the best they

have being patience. It is not an elaborate picture, as we see,

but it engraved itself on my memory at once like a simple

old melody “ that’s sweetly played in tune.”

It is the fashion amongst critical and artistic circles of

rather high pretension to sneer at Toulmouche as a manufac-

turer of pictures for boudoirs. Well, no doubt he works for

the market
;
but many painters do that and escape censure,

and Toulmouche has the merit of an entire absence of false

pretension. He does not set himself up as a profound thinker,

he teaches no moral lessons
;

all that he pretends to do is to

paint French ladies in idle moments, surrounded by pretty

things : and he does this carefully and well. In the exhibition

of 1878, he was fairly represented by a sort of Allegro and

Penseroso pair of pictures. The first was called “ Le Miroir,”

and represented a very pleasant-looking pretty girl in blue, with

her hand on her lip, laughing at the prettiness of her own face,

which she sees in a hand-mirror. Her costume is as charming

as it can be
;
but alas for me that my ignorance of the fashions

makes me incompetent to describe it ! She has a little dark-

blue jacket—that I know, and an embroidered chemisette, a

gold belt and trimmings, and a pale-blue skirt. The interior of

7 The painter might answer here that he had carefully finished all the beau-

tiful things with which Mazarin was surrounded, in order to enhance the spec-

tator’s sympathy with his regret at leaving them.
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the room is as carefully painted, and the furniture as well

chosen, as the details of the costume. I have not space to

describe them, but may mention a Chinese screen and a vase

of flowers painted with perfect skill. The other picture repre-

sents a lady with a pretty but somewhat melancholy face sit-

ting by her fireside. It has the same qualities as the other, ex-

cept that it is not so gay. She wears a morning-gown of rose-

colored satin, and is seated in a gilded arm-chair, in a prettily

decorated room with a blue ground. The title is “ By the

Fireside,” and I presume the lady is a little sad because her

husband has left her to herself. The intellectual motive, as we
see, is next to nothing in these pictures

;
but it is sufficient

for a work of art. The artistic motive is simply the setting of

a pretty figure amidst agreeable and appropriate surroundings,

painted with the utmost possible skill. I have nothing to say

against these pictures. They are trifles, but elegant trifles,

quite blameless on the grounds of morality and good taste, and

much more fit to hang in a pretty modern room than the

drunken Dutch boors and leering vulgar women which so many
learned connoisseurs admire.

The important set of pictures exhibited by M. Bougereau

reminds me of another form of contemporary prejudice. Some
critics and many artists profess an aversion for this painter,

because his work has not the qualities of rougher and more
passionate art, and because he has been so successful in win-

ning the admiration of multitudes who do not know very much
about the fine arts. In answer to this lqt me observe that an

artist ought never to be blamed because he is not some other

kind of man
;
the only question which concerns the critic being

whether the painter is, or is not, good in his own kind
;
and

again that true criticism ought to place itself resolutely above

the jealousies of artists. Toulmouthe and Bougereau are highly

popular painters
;
consequently they are detested by all less

successful men who happen to be naturally vof a jealous dispo-

sition. Criticism itself may feel a certain jealousy when the

profanum vulgtis takes reputations into its own hands and makes
men famous without listening to the learned few

;
and men so

popular as these two are really quite independent of criticism,
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which can neither put them down nor add any thing apprecia-

ble to their fame. The objection, and the only objection,

which I should make to Bougereau is that he idealizes certain

subjects, especially rustic subjects, till they reach in his hands

a degree of refinement which is too much beyond the truth
;

but this very same tendency becomes of the highest use when
he has to deal with subjects which cannot possibly be refined

upon too much. I should say, for example, that Bougereau

has not sufficient strength of realism for subjects frankly taken

from the actual world, but that when reality is not wanted his

idealism may be very valuable. I cannot imagine a better painter

for Roman Catholic chapels and churches. The worship-

per does not want to see the Holy Virgin as the carpenter’s

wife at Nazareth : he wants to be helped so that his imagination

may realize what, to him, is more than half-divine—woman,
indeed, in form, but raised far above earthly humanity by

heavenly grace and favor. Bougereau’s Virgins in “ La Vierge,

1 ’ Enfant Jesus, et Saint Jean-Baptiste,” and in the “ Vierge

Consolatrice, ” are, I should suppose, exactly what a modern

Roman Catholic would feel to be most in unison with his

thought. A Picta by the same painter is in the same class of

ideas, and so is La Charite. ” In all these pictures a graceful

and highly refined conception is sustained by execution which

is absolute perfection in its own kind, beautiful drawing and

beautiful painting together, to which, in background decora-

tions of stone and marble, the artist adds the severer taste of

an architect.

It would be easy to write volumes on the French school

alone, which is so able in performance and so rich in the num-

ber of its artists. Some idea of the numerical force of the

school may be gathered from the annual salons. Four thou-

sand pictures are offered every year, and as the same artist

cannot exhibit more than two works it follows that there are

at least two thousand painters in France who consider them-

selves qualified to exhibit.
1 The number of pictures actually

hung amounted in one year to 2900, so that there must be 1450

men and women who paint well enough to pass for professional

1 If we include a few foreigners who send pictures annually to the Salon.
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artists. Some of these are able amateurs, but they are just as

much competitors for fame and honor as those who work for

bread. It is not possible to do justice to such a prolific school

within the limits of an article. The following notices, like

what has gone before, are a mere selection of specimens like

branches gathered in a forest.

M. Hector Leroux is a classical painter and archaeologist,

but he has not the strong and solid reality of Mr. Alma Tade-

ma, nor does he seem to desire it. His world is a pale world,

in which we see the ancient Greeks
;
revived for us indeed, but

rather as interesting and
.
somewhat melancholy ghosts than as

creatures of flesh and blood. This effect is much increased by
an intentionally pale and terne manner of painting, which har-

monizes admirably with some subjects, but not with all. One
of the pictures by this artist, in which I should say that subject

and technical methods agree very well together, is “ The Dana-
ides,” in which the forty-nine daughters of King Danaus, who
had murdered their husbands, are represented, at their endless

task, pale and wearied, bearing their heavy amphoree and pour-

ing the ever-insufficient water. G. Moreau, a painter who be-

came celebrated some years ago by his fantastic interpretations

of ancient subjects and a curious manual skill, had six pictures

in the exhibition of 1878. I have not space to speak separately

of these, but the artist’s singular method of painting deserves a

word of comment. How shall I describe it? His pictures are

not exactly like jewellery, because the colors of precious stones

do not melt so much into each other as M. Moreau’s colors do
;

but the general effect of his painting is something between
jewellery and feathers. Of his six pictures, “ Hercules and the

Lernaean Hydra,” “ Salome,” and “ Le Sphinx devine”
were the most characteristic, and in all of them the artist’s tech-

nical peculiarities were fully exhibited. I do not much appre-

ciate these coruscations, which have little or nothing to do with
nature on the one hand or with serious artistic purposes on the

other
;
but I think that in the first conception and arrangement

of his pictures M. Moreau shows real originality, and it seems
evident that he has the gift of invention. He is certainly him-
self, and is like no other artist in the world.
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Jules Breton’s reputation was certainly increased by the uni-

versal exhibition of 1878, to which he sent nine works. Some
of these were very well known already, but one of the most in-

teresting, “ La Sieste,” had not before been publicly exhibited.

It represented some peasant girls and young men taking their

noonday rest on the ground under the shadow of some trees or

bushes, and showed great power of composition and drawing,

and most skilful management of light and shade, which played

upon the figures in that accidental way which offers so many
difficulties, besides which the figures were not by any means

in easy positions. If the color had been equal to its other

qualities this picture would have been a very perfect work
;
but

unluckily, like most French artists, Breton is cold and chilly in

his grass. There was a fine oil sketch of his, representing

peasant women dancing round a bonfire at the “ Saint Jean,”

the sketch of the picture exhibited in 1875.

Several painters who have died recently were represented

in the French as Landseer was in the English section. Amongst
these I may mention Corot, Courbet, and Chintreuil. There

were ten pictures by Corot which held well together (they were

exhibited on a screen), and rather increased one’s sense of the

master’s qualities, which were chiefly a dreamy charm and care-

ful attention to tonic values. Like Turner, he became careless

of form, as he advanced in life
;
but he did not, like the Eng-

lish master, display any increasing preference for bright colors.

Of all his pictures I think the one which pleased me most was
“ Les Plaisirs du Soir—danse antique.” It is full of a vague

sentiment, which carries us at once into the dreamland of poetry
;

the landscape is beautifully composed, and the figures, quite

as well drawn as they could be to harmonize with their sur-

roundings, are arranged with the greatest elegance.

Chintreuil, who was represented by two pictures, died in

August, 1873. . He was a most devoted student of nature, and

led a life which, until success came to him in his last years,

had been one of continual poverty and privation. This is one

of those cases, unfoEtunately numerous in the fine arts, in

which there is real suffering from poverty and hope deferred,

yet neither the artist nor the public is to blame. Chintreuil
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worked incessantly and much out-of-doors, even to the injury

of his health
;
he had the purest, simplest, and most honest

spirit, but had not great artistic gifts
;
and the public who

looked at his pictures was quite excusable for not buying

them. The two in the Universal Exhibition, though selected

as representative, show much more love for nature than knowl-

edge of art. “ L’Espace, ” for example, is nothing but a very

wide prospect, crude in color, and with little composition. It

was exhibited at Vienna, and won a medal for its author
;
but

he died too soon to know of this recompense. The “ Bosquet

aux Chevreuils” 1 was less of a panorama and more of a picture.

The French Government no longer appears to bear ill-will

against the destroyer of the Vendome column, since a picture

by Courbet was admitted into the Universal Exhibition. This

picture, “ La Vague,” is simply one of those studies of waves

and nothing else which have become rather frequent in modern

art. It is fine, for Courbet’s dashing manner is as well adapted

to the expression of wave motion as the vigorous style of the

living Dutchman, Mesdag. Poor Courbet, with all his follies

and errors, and his prodigious opinion of himself, had a real

power in art and a vigorous passion for nature, particularly for

the sea, which bore some relationship to his own energetic and

tumultuous character. Another dead artist, more largely repre-

sented, was Daubigny, of whom there were nine pictures. He
is so well known that I need not dwell upon him here. He had

a broad manner of painting, great simplicity of purpose, and an

intense affection for nature
;
but he was a bad draughtsman and

often a heavy colorist. His works have many defects, but they

have generally the great merit of being harmonious both in

conception and in style. Corot and he are generally named
together, and both would be unsatisfactory to most English-

men from their want of accurate observation, of which there is

more in “ Mount’s Bay” by Brett, or in ” Over the Hills and

Far Away” by Millais, than in all Corot’s and Daubigny’s

works put together
;
but they had high artistic aims, and knew

perfectly well what they were about.

1 An etching of this picture may be found on the first page of the illustrated

catalogue of Chintreuil’s works published by Cadart in 1S74. The picture is num-
bered 316.
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I never knew a painter who adhered so faithfully to the

same class of subject and the same arrangement of color as

Mazure. He always paints rippling water, and almost always

under such a sky that the ripples shall exhibit a play of cobalt

blue in various degrees of intensity with dull browns and greens.

The same contrast of color is carried out in his skies and shores.

He has a preference for the shores of the Mediterranean, and

his picture in the exhibition is from the “ Rivage du Golfe

Juan, Alpes Maritimes.” His whole art as a colorist is to give

value to certain blues by well-calculated oppositions, and by
practice he has attained a degree of mastery over this arrange-

ment, in which he stands quite alone. Few men can paint rip.

pling water so well, and M. Mazure has a sufficient knowledge

of material in shore scenery and boats to furnish the rest of his

pictures satisfactorily
;
but the real subject of them is always

the rippling surface of the sea itself, and especially the tur-

quois'e lights and sapphire transparencies. Before leaving the

French section, I may mention two or three pictures of minor

importance which amongst so many large canvases might easily

be overlooked. De Tournemine, who I regret to say is now
amongst the dead, was represented by one picture of the Nile,

very quiet and harmonious throughout, painted apparently on

a basis of monochrome in the old Dutch fashion, with light col-

orings (light, I mean, in substance), the play of blue over the

brown being pleasant in the sky and water. The scene is in a

part of the Nile where there is a range of low hills at a mod-

erate distance from the river. Between them and the water is

a line of brown land with palm-trees, and on the low ground

close to the water we see a multitude, of storks, as well as in

the air and in the river itself. I have never seen the Nile, but

am strongly convinced that Tournemine had felt its true poetry

as a painter ought to find it in the landscape, and not simply in

its antiquities. The humbler forms of French landscape-paint-

ing were fairly represented by C. Beauverie with his “ Matin

sur les Bords de l’Oise,” and the Baron de Mortemart-Boisse

with “ Un Chemin Creux en Normandie.” It is not always

the most famous painters who become most truly intimate with

the quiet scenes of nature. M. Beauverie’s picture is a subject
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like thousands which you may find by the French rivers—a bit

of sloping shore with poplars, a river flowing smoothly, and a

light sky, such as you may see if you get up early in the morn-

ing when the dew is rising. The color here, though unpre-

tending, was good, and there was a rich variety of greens in the

foreground, neither crude nor sacrificed to gray and brown.

M. de Mortemart’s picture was also pleasantly colored, and

clearer and brighter in effect. A peasant woman with a load on

her back is walking down one of those narrow lanes which are

common in some parts of France, and which are often hollowed

between steep banks, as in the present instance. Shadows fall

across it from trees broadly but well painted, and there is a cot-

tage chimney beyond : not much of a subject, as you see
;
yet

the picture held its place though surrounded by works of great

fame and importance. I cannot leave the French school with-

out at least mentioning Pelouse, an artist of very recent fame,

who belongs to the genuine rustic school, and has evidently a

very deep sylvan feeling, which he expresses roughly, but with

unquestionable power. His
“ Coupe de Bois, a Senlisse” is

one of the finest forest scenes I ever met with. The sun has

just set behind the forest, and the sky is red with the afterglow.

Against it is an intricacy of branches, drawn with a thorough

knowledge of woody character. M. Pelouse is a direct descend-

ant of Constable, through the Fontainebleau school
;
and though

he may rather exaggerate at times the roughness of texture

and surface in which the descendants of Constable have taken

delight, those technical pecularities are favorable to the treat-

ment of forest subjects. A forest painted like a lady’s boudoir

would offend by the want of harmony between the subject and
the execution.

The general characteristics of modern Italian painting are

crudity of color (that is what first strikes you), an original and
direct observation of nature quite independent of the old mas-

ters, and a certain playfulness which is occasionally childish.

The Italian pictures were, as a whole, the least successful of all

those in the Champ de Mars exhibited by European nations
;

but in spite of the generally unfavorable impression produced
by them on the public mind, it appeared evident to indulgent
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judges that the school is only passing through a youthful phase

which may be succeeded in course of time by a ripe and vigor-

ous maturity. It may seem strange to speak of Italian art as

being young, when we remember the great men of the sixteenth

century
;
but modern painting in Italy is really one of the

youngest forms of art in Europe. The Italians have begun to

learn painting again, about the same time that they have
been learning a new political system, and modern Italian art

really belongs to the. same epoch as Italian nationality and free-

dom. The painters are now in the phase of intense naturalism

which is familiar to us in other schools, and it appears to be an

inevitable law that such naturalism should always be accom-

panied by crudity of color. There are, however, different kinds

of crudity, for although greens and pinks and certain purples

have a special faculty for setting your teeth on edge, a painter

can be crude even in browns and grays
;
yet the crudity of dul-

ness is always less offensive than that of brilliance. Vertunni is

crude in mud and therefore bearable, and he has some fine qual-

ities of sentiment and force of representation. His picture of

the Pyramids in an elaborate cut-out walnut frame showed a

highly poetic sense of the desolation of the Egyptian landscape.

The Pyramids were touched in red by the setting sun on their

facets to the right, towards their summits, like mountains. The
sky was perfectly cloudless and warm in color, red near the

horizon, the foreground all brown and empty except where

there was a pool. The whole picture was heavily painted with

pigments as thick as they could be used. Another work by the

same artist, “ In the Pontine Marshes,” was a curious example

of brilliance obtained in white clouds by a dark blue-gray sky

behind them. The land was also kept very low in tone to give

relief to the white cloud reflections in the marshy pool. These

pictures showed great breadth of treatment and a masculine

manual power, but they were so meagre in detail (especially

the first) as to have the look of enlarged pochadcs.'

’There is no English equivalent for the word pochade. It means a sketch in

oil, usually on a thin piece of wood, and small enough to be carried conveniently

in the pocket. Such sketches are usually very rough and summary in treatment,

and express little more than the broad relations of color in simple masses. They

are of great value and utility to painters, but to painters only.
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The best of the Italian painters, by far the best, is unques-

tionably Pasini
;
but the most popular is De Nittis. It is neces-

sary, however, to distinguish between his earlier manner, by

which he is likely to be more generally known in America, and

a manner which he has recently acquired. He first made his

fame by strange-looking but clever pictures of sunny Italian

subjects, of which just one, the “ Route de Brindisi,” was ex-

hibited in 1878. The principle of those pictures may be ex-

plained in a few words. Bright color and bright light were

tried together, often by means of clear blue skies and light-

colored dusty roads, with sharp shadows upon them. The
figures were cleverly painted with minute attention to fact, and

bore a certain resemblance to instantaneous photographs bril-

liantly colored. The strangeness of these pictures came from

a certain quaintness and waywardness of choice, in combina-

tion with the greatest keenness of sight. For example, the

figures would be oddly placed, setting the usual customs of

composition at defiance, but then they would be studied with

a strange fidelity
;
the shadows would be strange in tone and

color, and even wrong, but they would be resolutely intended,

clearly defined, and really like shadows in strong sunshine by

their character. The technical quality of the surface—I mean
the actual surface of the picture itself—was also peculiar, and

good in its peculiarity. Parts of it were like ivory, parts of it

like enamel, but it was never rotten, spongy, or weak. The
present manner of the same artist has lost some of its peculi-

arities and some of its good qualities together. Only the

quaintness of style, brightness of color, and conscientiousness

of execution are all gone
;
the artist paints as fast as he can,

without any loving finish, and on a much larger scale. In-

stead of seeking brightness of color and light on their own
account, he has come to tolerate the dirtiest possible color and

the dullest light for the sake of what he believes to be charac-

ter. For what he believes to be, I say, and not what really is

the essential character of the subjects he now selects. He has

taken to painting London, and sees it with Italian eyes
;

in

other words, he sees it with strong exaggeration of its evil at-

mosphere. When we come from the light of the brilliant
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southern summer to London, with its atmosphere always hazy

with coal smoke, we are apt to exaggerate London dinginess in

our own minds, simply from the effect of contrast. A painter

under such circumstances, faithful to his own mental impres-

sion, would paint the London air with a foulness surpassing the

reality, or at least select such conditions of it as answer to the

common Continental opinion rather than to the general truth.

We all know how convinced Frenchmen and Italians are that

all England lies buried in a perpetual fog. Such is the strength

of imagination, acting in obedience to preconceived ideas,

that the slightest haze at Dover seems to them denser than a

fog at Calais. They all believe that the sun never shines in

London, nor indeed in the whole extent of the British Islands.

M. De Nittis has been in London, and has painted it in confir-

mation of these ideas, with the foulest atmosphere imaginable,

not in the least disquieting himself about the extreme ugliness

and unpleasantness of the artistic result. Take, for example,

his “ Cannon Bridge, City,” which shows the dirtiness and

murkiness of the Thames with unpleasant success, that “ muddy
impurity” made memorable in the verse of Hood. Besides the

filthy river we see the bridge above us like a foul roof under

which volumes of ugly smoke are rolling. The artist has a

sense of the strange sublimity of the bridge, with its thick col-

umns rising straight out of the bed of the river, and the broad

roadway above, like the vast roof of some gigantic temple
;
but

the result as a picture is a hideous top-heavy composition,- in

which every thing is sacrificed to an impression, and that a dis-

agreeable one. The “ Trafalgar Square” and “ Bank of Eng-

land ” are full of cold grays relieved only by the colors in the

costumes, especially (in the latter picture) the red of two boys

of the shoe-black brigade. M. De Nittis has got a very awk-

ward habit of cutting his figures off by the middle—always a

great mistake where the ground rises up behind them into the

picture .

1 He has avoided this error in his ” Piccadilly” to its

great advantage. Without its inky atmosphere this picture

1 When the ground does not rise up into the picture (as in many portraits), the

figure or figures may be cut off at half length or three-quarters’ length without in-

jury to the work.
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would have been pleasant and successful. The figures, cabs,

horses, etc., are all very cleverly introduced and painted with an

easy assurance which is the result of knowledge. The “ West-

minster” is better than the other London pictures if we con-

sider it as a view, the figures being of minor importance here,

and consisting chiefly of three navvies leaning on the parapet of

the bridge and smoking, whilst a woman and child are coming

along the foot-path. The scene consists chiefly of the Houses

of Parliament, the Victoria Tower being reflected in the water.

Above the building, between the Victoria and Clock towers,

the sun is visible over a bank of dense cloud, and there is a

breaking in the clouds just at the top of the picture. The
weakest element here is the composition, which is as awkward

as it can be. The parapet of the bridge cuts off the right-hand

corner like the mark you make when you fold down a leaf in a

book, and that is all the composition there is
;
the Palace of

Westminster being nothing but a direct representation like a

photograph taken on a misty day. The “ Bank of England”
lacks composition also, but here the defect is hidden by the

variety of the figures and vehicles, which amuse and interest

the spectator, as they do in the popular English pictures of

Frith. Human interest, especially contemporary, and of an

everyday kind which any one can recognize, is always a great

element of popularity, and makes the general public readily

pass over the most glaring artistic defects.

Amongst the younger Italians who are now becoming
known, one of the most strongly characteristic of the school is

Michetti. I have a hearty dislike to his work in painting, but

will endeavor to speak of it with fairness
;

in etching it is less

offensive, because etching is happily achromatic. His best

merit is a sort of elegance in the grouping of light and fantas-

tic figures. In color and drawing he belongs, I believe, to the

impressionists, a class of artists (Mr. Whistler represents them
in England) who endeavor to render, not objects in themselves,

but the impression which the objects produce on the retina

and on the mind. I believe it is not an injustice to describe

these artists as rejecting all the aids of conscious mental effort
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in the analysis of nature,
1 and also as eliminating manual labor

so far as it possibly can be eliminated from such an art as

painting. The result is a kind of oil sketching, which looks

wildly confused at first, but which, after you have examined it

for some time, begins to resemble a broken and distorted

image of something really seen by the artist in the natural

world. The action brought last year by Mr. Whistler against

Mr. Ruskin in London has revealed to the public some-

thing of an impressionist’s manner of working. Mr. Whistler’s

sketches are done from memory, with extreme rapidity, and are

really nothing more than colored memoranda of an impression.

For example, suppose you see a scene under a certain effect to-

day, and paint it from memory in your studio to-morrow, giv-

ing yourself a day to do it in
;
the result will be a sort of im-

pressionist Whistler picture if you are clever enough to get ac-

ceptable relations of color in so short a time. Michetti works

much on the same principle, except that he gives more time to

his work, and generally proceeds rather by sparkles and dabs

than by spaces. “The Kiss’’ is a rustic scene in Italy where

a young peasant is kissing a girl, the only witnesses to the act

being some turkeys with red crops. The incident takes place

on a sloping hillside, where there are some olive-trees, and a

building with a tower. At first you see nothing but dabs of

the crudest possible paint
;
but in course of time the subject

will reveal itself to you more or less clearly if you have pa-

tience. I can see that Michetti is clever, but I do not call the

work painting in the high sense of the word as it is understood

by serious artists. The other picture by him, “ Springtime and

Love,’’ is a fanciful picture of girls and youths playing and

dancing on green land by the sea with spotty shadows of trees

on it
;
there is also a tree in spring blossom with girls up in it

;

the whole relieved against a crude blue sky with thin clouds

hanging separately. The artist did not find room enough to

1 The impressionists are really synthetists as opposed to students who proceed

by patient analysis, and the desire to record impressions whilst they are perfectly

fresh leads them to cultivate the habit of rapidity in execution. It would be

uncharitable and unjust to suppose that this rapidity proceeds from indolence or

negligence.
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display his eccentricity to its full extent in the picture itself,

so it ran over upon the frame, which was as ugly as it was orig-

inal, bronzed, with a rod projecting from it all round, whilst

serpents are twining about the rod and birds sitting upon it.

The newest idea in frames is for the painter to daub color upon

them accidentally, as it were, with the scrapings of his palette.

All these things, I need hardly observe, are really child’s play,

and nothing else. They are hardly \yorth notice, but they ac-

quire importance when the cleverest young men in a school of

painting are puerile enough to condescend to them.

It was amusing to compare two pictures by Pagliano and

Didioni, which represented the same subject—the announce-

ment to Josephine by Napoleon of his intended divorce. Both

pictures were vulgar and both exceedingly clever, using and

abusing all the technical artifices which produce brilliance.

We have had vulgar artists in the English school also who have

dedicated their energies to glitter, and who have liked to paint

great people with shining satin dresses in splendid interiors.

In Didioni’s picture Josephine is in her chair, sobbing, and a

lady in cheery satin is sympathizing with her. There is an

open doorway to the right, through which Napoleon is depart-

ing with rapid strides, and his fist clinched behind him shows

the sort of humor he is in. All the hangings, looking-glasses,

etc., are as fine as possible, and good enough even for a large

joint-stock hotel on the day when it is first opened. In Pag-

liano’s picture Napoleon has not yet departed, and is himself

endeavoring to do that business of consolation which the other

painter has confided to a lady. There is a great deal of clever

management of light and shade and reflection in this picture,

especially the reflection from Josephine’s dress on Napoleon’s

breeches. He ought not to have trod upon her train, but the

moment was exciting, and he was never much of a gentleman.

I have not space to do any justice to Pasini
;
but cannot

leave the Italian school without mentioning him. He was
splendidly represented by eleven pictures, all of them remark-

able for sound drawing, close observation of character, and

masterly handling. TJie color is satisfactory in nearly all of

them, though in one of the best, “ Un Faubourg de Constanti-
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nople,” it appears crude at first sight, but this is due rather to

the variegated subject than to any fault of the artist. All the

eleven pictures were taken from Eastern life, which has not a

more able illustration in Europe. Pasini is at the same time

capable of much brilliance and perfectly sober-minded. How-
ever dazzling his work may occasionally be, it is always serious

and thorough.

Some Italian water-colors were remarkably bright and lumi-

nous, and I am rather inclined to think that the clever young

artists in the Italian school whose work in oil is crude would

succeed better in water-color, where their qualities would have

a better chance of telling effectually whilst their defects would

be less striking. Brightness is always a less dangerous element

in water-color than in oil, and crudity less objectionable, whilst

a hand naturally skilful becomes more quickly master of the

medium.
Philip Gilbert Hamerton.



PRE-MILLENARIANISM.

HE dogma of the Pre-Millennial Advent of Christ is but

one article of a complex system which should be compactly

stated. The particular views which are associated with it and

are held by its recognized exponents are multiform, and, to

some extent, contradictory. We would have welcomed the

publication, by the recent New York Conference, of an eschato-

logical creed embracing all the articles in which its members

concurred. The resolutions which were adopted do not amount

to that. Failing to get it, we present the following outline of

Though the Lord Jesus Christ now reigns on his divine Fa-

ther’s throne, the kingdom promised to him as the descendant

of David has not yet been set up. He is to return in the body

to earth for the purpose of gloriously establishing that kingdom

and visibly reigning in it over nations of men in flesh and blood.

It is not the intention of God to convert the world before that

advent. The Holy Spirit will not act for that end, through the

preaching of the Gospel and other instrumentalities, without the

bodily presence of Jesus. It is only his purpose to gather out

from the nations an elect people who shall afterwards reign with

him on earth. No radical spiritual change in the condition of

the world will take place, on the contrary, it will grow worse and

worse, under the present dispensation. Its subjection to Jesus

is only to be brought about by unprecedented displays of his

wrath, and most notably by the revelation of him, in flaming

fire, taking vengeance on his adversaries.

When the complement of the elect Gentiles shall have come
in, the Jews will be restored to their land. Under the lead of

the

PRE-MILLENARIAN SYSTEM,
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Antichrist, “ a real person in human form,” the apostate and

wicked Gentiles will make war upon them. Natural portents in

the sun, moon, and stars will manifest the approach of the Son

of Man. He will call forth the bodies of the righteous dead from

their graves, and change those of the righteous who shall still be

alive
;
and the two classes, united in'one as his Bride, the church

of the first-born, will ascend to meet him in the air. His judg-

ments in their full fury will be poured out upon Antichrist, the

beast, the kings of the earth and their armed followers. The
predicted conflagration of the last day will commence. With his

glorified saints, who shall have ascended to meet him, Jesus

will visibly descend upon Mount Olivet. The restored Jews,

reduced to a remnant by the terrible sufferings through which

they shall have passed, beholding their pierced Saviour, will

submit to him. Satan will be bound, so that he may not tempt

men and lead them into sin. Jerusalem will be rebuilt in more
than its ancient magnificence, and will be, to the world, what it

formerly was to Palestine. It will be the centre and capital of

Christ’s earthly empire, from which his glorified saints, associ-

ated with him in his government, will go forth continually, first

to convert the nations and then to rule them.

Thus will commence the millennial kingdom. It will have its

court in or over Jerusalem, exalted positions in which will be

the rewards that the great King will bestow upon his faithful

saints for the tribulations through which they have passed. In

it the Jews will be advanced to special honor. Gathered back

as the twelve tribes into their own land, they will be under the

rule of the twelve apostles, will be Christ’s armed instruments

of vengeance, and will also constitute the priesthood of the new
dispensation : for the temple will be rebuilt

;
the ritualistic ser-

vices, including the sacrifices of the Old Testament, will be re-

stored
;
and the nations will, from season to season, go up to

Jerusalem as the centre of worship.

The era thus introduced will, for a thousand years (it was

suggested in the Conference that this may mean 365,000 years)

be one of perfect peace and almost perfect holiness over all the

earth. The successive generations of men will be converted as

they come into being. There will be no outbreaks of trans-

gression. Nor will sickness and sorrow be felt. Those who
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shall then be born will die, but life will be much longer than it is

now—the antediluvian longevity probably restored.

The religious life will in one respect be greatly different from

what it is now. It will be one of sight, and will not be a warfare

and a struggle. The greater portion of the Bible will have no

application to it. Some new revelation may take its place, to

be used by the Lord in the salvation of men. “ Now is the

time of preaching
;
then the time of liturgy of the great congre-

gation shall come.” The sacraments will disappear, ex necessi-

tate ret.

Not only will the spiritual condition of men be mightily

transformed and gloriously exalted, but the earth will be beau-

tified and fructified, and restored to more than its paradisiacal

goodliness.

Great, however, as will be the blessedness of that age, its holi-

ness will not be perfect at the root. There will be a lurking

spirit of rebellion among the nations, which, at the close of the

thousand years, will break forth under the lead of Satan, who
will be permitted to come up from the bottomless pit and again

for a little season deceive them. But the rebels and their leader

will be destroyed by fire from heaven, and cast into the everlast-

ing place of torment.

Then will take place the resurrection and judgment, and ban-

ishment into the same place of torment, of the wicked dead who
had been left in their graves when the just were raised at the

opening of the millennium. The judgment-day will extend over

that whole millennial period, though there will be a grand assize

in the morning and another in the evening
;

for it will essentially

consist in the administration of the Davidic government.

The renovation of the earth by fire, commencing at the

second advent, will be completed at the end of the little season
;

and on it, throughout the everlasting ages, human beings will

continue to be born. Sin and suffering will, however, have

ceased. The race will be as if Adam had never fallen. Every
child will be new-born as it enters the world. Thus the atone-

ment of Jesus will be made availing for and applied to perpetual

generations. The human race will keep multiplying, marrying,

and giving in marriage, children being produced and in their

turn producing children, and so on for evermore. In other

words, the kingdom of Christ, to be established on his return, a
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kingdom like that of David, but purified and perfect, will con-

tinue as an everlasting kingdom over men born and living in

flesh and blood on earth, though exempt from sin and pain and

death.

Different particulars in this statement will be repudiated by
different believers in the system. They were not all made ob-

trusive in the proceedings of the Conference. For instance, v/e

cannot fecall the assertion that the throne will be literally set

up in Jerusalem
;
and Dr. Cooper said, “ The kingdom will be

on earth, but it does not follow that the seat of that kingdom
will be there.” This, however, with variations, is presented by
representative writers

;
and all the features that we have out-

lined have been maintained by recognized advocates. They are

bound up in the principles on which there is agreement. Ex-

travagances, for which the sober class of pre-millenarians cannot

fairly be held responsible, have been carefully omitted from our

statement.

CONCESSIONS.

It ought to be at once admitted that there is an apparent

foundation in the Bible for much of this system. It has been

and is held by some of the best and most spiritually-minded

believers in the infallible inspiration of the Scriptures—men
who cannot be accused of deliberately desiring to wrest the

words of God to a wrong meaning. “ This doctrine,” says the

latest church history which has come into our hands, “ though

ultimately rejected by the Catholic Church, was too frequently

held by the early Fathers to be ranked among heresies.” As re-

gards the Presbyterian Church, in which some would have us be-

lieve the judicial axe is being sharpened, we should be emphatic

in repudiating the idea of disciplinary process against any who
have been captivated by it. We do not believe a pre-millena-

rian, with his view of the first and second resurrections, would

express his faith in the form of Ch. 32, Sec. 3, of the Confession

of Faith
;
for that does not conform to the claim which is made,

that “ wherever the resurrections of both the good and the bad

are spoken of, the resurrection of the righteous is always named
first, and that of the wicked afterwards.” It is claimed that the

last clause of the Confession favors their view. But the eighty-

eighth answer of the Larger Catechism disposes of the ground
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from which that inference is drawn. The standards, however, do

not explicitly pronounce upon the questions involved; and the re-

jection of the pre-millenarian advent has never been understood

as required by our ordination vows, though some of its concom-

itants might be held and advanced in such a way as to subject

their advocates to process.

While making this concession, however, may we without of-

fence ask whether those Christians who are fascinated by the

dogma do not, in general, belong to the class in whom the emo-

tional prevails over the logical ? To a sensitive and imaginative

nature, in this sublunary state and amid the struggles of this

only partially sanctified life, there is something captivating in

it. It contains “ elements which at once fascinate the carnal

and attract the spiritual.” We often wish we could believe it.

We wish that our Lord would at once, and by one stroke of his

vengeance, close the warfare that is going on between good and

evil and put a sudden end to the violence and vice that now
reign

;
just as oftentimes when we feel the struggle in our own

being between the old and the new, and the evil asserts itself,

we wish he would suddenly come by death and take us to the

blessed land, where we shall be released from all the constitu-

tional weaknesses of the flesh.

Fairminded men on both sides of the question will also

admit that inexplicable difficulties may be raised against each

by its opponents. That is essentially involved in the nature of

unfulfilled prophecy. It is creditable to Professor Kellogg that

he declared in the Conference :
“ We are shut up to a choice of

difficulties whichever side we take.’ ’ On the other hand, any

who may incline to be bitterly sweeping in their denunciations

of pre-millenarians should observe the moderation and the def-

erence with which such a man as Dr. Charles Hodge, while a

decided post-millennialist, deals with the subject :
“ All this is

said with diffidence and submission. The interpretation of un-

fulfilled prophecy, experience teaches, is exceedingly precarious.

There is every reason to believe that the predictions concerning

the second advent of Christ, and the events which are to attend

and follow it, will disappoint the expectations of commentators,

as the expectations of the Jews were disappointed in the manner
in which the prophecies concerning the first advent were accom-
plished” (“ Systematic Theology,” iii. 844).
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ASSERTIONS AGAINST POST-MILLENARIANISM.

Pre-millenarians make the following sweeping assertions

against post-millenarianism :

1. It is nowhere declared in the Bible that the object of the

preaching of the Gospel under this dispensation of the Spirit is

the conversion of the world and the conquest of the nations.

But if the command and the encouragement contained in the

great commission to the church for its work during the bodily

absence of its King do not essentially involve that, we know
not what meaning they have :

“ All power is given unto me in

heaven and in earth. Go ye therefore and MAKE DISCIPLES OF
ALL NATIONS, baptizing them in the name of the Father, and

of the Son, and of the Holy Ghost : teaching them to observe

all things whatsoever I have commanded you. And, lo ! Iam
with you alway, even unto the end of the world." An existing

and perpetual presence of the Redeemer was the force with which

the apostles were sent out for the tremendous work of Christian-

izing the world. Could any one infer from the words of that

commission that the glorious bodily return of Jesus to earth,

with fire and sword, would be necessary for the disciplining of

the nations ?

2. No clear revelation can be produced from the New Tes-

tament, especially from the Epistles, of an age of universal gospel

triumph before the second advent. We think, as will be seen,

that Rev. 19:1 1—20 : 6 covers such an age. But what if the Old

Testament part of the one organic revelation contained enough

about that period ? What if the Lord knew that his people

would, for their daily life here, be more in need of the repeated

warnings against sin and the practical line upon line, precept

upon precept, with which the Epistles abound ? What if reach-

ing into and through the millennial age itself those warnings and

precepts will, under the more mighty effectual work of the

Spirit, be the means of its peace, purity, and power ? What if

in the compact word which he has given to the church he saw

them to be more essential than repetitions of the glimpses of

the latter-day glory, many of which, as it is, may really belong

to the final and glorious consummation in heaven ?

3. But the parables of our Lord especially teach that the

state of the church down to the second advent is to be a mixed
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one. The fact is admitted, but not the inference from it. Those

seven parables (in Matt. 13) by which the Redeemer illustrated

the nature of his kingdom bear strongly against pre-millenarian-

ism. By one breath they sweep away the pleading with which

Professor Lummis, in the Conference, endeavored to prove that

the church is in no sense the kingdom. They shut out the idea

of the erection of the kingdom, or its glorious advancement at

any crisis, by fire or sword. If the parables of the mustard-seed

and the leaven are coextensive in time with the others, all reach-

ing to the second advent, where in them can you find the ideas

that the mustard-tree is to grow more and more stunted
;
that,

instead of the church leavening the world more and more from

age to age, the world is more and more to corrupt the church,

both growing worse and worse, until the Lord comes with force

and vengeance ? The parables of the tares and wheat, and of

the bad and good fish, do indeed teach that the state of the

church will to the end be a mixed one. So it will be through

the millennium, and pre-eminently during the little season at

the close of which the complete and everlasting separation be-

tween the true and the false will be effected. It is nowhere de-

clared in the Bible that all the professed subjects of our king in

the millennial age will be perfectly holy. Tares will still be

found, not so numerous, not so large, as now, but still in exist-

ence, and making the parable applicable.

4. The New Testament represents the second coming as im-

minent, liable to occur at any moment, and enjoins believers to be

always watching for it. But the following considerations show,

as has been pithily said, that the Divine “ soons” and “ quick-

lies” are not to be measured by our impatient arithmetic :

a. As a fact, two millennia have passed since the inspired

declarations were penned. “ Surely I come quickly,” said Jesus

from heaven nearly eighteen hundred years ago. But he has

not yet come. His words, therefore, were not intended to

mean that his return could take place at any time during that

period. Dr. Gordon, in the Conference, illustrated the pre-mil-

lenarian view by saying that once, when he left home, he

thoughtlessly said to his children that they might expect him

any day
;
and the consequence was that every day they were

washed and in clean clothes at the depot, watching for him

when the train arrived. But if Dr. Gordon had known that
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he would not return any of those days would he have in-

flicted those daily disappointments upon his children ? b. The
apostles themselves did not understand the words which they

wrote as intimating the probability or possibility of a speedy

return. A mistake in this respect is charged upon them by the

enemies of revelation, and admitted by some pre-millenarians

in a way which would destroy the idea of their inspiration.

Rationalists are very fond of the notion “that the apostles

fully believed and even taught that the second advent, with all

its glorious consequences, would occur in their day.’’ It un-

dermines so effectually the orthodox doctrine of inspiration that

they may gladly seize hold upon the idea. But it is amazing to

find orthodox pre-millenarians appealing to such men as “ coldly

unprejudiced,’’ and therefore the best interpreters ! Even
Mead, the pre- millennial giant, admits “ it was not possible the

apostles should expect the end of the world to be in their own
time when they knew so many things were to come to pass, as

could not be fulfilled in a short time.’’ Certainly Paul shows,

in 2 Thess. 2 : 1-12, that he was informed to the contrary.

The Epistles to the Thessalonians stand chronologically at the

beginning of the New Testament, dating about the year 53.

The Book of Matthew only, if even that, was written earlier.

We cannot permit the expressions of the later books to be so

interpreted as to overturn Paul’s clear revelation. Moreover,

the Lord himself (in Mark 13 : 21-23) had plainly declared that

his second coming would not be in connection with the capture

of Jerusalem. Now remember that all the New Testament

books but John’s were written before that event
;
and it must

be concluded that the other divine declarations recorded in them

were not intended to teach that the glorious appearance might

be any day before or in connection with that. The strongest

of all the apostolic expressions is the “ we which are alive and

remain unto the coming of the Lord of 1 Thess. 4 : 15, 17. If

we had nothing else, we would understand it to mean that Paul

expected that he and others of his generation would live to see

the glorious event. So the Thessalonians understood it : the

day was at hand. Unsettled minds and excited feelings were

the consequence. They were “ shaken in mind’’ or “ out of

their senses. ” The apostle, therefore, hastened to correct the

misconstruction by his second letter. Dean Alford translates
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the “ is at hand” (of 2 ; 2) as “ on hand, has set in, has come, is

present, has already arrived.” Dr. J. H. Brookes (“ Mara-

natha,” p. 527) emphasizes this
;
and making the second advent

double, the first act an invisible coming for the saints, the other

a visible appearance with them for the triumphant establishment

of the kingdom, he says what troubled the Thessalonians was

the idea that Jesus had invisibly come, and, as they had not

been caught up, they were shut out from the blessedness of the

kingdom. This is ingenious, though, as a pre-millenarian posi-

tion, suicidal. But however this may be, it does not touch the

fact that Paul knew and taught that the second coming was not

really impending in his day. Remembering that the apostolic

letters were designed for the church in all ages, the last genera-

tion of which as it reads them will be found alive when Jesus

returns, we have no trouble with Paul's earlier expressions.

c. Our view of inspiration will not allow us to believe that the

apostles used words which can fairly make on other minds a dif-

ferent impression from that which they themselves had. Dr.

Brookes has charged upon post-millenarians the error “ danger-

ous to the souls of men, ’
’ and

‘
‘ dishonoring to God, ” of “ bold-

ly asserting that holy men of old, who spake as they were moved
by the Holy Ghost, were mistaken when they taught the people

to look for his coming. ” It seems to us that it is against the

pre-millenarians that this indictment really lies. They make
not only the inspired men to have been mistaken, but (we write

the words hesitatingly and with a tender reverence) they unin-

tentionally and unknowingly impute a mistake to the Holy
Ghost himself, d. It is claimed that the injunctions to look

and watch constantly for the event are inconsistent with the

idea that it is not always imminent, but that a millennium must
pass before it can occur. There is force in this. If the diffi-

culty were not solved by express Bible words, it would, from a

human point of view, be overmastering. But Peter cuts the

knot, and shows that, however it may appear to us, there is in

the Divine mind no inconsistency between the two truths, any

more than there is between his sovereignty and our free agency,

though men may seek to array them against each other. P'or

the apostle, in the third chapter of his second epistle, first as-

serts in verses 1-3 that the event was not then near at hand, and

yet a few verses further on, 11, 12, he exhorts his readers to
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look for and hasten the coming of it. This answer is, through a

concession made by Dr. Brookes, conclusive. He admits that

“ the day” which Peter in v. 12 urges us to look for is the end

of the millennium, instead of the events that shall occur at its

commencement (“ Maranatha,” 528). What then becomes of

the oft-repeated cry, that it is “worse than idle” to watch for

an event which cannot come for more than a thousand years ?

THE PRESUMPTION AGAINST PRE-MILLENARIANISM.

There are two facts which, in a historic mind, must raise a

strong presumption against pre-millenarianism :

(1) The view of Christ’s kingdom that underlies it seems to

be the one which the Jews had derived from the Old Testament,

and which in them, and in his apostles especially, Jesus com-

bated during his earthly life. Because he claimed to be the

Messiah, and yet was not the kind of a king the apostate people

looked for, they put him to death. It is true the force of this

might be broken by the statement that their error consisted in

overlooking the humiliation-sections of the prophecies which por-

trayed his kingly exaltation. But the apostles, who labored

under the same error up to the crucifixion, were freed from it by

the forty days’ communion with their risen Lord
;
and their epis-

tles written after his exaltation breathe the spirituality which

their Master’s oral utterances, during his humiliation, had ex-_

pressed to them and to the Jews. Pre-millenarianism points con-

fessedly to a reproduction, in the future, of Judaism, even to its

sacrifices, and to a perpetuation of the fleshly distinction between

Jews and Gentiles. “ In the ecclesia of the New Testament,”

said Mr. Parsons in the Conference, “ no distinction of nation-

ality appears,” but there comes “the millennial dawn of the

new Judaic dispetisation ”/ Now if the Epistle to the Hebrews

pre-eminently does not teach that those past distinctions have

been forever done away, we know not what truth can unques-

tionably be drawn from it.

(2) This system is not enunciated in the creed of any section

of the church. It has only been held by individuals. And as

to them, it is a significant remark of Dr. Shedd (“ Hist, of Chris-

tian Doctrine,” ii. 390) that it was “ a peculiarity of the Jewish-

Christian as distinguished from the Gentile-Christian branch

of the church and another equally significant of Neander
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(i. 651), that “wherever we meet with Chiliasm in Papias,

Irenaeus, Justin Martyr, eveiy thing goes to indicate that it

was diffused from one country and from a single fountain-head,

the natural home of a sensual, enthusiastic religious spirit.’’

Professor Kellogg admits, too, that “ the most of the Re-

formers’’ rejected the first and second resurrections a thousand

years apart and the personal reign of Jesus upon earth, though

he contends they denied also the doctrine of a converted world

previous to the coming. Now the absence of this dogma from

all the known creeds does not conclusively prove it to be erro-

neous. We are not of those who hold that the past has discov-

ered and infallibly expressed all the Bible truths. But it is a

strong adverse presumption that what is claimed to be so prom-

inent, clear, and important has never been crystallized in clean-

cut terms in a church confession. And it causes the assertions

of some pre-millenarians to appear in a very strange light. Thus
Dr. Seiss (“ Last Times,’’ pp. 246-7) has described post-millen-

nialism as papistic. Dr. Brookes, in the Conference, branded it as

the “post-millennial heresy.’’ Even Dr. Craven admitted and

claimed that their doctrine is “ inconsistent with the now preva-

lent doctrine of the Protestant Church ” concerning the office

of the Spirit
;
and he asserted that that Protesant doctrine is

“ neither Catholic nor scriptural.’’ Moreover, it is sorrowfully

suggestive of danger that Dr. S. H. Tyng, Jr., was driven, by
the stress of his argument, to slur the Catholic expression of

the doctrine of the Trinity.

POSITIVE ARGUMENTS AGAINST IT.

I. The pre-millenarian system assumes that the prophetical

declarations of the Bible should be interpreted with a strict lit-

erality
;
and it claims that by such an interpretation it is drawn

from the inspired books.

But if the prophecies, much more the didactic parts of

Revelation, should be so construed
;
and we submit that a rule

which would turn the bread and wine of the sacrament into

the body and blood of Jesus is self-condemned. It is against

the laws of language and the practice of men, and emphatically

against interpretations which the Bible has put upon itself.

“ Two things are remarkable about the prophecies of Scripture,

which have already been accomplished. The one is that the ful-
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filment has, in many cases, been veiy different from that which

a literal interpretation led men to anticipate. The other is that

in some cases they have been fulfilled even to the most minute

details.” Luthardt, though tinctured with pre-millennialism,

says of prophecy (‘ ‘ The Saving Truths of Christianity,
’

’ p. 264)

:

” It is scarcely possible here to distinguish between figure and

reality, for the whole subject lies entirely beyond our present

experiences.” And in a note (p. 362) he utters this significant

warning : ‘‘I cannot refrain from reminding that the doctrine

of the last things presupposes the knowledge and understand-

ing of the other branches of Christian doctrine, and without

these may easily perplex the mind
;
also, that the Revelation of

St. John is the last and not the first book of Holy Scripture.”

Pre-millenarianism is based upon the violation of the “ old

maxim in divinity, that doctrines are not to be built upon pro-

phetic or symbolic scripture.” Moreover, its adherents play

fast and loose in the application of their principle. They do

not, they cannot, carry it out consistently. Hence the impossi-

bility of stating the full-blown system without being called to

order at almost every step. ” The torch of the literalist is an

‘ignis fatuus, ’ leading those who follow it they know not

whither,” and bringing them into many collisions with each

other. It is a happy thing that it is so
;
for their principle

would ‘‘turn the Gospel upside down.”
2. It is another underlying assumption of this system, that

in every case, after the appearance of Christ in the flesh, when
his coming is spoken of, the reference is to that glorious, vis-

ible, bodily return to earth which is designated in Heb. 9 : 28

as “ the second ” coming.

There is one declaration of the Lord himself which under-

mines that assumption. In Matt. 16 : 28 he said :

‘‘ Verily, I

say unto you, there be some standing here which shall not taste

of death till they see the Son of Man coming in his kingdom
”

(Col. Mark 9 : 1 and Luke 9 : 27). Either the pre-millenarian

principle is wrong, or some of the apostles are still living on the

earth. The way in which Dr. Joseph A. Seiss meets this al-

most takes away the breath of the reader of his “ Last Times.”

On p. 37 he has a paragraph in which he iterates, reiterates,

and re-reiterates that “ all the passages respecting the coming

of the Son of Man which have not been fulfilled in his first
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coming apply directly and only to his next coming at the judg-

ment.” But on pp. 212, 213 he comes across this declaration in

Matt. 16 : 28. He admits that “ this coming in his kingdom,

which some of the disciples were to live to see, is not the final

advent
;
for the disciples are all dead, and the final advent is

still future.” But the Transfiguration took place a week after

the declaration was made, and that was, “ in some sense, the

coming of the Son of Man in his kingdom ”! Will it be con-

sidered presumption for us to prefer the interpretation which

our Divine Master has transmitted to us of his own words ? He
said to Peter concerning John, ‘‘If I will that he tarry till I

come, what is that to thee ?” Plis disciples were then leavened

with the pre-millenarian error. They understood him to refer

to his glorious return at the end of the world. Hence “ this

saying went abroad among the brethren, that that disciple

should not die. Yet Jesus said not unto him, he shall not die,

but if I will that he tarry till I come, what is that to thee.”

And Jesus did so will. John lived until the Lord came in the

sense in which he had promised in Matt. 10 : 23 : ‘‘Ye shall not

have gone over the cities of Israel, till the Son of Man be

come.” Remarkable manifestations of the kingly power of

Christ, which exhibit the principles that are to have their grand

manifestation at the second advent in the body, are comings of

him. Such was pre-eminently his destruction of Jerusalem and

the overthrow of the Jewish theocracy, and John at least lived

through that.

At this point emerges one of the most surprising variations

of the system. Dr. Brookes, in his “ Maranatha,” while claiming

(p. 534)
“ that in the New Testament the coming of Christ is

always to be understood literally,” yet, as we have seen, breaks

up the second advent itself into two, and contends (p. 531) that

‘‘Christ comes for his people before he appears with them.”

The whole of the last chapter in that book is an embodiment of

the inherent weakness of the system. Dr. Brookes lays out his

strength in the endeavor to harmonize its diversities, to clarify

it, to roll it up out of the fog
;
but it is the most remarkable in-

tellectual' Sisyphus exhibition that we are familiar with. More-

over, it is claimed by pre-millenarians that Rev. 19 describes

the second advent. We might ask : Literally on a white horse ?

Many crowns literally on the head ? Out of the literal mouth
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a literal sharp sword ? The birds literally picking the flesh of

Christ’s enemies ? But it is enough to note that that coming is

for the raising of the righteous dead, and yet is to be invisible !

In the body, but invisible ! A public, glorious manifestation,

but unseen! Raising the dead and transforming the living

saints, who mysteriously disappear from earth and are missed

by their ungodly neighbors ! The “ voice,” the “ shout,” the
” trump,” will not be heard (” Maranatha,” 527). Literality !

Nothing physical and visible after all !

3. We have one inspired interpretation of prophecy, made
at a time when the utmost plainness would* be expected, which

destroys the pre-millennial idea of the Davidic kingdom of Christ

as yet to be set up : Acts : 2 : 29-36. We have time and again

prayerfully pondered that, and we cannot see how it can have

any other meaning than that the predicted sitting of Christ upon

the throne of David, in the sense which the Holy Ghost in-

tended, was then an accomplished fact. David knew that God
” would raise up Christ to sit on his throne “ This Jesus hath

God raised up.” If Professor Lummis, in his long Conference

paper on “ The Kingdom and the Church,” or Dr. Seiss in his

Discourse on the Kingdom which literally is studded with italic

and small-capital quotations of verses that seem to sustain his

view, or Dr. Brookes, in the whole of his “ Maranatha,” en-

deavors to explain that inspired interpretation of Peter, we
cannot recall it. But it breaks the backbone of their system.

4. The doctrine of the twofold resurrection is presented

as the crucial point of the system.

But (1) The general and didactic declarations of the Bible

would not suggest two resurrections, a thousand years or any

long period apart. Acts 24 : 15 :
“ There shall be a resurrection

of the dead, both of the just and unjust”—not two resurrections

of the dead. John 5 : 28, 29 : “The hour is coming in the

which all that are in the graves shall hear his voice and shall

come forth : they that have done good unto the resurrection of

life, and they that have done evil unto the resurrection of dam-

nation.” Daniel 12:2: ” Many of them that sleep in the dust

of the earth shall awake, some to everlasting life and some to

shame and everlasting contempt.” Will it have any effect on

our brethren who are disposed to accept the Rabbinical gloss,

“ Many from out of the sleepers in the dust shall awake
;
these
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(
i.c., those who awake shall be) to everlasting life, and those

(who do not then awake shall be) to everlasting contempt,” to

remind them that it was thereby made to teach that none but

the just, the Israelites, the learned in the law, should ever rise?

(2) 1 Cor. 15 : 23, 24: “ Every man in his own order;

Christ the firstfruits
;

afterward they that are Christ’s at his

coming. Then cometh the end undoubtedly suggests a suc-

cession. But to say that “first,” “afterward,” “then,” involve

necessarily the idea that because a long period intervenes between

the resurrection of Christ and that of his people, there must

be another long period between their resurrection and that of

the wicked, is a straining of words beyond their natural signifi-

cation. There are three facts against it : a. The resurrection

of the wicked is not at all referred to in the whole chapter.

Pre-millenarians remember this in one of their arguments, but

forget it on this point, b. The theory is that Christ rose eigh-

teen hundred years ago
;
the righteous dead will rise at the

commencement of the millennium
;
at the end of that, which will

be the last day, the wicked dead will be raised. But Jesus had

specifically declared that at that end, or last day, his saved peo-

ple will be raised. “ Then the end,” says the apostle
;
when,

comment pre-millennialists, the wicked will be raised
;
but, says

Jesus, John 6 : 40 :
“ This is the will of Him that sent me, that

every one which seeth the Son and believeth on him may have

everlasting life
;
and I will raise him up at the last day.” (Also

v. 44.) Thus believers are to be raised at the very stage which

this theory assigns to the wicked, c. Apply the same princi-

ple to 1 Thess. 4 : 16, 17 :
“ The dead in Christ shall rise first

:

then we which are alive and remain shall be caught up together

with them in the clouds, to meet the Lord in the air.” Any
long period between that “ first” and “ then” ?

(3) It is far-fetched to say that because there are portions of

the Word of God, such as 1 Cor. 15 and 1 Thess. 4, in which

the resurrection of the just alone is referred to, there is this

separation in time between it and that of the wicked. Between

the two are grand differences which make it eminently proper

to allude to the one alone, especially when comforting sorrowing

Christians. We have preached many sermons and delivered

funeral addresses not a few, in which we have spoken exclusively

of the happy resurrection, without supposing that any one
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would infer we held this theory. Would any minister have the

bad taste to declaim at such times about the resurrection unto

damnation ?

(4) The translation of eh, as “ from among,” thereby indi-

cating an eclectic resurrection, has an apparent ground and is of

force. But granting it as proper, it would not carry all that

has been claimed for it. It would mean either from the place

or state of the dead. We would be rather eager to admit that

eh vEicpcov did express the idea of the just being first called

forth from among the rest (as we suppose will be the case,

though with no great interval), and give that shade of meaning
to the apostle’s earnest desire in Phil. 3:11, and to the Mas-

ter’s declaration in Luke 20
: 35 ;

and*so meet the point, why
should the apostle use “if” about attaining as a great boon

what is certain for all, and why should Christ pronounce a

worthiness upon what includes also the evil ? But we have

inspired comments to show that the resurrection “of the dead
”

and “
from the dead ” mean the same thing (Acts 17 : 31, 32 ;

also Acts 24: 15). And the lower “ of ” is applied to the

just alone (c.g., 1 Cor. 15 : 12), and even to Jesus, notably in

that verse which contains the key-stone of the proof of the es-

sential deity of our Redeemer where we might have expected

the more exclusive “ from”—Rom. 1 : 4. But, as we have in-

timated, no contest over this is necessary
;
for we do not feel

called upon to deny that there may be a brief interval between

the raising of the just and of the unjust, which would justify

such an expression.

(5) The only passage which, on first reading, seems to be

open to this interpretation of two bodily resurrections a

thousand years apart, and which has caused it to be put upon

the other passages, is Rev. 20. But,

a. The strictest literal interpretation cannot get the resur-

rection of all the just from the fourth and fifth verses. The

passage includes only martyrs, though there are two classes of

them. First, “ the souls of them that were beheaded for the

witness of Jesus, and for the Word of God.” They had ap-

peared before in Rev. 6 : 9-1 1. Then their fellow-servants and

brethren that should be killed as they were are the second class :

“ Such as did not worship the beast, neither his image, neither

had received his mark upon their foreheads or in their hands.”
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They also had been described in Rev. 13 : 1 5
—

1

7
"* The perse-

cuted and the slain, the martyrs, are, then, the only portion of

the just that a literal interpretation can find in the passage.

b. If it does assert a bodily resurrection of all the just, as

some contend by making the first clause co-ordinate with and

not comprehensive of the other two, the meaning which pre-

millenarians put upon it still reveals an astounding failure in

their system. They hold a resurrection of the righteous dead

at that time
;
and then at the close of the thousand years a res-

urrection of the unjust only. No resurrection is provided for

the just who shall die during the millennium. This militates

against the completeness of Christ’s redemption. It leaves dis-

embodied souls forever in the universe.

c. The terms in vs. 4-6 do not necessarily assert a bodily

resurrection; and vs. 11-15 do assert a universal resurrection.

In the first the seer says nothing about graves surrendering

their dead, nor the bodies coming up. He sees the souls of the

beheaded living and reigning with Christ. Then in the second,

he does not say the “ rest of the dead” (who in v. 5 he had de-

clared “ lived not again until the thousand years were fin-

ished ”) rose, as would have been natural if the just were to

rise at the one time and only the wicked at the other. But
“the dead, small and great,” without limitation: “the sea

gave up the dead which were in it,” “ death and hell delivered

up their dead.
” “ They were judged every man.” There is a

literality and a universality in the latter scene which is not in the

former. And surely the mention of the Book of Life were un-

necessary if those whose names are written in it had already,

a thousand years before, been separated from the vast mass.

d. Our Saviour’s words in John 5 : 25, 28, 29, should be placed

beside this as suggesting an explanation of it : v. 25,
“ Verily,

verily, I say unto you, the hour is coming, and now is, when the

dead shall hear the voice of the Son of God, and they that hear

shall live. ” That is not a future resurrection
;

it “ now is nor
the resurrection of the body, but the spiritual resurrection of dea,d

souls to life. But further, vs. 28, 29,
‘ 4

the hour is coming
’

’ (it is

not added, “ now is”), “ in which all that are in the graves” (see

the difference, bodies from the graves) “ shall hear his voice and
shall come forth

;
they that have done good unto the resurrec-

tion of life
;
and they that have done evil unto the resurrection

28
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of damnation.” Hence, vs. 28 and 29 foretell the future bodily

resurrection of good and bad
;
v. 25 describes a present and

continuous resurrection of dead souls to life in regeneration.

This demolishes the reason which Alford gives for interpreting
" the first resurrection” in Rev. 20 as a bodily one. His crit-

icism would wreck the first of our Saviour’s utterances.

Now, we place John 5 : 25 parallel to Rev. 20 : 4-6 ;
and

John 5 : 28, 29 to Rev. 20 : 11-15. Then we find that when in-

dividuals, or a body of men, return from a life of sin they are

said to live again, as the restored prodigal ‘‘was dead and is

alive,” and as Paul, in Rom. 11 : 15, speaking of the conver-

sion of the Jews and the extensive propagation of the Gospel

among the Gentiles which would accompany it, says : ‘‘If the

casting away of them be the reconciling of the world, what shall

the receiving of them be but life from the dead ?” We find, too,

that when men, or a race of men, arise who exhibit the same
spirit which another man or race of men had exhibited in an ear-

lier age, those of the earlier age are said to live over again. It

was predicted that Elijah should appear before the coming of

Christ. The Jews expected the old prophet to come back to

earth
;
but the prediction was fulfilled in the appearance of

John in “ the spirit and power of Elijah.” Then finding the

prayer of the martyrs in Rev. 6 : 9-1 1 for vengeance, we see, in

20 : 4, 5, the answer
;
and we are satisfied with this explana-

tion which Dr. David Brown has elaborated : The vision re-

veals a period in the history of the church when the martyrs for

Jesus, whom paganism and the Papacy put to death, will live

in the rising up of a race of men who will exhibit the devotion

to Christ which was exhibited by them. They shall not only

live, but reign
;
judgment shall be given unto them in the de-

struction of all the enemies of the church. No human power

shall be in existence who will exhibit the persecuting spirit

which the enemies of the martyrs possessed. The great anti-

christian powers shall have been destroyed
;
the remnant of

the opponents of Christ shall have been slain for a season
;
the

devil shall have been shut up so that he cannot deceive the na-

tions
;
though the sinful heart of men will remain it will not

be tempted to the open and high-handed opposition to Christ

which Satan now encourages
;
vital religion will be prevalent

;

a type of it will be exhibited which we have never yet seen
;
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the church in its spirituality will be the ruling power of earth
;

the kingdom and dominion, and the greatness of the kingdom

under the whole heaven, shall be given to the people of the

saints of the Most High” (Daniel 7 : 27).

If this chapter stood by itself, such an interpretation would

seem strained. Puzzling question may be raised about it. But

we place it in the light of the whole Word of God. We decline to

force the clear statements of didactic portions of the book into

a non-natural agreement with a possible meaning of a prophecy.

5. Our space will not allow us to draw out the arguments which

may be arrayed against the system on account of its doctrine of

the judgment
;
the everlasting division which it teaches as ex-

isting among the redeemed people of Christ—two radically dif-

ferent sections of them
;
and its everlasting line of demarca-

tion, even in the church of the first-born, between Jews and

Gentiles. In all these respects it puts asunder what we believe

God has joined together.

There are two natural difficulties which, though they would

not make us reject pre-millenarianism if it were clearly revealed,

have force under the arguments which we have arrayed against

it, and which, with the light we have, are conclusive.

(1) As we understand, it teaches that the earth’s regenera-

tion by fire is to commence with the second coming, extend

through the millennium, and be completed at the end of it. If

the whole millennium be the day of judgment, that must be the

case under the declaration of 2 Peter 3 : 10, 12. Now we can un-

derstand how the risen and transformed saints, in their spiritual

bodies, could be in the midst of that conflagration without being

harmed by it, or could be carried above it
;
but how beings of

flesh and blood, such as we are, could exist and carry on sub-

lunary occupations and be longer lived, amid such a conflagra-

tion, passes comprehension. To meet this, some say the con-

flagration will only be partial or local and temporary
;
but that

cannot satisfy the inspired words.

(2) It teaches that after the little season, and the complete

restoration of the earth, human beings will continue to be pro-

duced here throughout eternity. Children will be born, as

would have been the case with Adam’s d«scendants if he had

not sinned, and will grow up and procreate children, and so for-

ever and ever an endless succession of births—but no deaths.
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Will there be room upon this finite earth for an infinite succes-

sion of human beings ? To meet this the theory is advanced of

the translation of the successive generations. Bickersteth, in

his “Yesterday, To-Day, and Forever,” depicts such a transla-

tion to other orbs, making ours the place from which the infinite

worlds that constitute the universe are to be supplied with in-

habitants. In a note he advocates this, not as a poetical conceit,

but a sober fact. As a flight of imagination, it is grand
;
as a

fact to be believed, there is not a revealed word to sustain it.

But (we hope we do not violate the law of charity in saying)

arguments are blunted by the fact that some, at least, of our

pre-millenarian brethren evidently have the impression that they

enjoy a revelation, or at least illumination, which enables

them to understand what the rest of us cannot comprehend.

In other respects the system also unhinges many of the

minds who receive it. It trenches dangerously on some of the

cardinal doctrines of the Gospel. Inexorably carried out, it

would destroy important articles in the accepted theology of the

churches. One charge, however, which is made against it is un-

just—that it must cut the nerve of preaching and of missionary

effort. Calvinists certainly cannot indorse that unless they

dignify an Arminian slander
;

for pre-millenarians hold that an

elect people are to be gathered out from the nations through

the preaching of the truth. Remember the splendid perora-

tion of Dr. Griffin’s sermon on “The Kingdom of Christ,”

about “ the conversion of a single pagan ;” and abandon that

charge. For ourselves, we confess that among our personal

friends who hold this error are the most spiritually-minded of

Christians and the most earnest and successful of pastors and

preachers. It would be well if all who assail them were as ef-

fective. If it be retorted that the practical life of those who
are thus in labors more abundant is not the logical development

of their mental state, let us thank God, in view of the intellec-

tual errors that abound in this imperfect world, that very few

indeed are inexorably logical. And let us all, while loving and

looking for the glorious appearing, hasten it by faithfulness in

the work which the Master has committed to us.

R. M. Patterson.



THE ISLANDS OF THE PACIFIC, NEW ZEALAND,
AND AUSTRALIA.

HE conditions and progress of English-speaking com-

munities in all parts of the world should possess great

interest to the people of the United States. Not alone is

there the sentimental interest springing from the fact of their

common origin, but there is the material and substantial interest

arising from the probability, not to say certainty, that those

communities will grow to large proportions and great wealth,

and that their alliance and friendship and custom are boons

that even the United States cannot afford to despise. Our
special reference now is to the countries known under the com-

prehensive designation of Australasia—which includes Austra-

lia, Tasmania, and New Zealand—and to those islands, smaller

in themselves, but yet great on account of their vast number,

known by the title of Polynesia.

It is singular how American energy has worked its way
toward Australia, and it is not without interest to notice how
Australasia and Polynesia have shown a disposition to cultivate

friendly and useful relations with the United States. The
great railway which connected the Pacific with the Atlantic

opened up a new highway to these vast regions
;
and a similar

result, though in much larger degree, will follow the comple-

tion of the contemplated canal through Central America.

The little that within the limits of a single paper can be

said of the present condition of these countries may have an

interest for the people of the United States. San Francisco and

New Zealand and Australia are already united by fast and fine
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steamers, which run between them once in every four weeks.

This communication is due to the enterprise of New Zealand

and New South Wales alone
;
they pay a very large yearly

subsidy for it—one amounting to nearly four hundred thousand

dollars. Let us step on board the steamer at San Francisco.

In eight days we find ourselves at Honolulu, the capital of the

Sandwich Islands. The past history of the Kingdom of Hawaii

is more or less known, and it is needless to dwell on it. The
natives have on the whole shown a remarkably good capacity

for self-government. Whilst they are jealous of control in mat-

ters affecting themselves, they have evinced a disinclination to

interfere with foreigners. The laws are made by a parliament

of natives
;
they are administered by a king and his advisers,

the latter being English or American, or both.

Three years ago Honolulu was a pretty, picturesque little

town, its gayety much augmented by the periodical visits of

numerous families from San Francisco, but on the other hand

much diminished by the ever-increasing difficulties that seemed

to make the trade and commerce of the islands less and less

prosperous. The Americans may now say nous avons changd

tout ccla. In 1876 the United States entered into a treaty of

reciprocity with Hawaii, the consequences of which to that

kingdom have been most beneficent. In return for the admis-

sion of American goods duty free to Hawaii, the American

Government agreed to admit sugar and other products of

Hawaii duty free to the ports of the United States. Sugar is

the chief production of Hawaii, and the treaty amounts to

allowing Hawaiian sugar to find a market in America with-

out the payment of about $75 a ton, to which it was pre-

viously subject, and which similar sugars of other countries

have still to pay. As the sugar Hawaii is able to provide

amounts to a mere fraction of the sugar the States consume, the

effect has been to very little lower the value of Hawaiian sugar

in America
;
or in other words, the Hawaiians enjoy the whole

benefit of the saving of duty. They rejoice in the gain of what

to all intents and purposes is a bounty of $75 per ton on

every ton of sugar they produce.

This is not the place to criticise the policy of the arrange-

ment, but lest it should appear that the writer considers it a
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purposeless piece of generosity on the part of the United

States, this much may be said—it is far from certain that

the apparent loss is not more than compensated to the Ameri-

cans in other directions. The place will become rich and

important, and will largely consume American goods, which by

the treaty have obtained exemption from the duties to which

similar goods from other countries are subject. But probably

this is the least benefit the Americans look to. It is a matter

of high policy—it is of great importance to the United States

to control, to use a favorite American phrase, the Kingdom of

Hawaii. We once saw a map prepared in a government

department of the United States, the object of which was to

show that Hawaii was one of the most geographically im-

portant centres of the world. Its situation, as regards North
and South America, Australasia, Japan, and China, is of great

value, and if the canal through Central America is ever com-
pleted that value will be materially increased. The following

table of distances will show the extreme importance of

Hawaii’s position in relation to what the Old World has been in

the habit, of considering the far East, the far West, and the far

South of this planet.

Honolulu by ocean route to

—

San Francisco 2,100 miles,

Portland, Oregon, about 2,400 “

Panama...., 4,620 “

Tahiti 2,380 “

The time is too short since the completion of the treaty to

admit of the relation of any statistical results of much import-

ance. The treaty came into force about September, 1876, and
the most that the figures we have available tell us is, that the

exports for the first six months of 1876 were $63,700 against

$1,438,000 for the same period of 1877. But in a case like this

figures are not needed to teach what is apparent to the most
ordinary observation. Up to 1876 the history of Hawaii was
the melancholy record of a decaying nation. When Cook first

visited the islands he estimated their population to be about

400.000. The census of 1852 showed a population of 130,000 ;

°f 1853, 73,000; of i860, 69,000; of 1866, 62,000; of 1872,

56.000. In 1876 the country was a prey to the most gloomy

Auckland 3,814 miles.

Sydney 4,480 “

Hong Kong 4,893
“

Yokohama 3,440 “
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forebodings ;
commerce was in an utterly depressed condition

;

property had fallen to a low value. The reciprocity treaty,

consummated after many years of negotiation, was the magi-

cian’s wand which turned into brightness all that was gloom

before. The impulse to industry was given. There was an

eagerness to produce, for produce yielded large profits. Prop-

erty not only became salable, but rose very much in value.

From a listless, desponding people the inhabitants became an

eager, industrious, speculative community, bent on two objects

—

to increase production by cultivation, to increase population by

immigration. It is hard to set a limit to the results that may
be obtained. Hawaii, with an area of 6740 square miles and

a population of 60,000 people, produces exports of about the

value of $2,000,000. Mauritius, with an area of 676 square

miles and a population of about 300,000, produces exports to

the value of about $15,000,000. Surely there is plenty of

room for Hawaii advancing to a prosperity many times greater

than it at present enjoys.

We will now resume our voyage in the mail steamer to

Australia. We proceed a little to the west of sout]?, and in

about eight days we pass close by the Navigator or Samoan
Islands. We do not call in, although there are splendid har-

bors, but the trade does not yet make it necessary for the mail

steamers to arrest their progress there.

The Samoan group has before it the certainty of a great

future. Its land is fertile, its climate excellent. It is rarely

subject to the hurricanes that devastate at intervals the groups

farther westward. Often the captains of steamers enjoying

fine weather eastward of Samoa see to the westward evidences

of fierce storms from which they are free. The trade of Samoa
during 1876 is thus stated on good authority : Imports,

£241,000, from which £100,000 was in copra and £24,000 in

guano for re-export, and £20,000 in specie. The exports were

£226,000, showing, after deducting the re-exports, about

£100,000 of Samoan produce.

Samoa is an important place for collecting the produce of

other groups
;
beside, that its own produce is considerable.

Copra is the name given to the dried contents of the cocoa-nut.

It is sent in very large quantities to Germany, where it is pre-
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pared into oils, soaps, and candles, the refuse making excellent

food for cattle. A manufactory has lately been established in

Auckland, New Zealand, for obtaining from the copra its pro-

ducts, and probably a great deal of copra which has hitherto

found its way to Germany will now be directed to the nearer

market.

At Samoa we are in the midst of those teeming islands com-

prehensively known as Polynesia, which the geography books

used to describe in company with Australia as the “ fifth

quarter of the globe.” To the westward are the Fiji, Friendly,

and Solomon Islands, the New Hebrides group, and New
Caledonia

;
to the eastward, the Society and Marquesas groups

;

besides on either side, and north and south, innumerable other

islands. A little to the north and westerly, the islands extend

in group after group, archipelago after archipelago, to New
Guinea, the largest island in the world, if Australia be dignified

into the rank of a continent.

New Guinea lies far out of our track, but it is exciting so

much attention now on account of recent discoveries of gold

that a few words may be devoted to it. About one half of New
Guinea is supposed to belong to the Dutch, but they do not

appear to set much value on it. Some four years since a great

deal of attention was directed to it on account of certain

explorations in and around it made by the commander of a

British man-of-war, Captain Moresby. His discoveries in-

cluded a Yast quantity of capable land, fine rivers, the

evidence of the presence of gold, and some communities of

natives very superior to those who were supposed to people

the island. Since then various expeditions have been under-

taken from Australia. Gold in remunerative quantities is

said to have been found, and considerable pressure has been
brought to bear upon the British Government to annex the

country. It may be as fine a land as recent report makes it out

to be, but it is singular, if such is the case, that the Dutch, who
have shown themselves so capable of judging of the value of

tropical countries, have been content to let it pass through

their hands. They make no claim whatever, we believe, on

that portion of the island which has been the scene of the

recent explorations.
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The island of New Caledonia, rich in fertile soil, and pro-

fusely gifted with valuable minerals and metals, has unhappily

been converted into a French penal settlement. The French
settlements at the Society Islands and Marquesas have hardly

been so successful as they promised to be. Tahiti, gifted with
many and varied resources, has not answered the legitimate

expectations of which long since it was the subject. The
French are not altogether fortunate in their colonial systems

;

they are liberal—perhaps too liberal
;
and it may be, for that

very reason, do not sufficiently encourage self-reliance. At
home they are republicans, and their motto is liberty and
equality. Beyond the seas their colonial system savors of im-

perialism, and aristocratic rather than republican sympathies

find favor.

The Archipelago of Tonga, or as they were denominated by
Cook, the Friendly Isles, is one of the most important groups

in the South Pacific. It consists of more than a hundred

islands, large and small, possessed of great capabilities. The
Tongese have a settled government, administered by a king,

whose authority is undisputed. But when he dies great

difficulties are anticipated. On his conversion to Christianity

he repudiated polygamy. He divorced all his wives, of whom
he had many, excepting one, the youngest. His eldest sons

were officially bastardized, and they are not contented that it

should be so. They proclaim their intention to contend for

the throne when their father dies.

Tonga possesses great advantages of situation. Recently the

German Government arranged with the king for the use, in case

of need, of one of the harbors of the group. The Germans are

largely interested in the trade of the Pacific Islands, but they

have resolutely refused to entertain proposals to annex any of

the groups. The treaty, if such it can be called, with King

George is the nearest approach to any actual responsibility

assumed by the Fatherland. Great Britain has hardly been

less reluctant to annex
;
but annexation has been forced on her

in the case of Fiji, and with it responsibilities in respect of

other groups, the extent of which cannot be overrated. The
Pacific Islanders possess, in common with many tropical races,

a characteristic aversion to work and labor in their own
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domains, but on other lands they can work well and vigor-

ously. This feature became well known a few years since, and

a large demand grew up for transplanted island labor. A
system of kidnapping was organized by numerous small trad-

ing vessels owned and commanded by men of an utterly

unscrupulous and merciless character. The British Govern-

ment, partly in pursuance of its accepted universal mission

against slavery in every shape, and partly on account of these

vessels being mostly English, owned and sailing under the

flag of England, set itself to put down the traffic in man. The
task was not easy, for the profits of the trade were large. The
difficulty was enhanced from the want of any British territory

amongst the islands from which the naval operations could be

conducted. Fiji was a favorite rendezvous, but Fiji had be-

come the scene of a curious imitation of the Hawaiian scheme

of government. Some Englishmen from Australia had man-

aged to secure the confidence of the King of Fiji, and a con-

stitution was proclaimed. The English Government are apt

to take offence at efforts of the kind, and from the first the

English consul at Fiji showed the most uncompromising

opposition to the attempt to form a composite native and

English system of constitutional government. Negotiations

of a not very cordial nature ensued, and in the end the British

government reluctantly took possession of the Fijian group.

They subsequently authorized, by English legislation, the

appointment of commissioners on islands owning only a native

form of government. Gradually they are approaching to larger

annexations. When King George dies, it is likely the annexa-

tion of Tonga by England will be looked upon as preferable to

a devastating civil war. In most of the groups the natives are

dying out, whilst the commercial attractions will probably

assume larger proportions. In the not far future New Zealand

will probably take up, on behalf of the British Government, a

commanding position in regard to the Pacific Islands. In

point of position, favorable prevailing winds, its trade, and the

maritime character of its inhabitants and of their pursuits,

New Zealand possesses advantages for the exercise of such a

responsibility superior to those of the other Australian

colonies. It may of course be that Fiji itself will become the
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centre of island empire. Such a result, however, is not likely

to answer well. Fiji will not enjoy a responsible constitutional

system of government. It will continue to be a Crown colony.

Its government will be more or less an autocratic one
;
public

opinion will, for a generation or two, have little power of sway.

New Zealand, on the other hand, is constitutionally governed,

and all exercise of authority emanating from its shores would
be well canvassed and constantly subjected to the beneficial

influence of criticism. The New Zealanders, have, besides,

experience in dealing with natives. A valuable section of the

Maori race will survive in New Zealand and become thoroughly

civilized and incorporated with the English race. The ancient

Briton presented a much less hopeful object to the Roman
colonists than did the Maori to the English colonists. It is to

be questioned if the ancient Englishman showed as rapid a

capacity for acquiring the ways of civilization as the Maori has

done. Seriously, there are native races and native races. No
one would expect to develop a high order of civilization out of

the Australian natives
;

all attempt to improve them has failed.

But the Maories possess intelligence and capacity of the highest

order. They are capable of learning any thing, and the educa-

tion to which Maori children are now subjected must in years

tell its own tale. The Pacific Islanders are mostly of a similar

origin and race, and what the Maori is, they may become.

Their future has the same possibilities as the Maori future, and

that means the survival of a section of the race, its subjection

to civilization, and then its rapid increase, making up for that

sad destruction which always occurs during the elapsing in-

terval between savagery and culture.

The Fiji Islands became a British colony in 1874. The
chiefs and their previously recognized king made the cession to

Sir Hercules Robinson, the Governor of New South Wales.

Shortly afterwards Sir Arthur Gordon was appointed the first

governor of the new colony. The Fijian Archipelago consists

of about between 200 and 250 islands, islets, and rocks, 1900

miles north-east of Sydney and 1200 miles north of Auckland.

About one third of the number are said to be inhabited.

Colonel Smythe in i860 estimated the population at 200,000.

This number is now reduced to about 120,000. Wars, malig-
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nant measles, and the other causes that ordinarily lead to the

destruction of native races are responsible for this startling loss

of population. Sir Arthur Gordon assumed the charge of Fiji

at a period of exceptional disaster. The wild tribes were at

war with the coast natives
;
measles in the shape of a deadly

epidemic was decimating the population
;
and as regards the

white people, a number of unsettled land claims made all deal-

ings with them by the new governor a matter of the greatest

difficulty. The result so far leaves no doubt the islands have

benefited by British rule. Their revenues and productive

powers have increased, and there is a disposition to invest capital

in them. The natives are better treated than formerly, and

those introduced from other islands are protected by stringent

regulations. As a rule the natives will only work when they

are away from their homes. The planters get but little useful

labor from the Fiji natives themselves. An arrangement has

been made with the Government of India by which Fiji will be

enabled to supply itself with coolies on the same terms as

Mauritius obtains them.

The total value of exports for 1876 is stated to be £107,000,

against imports amounting to £1 12,000. Cotton, which at one

time was the chief production, has now very much fallen off.

Fiji will probably supply largely in the future such products as

sugar, coffee, tobacco, copra and cocoa, beche-de-mer, maize,

and it may be India-rubber. It has a good future before it,

checkered probably with many scenes of sadness and difficulty.

But now we must regain our good steamer, which in

imagination we have left as she was passing close to the

Samoan group of islands, and after a pleasant week’s passage

we come to Auckland. Here we will finally leave the steamer.

She proceeds at once to Sydney. We will linger in New Zea-

land and find our way to Sydney by a different route. But as

we have landed in Auckland let us not omit to say that the

harbor of this favored city may, for usefulness and beauty,

challenge comparison with the most famous harbors in the

world.

New Zealand consists of three islands, known as the North

Island, the Middle or Southern Island, and the compara-

tively small Stewart’s Island. The three islands extend over a
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length of nearly 1200 miles. North and south they have a

length of 900, so that they possess a great variety of climate.

The south is about the same temperature as England—the

north is semi-tropical. The average breadth is about 120

miles, but no part of the colony is distant from the sea-coast

more than seventy-five miles. At Auckland the island narrows

so that from coast to coast is only a distance of six miles. The
area of the North Island is about 44,000, or rather less than

that of England
;

the area of the south is 55,000 square

miles, or about the size of England and Wales. Stewart’s

Island has an area of 1000 square miles. The total area of

New Zealand is about 100,000 square miles, which is somewhat
less than, that of Great Britain and Ireland. New Zealand

possesses two distinctive features which must materially affect

its future and the pursuits and character of its people. There

is no country in the world of any moment so isolated from

other countries, and there is none which possesses in propor-

tion to its area so extensive a seaboard. New Zealand is

commonly called the Great Britain of the south, but England
is twenty miles from the continent of Europe—New Zealand

over a thousand miles from the nearest settled country, Austra-

lia. This geographical peculiarity cannot fail to make its peo-

ple a self-reliant and self-supplying people. When a free way
is open to the development of its resources and the industries

suitable to them, no artificial system of protection will be

necessary. The wide ocean which separates it from the rest of

the world will sufficiently repress all competition but that which

will be for the benefit of its people. Its enormous seaboard

must make it a maritime country, and its hardy and self-sustain-

ing colonists, with the remnant of the Maori race which will be

preserved to grow ultimately to a large increase, will carry to

the farthest limits of the Pacific enterprise, power, and

dominion. Its climate for beneficent effects on the produc-

tiveness of its lands leaves nothing to be desired. From the

great'sea it receives winds and moisture sufficient to render the

task of the husbandman easy, but not too much to make the

climate as enjoyable as it is useful. It has not the hot winds

and the droughts which at times notably afflict a large portion

of the continent of Australia. New Zealand is divided into
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provinces, but the distinctive provincial form of government

has ceased. Auckland, the northernmost province, extends

from coast to coast of a considerable portion of the North

Island. As the island broadens out to the south there are two

provinces—Hawke Bay on the east and Taranaki on the west

coast. Again the island comes into one province in its

southern boundary, the province of Wellington.

The seat of government is in Wellington, the capital of this

province. Cook’s Straits, a turbulent channel, divides the

islands. At one time there is reason to think they were

joined. Crossing over the straits there is Marlborough on the

east and Nelson on the west. Then farther south Westland,

as its name implies, extends down the west coast till it reaches

its southern boundary, the province of Otago. Otago stretches

from the east to the west coast, and is very considerable both

in size and wealth. On the east, between Marlborough and

Otago, there is the extensive and wealthy province of Canter-

bury. Finally, south of Otago there is Southland, which skirts

the shores of Foveaux Straits. Across these straits is situated

Stewart’s Island, which as yet is only the scene of inconsider-

able settlement.

The early days of New Zealand were much clouded by

differences with the natives. At the end of 1869 the English

Government determined to leave the colonists to their own
resources, and withdrew all the aid previously rendered to

repress the turbulence of the Maories. Confronted with the

necessity of acting for themselves, the colonists had no

difficulty in coming to the conclusions : First, that they wanted

more population
;
secondly, that they required roads and railways

to open communication with all parts of the country
;
thirdly,

that the resources and value of the colony were such as to

justify the expenditure of immense amounts of capital in intro-

ducing population and in constructing roads and railways.

Hence arose what was known as the “ public works policy,” a

policy which aimed at making the colonists and the Maories

alike aware of the value of their country and its capability for

settlement. At the expense of the people—that is to say, of

the government of the colony—there have been constructed

since 1870 over a thousand miles of railway, over two thousand
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five hundred miles of road, and ninety thousand immigrants have

been introduced. These efforts have fully realized all that

was anticipated. The success of the policy has been proved

by the enormous additions of land brought under cultivation

and the immense increase of the value of the land itself. As
compared with the increase in actual value, the cost of the

policy has been a bagatelle. The cost of what has been done
is less than twenty million pounds sterling, whilst the prop-

erty, including the lands sold and still retained by the Crown,

must have increased in value at least one hundred millions

sterling. There is probably no country in the world at the

present time in which prosperity more uniformly reigns, or in

which the inhabitants are more completely contented, than New
Zealand. The following figures for the year ending 1870 and

for the year ending 1877 tell their own tale :

1870. 1877.

Revenue Z T > 28 7.9°o ZTooo.ooo1

Exports 4,544,000 6,327,000

Imports 4,630,000 6,973,000

Population *248,000 *408,000

* Exclusive of Maories in each case.

The following figures give more precisely the trade and

revenue returns for the year ending 1876 :

EXPORTS : Quantity. Value.

Gold ounces 366,953 Z r
.476, 312

Silver “ 33. 893 7.556

Wool lbs. 64,481,324 3,658,938

Phormium tons 1,053! 18,826

Kauri Gum “ 3,632! 118,348

Wheat, Provisions, Tallow, Timber, etc 1,047,492

Total Exports £6, 327,472

Imports

:

Total Imports. . . £6, 973,418

Revenue : £. s. d.

Ordinary 2,198,291 7 o

Territorial 1,592,253 19 6

Total Z3,79°.545 6 6

Population :

European and Chinese, by census return, March, 1873 408,000

Maori (estimated at about) 46,000

1 The twelve months ending 30th June, 1S78.
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The following table gives an interesting return of the rail-

ways constructed in various countries in proportion to their

populations :

Country.

Year.

Population.

u
£
S«
e.ifi0 ~
c/i

u
0 **

2
Miles

open

to

every

1,000

inhabitants.

Number

of

in-

habitants

to

every

mile

open.

(a) New Zealand 18.77 414.343 955 2-30 434
(rt) Queensland 1S77 203,085 359 1-76 566

United States 1876 45,627,000 78,654 1-72 530

(i) Canada 1876 *4,000,000 6,412 I- 60 624
(a) South Australia 1877 236,864 302 1-27 734
(<r) Victoria 1877 860,787 93 i i -08 924
(a) New South Wales 1S77 662,212 598 0*90 iio3

Switzerland 1S76 2,775,000 1.478 o -53 1S77

Great Britain 1876 33 . 093.439 16,872 0-51 1961

(<-) Belgium 1876 5,366,000 2,105 o -39 2549
France 1876 36,905,788 12,723 o -34 2900

(a) All State property, (b) 30 do miles more have been surveyed, (c) All State property
;
does

not include 19 miles of private line. (d

)

All State property
;
does not include 45 miles of private

line. (*) 83S miles State property
; 1267 miles belong to private companies. * Approximate.

In New Zealand there are 220 miles in course of construction
;
in Canada, 1,027 miles ; in Vic-

toria, 161 miles.

The mineral wealth of New Zealand is very large. As yet

it has scarcely been tapped. It was not until 1861 its gold-

fields were worked to any extent. Since then they have-

yielded to the end of 1877 8,600,000 ounces, valued at ,£33,.-

593,000. The gold-fields are now being systematically worked,

and it is probable their yield will improve. Evidence has

lately been given of the existence of extensive deposits of

silver, but this branch of mining has hitherto been little

pursued. Iron exists in vast quantities, but the conditions of

labor and demand have not as yet stimulated its production.

Copper has also been found in quantity. The islands abound

in coal of various descriptions. There is the lignite, little

different from charred wood
;
there is the brown coal so much

used on the Continent
;
and there is splendid bituminous coal,

better in quality than the famous Newcastle coal of New South

Wales. One of the purposes of some of the railways con-

structed has been to enable coal to be economically obtained,

and we may safely look forward to large results in the future

29
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from this industry. During the six years ended 1877 coal to

the value of .£1,250,000 was imported into the colony. The
day is approaching when all such imports will be unnecessary,

and we may therefore consider that a virtually new and growing
industry, commencing with an average annual value of ,£200,-

000, is added by the railways to the resources of the country.

Platinum, lead, tin, quicksilver, and bismuth have also been dis-

covered, but not as yet in quantity. There is reason to believe

that extensive deposits of the most valuable ore of quicksilver

exist. In various parts springs of petroleum oil well to the

surface. As yet no flowing wells have been struck, but it is

nearly certain they will be. The deposits in America are de-

creasing, whilst the use of mineral oil is largely increasing. At
no distant date it is likely that adequate efforts will be made to

tap in quantity the petroleum which there is every reason to

suppose exists abundantly in parts of the colony. We venture

to throw out the hint that it may be well worth the while of

some of those in America who understand this industry to turn

their attention to its prosecution in New Zealand.

Kauri gum, the use of which is well known in the

United States, is obtained only in New Zealand. It appears to

be the result of the destruction at some remote period of vast

forests of the Kauri-tree. It is discovered by groping with

sticks under the soil. During the nine years ending 1877, this

product, to the value of .£1,140,000, was exported from the

colony. The timber of New Zealand is of great variety, and

some descriptions are very valuable. The results obtained

from pastoral pursuits are truly astounding. During the six-

teen years ending 1877 no less than ,£31,377,000 worth of wool

was produced in and exported from the colony. The growth

of the industry may be gathered from the fact that the export

of the first of these years, 1862, was ,£674,000, and of the last,

1877, ,£3,658,000. But although the quantity of wool is in-

creasing, a less amount of land is devoted to its production.

By laying down English grasses an acre will support from six

to eight sheep, that would not under its natural grass feed a

single sheep. Since the railways have been opened it has been

found that even the augmented production of wool does not

yield so good a result as grain crops, and great quantities of
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the land are being cultivated for grain. Land that used to sell

for from £ I to ^2 an acre readily fetches from £$ to £\2 an

acre, and excellent authorities maintain that for its productive

powers it is well worth £20 an acre. It is a significant proof

of the productive powers of land in New Zealand that the

official returns show that during 1876 the yield of wheat from

141,614 acres was 4,054,377, whilst in South Australia, one of

the finest wheat-producing countries in the world, 1,083,732

acres only yielded 5,857,569 bushels.

The colonists of New Zealand are a hardy, energetic, and

enterprising people. The bulk of those not born in the colony

are of the better class of agricultural laborers and yeomen of

the United Kingdom, with a fair proportion of skilled artisans.

A great many young men of good family and education have

taken capital to the colony and employed it there to advan-

tage. On the whole it is well supplied with both labor and

capital from the mother country. Of all the colonies New
Zealand is probably most highly esteemed in Great Britain as a

place of resort for its surplus population. The chief towns are

Auckland and Wellington in the North Island, Dunedin and

Christchurch in the Middle Island. Unlike some other colonies,

there has been no ambition to build up a great city at the cost

of the whole state. On the contrary, the towns have grown

up as mere reflections of the prosperity of the country districts

on which they depend. The system of government is similar

to that of the other colonies. But owing to the absence of

class jealousies there has been very little disposition to turn

politics into a school for dealing with theoretical subjects.

The houses of legislature sit for less than half the time occu-

pied in other colonies. The legislation is of a prompt and

practical character, and deals directly with the industrial require-

ments of the community. In one at least of the other colonies

the impossibility of disposing of class jealousies has led to

halting legislation, less suited to the economical wants of the

people than to the necessity of hitting upon compromises which

class interests have been willing to accept. One evil, however,

New Zealand has not escaped—that of disposing of its lands too

cheaply. In 1877 the upset price of government land was very

much increased. It was provided by act that land should not
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be sold by free selection for less than two pounds an acre, nor

be put up to auction at a less upset price than one pound an

acre. Different land laws prevail in various parts of New Zea-

land. In some of the provinces land has been sold at very low
rates—at as little indeed as ys. 6d. an acre. In Canterbury the

price has always been two pounds an acre. It would have been

well for New Zealand had higher rates for land been demanded
long since. Experience has shown that where land ruled

highest the greatest amount of prosperity prevailed. Other
colonies have similarly suffered, and we shall have a great deal

to say on this subject when we come to Australia.

We have treated more at length of New Zealand than we
shall be able to do separately of the colonies of Australia.

New Zealand affords an example which it is especially instruc-

tive to investigate of what may be done in a new country by an

energetic development of its resources.

But we must pass on to the Australian colonies. A five-

days’ voyage by a comfortable steamer takes us to the finest

and most enjoyable city in the South Pacific—Melbourne, the

capital of Victoria. If any one in all the Australasian colonies

wishes to enjoy a holiday and has not time to proceed to

Europe, he naturally finds his way to Melbourne. Whether or

not Victoria prospers, Melbourne holds its own. Its inhabi-

tants are a pleasure-loving people, and manage without

neglecting their various businesses and occupations to make
personal enjoyment an important element of life. The
stranger must be censorious and exacting in the extreme' who
is not satisfied with their cordial welcome and genial hospitality.

As one walks through and around Melbourne and notices the

broad roads, the fine buildings, the splendid public institutions,

he feels that he is in the midst of a place, the ruling spirit of

which for a long period has been “ money no object.” Things

are not dealt with meanly in Melbourne. It is said that the

interior of their railway tunnels is adorned with carved

masonry. The area of Victoria is 88,198 square miles, or 56,-

446,720 acres. The whole continent of Australia is estimated

to contain about 3,000,000 square miles. Victoria conse-

quently occupies about one thirty-fifth part of its surface.

Great Britain, exclusive of the islands in the British seas,
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contains 89,644 square miles, and is therefore slightly larger than

Victoria. Victoria is the smallest and yet the most largely

populated of any of the Australian colonies. It possesses a

genial climate, suitable to Europeans. At intervals during the

summer months a few days are very hot. But with these

exceptions the temperature is generally pleasant and healthy.

Originally a part of New South Wales, Victoria became a

separate colony in 1851, just about the time when gold was

discovered. It was previously a country in which pastoral

pursuits were in the ascendency. But gold did for Victoria

that which it did for California. From every part of the world

there rushed to it eager searchers for the precious metal. With
wonderful celerity these heterogeneous masses settled down into

a well-regulated and orderly community. Gold was found in

enormous quantities, and as the people became possessed of

means they eagerly asked to be allowed to buy homesteads on

which to settle. The cry went up to unlock the lands, and well

would it have been could the aspiration have been satisfied.

But the pastoral holders enjoyed long tenures over large tracts

of country
;

it was difficult to open lands for sale, and still more
difficult to manage so that it should pass into the hands of

those who wanted to settle on small farms. The political his-

tory of Victoria has since been one unvarying struggle in many
shapes and guises between the landed and the landless classes.

Many times have the latter conquered, but their victories have

always been barren
;
the results have proved Dead Sea fruits.

The aspect of the contest constantly changed. Those who
early gathered the large yields of gold embarked their wealth in

losing speculations, or spent their money or carried it away
;

the struggle for the land devolved on poorer aspirants. To
them it seemed that cheap land was what they wanted

;
and so,

after a period of agitation, free selection of limited areas, with
conditions of residence and deferred payments, were authorized

by law. The price was fixed at a pound, with easy terms of

payment. There has ensued what might have been expected.

The upset price was fixed too low. The selector could make
money by reselling the land more easily than by working it.

The large pastoral leaseholders, ever on the watch to convert

into freeholds their conditional holdings, were always ready to
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buy at a considerable profit. The free selector had only to

fulfil the bare terms of residence to be assured of making
money by selling his holding as soon as he could get a title from

the Crown. All this is as wrong in theory as disastrous in

practice. No one has a right to get land from the state at less

than its value as unimproved land. The Australasian colonies

were settled after the theories of Gibbon Wakefield, but one of

this great man’s most cogent principles has been ignored. It was
better, he said, to exact a good and sufficient price for the land

even though the money was literally to be thrown into the sea,

than to part with it for an insufficient price. The only sound

guarantee for the cultivation of land is that which is provided

by the purchaser paying such a price as would make it im-

possible for him to afford to lose the interest on his money by
keeping the land unused. This applies equally to poor and

wealthy purchasers. Make the price too low and the purchaser

can hold for an increase. The accumulated interest will still

fall below the profit that may be obtained. The real profit on

land that the purchaser should be allowed is the profit he can

make from cultivating it. If the upset price were sufficiently

high, only land required for use would have been taken
;
the

state would have realized more revenue, whilst it parted with

less country
;
and the population would have learned to look

upon the land not as a speculative commodity, but as the

source and fountain of legitimate gain to those who devoted

themselves to extracting from it its wealth. Victoria, with its

splendid chances, would have possessed the happiest and most

prosperous community in the world had the upset price of its

land for the last twenty-five years been not less than three

times the one pound at which it was fixed. It is true that by

putting up the land to auction a great deal of it realized much
more than a pound an acre, whilst that which was sold without

auction realized only the upset rate. But auction sales are a

clumsy device for repairing the mischief of an insufficient upset

price. Bidders can be bought or persuaded off, the areas may
not be suitable to general purchasers, or the time and place of

sale inconvenient. The conditions of a sensible land policy are

simple in the extreme. They may be briefly described in a

few words : Land to be open to the settler whenever he wants
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it, at a price which will prove profitable to the cultivator, but

exceedingly risky to the mere speculator. In lieu of deriving a

proper revenue from their land, the people of Victoria were

persuaded by some of those who were greedy to obtain the

lands for less than their value to have recourse to protective

duties. They fell into the trap. The landowners appeared to

reluctantly sanction these duties. They however did sanction

them, and obtained for themselves renewed leases of pastoral

lands and the opportunities of acquiring in one way or another

extensive freeholds. The commercial classes protested against

protective duties, and thus three distinct parties grew into exist-

ence—the protection, the free-trade, and the landed. Gradu-

ally, as the last had no more to gain from the first, it made
common cause with the second

;
but in the mean time the

protection classes were fortified by the alliance of those who
had been previously acquiring and holding small homesteads.

Thus the two last, the poorer in wealth, have become the most

numerous and influential party. The small holders and the

small manufacturers have possession of power to the exclusion

of the wealthy landed and commercial classes. As between

the opposing parties the unprejudiced onlooker may find it

difficult to apportion his sympathy. But he cannot fail to feel

how unfortunate it is that class divisions have been allowed to

grow up under conditions utterly incongruous and unsound.

For a long while it has been, and it is to be feared for a long

while it will be, impossible for the Victorians to legislate for

their own benefit. The opposition to a government which is

based on comprehensive even though false principles may
exercise a healthy influence. But when the several parties in

the state are moved by class jealousies, of the narrowness of

which they themselves are unconscious
;
when each sees in

the other the representative only of low personal and

selfish motives—what chance is there of any combination for

mutual good? If the Victorians could calmly consider what

was best for a Victoria to which they and their mutual

suspicions, wrongs, and jealousies did not belong, no doubt

they would have intelligence amply sufficient to promote

the benefit of their highly-favored country. But because it

is for themselves they have worked they have failed in
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their efforts. They have allowed the colony which was first

in the race, and which possessed in some respects unequalled

advantages, to lag behind until other colonies have fast been

making up the distance which separated them. They have

brought themselves to a condition which is truly pitiable.

They do little or nothing to encourage immigration. They
believe in keeping the country for themselves

;
they suspect

each other, and they depend too much on the government for

the success of their schemes of life.

From 1851 to the end of 1877 Victoria produced gold to

the astounding amount of £189,568,000, and silver to the value

of .£2,100,000. The gold-fields are by no means exhausted.

It is probable they are entering upon a period of renewed pros-

perity. The discovery of gold at a depth of over a thousand

feet has proved the fallacy of the theories that declared the pre-

cious metal would be exhausted at shallow depths. During

the twenty-five years ending 1876 Victoria produced, besides

gold and silver, tin to the value of £336,000 ;
copper, £8300 ;

antimony, £120,000; lead, £4800; coal, £9800; lignite,

£2200 ;
kaolin, £7400 ;

flagging-stones, £40,000 ;
diamonds

and sapphires, £750. The greatest misfortune under which

Victoria labors is a want of coal. At present it depends for

its fuel almost entirely on New South Wales. The west coast

coal-fields of New Zealand are about being worked, and

possibly Victoria may draw some of its fuel from them. It is

not, however, at all impossible that there may yet be found

valuable coal-fields in Victoria itself.

The estimated population of Victoria is about 840,000.

Pastoral occupations flourish here as in the other colonies.

The estimated value of the produce of the colony for 1876 was

as follows :

Value of Agricultural Produce £5>574>238
“ *' Pastoral Produce 10,069,570
“ “ Mining Produce 3,886,418

Z19.530.227

During the seven years ending 1876 the exports of wool

amounted to £31,000,000. It is, however, stated that these

values are not strictly correct, and they include some wool

from other colonies. Probably the total should be taken
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at five millions less. Wine promises to become a valuable pro-

duction of Victoria as well as of the neighboring colonies.

The returns for 1876 show a value of grapes and wine of

£ 1 8 1 , 000.

It would be impossible to linger over each colony suffi-

ciently long to do justice to its resources. This paper will

answer its purpose if it suggest to some of its readers in the

United States that not very far removed from them there are

countries sufficiently attractive to demand the study of partic-

ulars more extended than could with any reason be given

herein.

We propose to deal with railways and other industrial

features by summarized figures showing the results in each

colony.

Tasmania is separated from Victoria by Bass Straits, one

hundred and twenty miles in width. It was formerly known as

Van Diemen’s Land. Tasmania has an area of 15,500,000 acres

of land, and the islands connected with it contain one and

a quarter million acres. The chief towns of Tasmania are

Launceston in the north and Hobart Town in the south.

There is a railway between them. It traverses very pretty

country the whole length of the island. The climate of Tas-

mania leaves nothing to desire. It is equally serviceable,

pleasant, and healthy. Up to the end of 1876 over four million

acres of land were parted with by the Crown for ;£ 1,676, 000, and
nearly two million acres of land are leased by the government

to pastoral occupiers. The exports of the colony, exclusive of

minerals, are chiefly wool, flour, grain, fruit preserves, hops,

horses, sperm-oil, timber, vegetables, and tanning bark. Tas-

mania is rich in mineral wealth, but its development has only

lately commenced. There is no doubt that gold exists there in

quantity, as also iron and copper. But the metal which is now
being obtained in largest quantity is tin. This metal is found

in extraordinary abundance and under circumstances which

make it easy to procure. Parts of the colony are very rugged

and thickly wooded, and the mineral resources are probably as

yet but fractionally discovered.

We cross the straits again, and two days’ steam to the west-

ward take us to South Australia. This colony has the enor-
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mous area of 914,000 square miles. It extends from the

extreme north to the south of the continent. The northern

territory, as it is called, is governed by a resident official acting

under the authority of the government of the colony located

in the south. Exclusive of the northern territory, the colony

has an area of 383,328 square miles, or 245,329,920 acres. Of

this vast territory, little more than a fourth is yet settled.

Twenty-five counties, containing 40,000 square miles, have been

proclaimed, embracing the principal agricultural and pastoral

settlements situate within an easy distance of the capital or a

shipping port.

It will readily be seen that in a country like this, with such

vast quantities of land, different conditions prevail to those

which rule New Zealand, Victoria, or Tasmania. There is no

fear of exhausting the lands suitable for settlement. The prob-

lem which has to be worked out is to make this land available

in sufficient quantities to meet all legitimate demands, but not

in such profusion as to cause its possession to be insufficiently

valued. There is no reason to doubt that the South Austra-

lians are well alive to the conditions they have to provide for,

and that they are both able and willing to legislate accordingly.

Political struggles are by no means wanting, but they are

subordinate to industrial considerations. The country, in short,

thrives, because its people know how to use the great resources

they possess.

Wool, grain, and copper are South Australia’s great staples.

The following shows the value of the exports of each of these

for the ten years ending 1876 : Wool, £14,971,961 ;
grain,

£1 1,692, 168 ;
copper, £6,869,681.

The copper mines of South Australia are the richest the

world has ever known. Numerous fortunes have been realized

from them. Wool, as in all these colonies, has played an im-

portant part and constituted a large source of wealth. But

South Australia is, and promises to be, more famous for its

grain than for any other of its productions. The dry heat of

its climate, combined with the fertility of its soil, produce a

wheat that is probably without its equal in any part of the

world. At any rate, when there is an international competi-

tion South Australia rarely fails to play a very prominent
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part. Its wheat commands the highest value in the English

market.

A laudable desire is shown in South Australia to preserve

the existing forests of value and to create new ones. It stands

almost alone in this respect. The destruction of forests in new
countries is one of the most lamentable instances of the

selfish disregard by the existing generation of the interests of

those who will succeed them. Whole forests, the growth of

ages, have been destroyed by the careless use of a fire to boil

a pot of tea or light a pipe of tobacco. This is a delicate

subject to treat upon in a paper which is to meet the eyes of

Americans, for the United States afford a conspicuous example

of the recklessness with which men, for the most trivial pur-

poses, will destroy one of nature’s grandest gifts. It would be

interesting to know on what side and to what amount the

balance would remain if the value of the forests unnecessarily

and needlessly destroyed in the United States were estimated

on the one side and the value of the work of men on the other.

The disastrous evils which follow the destruction of forests are

well known, apart from the inconvenience and losses which will

be occasioned when the timber really required for use will be

difficult to obtain because of the abuses of the past. Most of

the countries of Europe preserve their forests with the greatest

jealousy. They take care that reproduction amply compen-
sates for use

;
the consequence is that the features of these

countries are preserved, and that immense wealth is derived

from the forests.

The South Australians have no objection to new blood.

On the contrary, they introduce at their own expense a con-

siderable number of immigrants yearly. They have also

displayed rare enterprise in carrying to the northern extremity

of the colony a line of telegraph. This undertaking was a most
formidable one. It involved the exploration and construction

of the line over nearly two thousand miles of entirely unknown
country, six hundred miles of it a desert. But the first con-

struction was only part of the work. The line had to be

maintained against flood and storm, and against the natives,

who, though scarce to the south, are more plentiful to the

north. Such a work was not likely to prove pecuniarily
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remunerative. A higher ambition than that of avarice prompt-

ed the South Australians. They wanted it, and they did not

count the cost. As an American would say, “ it had to be

done and done it was. The capital of South Australia is

Adelaide, a charmingly built and prosperous city, and one

which has bright prospects before it. These it shares with the

colony. South Australia has before it a brilliant future. Its

one drawback is that during portions of the year its climate is

somewhat hotter than suits the comfort of those accustomed to

temperate countries.

The colony of Western Australia comprises all that portion

of Australia situated to the westward of 129 degrees E. longi-

tude. Its greatest length is 1280 miles from north to south

and 800 miles from east to west. The total estimated area of

the colony is 978,000 square miles. The occupied portion is

about 600 miles in length by about 150 miles in average

breadth. Until lately Western Australia was a colony to which

convicts were deported. Now that it has ceased to be a con-

vict colony it is likely to progress more rapidly than hitherto.

Its population at present is only 30,000. At the end of

1876 there were 45,900 acres of land under cultivation.

Like the other Australian colonies, Western Australia’s chief

wealth hitherto has been derived from pastoral pursuits. The
wool exports were of the value of

:

Sailing round Australia to the north and east we come to

the colony of Queensland, comprising an area of North-eastern

Australia of an estimated amount of 669,250 square miles, and

possessing a seaboard of 2250 miles. Queensland, like Vic-

toria, was formerly a part of New South Wales. It was con-

stituted a separate colony in 1859. The population at the end

of June, 1877, was estimated at 173,283. The climate of

Queensland is hot for Europeans, but the inhabitants bravely

fight against this disadvantage, and certainly do not display

that indisposition to exertion which is characteristic of white

races in warm climates. On the contrary, they are an energetic

people, and the government has pushed on public works and

.£120,700 in 1872

£123,000 in 1873

£nS,8oo in 1S74

£132,600 in 1S75

£142,500 in 1876
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promoted immigration in a manner which some of the other

colonies might have advantageously followed. It may be

questioned if Queensland, like the other colonies, has not, by
making its lands too cheap, caused them to be insufficiently

valued. The lands of Queensland are fertile, though, with

notable and considerable exceptions, not generally suited for

the productions of temperate climates. But tropical and semi-

tropical products thrive well. In course of time Queensland is

likely to become one of the principal producing countries in the

world of coffee and sugar. For these, however, it wants

cheap native labor, and its arrangements for importing such

labor are as yet very imperfect. Warm as it is, pastoral pur-

suits flourish in Queensland. It possesses enormous flocks of

cattle and sheep. The value in 1876 of the wool, hides, skins,

tallow, and live-stock it exported amounted to £1,803,000.

Its mineral wealth is very large, and will probably prove in

the future not its least distinction. Gold, tin, and copper are

found in large quantities. The value of these metals exported

during 1876 was as follows :

Gold .£1,427,900

Tin 187,200

Copper 172,380

£1,787,480

Excellent coal in quantity has been found, and the colony is

fortunate in possessing valuable timber in great abundance. As
an instance of the energy with which affairs are carried on in

Queensland, it may be mentioned that through 4700 miles of the

country the telegraph wire has been carried, and that the

charge for transmitting messages through the longest distance

is only one shilling for ten words. Brisbane, the capital of the

colony, is an improving city. It contains over 20,000 inhabi-

tants. The next largest towns are Rockhampton and Ipswich.

The accident
t
of our route brings us last to the oldest and

in many respects the most important colony of Australia

—

New South Wales. In less than ten years New South Wales

will be able to celebrate its centenary as a colony. Originally

it comprised two thirds of the whole continent. The other

colonies which have been carved out of it have shorn it of its
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vast dimensions till it has ceased to be the largest. It, however,

still boasts the goodly area of 323,400 square miles. It is

manifestly quite impossible in a few lines to do justice to a

colony that possesses ninety years of an eventful, busy history.

New South Wales enjoys within its limits each of the resources

possessed by the other Australian colonies, with the important

addition of apparently boundless coal-fields. The products of

temperate and tropical climates can be successfully cultivated

within its limits. Its pastoral capabilities are enormous, and

there seem to be no bounds to the immensity of its varied

mineral wealth. The people of New South Wales are in the

aggregate, for their number, probably the richest people in the

world. They have a great deal of the conservatism of wealth.

They affected to look down on the rapid progress made by

Victoria after the discovery of gold in that colony. It is

probably entirely due to their want of energy that they

suffered Melbourne to surpass them in commercial opu-

lence and importance. Sydney, with natural advantages of an

unrivalled character, should have been the queen of the

southern hemisphere, whereas Melbourne by the energy of its

citizens has grown into that position. The class jealousies to

which we have previously referred crippled the trade of Mel-

bourne, which at one time promised to be the depot of all the

Australasian colonies. Evil example seems to have produced the

result which emulation had failed to effect. The people of New
South Wales gradually awakened to the idea that the mistakes

of their neighbor might be converted to their own benefit. They
applied themselves to encouraging and promoting trade, to

largely constructing public works, to stimulating agricultural

and pastoral pursuits, and to assisting immigration. They soon

became sensible of their own powers. Like a giant refreshed,

New South Wales is striding ahead, and though it has little

chance of making Sydney as important a city as Melbourne,

New South Wales, with lesser population, promises to over-

shadow Victoria unless the people of the latter colony largely

alter their ways. Large as is its territory, it is to be doubted if

New South Wales is not too liberal with its land. Here, as else-

where, there is an insufficient government upset price, and terri-

tories are given away where farms should command high values.
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Although these colonies have greatly progressed hitherto, very

much more remains to be effected. Practically the whole of

Northern Australia is as yet untouched. It is strange how un-

mindful the English and Indian governments show themselves of

the capacity of Northern Australia to relieve overburdened India

of a portion of her surplus population. If the northern part of

Australia were not British territory, India and England would

sigh for its possession. As it is available no use is made of it.

The swamps of the great rivers which debouch on the north

coast would, it is said, ‘grow rice in vast quantities to feed the

famished races of the Asiatic peninsula. And millions of these,

races could find on Australian soil happy homes. Removed
from their present stagnating surroundings, the inducements to

work and labor would be accepted by them, and they would

turn a great waste into a thriving country. In the southern

hemisphere a cold climate is less distant from the equator

than in the northern portion of the globe. In Australia tropi-

cal and temperate heat are not greatly separated, and the races

suited for each would not be long in aiding each other. A
railway through the continent would speedily unite them.

The vast mineral wealth of the northwould.be developed by

the Asiatic races. They would become large purchasers from

the south
;
they would be the medium at once of relieving

India of its present poverty and of supplying it with articles of

consumption which it now draws from Europe. It is simply

impossible that tropical Australia can remain untenanted

whilst tropical Asia is so overcrowded with a famine-stricken

population. Apart, however, from the northern part of

Australia, that of the southern portion gives forth no ambigu-

ous promise. It must become the prosperous home of many
millions of English-speaking people. In an eloquent speech,

made some time since by Sir Hercules Robinson, Governor of

New South Wales, in which he advocated the federation of the

colonies, he thus dwelt on the future enlargement of their

population :

Assuming that the recent rate of increase in the United Kingdom
is not diminished, and that for Australia is not augmented, the popu-

lation of Australia will, in 1955, be over thirty-eight millions, which
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was the' population of the United States of America at the last census

in 1870; and the population of this continent will then bear to that of

the United Kingdom the proportion of 38 to 63, instead of only 2 to

33, as at present. Surely such a prospect of future greatness must sug-

gest the necessity of now laying broad and deep the foundations for the

development of this vast country, and for its corresponding advancement in

civilization. It is, indeed, a prospect which may well enkindle a flame of

Australian as distinguished from provincial patriotism ; while it assuredly

offers a noble field for the exercise of the highest capacity for statesmanship.”

It has been quite impossible in the limit of this paper to

give any thing approaching to an adequate description of the

many and varied countries of which it treats. But if it suc-

ceeds in making its American readers desire to know more of

these countries, something will have been done. Literally at

the feet of the United States lie territories peopled and to be

peopled with populations of common origin, speaking the same

language, owning to the same wants, and with ways of thought

not far different. Their mutual trade and communication are

as yet meagre in the extreme. The time must come, if it has

not already arrived, when the people of the United States will

feel the necessity of cultivating closer relations with their

Australasian cousins. The latter are quite able to largely use

and consume American productions, whilst the United States

might take from them in exchange in vast quantities at least

one of their productions—wool. It is a wretchedly short-

sighted policy of the United States to shut out by a prohibition

tariff the wool of Australia and New Zealand. It is wool of a

kind and character not produced in the United States.

American manufacturers greatly benefit by its use. We throw

out this hint as a suggestive step of a course which might

greatly promote friendship and mutual good offices between

the countries concerned. It is impossible that Americans can

be insensible to the many ties of both a sentimental and

material character that unite them with the British colonists of

the Pacific.

Julius Vogel.






